
• • 00 

m 
:0 

I 
qualification on the fairness of a trial is likely even more aevastatmg tnan me SLuuJes snow oecause 

1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 

prosecution use of peremptory challenges "expand[ s] the class of scrupled jurors excluded as a result 
10 

~ 3 of the death-qualifying voir dire." Lockhart, 4 76 U.S. at 190-91 (1986) (Marshall, J ., dissenting); see 

0 ' '"' •. I ·-· 0 4 atso ungs y, :>o'-' r. ;,upp. a• 
,p 

Jo-t v, '""""· 
<D 

5 in Capital Cases: An Empirical Study and a Constitutional Analysis, 81 Mich. L. Rev. 1 (1982). 
-....] 
0 

6 Nor should this Court accept the contention that life qualification27 somehow mitigates this 

7 . ,. A 11 ' 1rnro nf thev are life or death-oriented fall prey to the 
~ ~J • J 

8 conditioning effects of the pretrial process in which the defendant's guilt is assumed. infra~. In fact, 

9 in life qualifying a jury, the defense may be drawn into the conditioning process, appearing to advocate 

lU not a finding of innocence · but unpoSJtlon ot a Jesser semence. J'ojor uu~~ ,;,~ 
-~ ' . ~ 

11 outcome alleviate the conviction proneness or attitudinal bias of the resulting jury. Its failure to 

12 produce excusals in numbers comparable to those from death qualification renders illusory any such 

13 ~ _, ' . , T\. ,,t, '":~-•:~., ot 1>75! 'thot thP 
. '-'"" '-''"-'5 -_, . , 

14 relatively few potential jurors excused because of life qualification has little effect on the overall 

15 
disposition of the surviving jury); Kadane, After Hovey at 119.

28 

16 
Tt. · .;~ nP>+h ·"-"' tion substantiallv reduces iurv diversity. African Americans and other 

17 
racial minorities, women, persons of certain religions, and members ot other cogmzao1e groups wiu 

18 
be less likely to survive the process. See Acker et al., The Empire State Strikes Back at 69 ("The 

19 

..,;u 

21 
(addressing criticisms of studies). 

22 
27 Life qualification seeks to identify those jurors whose views in favor of the death penalty 

23 
preclude or substantially impair them from rendering an impartial sentence. See C.P .L. § 
<. /U.<.U~ 1 )~I), ' . ~"' '' " ~•" ~'~ ;, 00'1\· .1. • n~;.,, V ,,,., . ' . ' '"' . . ' - "' 

24 
28 1n upholding, by a bare majority, pre-guilt-phase death qualification against a state 

25 constitutional attack, the Connecticut Supreme Court invoked a capital case pending before it 

26 
where the ratio of jurors removed through life qualification as opposed to death qualification was 3 
tn ?. See State v. Griffin 741 A.2d 913,934 (Conn. 1999). The majority thereupon opined that 

'17 · ' <leath 'heliefs are oredictive of jury voting behavior It could not L be j 

28 
conclude[ d]" that pre-guilt-phase death and life qualification results in a "Connecticut jury that 1s 
more, rather than less, 'conviction prone.'" Id. The instant case stands in stark contrast. 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 1 death- and life-qualification process causes a greater Uian ;>v percem reuuc1ion i '"" • -. t UUll UL 

1-'· 
1./l non-whites eligible for capital jury service."); Samuel R. Gross, Update: American Public Opinion 
1-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 on the Death Penaln:::-It's Getting Personal, 83 Cornell L. Rev. 1448, 1451 (1998) ("Race and sex, 

0 .1.' ~' ·" ~- .<1. , +n hn ' "'· · -' em "'""'"" 0 'I WC tWU UlaJUl ·.- ' ,p 
<D 5 survey."); William J. Bowers et al., A New Look at Public Opinion on Capital Punishment: What 
'-..1 
1-' 

6 Citizens and Legislators Prefer, 22 Am. J. Crim. L. 77, 128-30 (1994) (1991 poll reveals that race and 

7 ' • ~rP "ot~t; o.; t nredictors" for sunnort for caoital ounishment in New York State); 
Q 

8 Fitzgerald & Ellsworth, Due Process vs. Crime Control at 46 (blacks and women disproportionately 

9 excluded).29 Indeed, a recent poll indicates that, nationwide, a mere 36% of African Americans 

~ nnnn ~." 
IV contmue to support tne aeam penalty . .)ee z.ogoy '~VOVJ '~'" ~•, ~vvv 1 vu 

11 -Likely Voters, Question 8. 

12 In addition to diminishing the representation of particular cognizable groups, death 

13 . ' 
"' 1. -" OPTVP tn '' ···~ ~ lornP >nP of the 

' "J 

1'1 population from participating in the resolution of the State's most serious criminal cases. This 

15 phenomenon will be particularly pronounced in some counties, making capital juries there peculiarly 

16 
ntative. 

17 
This Court should interpret the right to an 1mparttal Jury ana omer gmiramees or me ;:,mre 

18 
Constitution as forbidding pretrial death qualification. Numerous jurists have reached the same 

19 
conclusion. See Griffin, 741 A.2d at 948 (Berdon, J ., dissenting)("[P]utting the studies aside, anyone 

... v 

·" ""- 1. " -~ +. +, +hn 

21 
witn any co ~CU~C <UJU W JJU U<l.> tllC ·-r· , 

22 
conclusion that venire persons who favor the death penalty are more conviction prone than those who 

23 
oppose it."); id. at 953, 955 (Norcott & Katz, JJ., dissenting) (finding empirical evidence convincing 

1. ''· "' '' t with the claim that death aualified iuries are disposed to 
24 ~ 

25 
convict at the guilt phase"; while cognizant of state's interest in conserving "cost, time and judicial 

26 

27 ofl < fl~ 
Mr. V ants! nas stanamg to ratse tms cJatm. ~ ' .. ,, .u. ovv, ov. 

28 (1991); see also J.E.B. v. Alabama ex rei. T.B., 511 U.S. 127, 128 (1994). 
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·- • 
1 

resources," "given the stakes mvolveo, tnese concerns are tnmJ compeuing e -,. <v J' ·"J u~u•u 

2 qualifying a jury before the guilt phase); State v. Bey. 548 A.2d 887, 923 (N J. 1998) (Handler, J., 

3 dissenting) (criticizing Lockhart and noting "in no other context has this Court accepted the 

·~ 'th•t 
4 r J 

5 render the jury somewhat more conviction prone") (citations and internal quotations omitted); State 

6 v. Ramseur, 524 A.2d 188, 295-99, 344-48 (N.J. 1987) (O'Hem, J., concurring; Handler, J., 

7 •. . ' rT. and ur!!in!! that defendant had independent state constitutiOnaJ nght 

8 

9 

to traditionally composed jury on ground that "pricing the expediency and efficiency of trials at the 

expense of a capital defendant's right to be tried before an impartial jury conflicts with our traditional 

• v sense of fatrness ano JUStice '); L ommonwea 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

C.J ., dissenting) (fmding death qualification violates state constitution and noting "the time has come 

to acknowledge on the basis of the considerable reliable empirical data now available that which 

.L L ' .L .1. TJ..oHJ..n-looTh .1:£!. nrodUCCS 

juries that are both prosecution-prone and unrepresentative"); State v. Young, 853 P.2d 327, 394 

(Durham, l, dissenting) (criticizing Lockhart and arguing that "the dual forms of conviction-proneness 

th•t nP•th nualification causes ... violates a defendant's right to 'trial by an impartial jury,' as 

guaranteed by [the State Constitution,] which requrres that m capnru cases me rigm or u;, .. uy jwy 

shall remain inviolate"'); Statev.lrizarzy. 763 P.2d432,435-36 (Wash. 1988) (Utter,J., concurring).
30 

. .,, . . . .~ • hv <>n 
<.V H. »ecau.~ tllt: . • • ."ll . ~·- . ~. , I~ · n;. .. th 

21 

22 

23 .L ,o 

Qualll~;-ti::~ the"~~ocess Violat;; the Fede;:I Constitution. 

In Witherspoon v.lllinois, 391 U.S. 510 (1968), the Supreme Court first confronted the issue 

.... ~.t. • on tionallv biased iurv for the purpose of determining 

24 guilt. Although the Court held that the defendant had not substantiated his clarrn, tt recogmzea that 

25 

26 

27 

28 

'l'J.femanvety, given 
• p. .... (", .... ,, • J' ., 

should consider invoking its supervisory powers to eliminate the practice of pre-guilt-phase aeam 
qualification. See Griffin, 741 A.2d at 955 (Norcott, J., & Katz, J., dissenting). 
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• • 
I 

2 under the Federal Constitution: 

3 

5 

6 

9 

11 

12 

13 

15 

16 

19 

21 

22 

23 

25 

26 

28 

interests by means of [alternate procedures]. 

Id. at 520-21 & n.l8. Therefore, at a minimum, the Constitution requires "balancing of the hann to 

49N.Y.2d 

even were 

defendant's state constitutional right to a determination of guilt or innocence by a wholly neutral and 

representative jury, Nevada would not have such an interest. 

VANISI'S SENTENCE OF DEATH WAS IMPOSED UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF 
PASSION. PREJUDICE. OR ARBITRARY FACTOR(S), IN VIOLATION OF THE FIFTH. 
SIXTH. EIGHTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS TO THE U.S. CONSTITUTION. 

Supporting Facts. 

The high media profile which this case received and the emotional testimony from the State's 

witnesses Mr. V anisi in the the to base its decision 

death sentence was then imposed under the influence of passion, prejudice, or other arbitrary factors .. 

In Godfrey v. Georgia, 466 U.S. 420, I 00 S.Ct. 1759, 64 L.Ed 398 (1980), Justice Marshall 

sentencing context: 
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00 

m 
:0 I 1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 
0 
0 " ,p 
oD 5 
"-..1 
,p 

6 

7 

8 

9 

'" •v 

11 

12 

13 

'" 
15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

"'" ~v 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

• 
an appellate court. The reviewing court can deterrmne only wne_tner a rahonat ;ury 
might have imposed the death penalty if it had been properly instructed; 1t is 
impossible for it to say whether a particular jury would have so exercised its discretion 
if it had known the law. 

The preceding discussion leads me to what I regard as a more fundamental 
defect in the Court's approach to death penalty cases. In Gregg, the Court rejected 
the position, expressed by my Brother BRENNAN and myself, that the death penalty 
is in all circumstances cruel and unusual punishment forbidden by the Ei"hth 
anti A'"""' ~~-: tho~ in "• ·so !'Tave a• 
th,., 'J;f,. I h,. to\c,.n "r snared "it would be both 
necessary and sufficient to insist on sentencing procedures that would minimize or 
eliminate the "risk that [the death penalty] would be inflicted in an arbitrary and 
capricious manner." 428 U.S., at 189, 188 (opinion of STEWART, POWELL, and 
STEVENS, JJ.). Contrary to the statutes at issue in Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 
(1972), under which the death penalty was "infrequently imposed" upon "a 
capncwusty selected random handtul, id., at 3UIJ-31U l::, ll:'.' , J., concurnng), 
and _'the_ threat ot executwn J:V~L too attenuareuT<;> oe _or suosffi!!tia1 service to 
cnmmal JUStice," id., at 311-313 (WHITE, J., concurrmg), 1t was antiCipated that the 
Georgia scheme would produce an evenhanded, objective procedure rationally 
"'distinguishing the few cases in which [the death penalty] is imposed from the many 
cases in which it is not."' Gregg v. Georgia, supra, at 198, quoting Furman, supra, at 

T • 

J•J \" .... ~, J., 

For reasons I expressed in Furman v. Georgia, supra, at 314-371 (concurring 
opinion), and Gregg v. Georgia, supra, at 231-241 (dissenting opinion), I believe that 
the death penalty may not constitutionally be imposed even ifit were possible to 
do so in au evenhanded manner. But events since Gregg make that possibility 
..... m increasin<Jiv remote. Nearlv everv week of everv vear this Court is oresented 
with at least one oetition for certiorari raising troubling issues of noncompliance with 
the strictures of Gregg and its progeny. On numerous occasions since Gregg, the 
Court has reversed decisions of State Supreme Courts upholding the imposition 
of capital punishment, frequently on the ground that the sentencing proceeding 
allowed undue discretion, causing dangers of arbitrariness in violation of Gregg 
and its companion cases. These developments, coupled with other persuasive 
e:riuence, ~" ~uong1y sugg"_SL '"'" ' "'" · -r , u' · '~" 
Kino 01 ;t ~; anu .,., rnaune '-..Oun . m<"' 

Gregg. The disgraceful distorting effects of racial discrimination and poverty 
continue to be painfully visible in the imposition of death sentences. And while 
hundreds have been placed on death row in the years since Gregg, only three persons 
have been executed. Two ofthem made no effort to challenge their sentence and were 
+1. ' th ' ml.ot T l.oun ~1, ' ' ' '" no "ototP- ' ' 

· ,_r_ "1. UT~Iff .<.1.1 TT" """ ·;:,--,·~ (1-a'7a\ r.-1;, · · -' ~ .... olon 

Gilmore v. Utah, 4 29 U.S~ i 012 (197 6). The task of eliminatinK arbitrariness in the 
infliction of capital punishment is proving to be one which our criminal iustice 
system and perhaps any criminal justice system is unable to perform. In 
short, it is now apparent that the defects that led my Brothers Douglas, STEW ART, 
and WHITE to concur in the judgment in Furman are present as well in the statutory 
schemes under which defendants are currently sentenced to oeatn. 

Godfrey. 466 U.S. at437-440, 100 S.Ct. at 1770-1771 (emphasis added). 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 1 Justice Marshall then gave a powerful conclusion: 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 I believe that the Court in McGautha was substantially correct in concluding that the 10 

~ 3 task of selecting in some objective way those persons who should be condemned 
~· LL ' . L ~ LL 

0 0 
, "'· ,, ""' "(;', 

0 :~-~~ •~ uu~ ... ~ ... -;- -~ .-:.:. ,-.:~1: : ;.:.: ~· 
.. · th~• uiPn; thot 

0 '+ , 
,p the death 11enaljy is so barbaric that it is in all circumstances cruel and unusual 
<D 5 11unishment forbidden by the Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments, it may eventually 
-....] conclude that the effort to eliminate arbitrariness in the inlliction of that ultimate Ul 

6 sanction is so plainly doomed to failure that it- and the death penalty- must be 
~h-one' ~ 

7 

8 Godfrey, 466 U.S. at 442, I 00 S.Ct. at 1772 (emphasis added). 

9 CLAIM NINETEEN: 
1/\ 

v, ua.;: NflT rc TlTI<' HIS I 01? 

11 INTOXICATION AND PSYCHOSIS AMOUNTED TO LEGAL INSANITY UNDER THE 

12 
AUTHORITY OF FINGER v. STATE; THE LEGISLATURE'S BAN ON A VERDICT OF 
"NOT GUILTY BY REASON OF INSANITY" PREVENTED TRIAL COUNSEL FROM 

13 PUTTING ON EVIDENCE OF PETITIONER'S STATE OF MIND, INVIOLATION OF THE 
FIFTH. SIXTH AND FUI NIH NnMI TO THJ<; U.S. TILJ . 

Pt 

15 Supporting Facts. 

16 The authority of Finger was not available for Petitioner at the time of trial. Therefore, his 

17 
COUSlilULiunaJ 

.. .. 
-/ lU r ''""u"" : ru• '""" 

18 

19 
his state of mind during the alleged crime, were never before the court. Likewise, the Nevada 

"'I\ ' C:nnrt conld not havP. 'the same nn rlirect anneal. The record is clear that Vanisi 

21 suffered from Bipolar Disorder with psychosis at the time of his arrest, diagnosed first upon his 

22 
incarceration. Moreover, it is also clear that Vanisi was under the influence of speed and marijuana 

23 
and suffering from lack of sleep at the time of the crime.(TT Volume XI, 1720) The Jury m the gmlt 

.l'l 

25 phase was not presented with said information by counsel for V anisi or the State. Nor was the jury 

26 instructed how it might consider such information in it determination ofVanisi's state of mind at the 

27 
ume m me onense. 

28 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 I Legal Argument. 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 Under Finger v. State, 117 Nev.548, 27 P.3d 66 (Nev. 2001), cert. denied,-- U.S.--, 122 S. 
10 

~ 3 
0 Ct. 106J, I~ I L.-mr.z<f~o 1 , me sra1e or mmo ora< L lll a ,.;;n- ; ""'~ ., 
0 4 
,p 
<D 5 

and essential to the defense. In Finger, theN evada Supreme Court held that evidence of a mental state 
-....] 
0' 

6 that does not rise to the level of legal insanity may still be considered in evaluating whether the 

7 .L .c . _,_, "· ,.1-,, .. , 
uao p w~u ~] , 

8 
determining whether a killing is first- or second-degree murder or manslaughter or some other 

9 
anrument re2:ardin11. diminished capacity. 

1V 

11 Additionally, in Finger, the Nevada Supreme Court fmmd the 1995 amended version ofNRS 

12 174.035(4), abolishing the defense of legal insanity, to be unconstitutional and unenforceable. I d. 117 

13 
Nev. at 575,27 P.3d at 11'1. 1ne 1...oun ne1o tne ponion ot NK::i 1/'+.u-'-'~'"'J . 0 a P"'" u1 gumy 

14 

15 
but mentally ill unconstitutional and rejected the amended version ofNRS 174.035(3) "in its entirety." 

16 Jd. at 576, 27 P.3d at 84. The Finger Court further determined that "legal insanity is a well-

17 "•'· ' ·"·'· 'n. " 11-. ..... n. 
I i111U v• <uv •a ~ v• <u• c VJ 

18 
Clauses of the United States Constitution. Id at 575,27 P.3d at 84. The Court concluded that the pre-

19 
statutes that were amended or repealed by the 1995 statute should remain in full force and 

""" 
21 effect. Jd. at 576, 27 P.3d at 84. 

22 Therefore, under the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution, Mr. Vanisimust be afforded 

23 
the means and the permission to put on a detense ot legal msanny. L>ee atso umnv. a , 110 

24 

25 
Nev. Adv. Op. No. 85, 59 P .3d 488 (2002). His conviction and sentence must therefore be reversed 

26 to acomodate this right. 

?7 
II 

28 
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00 • • m 
:0 

I Inadequate Review by Nevada Supreme Court. 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 Constitutionally-adequate review in a capital case, including the mandatory review required 
10 

~ 3 
0 byNRS 177. , must taKe mto account tne entire reccm:r or me 
0 4 
,p 

Any attempt to conduct the review of the capital sentence in this matter without consideration <D 
5 -...] 

---.1 of the mental state of Mr. V anisi during the alleged crime would violate the due process right to 6 

'7 ' ,, ' 
._ .. •'-· 1a1r n'v VV UH ~> 'T , '~~vn., ~~ "'lu . l' .,. 

8 
basis of a complete record afforded to other defendants, and the Eighth Amendment right to a reliable 

9 
sentence under nrocedures which must satisfy "heightened standards of reliability," Ford v. 

lU 

11 Wainwright, 474 U.S. 399 (1986) (plurality), in capital cases. 

12 It would be odd were we now to abandon our insistence upon unfettered 

13 presentation ofre1evant information, before the fmal fact antecedentto execution 
bas been found. 

14 Rather, consistent with the heightened concern for fmrness anll accuracy 

15 
that has characterized our review of the process requisite to taking of a human 
life, we believe that any procedure that precludes the prisoner or his counsel from 

16 presenting material relevant to his sanity or bars consideration of that material 
' . . . 

1'7 
uy <U.,-nn;T •• . 

18 .!!;l, at 414. E.g., Dobbs v. Zant, _U.S._, 113 S.Ct 835, 836 (1993) (per curiam), infra; In re Stevens 

19 B., 25 Cal.3d 1, 548 P.2d 480, (1979): 

-t.U 
""· ... ·- •• hP gn • l~n • th<> .. onrt tom,.~ nnnn th<> 

21 questions sought to be raised (citation omitted) This requirement is particularly 

22 
important where ... the sufficiency of the evidence is challenged. 

23 Id, at 484; see also Richmond v. Rickett§, 774 F.2d 957 (9th Cir. 1995), wherein the court explained 

24 that an "independent review" - as required in a habeas action - must include the entire record. 

25 
The record must show that the district court examined all relevant parts of the 

26 state court record. Since it does not, we cannot affirm the dismissal of the habeas .. 
?7 

. 

28 Id, at 961. The court recognized that a review of the "complete state court record:" 
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• ·-00 

m 
:0 1 ... is indispensable to determining whether the habeas applicant received a full 
1-'· 
1./l and fair state court evidentiary hearing resulting in reliable findings. 
1-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 ld, at 962. 

0 
0 " t.:LAlM ,·t;.I,N: 
,p 
<D 5 
"-..1 TRIAL COUNSEL WAS INEFFECTIVE FOR FAILING TO PROPERLY 
00 

INVESTIGATE POSSIBLE MITIGATING FACTORS AND/OR TO PUT ON WITNESSES 6 
,~ThT" ~ n1 TNC'T. AN~ 

7 . ~·~·" ~"~~· 
~ .... m. 

' ' ' 

8 AMENDMENTS. 

9 
Suuuortinl!: Facts. 

w 

II Trial counsel for V anisi did not contact a mitigation expert to assist them with the Penalty 

12 Phase of the trial, even though one was made available to them. Moreover, they did not present a 

13 
~ ~ 

mrtJgauon expert ot any unng me penan:y pnase or me case. nao ""'Y ·o· '~Ap~u 

14 

15 
during the penalty phase, the outcome, i.e. sentence, would have been different. 

16 Legal Argument. 

17 ' LL LL" "· .. , • L. ...... 
LlJ\0 UL LHa..< LV ll" , V' '5', 

18 
effects of substance abuse on his state of mind, as well as mitigation evidence at sentencing, was 

19 
ineffective and oreiudiced V anisi as it oertains to his sentencing, as well as his guilt. 

~v 

21 Defense counsel has a duty to reasonably investigate possible mitigating evidence. See 

22 Haberstroh v. State, 109 Nev. 22 (1993). 

23 
In thecaseof.Sanhom v. State, lUi Nev. j'J'J, lHL l'.La lL /'J tl'J'JlJ, tnecounaetermmeu Uta< 

L4 

25 
prejudice resulted and the Strickland standard for reversal based upon ineffective assistance was met: 

26 Sanborn's defense was clearly prejudiced by his counsel's failure to develop and 
-;-.-;- ;-;- ' . ~ .. . 

27 r . "" 'llL'-ll .. 
UlC Slll<e S :r "'-""''· 

28 deprived of the opportunity to present testimony material to his defense. and we 
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00 • • m 
:0 I are therefore unable to nlace confidence in the reliability of the verdict. See 
1-'· 
1./l Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,687, 104 S.Ct. 2052,2064,80 L.Ed.2d 674 
1-'· 2 (1984). 10 

~ 3 
0 Sanhom, lUI Nev. atZIUY, l\JL t'.La at !Lll'f. 

0 4 
,p 
..0 5 

Further, the Nevada Supreme Court has recognized the right to effective assistance of counsel 
-....] 
..0 

6 at sentencing: 

7 " 
. . . ·'" ... 

1l I> W<Oll 'uru< "'~ 1 VJ -,.· ~J 

8 criminal proceeding at which he is entitled to the effective assistance of counsel." 
Gardner v. Florida, 430 U.S. 349,358,97 S.Ct. 1197, 1205,51 L.Ed.2d 393 (1977). 

9 See alsoMempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128, 88 S.Ct. 254, 19 L.Ed.2d 336 (1967); Smith 
v. Warden 85 Nev. 83 450 P.2d 356 (1969). 

lU 

11 Cunningham v. State, 94 Nev. 128, 130-131, 575 P.2d 936,938 (1978). 

12 For example, if mental health records indicate that a psychological evaluation may produce 

13 =· tn mih o-~t,. ~ nf rlPoth -l's £ •• ,_ to reouest such an 
·r 

14 evaluation is both inadequate and prejudicial. See, e.g., Deutscher v. Whitley, 946 F.Zd 1443, 1446 

15 (9th Cir.1991), vacated, 506 U.S. 935, 113 S.Ct 367, 121 L.Ed.2d 279 (1992), ajj'd sub nom. 

16 . 1 t; P 1.-1 Qll.l QSU. fQth f'ir 1QQ4)· RilPvv_ State_ 110 Nev. 638 650 878 P.Zd .. 
17 

18 
272, 280 (1994). 

19 In Evans v. Lewis, 855 F.Zd 631 (9th Cir.1988), counsel's failure to investigate defendant's 

.<-V mental condition for the purpose of presenting evidence in mitigatiOn ot a death sentence was 

21 
ineffective where the defendant had a prior diagnosis of schizophrenia that could have shown he had 

22 

23 
an impaired mental state at the time of the crime. Evans, at 636. 

24 In other cases, a tnal attorneys tallure to mvestlgare otTo oner 
.. = 

25 been held to be constituted ineffective assistance of counsel. See, e.g., Kenleyv. Armontrout, 937 F .2d 

26 
1'"1no 1~n~ 1~no rro A O\ .. , · ' n,.J," T<"" J,.v r;n? TT <: QI>LI 112 S.C:t_ 4:11 116 L.Ed.2d 450 , , .. 

?7 

28 
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1 (1991); Thompson v. Wainwright, 787 F.2d 1447, 1451 (CAll 1986), cert. denied, Thompson v. 
!-'· 
1./l 
!-'· 2 Dugger, 481 U.S. 1042, 107 S.Ct. 1986,95 L.Ed.2d 825 (1987). 10 

~ 3 
0 Theretore, tnal counsel's milllre to mvesrigate, among omer mings, ' 
0 4 ,p 

Vanisi's state of mind and the effects of drug abuse on his state of mind, as well as mitigation <D 
5 00 

0 
6 evidence was ineffective and prejudiced V anisi as it pertains to his sentencing, as well as his guilt, in 

7 ... . 
"' . Ul Wto r Hlll, ~J.UU, . illlU I 

8 
CLAIM TWENTY: 

9 
BUT FOR THE INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE FAILURES OF TRIAL 

lV <;:T Alli~T V .. ~T r n H A VF. RF.EN ABLE TO PUT ON A MEANINGFUL 

11 DEFENSE; THEREFORE, THE INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL HAS 
PREJUDICED VANISI IN VIOLATION OF THE FIFTH, SIXTH, EIGHTH AND 

12 FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS. 

13 

14 Sunl!ortinK Facts. 

15 Petitioner hereby incorporates by reference all Supporting Facts from all claims related to the 

16 
N ' . . •'- .. '". "- ~1.. ' ' 

'u . il.llU ... ' 17 

18 LeKal ArKument. 

19 Said failures, individually and collectively, constituted ineffective assistance of counsel by trial 

,:.u _, . . ' . nf"~T A r'IQnT A XTIQP FifTh .;:iYth 1 ~ncl • .<:eealso 
' 21 

22 
Earl v. State, Ill Nev. 1304,904 P.2d 1029, 1034 (1995); Lay v. State, 110 Nev. 1189, 1199, 886 

23 P.2d448, 454 (1994); Aeson v. State, 102 Nev. 316,322,721 P.2d379 (1986); Pertgen v. State, 110 

24 Nev. 554, 875 P.2d 36, 368 (Nev. 1994). 

25 
All Legal Argrunents set forth in all claims of ineffective assistance of trial counsel within the 

26 .. '£" r_ A ' 
?7 >' . ill" raL"u uy • ~ u o~• •v•~ " 
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1 CLAIM TWENTY ONE: 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF OF APPELLATE COUNSEL FOR FAILURE TO 
10 

~ 3 
RAISE ALL CLAIMS OF ERROR LISTED IN TIDS PETITION. IN VIOLATION OF THE 

~ .,~ 

0 I<U .Ill, ITH~ 
' ' 

. . 
0 4 CONSTITUTION. ,p 
oD 5 00 
I-' 

6 Supporting Facts. 

7 £ " .... ~~ ,f thP rPPnrrl onrl "'m,].-1 
fill V' ~HV 

8 
have been raised by appellate counsel. Appellant Counsel only raised three: ( 1) the F aretta error; (2) 

9 
the Reasonable Doubt Instruction was impermissible; and (3) that the Death Penalty was excessive 

IV 

11 and was unfairly influenced by passion and prejudice. 

12 Legal Argument. 

13 ... .L 

All omer errors auegea nerein wnicu wt:rt: no1 . oy ••~ v~· 

14 

15 
Jones v. State, 110 Nev. 730, 877 P.2d 1052 (Nev. 1994). All legal arguments from all Claims set 

16 forth above, are incorporated by reference as if set forth verbatim herein. 

17 '' ,, . "· .~. th nf'h;o '' 'fnrWrit 
w , ' ~v 

18 
of Habeas Corpus (Post-Conviction) and requests the Court grant his Petition for Writ of Habeas 

19 
. including granting him a new trial. 

<.U ..-
21 DATED this day of f7__j , 2005. 

22 ~ / 
23 ~/.-c <"cr- ~ 
24 StOTT EDWARDS, ESQ THC >L. ~· , b:S(..! 

25 State Bar No. 3400 State Bar No. 8623 

729 Evans Ave. 216 East Liberty St. 

26 Reno, Nevada 89512 Reno, Nevada 89501 
/"'"'c\. OM 

?7 
~I 0) 1<>0- T.>VV \ 'I 
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I Emmitt Foster-- May 3, 1995 (Missouri)-- Foster was not pronounced 1-'· J· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 dead until 30 minutes after the executioners began the flow of the death chemicals into his arms. 
10 

~ 3 \:PvPn · ~fh•r th" ~h,.rnicals beoan to flow the blinds were closed to nrohibit witnesses from 
0 
0 4 viewing the scene; they were not reopened until three minutes after the death was pronounced. ,p 
<D 

5 I-' According to the coroner, who pronounced death, the problem was caused by the tightness of the 
,p 

6 leather straps that bound Foster to the gurney; it was so tight that the flow of chemicals into his 

7 
vems was resmcteu. n was several "''~' "I 'J Ul~ •p u•u• 

8 death was pronounced. The coroner entered the death chamber twenty minutes after the execution 

9 began, noticed the problem and told the officials to loosen the strap so that the execution could 

lU 
' r 

11 
k. Richard Townes, Jr.-- January 23, 1996 (Virginia)-- This execution was 

12 
delayed for 22 minutes while medical personnel struggled to fmd a vein large enough for the 

13 
needle. After unsuccessful attempts to msert the needle through the arms, the needle was nnauy 

14 

15 
inserted through the top of Mr. Townes's right foot. 

I. Tommie Smith-- July 18, 1996 (Indiana) --Smith was not pronounced 
16 

' 
.. .. ' .. ' 

17 
aeao unm an nour tillO LU ''"'" ·~~ .. U~IS~' o.v 

18 
combination of intravenous drugs. Prison officials said the team could not find a vein in Smith's 

19 
arm and had to insert an angio-catheter into his heart, a procedure that took 35 minutes. According 

to .... .. \:rnith . "· . · that orocedure. 
.LU 

21 m. Scott Carpenter-- May 8, 1997 (Oklahoma)-- Two minutes after the 

22 lethal chemicals began flowing into the body of Scott Carpenter at 12: II a.m., he began to make 

23 noises, his stomach and chest began pulsing, and his jaw clenched. In total, his body made 18 

24 VIOlent convulsions, touowecrr>yomiJoer ones. nis rac.:e, wni.:u rrrsr ra . yay, uau 

25 turned a deep purple and gray by 12:20 a.m. He was officially pronounced dead at 12:22 a.m. 

26 n. Michael Elkins-- June 13, 1997 (South Carolina)-- Elkin's execution 

n +'n• AI"\ · mhil,. · w"r" m~rl" tn in.<m th"' TV in. a 
--
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m 
:0 1 suitable vein for the lethal injection. Because of Elkins' poor physical condition, the first needle 
f-'• 
1./l 
!--'· 2 was ultimately inserted in Elkin's neck (attempts to use his arms, legs, feet were not successful) 
10 

~ 3 ~nd the second needle was not used. 
0 
0 'I 0. Joseph Cannon-- April23, 1998 (Texas)-- It took two attempts to ,p 
<D 5 I-' complete the execution of Joseph Cannon. The first time, a vein in his arm collapsed and the 
Ul 

6 needle popped out, after Cannon had made a fmal statement. Cannon had laid back and closed his 

7 " ' 
,,_ ' ' .lL -' 

~y~~ Wllt;ll llt; wmu uau .• ,.,. u o ~uu•~ "'"' <v•u ""' r 

8 a curtain to block witnesses from seeing what was happening. Fifteen minutes later, a weeping 

9 Cannon made a second final statement and the second execution attempt began. 
<V 

~· '·•· Ah~•»a •• n ·~ l'l'lR - - It took 25 minutes for 
11 

the execution team to find a vein suitable for the lethal injection. 
12 

q. Bennie Demps -- June 7, 2000 (Florida)- -Prior to being injected with the 
13 

lethal drugs, Florida death row mmate Henme uemps procJalllleO rus mnocence ana asKea nis 
1'1 

15 
attorney for an investigation into what he described as a "very painful procedure." According to 

16 
newspaper accounts of the execution, Demps stated that it took nearly an hour for officials to 

' " " .. ' .. •'-
,_ • >1. . L _, ,.,..._. 

17 llHU W' "'" """' , , ""' '0" 

18 
not an execution, this is murder," said Demps. ''I am an innocent man." 

19 
r. Bert Leroy Hunter - -June 28, 2000 (Florida)- -Hunter had repeatedly 

-'- i and for air before he lansed into unconsciousness. An attorney who witnessed the 
~v 

21 execution reported that Hunter had "violent convulsions. His head and chest jerked rapidly 

22 upward as far as the gurney restraints would allow, and then he fell quickly down upon the gurney. 

23 His body convulsed back and forth like this repeatedly. . .. he suffered a violent and agonizing 

:l4 a earn. 

25 s. Sebastian Bridges-- April21, 2001 (Nevada)-- Mr. Bridges spent 

26 between twenty and twenty-five minutes on the execution bed, with the intravenous line inserted, 

27 oolv ~· "' loio · . the· · :of, • oa him. ~nd the iniustice of 
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~. 1 requiring him to sign a habeas corpus petition, and to suffer prolonged delay, in order to have the 
1./l 

2 1-'· unconstitutionality of his conviction recognized by the court system. He remained agitated after 

~ 3 the : h'"'"n , so the :drugs not to take effect and he died while 
(J 

~ 
.. ' Still :and :about the : ot his 

<D 5 5. The procedures utilized to conduct the executions described above are substantially I-' 
0' 

6 similar to those utilized by the State of Nevada. 

7 L .<'LL ~' '" "- -•-" v. u ') 

8 
without the infliction of cruel and unusual punishment, the sentence must be vacated. The practice 

9 
is also invalid under international law, which prohibits cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 

111 

11 

12 CLAIM ELEVEN: 

13 ~l'..l.l.l.lVl' iEK'S l'IV~.l •Nn~ :OF~~ .\RF: 1NV .AT .m 
lH.t'.~ 

BE'XE JTJ(Il_ TT. 
~ ,. 

PEl111~R fPJHEl'H T y JS.t'.\. j~ 
15 A ~\' ID&:l!J' Jl'I1H ART . !iS 3. 6. N DR' ART v. 821. 

16 Sum~ortin~: Facts. 

17 

18 
1. Mr. V anisi does not, at this time, assert that he is incompetent to be executed. 

19 Petitioner alleges that he may become incompetent before the execution is carried out. 

')(\ 2. Under recent .. .. in this ··.~ Villor~eol. v. 118 F.3d 

21 628 (9th Cir. 1997), . sub nom. :v . '""""' 523 U.S. 637, 118 S.Ct. 

22 1618 (1998), it appears that a claim anticipating incompetence to be executed should be raised in 

23 an initial petition for writ of habeas corpus. 

.<'t J. ""· . =·~· ""'""' Ui~ u• "'" vWHH l>I.U~U"m <U 

25 Villareal v. Stewart in order to avoid any possible implication of waiver of this claim. 

26 ~~ 
27 II 

II 
28 
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~- I CLAIM TWELVE~ 
1./l 

2 rJ!.llllUf'H'.K'I! LU~VRT1U~ AND l!t . V "llTATE Tl E 1-'· J!.. 

~ 
LU1~1!111l111Ul~AL GlT AD W1EES OF DU Pl I( ,( F ,AW. .. lA 

3 PRu 1J!.l: 11ur F HELiWS [) i\ Dl R N·rF. ANil IT~~RN l'IAL 
(J 

' 
LAW HJ!:l.:AU~ "J! ~~ IEK ~IT I'RI .N 

~~~· !~~(~ ~ 
~ ArrJ!.AL -"- Jl .J!.JJ ~liKE 

~on¥. 1 ttl~ UKE IN Ut J<ILE WAS NOT JJ ~ c: T HIRF 
<.0 5 WAS~ llENTONrur .ARELEL11\ 1ffidf:ns_ vn1 I-' 1 
-----1 6 XIV: N. . C:U1'11!1 ART. I ; 3. 6. AND 8: A .s '' 1 

~V. CC ART_ I. SS LU v EN ANT ON C:1 v lL AN POl.ITICAI R :H' M XIV· 

7 

8 Supportinr: Facts. 

9 
I. The tenure of judges of the Nevada state district courts and of the Nevada Supreme 

!() 

Court is :unon Nev. r.onot Art 6 88 3. 5_ 
11 

2. The justices of the Nevada Supreme Court perform mandatory review of capital 
12 

sentences, which includes the exercise of unfettered discretion to determine whether a death 
13 

:IS .. vur " •v• .any ·r las w me :w 
n 

15 
be applied in that evaluation. Nev. Rev. Stat. § 177.055(2). 

3. At the time of the adoption of the United States Constitution, the common law 
16 

.£ ~- ,f' J, +1-. • +l-oot' ,.,J.,~ . ' ~nn• ...:olo ;~ 

17 

18 
capital cases, which at that time potentially included all felony cases, have tenure during good 

19 behavior. All of the judges who performed the appellate function of deciding legal issues reserved 

')(I for review at trial had tenure good behavior. This mechanism was intended to, and did, 

by 'ttom the ' otthe sovereign 21 preserve, . 
22 that would otherwise have improperly affected their impartiality. 

23 4. Nevada law does not include any mechanism for insulating state judges and justices 

. ,_ , -•-L =- oL ~-..... UVoU. oJUVU ouvv, p•voo~vo nu.vu ~UVVo OUV v• ~u- -o· 

25 person as a judge in a capital case_ Making unpopular rulings favorable to a capital defendant or to 

26 a capitally-sentenced appellant poses the threat to a judge or justice of expending significant 

27 m oon . time and : , to an• ·who can 
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00 

m 
~. 
1./l 
1-'· 

~ 
(J 

~ 
oD 
I-' 
00 

1 

2 

3 

A 

5 

6 

I 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

·- • 
• the jurist's r t ntlina<, and poses the threat of 

ultimate removal from office. These threats "offer a possible temptation to the average [person] as 

a judge ... not to bold the balance nice, clear and true between the state and the I• lly] 

wno are -, . m mese 

pressures cannot be impartial within due process and international law standards in a capital case. 

5. Judges and justices who are subject to popular election cannot be impartial in any 

·. _, ... 
a result of unpopular decisions in favor of a capital defendant. 

6. Conducting a capital trial or direct appeal before a tribunal that does not meet 

: OI vis i~i~l per se and :that 

conviction and sentence be vacated. 

CLAIM THIRTEEN: 

~~·mPRBms~ lmf,lf g,.fJisE•~~~~~ ~ R~ 
15 IN. :!.f]fA'-"-""':J"'-'N~,~~~~~~SE ( :11 ~~~~m m'RART.lf. 

16 ' A ~~ XIV: l ~ AR' VI: NTI ~ ~ 
V [Ll 81 ~Pl :IJ rN W iT US. 

rANTOl "TVl ~g!,1~'1~C~~~A.tTj~~l!J;lTS. ART VI • Nl<'V r ~~,dA~~A.JS~S+------
l'/ ID 8: AR' IV .. S 2l 

Supportine Facts. 18 

19 I. Both the United States and Nevada Constitutions bar the execution of innocent 

?O p~ouuo. Under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, the execution of the 

21 IS /tO :or , l'QJU V. , '+II U.:> • .)::>'::>' 

22 (1986), "shocking to the conscience," Rochin v. California, 342 U.S. 165 (1952), and offensive to 

23 "a principle so rooted in the traditions and conscience of our people as to be ranked as 

,. "J' 

25 execution of the innocent is cruel and unusual since it is arbitrary, Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 

26 238 (1972), and excessive. Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 917 (1977). 

2. The· 1 is I by the· 1 of the 
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:0 I death penalty. Nev. Const. Art. 1., § 6 (prohibiting cruel and unusual punishment); Art. 1 § 8, 
1-'· 
IJl 
1-'· 2 (prohibiting deprivation of life, liberty or property without due process of law.) 
10 

~ 3 3. In Nevada and elsewhere across the United States, numerous innocent persons who 

0 ~-

0 .. were once condemnea tO me nave oeen exonera,eu. u1 , ..!.UUU, 

,p 
<D 5 Ryan declared a moratorium on capital punishment after the number of men who were wrongly I-' 
<D 

6 convicted and released from lllinois 's death row - 13 -- exceeded the numbers of persons 

7 r_ "'- . .... nf . ' Tn Annl J002 i·o . 
8 Governor's Commission on Capital Punishment issued a report containing the Commission's 

9 recommendations, which are designed to ensure that Illinois capital punishment is administered 
tf\ 

fairJv_ iustlv and accuratelv. All committee members were unanimous m the concJuswn that, 

11 
given human nature and its frailties, no system could ever be devised or constructed that would 

12 
work perfectly and guarantee absolutely that no innocent person is ever again sentenced to death. 

13 .. " " ~ ... 
vn January IU, LUU.J, uv.vwv• "-Ya.Il c WU-< U<Vlv , au ... 

15 
inmates, on the grounds that they were not guilty of the offenses for which they were convicted 

and sentenced to death. On January 11, 2003, Governor Ryan commuted the death sentences of all 
16 

~. ,,J., •nm ' ;" m;nn;, 

l7 

18 
4. Since the reinstatement of capital punishment in 1976, at least 107 inmates have 

19 
been freed from death row due to serious flaws in the legal process, including recantation of 

"" 
witness testimony, incompetent or negligent counsel, withholding of exculpatory evidence by 

21 prosecutors or the pollee, and exoneratiOn througn Ul'ojf\. les-ring. '>ince 1~l5L, wu"' W<Ul •vv 

22 inmates, including 12 on death row, have been exonerated by DNA evidence alone. 

23 5. A comprehensive study recently conducted by the Columbia University School of 

' .... ~ ..... '- nfa that is 
L't '-'""', ·~~· ·~~ ~ ... ·r 'J 

25 "collapsing under the weight of its own mistakes." The death penalty system in the United States 

26 is "persistently and systematically fraught with serious error. Indeed, capital trials produce so 

27 manv mistakes that it takes three judicial inspections to catch them, leaVJng grave doubt whetner 
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:0 I we catch them all." 
!-'· 
1./l 
!-'· 2 6. These serious legal errors are no less common in Nevada, which has the highest 
10 

~ 3 death oenaltv rate in the country. The same Columbia University study concluded that seven out 
0 
0 ... otten Nevada death penalty cases tully rev1ewea oy me smte ana Ieaerai couns are ov~" 10f 
,p 
<D 5 egregious errors such as those noted above. 10 
0 

6 7. Because of the inability of the State of Nevada to prevent execution ofiunocent 

7 LL ~' '· ,. ' A:+ .... . ,. ' •. • th~ , ~~ ,. 
8 sentence imposed in this case. 
9 

CLAIM FOURTEEN: 
1f\ 

THE EIGHTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES 
11 CONSTITUTION FORBID THAT THE COURTS OR THE EXECUTIVE ALLOW THE 

EXECUTION OF PETITIONER BECAUSE HIS REHABILITATION AS AN OFFENDER 
12 DEMONSTRATES THAT HIS EXECUTION WOULD FAIL TO SERVE THE 

UNDERLYING GOALS OF THE CAPITAL SANCTION. 
13 

1:1U1!1!0r: UJ: ac s. 
' L>. "" .£A F 

1' 111e UillL~U »LaL~S -.- UH ll~ .,. u~m •ua• .u~ ·~ 

15 Amendment does not end once a defendant has been validly convicted and sentenced." Herrera v. 

16 Collins, 506 U.S. 390,430,432 (1993) (Blackmun, J., dissenting, joined by Stevens, J., and 

17 T\ .. T > " or• · 4Rfi TLS 'i7R · Fnrd v Wainwriuht 477 U.S. 399 . , 

18 (1986)). The State of Nevada may not constitutionally inflict the punishment of death upon Mr. 

19 V anisi. Such punishment would only be cruelly arbitrary, because it would serve neither of the 
')fl 

recognized goals of the capital sanction. . 

21 Mr. Vanisi's execution would violate the Eighth Amendment because no reasonable person 

22 
could conclude that, in light of his reformation of character, society's interest in deterrence and 

23 
·" t... 

.. nn.. II A, 
·cr auy 

,O't 
not even purport to serve a rehabilitative function, the sentence must rest on a rational 

25 
determination that the punished 'criminal conduct is so atrocious that society's interest in 

26 
,ontl ' whnllv outwei!!hs anv considerations of reform or rehabilitation of the 

27 

28 
perpetrator."' Harmelin v. Michigan, 501 U.S. 957, 1028 (1991) (Stevens, J., Jomed by BlacKmun, 
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:0 I J., dissenting) (emphasis added). The examination infra of public polling, statutes, declarations by 
!-'· 
1./l 
!-'· 2 religious organizations, executive commutations, and treaty law reveals that, despite the 
10 

~ 3 · nf the death nenaltv in the states and widespread retributive sentiment, rehabilitation 
0 
0 4 remains as prominent a punishment goal as retnbutwn, and as deeply held public vame as swm 
,p 
..0 5 10 and certain punishment. Deterrence has faded as a punishment goal. Due to the fact that the 
I-' 

6 standards of decency in American society, not excepting in the State of Nevada, have evolved to 

7 , , .. ... ,,.., 
Ule p0ill{1 a{ p~~>~lH, Wilvl~ I <UlU , 

8 authentically reformed perpetrator would violate public morality and shock the conscience. The 

9 U.S. Supreme Court has held that when the execution of an offender makes no "measurable 

lU 
·~ -'-' IYI"\O]< t and hence is nothin<> more than the purposeless and .. 

11 
needless infliction of pain and suffering," it must be barred as excessive under the Eighth 

12 
Amendment. Coker v. Georgia, 433 U.S. 584, 592 (1977) (explaining the Court's holding in Gregg 

13 
v. Georgia, supra). The Supreme Court has recogmzeu rerrioution ana ' "" UI<>, • 

14 

15 
goals to be achieved by the capital sanction, while also noting the role of incapacitation of the 

16 
individual offender. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. at 183 & n.28; see also Tison v. Arizona, 481 

·- "no~' ,.,.....,_ . >. . r •'· 
.,_ _, ...... . , 

' """ .tl .... 
17 

u . .::> • .., , \•JU>J\ 

18 
directly related to the personal culpability of the criminal offender."); Enmund v. Florida, 458 U.S. 

19 
782,798-99 (1982); Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399,407-410 (1986) (finding that neither 

' nor r"tribution are served in the execution of the insane). 
~v 

21 
Although incapacitation clearly would be served as well by a lite sentence, retnouuon 

22 might be conceded to have some residual value in relation to his execution, in view of the 

23 heinousness of the offense. The Eighth Amendment, however, requires infliction of punishment 

24 not omy wJ.nra-vit:w w wt: · 
.r.>. " J. Afn •+• 

UUl-w-mtT v••u~ '"0"• 

25 Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 304 (1976). Vanisi's status as a reformed offender does not serve 

26 society's interest in retribution. The retributive principle that organized society must be willing to 

n ;~f'!;~· ~ .. ~;. ' nn ' ~. ' ' that~ deserve is well challenl!ed bv the status of a 

28 
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m 
:0 
!-'· 

I reformed offender. See Gregg, 428 U.S. at 183 (quoting Furman, 408 U.:s. at JU~ t:Stewart, J., 

1./l 
2 concurring) in defining "retribution").Mr. Vanisi is no longer the same person who committed the !-'· 

10 

~ 3 offense. That radically challenges his present "desert." He could only be executed with an abstract 

0 A p •• .<"L' 

0 VIew wwaru me · Ul Ulv <01111110, «uvu• .... 
,p 
>D 5 moral status. The fact that someone, in society's view, may have "deserved" to die for the offense 
10 
10 6 does not support the execution of Mr. Vanisi if he truly is no longer the same moral entity alleged 

I . ~ 1 ... _ -=· T'hP . ·'o -~ t for the rehabilitative m1mose 

8 of punishment demands, along with the retributive concern for proportionate punishment, 

9 
"consideration" of Mr. Vanisi's rehabilitation. 

10 
Over the course ot thts century, the Umted :States :Supreme coun·s Junspruoence regaraing 

II 
rehabilitation and retribution as punishment goals has developed in tandem with the Court's 

12 
perception of the status of the goals in the mind of the public. At the time of the zenith of 

13 
•'- ~- L.U •'-

.. .A " " -r·r •J• •uv v 
1A 

15 
retribution as the "dominant objective in the criminal law." Williams v. New York, 337 U.S. 241, 

16 
248 (1949). Consistent with all current scientific polling, the Court has always viewed retribution 

onrl 
.. 

0 00 · I nnhlic nunishment !l'Oals. See e.!!. Morrisette v. United States, 
17 

18 
342 U.S. 246,251 (1952) (speaking of the "tardy and unfinished substitution ot deterrence and 

19 
reformation in place of retaliation and vengeance as the motivation for public prosecution"). The 

')(l Court has always refrained from announcing that either of the goals had replaced the other. See, 

e.g., ~awell v. lexas, ~~.t. u • .:> • .>I'+, .:>.:>v ~l~OOJ ~Ju"'i"" 
.. .. ~ ... 

21 
<ua• lU.<:O vuw. • u 

22 never held that anything in the Constitution requires that penal sanctions be designed solely to 

23 achieve therapeutic or rehabilitative effects"); see also Massiah v. United States, 377 U.S. 20 I, 

'. 'l<l"7 /1 n.:A' T ~· .thP • nf' • 00 ·-1 rlienute about whether we 
~, ' ., ' ..,coy 

25 should punish, deter, rehabilitate or cure"); Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 414, 452 n.43 

26 ( 1972) (Powell, J ., dissenting, joined by Rehnquist, Burger, and Blackmun, JJ.) (listing these and 

27 additional cases). By merely viewing the pumshment goals as vyrng tor prommence, now ever, ana 
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:0 I giving retribution an almost preemptive role in its capital jurispruaence the Lourt nas senous1y 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 underestimated and miscalculated public support for rehabilitation as a punishment alternative, 
10 

~ 3 even in the context of capital punishment. The reality demonstrated by all public polling, state 

0 -~ 
0 statutory scnemes, ana me oenavior or ~.:uw<> ;~ lll<« 

.. 
,p 

c~•u '~" 

<D 5 by the public not only as vying contestants for prominence as punishment criteria but, more 
10 
w 

6 importantly, as equally high ideals in punishment with some vacillation in strength between them 

7 

8 Members of the Court announced in Furman that retribution and rehabilitation were 

9 incompatible, suggesting that rehabilitation had little role to play in capital litigation. For some, 
11\ 

this factored into their conclusion that the death penalty was unconshtutwnal. J:< or the tour 

II 
dissenting Justices, the fact that retribution had never been eliminated by the Court as a proper 

12 
punishment goal in cases evoking strong community outrage enabled them to accept it over 

13 
•'- ' .. 1.. -•'-

renaoiJi'"'iua ~" 
A 11 •'- '..I, ,.-

. 0~1> lUI P'"""' ""5 ~" U'-'U<ll --. ,.., 

15 
the death penalty issue assumed that, because death terminates the life of the offender, it makes 

16 
rehabilitation theoretically irrelevant once the punishment is imposed. This perception, which 

"'' ..... 1.. ' n-FtJ-.~ f'nn..t'o lot~r "rl~o!l-. i< nt" analvsis leads the Court to direct its 
17 

18 
concern about rehabilitation within the death penalty context into the capital sentencmg proce<ture, 

19 
i.e., making sure that capital juries can meaningfully use information about a defendant's 

~{) 
"prospects for rehabilitation" in their sentencing decisions. Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586, 594 

(1978) (holdmg statute unconst1tut10nauy Jimheu 
.. .. 

21 
., .• , <U •u~• 

22 Sandra Lockett had a good "prognosis for rehabilitation" if returned to society); Franklin v. 

23 Lynaugh, 487 U.S. 164, 177-78, 179-80 (1988) (holding that the Texas statute allowed jurors to 

.. .. . .-r. ol..l • 0o fin~rl ·tl) 
j;'t w 0 

25 The Supreme Court has generated a line of cases responsive to its concern that jurors not 

26 be arbitrarily prevented from considering any evidence, including such evidence as rehabilitation, 

27 that could lead to a penalty less than death. Mr. Van1si bases his mstant c1a1m tor rellet, however, 

28 
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[;) 
:0 I on the other chief line of Supreme Court precedent arising from the Courts concern, expresseu in 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 Furman, that sentencers be meaningfully directed in "distinguishing the few cases in which [the 
10 

~ 3 death nenaltvl is imnosed from the many in which it is not." Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 
0 
0 4 313 ( 1972) (Stewart, J ., concurnng); see cauins v. 

'~"n ., •. ' 
,p 

> .HV U--'• 11'« ' 
., 

<D 5 10 dissenting).Mr. Vanisi's execution would be cruel and arbitrary, because retribution is only 
,p 

6 abstractly served in his case, and deterrence is not served at all. The national moral consensus, 

7 . T. ~n nfhis rehabilitation and the 
'J ' ··r ' 

. .,. 

8 commutation of the sentence of such an offender who is rehabilitated. 

9 In short, Mr. V anisi may not presently, nor in the future, be executed because such 

IV 
;~n; ishment would be constitutionally disproporhonate due w ms s1ams as a 

11 reformed errant. Delo v. Lashley, 507 U.S. 272, 279, 288 (1993) (Stevens, J., joined by Blackrnun, 

12 J., dissenting) (recognizing that youth has been considered as an exempt status from execution 

13 '. A~~ TT n ~r 11 QQO\ r. 
., ·orr 

because ot potential ror re ,~'"'~ IUY. .._, ' ' ' ·; 

14 

15 
youths as a class of offenders ineligible for the death penalty); Penry v. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302 

16 
(1989) (considering persons with mental retardation as a class of offenders ineligible for the death 

, C' . . 1 ... • A"l"l 11 " 'l.QQ n QRI>i fhn1din" that nersons who are currently insane 
17 J" • '0 .. , 

18 
are, as a class, ineligible for the death penalty). 

19 
The Supreme Court has been reluctant to establish classes that are ineligible for the death 

"""<tltv. relving instead, as noted above, on "sentencer discretion guided by statutory criteria rather 
.:.v 

than court mandate" to delirmt the dearn-eugmJe wirn 
.. ~-· 

21 
lai • UllO 

22 
to focus on guided sentencer discretion, rather than classes of offenders, may account for the 

23 
paucity of recent comment by the courts, state or federal, on the relative strengths of retribution 

.. ' . . .. ,nh~ ~~oth . This tendencv 
24 a.m:r ""' 
25 accounts for the general lack of alternative punishment statutes in death penalty states or other 

26 kinds of statutes, such as clemency directives, that address rehabilitation of capital offenders. As 

?7 ..,;11 hP ohm•~' ' . in Claim Fifteen the polls are way ahead of the legtsiatures ano tne lll 

28 
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m 
:0 I revealing the deep-set respect for rehabilitation as a punishment goal, the relatively equal strength 
1-'· 
1./l 2 of rehabilitation and retribution, and ways rehabilitation can be applied in capital sentencing. As 1-'· 
10 

~ 3 will also be shown, however, legislatures have continued to encode the public's strong support for 

0 A .. . . 
0 "lJU0 LUL<>, '"" c >14Lt,_ MlU llL<ll\.C (-'lUV!>]Ull Wl 

,p 
<D 5 rehabilitation as a dominant goal in punishment Legislatures adequately portray the public's desire 
10 
Ul 6 that rehabilitation be given a prominent place. Due to political pressure and misperception about 

I tho> nnhlir'< v~lno> nf 
.. 

'vi<~ vi< 1. • h~vo> ho>o>n dnUJ tn ~nv 
> 

8 
laws that would mandate, for instance, the commutation of the sentence of a defendant like Mr. 

9 
Vanisi, even though such legislation may be required because some procedural mechanism must 

10 
be made avruJable to prevent tbe land ot constltutwnal error present here. The pauctty ot 

11 
procedural solutions cannot be held to demonstrate the absence of such error. 

12 
Since Mr. Vanisi's execution would not serve the punishment goals of deterrence and 

13 
··- ~ 

'n •o 
lA 

. UJ <H~ • m "'~ •vouo v> ~• n~u~u, "'J<Uo 

15 
to execute Mr. Vanisi would be to "commit capital vengeance, not punishment" In view of Mr. 

16 
Vanisi's rehabilitation, there is utterly no reason to believe that his execution would serve any 

nen3l 'more ~- r than the less : nuni :of· 40~ 
ll 

18 U.S. at 305 (Brennan, J., concurring). "The purpose of punishment is fulfilled, crime is repressed 

19 by penalties of just, not tormenting, severity, its repetition is prevented, and hope is given for the 

20 reformation of the criminal." Id. at 305, 343 (citing Weems v. United States, 217 U.S. at 381)). 

21 II 
22 II 

II 
23 ~ 
">A II - II 
25 II 

II 
26 II 

II 
'1.1 II 

28 
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m 
:0 I CLAIM FIFTEEN: 1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 THE EIGHTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES 
10 CONSTITUTION FORBID THAT THE COURTS OR THE EXECUTIVE ALLOW THE 
~ 3 EXECUTION OF MR. v ANISI BECAUSE HIS EXE~TION ~LD MANTON 
0 ARBITRARY INFLICTION OF PAIN UNACCEPTAl ,E UNE . CUR !I 
0 .. AMERICAN STANDARDS OF HI ICY, A~U JSECAU:SE H: 
,p LIFE ITSELF IS CRUEL AND UNUSUAL PUNISHMENT AND WOULD VIOLATE 
oD 5 
10 INTERNATIONAL LAW. 
0' 

6 Supporting facts. 

7 .. ••L<L •'- ''-
lni. V dlll>l <l>O~ll> lU<ll . o~w• 

8 against cruel and unusual punishment as well as the rights to due process and equal protection. 

9 The death penalty should be stricken as unconstitutional, under the Federal Constitutions, because 
•n 
1V ;t ,;nlotPo ... . rn>PJ ond UnUSUal OUnisbment denrives defendantS Of their 
11 

fundamental right to life, and is arbitrary and discriminatory. 
12 

Where the Eighth Amendment is concerned, one oversight in the law continues to strike 
13 

the undersigned counsel as deeply anosamy prowuno: me ract mat 101 M we 

l't 

IS 
death penalty is "cruel and unusual" is repeatedly and exclusively limited to a discussion of 

16 
whether the condemned suffers "cruel and unusual" pain or suffering during the actual act of 

17 

18 
In the law, our considerations of disputes and or accusations consistently tum up what is at 

19 
risk. A good example is tile burden of proof assigned to various types of cases. In a civil case, in 

~n 
·'- · ·'1 onlv monev is at stake a olaintiffmust prove his case by a preponderance of the evidence. 

~v 

21 That is, in order to deprive someone of money or property, 1t must be shown that 1t IS more liKely 

22 than not tllat tile plaintiffs allegations are true. At tile next level, if we are dealing with a family 

23 conflict, such as child custody, tile burden is raised to one of "clear and convincing" evidence. So 

. . -• - '- . ,,_. 
:L4 wnere me weu-oemg oi--a-1uwv• p~ '1110 mvun~u, .u~ u<U 10 '"""u a HV<~u. ~ 

25 aware, when dealing with criminal matters, it is not simply money, property or tile well-being of 

26 anotller at stake, it is a person's liberty. In this country, in our legal system, we hold a person's 

27 "'- ·tn h" It io fnr this . tllat we reauire the State to orove its case "bevond a 

28 
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m 
:0 I reasonable doubt" before it can take away the liberty -- the freedoms guaranteed by the 
1-'· 
1./l 

2 Constitution -- of one of our citizens. 1-'· 
10 

~ 3 Of the rights guaranteed by the Constitution, '"life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness," 

0 A 
0 me ngm w me comes nrst. r.ven mougn me oar gets raiseo >' '""~oo; ·~·J ~>' I WI ''" UUI<;;l 
,p 
oD 5 rights, unfortunately, there is no ascension of this bar from the deprivation of liberty to the 
10 
-....] 6 deprivation oflife. Even though our common sense, our innate sense of justice, our empirical 

7 L ·" ..... A r1 -r. :~ •.. rl ,.;~},· .11 • .......... -'- -'~},,. onrh o · . 1PvP1 
o· -o-

8 of certainty. But that is the law. It is not a perfect system. It is not a very dynamic one. A former 

9 
Chief Justice once explained that the law is only a shadow of the truth. It has failed to be in reality 

1n 
what it desires to be in our hearts. 

II 
Nowhere is this more true than in the sad fact that there is literally no consideration given 

12 
to whether depriving one of our own of the rest of his natural days, of the natural progression of 

13 .. 
ill> U><O, I> \..1 U<Ol <111U ' U14L I> W illiL W<O 411;; --~ uvvu•. u '" uvv~• u~pu ""5 vu~ 

1 A 

15 
of the liberty of living out his life, even under the most strict type of confinement. It is cutting off 

16 
any chance that person may have to make use of a life. To learn to read. To become educated, to 

umtP tn no;nt tn hPln ,,J, ' ;n h;o hl,.olr · Tn fin.-1 o on.-1 in<irl" nr nut_ Tn fnrm 
17 

18 
thoughts. To take breath in and out. It is a grave offense that the "cruel and unusual" 

19 
consideration is only about the few minutes it takes to kill a person -- as if after the uncertain pain 

?() of death, the condemned were able to get back up and continue a life, eat breakfast, shave, despite 

21 tne onet out agomzmg pam ne may nave sunerea.. 

22 There are those in the world who would say anyone in the towers of the World Trade 

23 Center or the Pentagon, or anyone in one of the four destroyed planes on September 11th deserved 

.... . ,_ ... ·"'· .n;-rp ,.,.,.,., tl. . . -
~~ 'J 't' "7 

25 fundamentalist planners deem unholy. But we know without question, without hesitation, that this 

26 way of thinking is tragically flawed. We know that just because a belief system or a set of rules, 

27 

28 
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m 
:0 1 no matter how interpreted, says that one deserves death does not make it so. lf killing is wrong, 
1-'· 
1./l 

2 then all killing is wrong. 1-'· 
10 

~ 3 If we are truly to evolve as a society, if we are to become worthy of the platitudes we 

0 A espouse uai1y in our Jives ano in me· 
,, '. e • ~L 

0 , vv~ wu>< <ll~ u< vua< a'"~'" .~ .. ~. 
,p 
<D 5 And whether it is cruel and unusual to take such a thing away from another, whatever the reason, 
10 
00 6 whatever the cost. 

1 • • ~. ... - l'rno>l ~n.t Tlm••nnl . . 'J 

8 Having stated the arglllllent above, the undersigned are now compelled to make the 

9 
traditional arguments regarding the "cruel and usual" analysis. The constitutional history of the 

10 
cruel and unusual punishment clause adopted agamst the backdrop ot dlVlSlve debate aoom 

II 
capital punishment - invites this Court to give special consideration to the death penalty's 

12 
cruelty. 

13 ... -'· ~· .. L •n • ~ ~, ~~• ~~fi <noL ~• 

""'"" Uiv r . Ul ·=· .,, "~~ ' ' 
,. 

" 

15 
1968), death remains the only punishment that intentionally inflicts physical pain. ''No other 

16 
existing punishment is comparable to death in terms of physical and mental suffering." Furman v. 

~ LI.OR TT <: 'J1R 'Jill! fl OTJI .T .. concurrin.,): see District Attornev of Suffolk Dist. 
17 

18 
v. Watson, 411 N.E.2d 1274, 1283 (Mass. 1980). 

19 
The cruelty of capital plillishment lies not only in the execution, but also in imprisomnent 

')() preceding it. Awaiting execution torhlres the death row prisoner psychologically and emotionally. 

21 .In watson, m wlllcll tne Massacnusetts ;:.upremt: ~uun sLru<.:K uuwn lllt: S u"a'u 

22 penalty, the majority explained, "[t]he mental agony is, simply and beyond question, a horror," 411 

23 N.E.2d at 1283; one justice wrote: 

"'· TT «J;,~..J ~n .-l~oth •~m " '· .•• ;f'th~ .. , 
Court's sentence we~ slo~ly b~ing carried out." Arsenault could not stop thinking 

25 about death. Despite several stays, he never believed he could escape execution. 
"There was a day-to-day choking, tremulous fear that quickly became suffocating." 

26 If he slept at all, fear of death snapped him awake sweating. 

27 His throat was clenched so tight he often could not eat. His belly cramped, 

28 
and he could not move his bowels. !le unnatea uncontrouaoJy. He coma not Keep 
still. And all the while a guard watched him, so he would not commit suicide .... 

12 
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m 
:0 I The time came. He walked to the death chamber and turned toward the 
1-'· chair. Stopping him, the warden explained that the execution would not be for over 1./l 
1-'· 2 an hour. Arsenault sat on the other side of the room as the witnesses filed in behind 
10 a one-way mirror. When the executioner tested the chair, the lights dimmed. 
~ 3 Arsenault heard other prisoners scream. After the chaplain gave him last rites, 
0 Arsenault heardllleaoor Sfam shut ana the noise echOI':"g, the cJocK tiCKtng. -n-e 
0 wet hiS pants. LeSS than halt an nour oe1ore l!le execuuuu, me u 
,p conunuted his sentence. Arsenault's legs would not hold him up. Guards carried 
..0 5 him back to his cell. He was trembling uncontrollably. A doctor sedated him. 10 
..0 

6 Id. at 1290 (Liacos, J., concurring). 10 

7 '• . " '1..1. . ·n nnnlo 
, 

' 
-r 0 

8 the death penalty will result in the "purposeless and needless imposition of pain and suffering." 

9 People v. Hooks, 96 A.D.2d 1001, 1002 (3d Dept. 1983); see Broadie, 37 N.Y.2d at 112. It does 
1rl 

not deter violent crime. narticularlv in comparison to the alternative of life-imprisonment-Without-
11 

parole; it actually fosters social violence. Although some 25 years ago the Supreme Court 
12 

characterized the empirical evidence on the deterrent effect of the death penalty as inconclusive, 
13 .. 

see ure v. , '!-~~ U.'>. 1:u, lo""T-o r \u rvh Lu<:o oruu<:o . u<:o ><uu Luuay. "' "o omw 

, ... 

15 
Gregg have uniformly and conclusively shown no demonstrable deterrent effect from capital 

16 
punishment laws or actual executions, while confirming the "brutalization" effect of such 

- '- ,, n 
,. in . ,,.,, .'<oo nov;fi (' Onl,-l,o ThP nPoth 

17 ' ..... 

18 
Penalty Dialogue Between Law and Social Science, 70 Ind. L.J. 1033, 1035 (1995); William J. 

19 
Bowers & Glenn L. Pierce, Deterrence or Brutalization: What is the Effect of Executions?, 26 

'ln Crime & Delinq. 453, 4 70, 481 (1980) (examining New York execution and homicide statistics 

21 between 1906 and 1964, and showmg that on average two to rnree aaamonat homiciaes occurreu 

22 in months following executions); cf. New York State Temporary Commission on Revision of the 

23 Penal Law and Criminal Code, S11ecial R!morl on Capital Punishment 88-89 (1965) (capital 

.<'t 

25 

26 10 Expert studies confirm that "prisoners who spend many years facing impending 

27 execution may suffer serious psychological trauma. James K. Acker, New Y orl< s l'roJ:lOSea 
Death PenaltyLegislatiQn: Constitutionallllld PolicyPerspectiv!:is, 54 Alb. L. Rev. 515, 577ll~NUJ 

28 [hereinafter Acker, New York's Pro11osed Death Penalty], and authorities cited. 
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m 
:0 
1-'· 

I punishment's deterrent value is highly doubtful) [hereinafter Temporary Commission, Report].'' 
1./l 
1-'· 2 This Court should not defer to the Legislature's erroneous judgment otherwise. See People v. 
10 

~ 3 Smith, 63 N.Y.2d 41,76 n.7 (1984) (rejecting contention that "evaluating deterrence and alternate 
0 
0 't pumshments 1s tor the Legislature, not me couns ana concmoing ma• su~u are 
,p 
..0 5 hardly to be ignored by us" in determining legality of death penalty for killings by defendants w 
0 

6 already serving life sentences). 

7 " ' ... _, .... .:t.1 . , . ' . -·· ' • ~nr 
HV< a;y "J ·r 

8 capital punishment- support Nevada's death penalty. As one court has held, "the punishment or 

9 treatment of convicted offenders is directed toward one or more of three ends," deterrence, 
11\ 

incanacitation 12 or rehabilitation but "rtlhere is no olace in the scheme for punishment tor tts own 
11 

sake, the product simply of vengeance or retribution." People v. Oliver. I N.Y.2d 152, 160 
12 

(1956); see Broadie, 37 N.Y.2d at 112, 114; Hooks, 96 A.D.2d at 1002. 
13 

1 nira, me aeam • Wllll . ., r ·' 
v• VL<il~ ... 

likelihood that it will result in the execution of innocent people -long considered important in 
15 

16 
assessing use of the sanction. Cf, e.g., People v. Higgins, 5 N.Y.2d 607,626 (1959) (reversing 

17 

18 
11 See also,~. Raymond Bonner & Ford Fessenden, States with No Death Penalty Share 

Lower Homicide Rates, N.Y. Times, Sept. 22, 2000, at AI (during last 20 years, homicide rates 

19 in states with the death penalty have been 48 to 101 percent higher than rates In states 

"" 
without death penalty; homicide rates have fluctuated in relatively similar paths in states with 

. -~~- . ana W1IDOut me aeam penany J; • n... "'mm "' w., 

21 Punishment An Asse§sment ot me bstlmates, m Deterrence an ca aci a ion: s ima 'n 

Effects ofCrimina1 Sanctions on Crime Rates 336,338-49 (Blumstein, Cohen & Nagin, eds. 
22 1978); Thorsten Sellin, The Penalty of Death 122-23 (1980); Franklin E. Zimring & Gordon J. 

23 
Hawkins, Capital Punishment and the American Agenda 167 n.119 (1986); Craig J. Albert, 

" · : liJ, ' , r'ln f'ort;tol ~ . ; > n . lllrnm Po~Pl noto liO TT 
_, .... .. . ·"-.<'+ rm. L. n..vv . .:>~ •vu ~· w ., 

Effect of Executions on Mtuder in Texas, 45 Crime and Delinq. 481-93 (1999). 
25 

26 
12 Nor is Nevada's death penalty necessary to incapacitate dangerous felons, given the 

alternative punishment oflife-without-parole. In addition, those convicted of murder have a 

27 notoriously low rate of recidivism, a rate far below that of other VIolent cnmrna!s. :See ::Sellm, JM: 

28 
Penalty of Death at 103-20; Richard 0. Lempert, Desert and Deterrence: An Assessment of the 
Moral Bases of the Case For Capital Punishment, 79 Mich. L. Rev. 1177, 1189-90 (1981). 
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1-'· 

1 conviction and death sentence because conviction contrary to we1ght ot evwence ); eop e v. 

1./l 
1-'· 2 Havner, 300 N.Y. 171, 175 (1949) (same); People v. Crum, 272 N.Y. 348,357 (1936) (same); see 
10 

~ 3 also Peonle v. Williams, 292 N.Y. 297, 302 (1944) ("[W]e cannot see in the testimony of [two 

0 £ £_ .. ' 
0 Jailhouse mrormants J a sutncien' uasis 1ur w~ 
,p 

; Ul a "'~WU< >Ul <U~ w 

..0 
w 5 defendant."); People v. Snickler, 255 N.Y. 408,408-09 {1931) (reversing conviction and death 
1-' 

6 sentence where identification of defendant "was at least doubtful enough to make it improper to 

7 ~ •• >L .. ... ' ' ·"- ,, for th" ~voidance of mistake"). -. -' 
8 Historically, courts have been unable to avoid executing the innocent. For example, in the 

9 twentieth century, New York executed no fewer than eight innocent people. Michael Lumer & 

"' NancvTennev. The Death Penaltv iu New York: An tstoncal Persnec 1ve," J. L. Ol ro1 y lH, o<o 

11 
(1995) [hereinafterLumer & Tenney, The Death Penaltv in New York]; see Hugo Adam Bedau & 

12 
Michael L. Radelet, Miscarriages of Justice in Potentially Capital Cases, 40 Stan. L. Rev. 21, 72, 

13 - r 13 ' _, .A . "'· IllS ll~IS I) Ll "" , , -o· 

l"t 

York has sent innocent men to death row. See Bedau & Radelet, Miscarriages of Justice at 23. 
15 

To name a few: 
16 • In 1:p, <;harles Stielow had his death sentence stayed only after he was strapped 

• ••A ·~ • "" • H<> - lv won nardon and release after the real culprit 
17 ~ nPwlv uncovered ballistics evidence proved his innocence. ,hl. at 

18 
119. 

19 
• In 1932, Pietro Matera's death sentence was commuted. Almost thirty years later, 

in 1960, the real culprit's wife (a key prosecution witness) confessed on her death 

"" 
bed that she had falsely accused Matera to save her husband, and Matera was 
released. J&,. at 1 'l't. 

21 In 193 7, the death sentence of Isidore Zimmerman- "two hours away from • 
22 

execution (his head had been shaved and he had eaten his last meal)'' -was 

23 
13 A .. Ao um~ "Xecuted in 1936 after having been convicted 

""~ solely on the inconsistent testimony of an accomplice who had committed two previous murders 
25 and who claimed to have committed this killing on Applegate's insistence. The governor, 

26 
believing Applegate innocent, sought permission from the prosecutor to commute the death 
sentence, but the prosecutor refused. See Bedau & Radelet, Miss;anjages of Ju§tice at 92. 

27 Similarly, Thomas Bambrick was executed m 1 '-J 1 b, annougn eviaence u1u• l UH111 llUU 

28 
committed the murder was later discovered. The pnson warden sa1<1: "lt 1s a1mos~ as cenain rna< 
BaJnbrick is innocent as that the sun will rise tomorrow." I d. at 93. 
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m 
:0 1 commuted. Released after prevailing on appeal some 24 years later, Zimmerman 
!-'· 
1./l won $1 million in reparations from the State. Id. at 171. 
!-'· 2 
10 • In 1963, Samuel Williams was released after almost sixteen years in prison- and 
~ 3 22 months on death row when he was granted habeas corpus relief on the 
0 grounds that his confessiOn had been coercOO. He, too, was compensatecrTor 
0 4 malicious prosecutiOn. !ft. at lo':J. 
,p 
<D 5 w Nothing ensures that Nevada can avoid the documented and intolerable risk of wrongful 
10 

6 execution. Just as executing an innocent defendart would constitute cruel and unusual 

7 . -~ • ~ •nn ov 
> <OV'-H VV<OHO l.ll<O -r -- , , 

8 Collins, 506 U.S. 390, 417 (1993), a capital sentencing scheme that will necessarily condemn 

9 unidentified innocents is antithetical to the moral underpinnings of Nevada society and should not 

w 

"'' "' 15 

11 
Fourth, the lack of standards for seeking and meting out the death penalty, as well as the 

12 
accompanying risk of racial disparities, render the penalty inconsistent with the State prohibition 

13 
agamst cruel and. unusual punishment. 1\ll!Ong m:ner Wllll "''"'~ > uvaUl . ~ ... 

14 

15 
that "aggravating factors" rendering a murder death-eligible include the commission of intentional 

murder "in the course of' and "in furtherance of' robbery, burglary, and other frequently 
16 . L ~ +. '11. ' """' """"" ,..f ~ 'to he 
17 

, 

18 
charged as capital. See Stewart F. Hancock, Jr. et al., Race. Unbridled Discretion. and the State 

19 
Constitutional Validity of New York's Death Penalty Statute, 59 Alb. L. Rev. 1545, 1561-62 

(l CJ%) [hereinafter Hancock et al. Race Unbridled Discretion 1; New York State Division of 
.. v 

21 

22 14 Another "recent study documents fifty-nine wrongful homicide convictions in New York 

23 
between 1965 and 1988." Acker, New York's Proposed Death Penalty at 603 & n.485 (citing New 

- • -~ • • ·• -;;-, "'· , v_.lr <'+o+~ · ·~ · · S:inr" 101>~ 
I Vl"- o.>U><<O > 

24 tl':J':JU)J. 'K l"QJ reffi:u- :J uu ;.;;._ 'nl, '" • . +'- • ;n 

proposing that the Legislature abolish capital punishment. See Temporary Commission, Report at 
25 69, 95. 

26 15 The risk of executing the innocent does not belong solely to history. See,~. Dirk 

27 . Tllinois Citin" Faultv Verdicts Bars Executions N.Y. Times, l'eb. I, ZOUU, afAT 

28 
("Citing a 'shameful record of convicting innocent people and putting them on death row,' Gov. 
George Ryan of lllinois today halted all executions in the state .... "). 
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:0 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 
10 

~ 
0 
0 
,p 
oD 
w 
w 

I 

2 

3 

" 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

"' 

• • 
Criminal Justice Services, 1998 Crime and Justice: Annual Report at 18, table 9 (1999) (of 

homicides with "known circumstances," 29.5% were "felony connected"); see also Acker, New 

York's Pronosed Death Penaltv at 582 (under section 125.27(1)(a)(vii), "[r]oughly one-third of the 

homicides in New York :;tate ... could be prosecureo as capital crimes·)· Ano, ut~:o 

Legislature empowered individual district attorneys to decide which eligible murders warrant a 

possible death sentence, see C.P.L. § 250.40, it provided no guidelines, procedures, or criteria to 

.L - .. ~. . . .~ 

!;UlU<O Ul l<OVl<O '""' 

attorney, the prominence of the victim, or the notoriety of the case. 

Given the broad discretion provided prosecutors to seek death and juries to impose it, there 

1 
v ic c.--~nt that Nevada will whollv sidesten the race-of-defendant and race-of victim 

11 

12 

13 

'" 
15 

16 

discrimination that has plagued the administration of the death penalty elsewhere in this country. 

See McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279, 367 (1987) (Stevens, J., dissenting); David C. Baldus et 

at., Enuat Justice anc ne uea n ena 

[hereinafter Baldus, Equal Justice]. A 1990 United States General Accounting Office ("GAO") 

report analyzed 28 studies of racial discrimination in death sentencing (which had analyzed 23 sets 

17 Vl 

18 

19 

found that race-of-victim discrimination was "remarkably consistent across data sets, states, data 

collection methods, and analytic techniques" and that a majority of the studies had established 

"that race of defendant influenced the likelihood of being charged with a capital crime or receiving 

21 the death penalty." General Accounting Office, ueatn Pena tv :;entencm : esearc tea es 

22 Pattern ofRacial Disparities. U.S. Gov. Doc. GAO/GGD-90-57, Feb. 1990, at 5.'
6 

23 

L4 

25 

26 

27 

28 

16 • .~. -<'•1-. <IPoth '· ·in l>hil ' ' · "nnfirmed 

such resu7t:. See David C. Baldus, Racial Discrimination and the Death Penaltv in the 
Post Furman Era: an Empirical and Legal Overview. with Recent Findings from Philadelphia, 83 
Cornell L. Rev. 1638 (1998). Further, the studies analyzed by the GAO reveal strong and 
statistically significant correlations between race and capital sentencing results in Colorado, 
Florida Georl!ia lllinois Louisiana Mississippi, New Jersey, North Carolina;Ulillilloma, and 
South Carolina. See, e.g., Baldus, Equal Justice; Arnold Barnett, Some Distribution Patterns tor 
the Georgia Death Sentence, 18 U.C. Davis L. Rev. 1327 (1985); Leigh B. Bienen etal., The 
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m 
:0 I Nevada's lack of exact standards particularly g1ven the near-mevltatlle race-oaseo 
1-'· 
1./l 

2 outcomes of death penalty prosecutions- is incompatible with its notion of decency. A capital 1-'· 
10 

~ 3 punishment system infected by arbitrary considerations would be cruel and unusua1. 17 See Godfre;,c 

0 A " T f"PT'"lt.. -=-
0 v. eor 't'tO u . .:> .... .u, '-'- \l:'OV) VVH1l>Il4ll, •• , •weJ \ L • J' 
,p 
<D 5 arbitrariness in the infliction of that ultimate sanction is so plainly doomed to failure that it- and w 
,p 6 the death penalty- must be abandoned altogether."). 

I u~~o - "- r~n;to] 'hm ho< resulted in two comnetin<> commands: The law 

8 must closely guide a jury's discretion to ensure that the death sentence is "based on reason rather 

9 than caprice or emotion." Gardner v. Florida. 430 U.S. 349, 358 (1977). Yet the law may not 
lfl 

limit the jury's discretion to exerc1se mercy and not 1mpose aeatn. ;:gJe mgsv. ' '-tXl 

11 
U.S. 104 (1982); Lockett v. Ohio, 438 U.S. 586 (1978); see also U.S. Const. amend. VIII. Justice 

12 
Blackrnun correctly described this conundrum: "Experience has taught us that the constitutional 

13 , , . &. ,, , .. " ' ,. 1-.o 

>A 
!;0<1.1 Ul -Q 

HH~OO =u 

15 
achieved without compromising an equally essential component of fundamental fairness -

16 
individualized sentencing." Callins v. Collins, 510 U.S. 1141, 1144 (1994) (Blackrnun, J., 

'-Frnm rl,.nial of certiorari) f citation omitted). 
17 

18 
In all, the death penalty inflicts an excessive and disproportionate puniShment man 

19 
arbitrary and discriminatory manner and cannot be justified by any legitimate purpose. Capital 

?() 

21 

22 Reimuosition ofCauital Punishment in New Jersey: The Role ofProsecutorial Discretion, 41 

23 
Rutgers L. Rev. 27 (1988); Linda A. Foley, Ph.D., Florida After the Furman Decision: The Effect 
"'. ' n. , on the in<> of Canital Offen~e Cases 5 Behav. Sci. & L. 457 (1987); 

.. - • T"r ::1: > • • .~>ho noo>h . ;n rnnlc 73 lll. B.J, 90 (1984): 

Raymond P. Paternoster & Ann Marie Kazyaka, The Administration of the Death Penalty in South 
25 Carolina: Exueriences Over the First Few Years, 39 S.C. L. Rev. 245 (1988); Michael L. Radelet, 

26 Racial Characteristics and the Imuosition of the Death Penalty, 46 Am. Soc. Rev. 918 (1981); M. 
Dwayne Smith, Patterns of Discrimination in Assessments of the Death Pen!!lO!:; The Cas~: Qf 

27 Louisiana 15 J. Crim. Just. 279 (1987). 

28 
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m 
:0 I punishment is contrary to contemporary notions of human decency in Nevada and cannot 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 constitutionally stand. 
10 

~ 3 B. Nevada's Death Penalty Deprives Persons of the Fundamental Right to Life 
0 
0 w1mout t:ompemng Jusnncanon. 
,p 
oD 5 Nevada's death penalty also violates the constitutional guarantees of due process and equal w 
Ul 

6 protection, because there is no compelling governmental interest to justify depriving Mr. Vanisi of 

7 L' '-L• "-"- A 1. ""'- . ' -'b' , -r • 
8 

would adequately serve the State's interests. 

9 
The right to life - an indispensable predicate for the exercise of all other rights - is a 

10 
"fundamental human ri!!ht." Peonle v. Felder 47 N.Y.2d 287,295 (1979). Courts have 

II 
unambiguously expressed the fundamental nature ofthe right to life. See People v. Isaacson, 44 

12 
N.Y.2d 511, 520 (1978) ("[E]veryperson's right to life, liberty and property is to be accorded the 

13 
Slllt:IU Ul . auu. Ul, . ) ' 

' ·~ 

15 
A law that impinges a fundamental right requires strict judicial scrutiny. The government 

16 
must prove that the law is necessary to promote a "compelling state interest" and that the law 

. .l. thot' ' " • l~oot <:. • Riv"r< v Kotz f.7 NY 7il 4l\"i 
17 

18 
498 (1986) (due process); People v. Onofre, 51 N.Y.2d 476,492 n.6 (1980) (equal protection).'8 

19 
The prosecution here cannot meet its burden. 

~o 
The prosecution cannot show that Nevada's death penalty is narrowly tailored to serve a 

21 compelling state mterest. The punishment does not have a dJrec~ ana suos~anria1 re1a~ionsnip w 

22 

23 
18 Significantly, the arbitrariness unavoidable in the administration ofNevada's death 

,, · eoual tion "uarantees re.,ardless of the racial discrimination that adheres to 
<'r. ("hn t;<; NV ~rl '>0 ')<; fl OQ" f"r'T'lh~ ~m ol <lo"s not ..... 

prevent [the] Legislature[] from drawing lines that treat one class of individuals ... differently 
25 from others unless the difference in treatment is palpably arbitrary or amounts to invidious 

26 
discrimination.") (internal quotation marks omitted); People v. Liberta, 64 N.Y.2d 152, 163 (1984) 
(equal protection clause prohibits statutory provisions that "arbitrarily burden a particular group of 

27 individuals"); People v. Acme Markets, Inc., 37 N.Y.2d 326, JJU {I ':if)) l"' rne undertymg concept 

28 
is elemental -that persons similarly situated should be treated the same and that criminal justice 
should and must be evenly and equally dispensed."). 
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m 
:0 I preventing crime, either by through deterrence or incapacitation; it does not measurably achieve 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 any legitimate penological goal. Extensive evidence demonstrates otherwise. Nor can the 
10 

~ 3 nrosecution nrove that the death penalty is the least restrictive means of accomplishing its goals. 

0 
0 .. Demonstrably 1t IS not: bVJaence convincing•y ue 

_, 

,p 
'" mv- - .. -

<D 5 w equally- and more efficiently- serves State interests in deterrence and incapacitation. See 
0' 

6 Commonwealth v. O'Neal, 339 N.E.2d 676, 678 (Mass. 1975) (Tauro, C.J., concurring) (death 

7 . . ~- .~ . ',.;nh ·to ]iff>• ot~tP' iliil ne>t trate 
r 'J ·r t' 

8 deterrent effect of capital punishment or otherwise carry burden of showing it is least restrictive 

9 means to accomplish compelling interests).'9 Accordingly, Nevada's Death Sentencing Scheme 
'A 
•v -'· -'~h.,. invalidated and the iud!!Tllent should be reversed,"" or, alternat:Jvely, remand the case to 

11 
the trial court for re-sentencing to a sentence less than death, or this Court should reduce the death 

12 
sentences to life-without-parole. 

13 
~"'-

L. 1ne \-urren• LU>U> '" ~·•~ ~• •u~ 'J. 

l't 

Infliction of the death penalty upon Mr. Vanisi would be cruel and arbitrary, because it 
15 

16 
would be unacceptable in light of current American standards of human decency. "The protection 

~-'-
. . A 

,_ A. ·~• -"" e>nrP ~ , 'h~o h,.,., validlv convicted and 
17 

18 
sentenced." Herrera, 506 U.S. at 430, 432 (1993) (Blackmun, J., dissenting, joined by Stevens, J., 

19 
and Souter, J.); Johnson v. Mississippi, 486 U.S. 578 (1988); Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399 

"" 
21 

19 In O'Neal, 339 N.E.2d 676, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court held that the 

22 death penalty violated that state's constitutional protection of the fundamental right to life under 

23 
the state due process clause. While O'Neal was decided before Gregg, the Massachusetts Supreme 

.•• ro. ~.0. . .. ..L . to ~nil with ilir~eference to Grel!l!. See 
. . ... ~"'A"'.., '7.1 1 Sl"- ru~·· 1077\ r, 

L'f 
opinion to state legislature in which, with respect to O'Neal, court counseled that legislature's 

25 proposed death penalty law still would be unconstitutional); Watson, 411 N.E.2d at 1283 (holding 

26 
state's death penalty law unconstitutional in declaratory judgment action brought by district 

attornevt 
27 

28 
20 The very process of death qualifying Mr. Vanisi's jury occas10nea by hls bemg on 

trial for his life - caused many otherwise-qualified jurors to be dismissed. 
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m 
:0 I (1986)). Mr. V anisi cannot be constitutionally executed, because contemporary Amen can society 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 would find the execution of an offender who has been rehabilitated morally offensive and at odds 
10 

~ 3 with current standards of human decency. 
0 
0 4 
,p The "respect for humanity underlying the Eighth Amendment requires consideration of the 
<D 5 w 
.....] character and record of the individual o!Iender and the circumstances of the particular offense as a 

6 . ,. ...... _ .. , . .thP •· ' Af' rl<e"th 11 
"' ' rv 

7 c -. -, ·r 0 

8 
North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280, 304 (1976) (plurality opinion of Stewart, Powell, and Stevens, JJ.) 

9 
(emphasis added); Ford v. Wainwright, 477 U.S. 399,407-410 (1986). The State of Nevada may 

OA nnt ,]h, inflict the death nenaltv on Mr. Vanisi, because of his character and record as a 
~v 

11 rehabilitated offender. Such sanction would deeply otlend contemporary Sfanaaras or numan 

12 decency, reflected in the American public's constant high valuation of rehabilitation as a 

13 punishment goal. The American public, in fact, rejects punitive justice in favor of a community-

1'1 oasea, resrorauve moue1 01 

15 All evidence shows that the American public holds retribution and rehabilitation to be 

16 competing and commensurate avenues to the restoration of public order following a capital 

17 ~ "· _, t ~ou; ,;,· "llv OPPm omnrisinl!. civen the aooarent WideSPread SUpport for 

18 the capital sanction. Public opinion polls and social science findings demonstrate, however, that 

19 since the reinstatement of the death penalty in the majority of states, public support for 
oA 

.. v rehabilitation in those states has not waned ctramancauy m mverse propo1 ,;uu w '"" H 

21 strict and certain punishment. Real-life sentences that embrace rehabilitative goals of community 

22 safety as well as reparation for crime are actually universally more popular than the death penalty 

23 - . -' • 1 · ~ h~otinn< nf 
Itsen asp . , .. , 

24 
punishment. For that reason, clear and convincing demonstration by a capital offender of authentic 

25 
rehabilitation must disable the State from carrying out his execution, because execution would not 

26 
'tf> thP · ·'< nnnishment-tvne nreference but would also offend contemporary 

27 
.. J 

moral concern for the rehabilitation of errants. There IS every Indication tnat me puonc recoils aL 

28 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 1 the death penalty when rehabilitation can actually be achieved, because rehabilitation deteats 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 sentiment toward vengeance, restores the moral order, meets the community's need for specific 
10 

~ 3 incaoacitation and, when coupled with proportionately strict sentencing, meets the community's 
0 . . •'- •'-
0 .. need tor general aeterrence. Kecent pun1ic opinion puuiu~;; >IJuws w~• we 
,p 

oo ~n=~ uoa• Wlvl~ 

<D 5 remains no need nor justification for the death penalty when such goals can be achieved. w 
00 

6 Social science evidence, legislative enactments, public pronouncements by religious 

7 .. A' o11om ~ncl 
.. 011 :this , , 

8 conclusion. As a result, execution of Mr. V anisi would not be acceptable as justice, would be 

9 merely arbitrary, wanton infliction of pain on an individual and would be, in itself, a severe 
1(\ 

<li<runtion of the moral social order. 
11 

1. The Social Science Evidence 
12 

The Supreme Court, on occasion, has looked to social science data as evidence of evolving 
13 

'>A~n n . 
stanaaras 01 numan . n.g., v•"oo v. 'b' > ~~U V•'-'• l.J.J \JJ 'UJo 

l 

and opinion polling since the "reinstatement" of the death penalty via Gregg clearly demonstrates 
15 

16 
that the public's high for rehabilitation of offenders has not been devalued by the popularity of 

.. 
• th '' ;~ f'o~t o 

. .. . tn th .. rlP<~th nenaltv that reauires 
17 

,.. ' ·r 

18 
rehabilitation of the offender has been universally found in every polled state. See William J. 

19 
Bowers, Margaret Vandiver, & Patricia H. Duggan, A New Look at Public Opinion on Capital 

'ltl 
Punishment: What Citizens and Legislators Prefer, 22:1 Am. Jnl. Crim. Law 77 (1994); Richard 

21 C. McCorkle, Research Note: /:'umsh and Rehammare. · ruo11c Arriruaes , ....... 

22 Crimes, 39:2 Crime and Delinquency 240 (April1992); Francis T. Cullen, Sandra Evans Skovron, 

23 Joseph E. Scott, Velmer S. Burton, Jr., Public Support for Correctional Treatment, 17:1 Criminal 

£~I. .L 1 tlAA,, H- .1. 1U. 1& HoTL ' " '"nnl< n( l'· nt 
-''+ -=- v ,. '· '" 
25 and Support for the Death Penalty, 21:2 Journal of Research in Crime and Delinquency 95 (May 

26 1984); see also Andrew Skotnicki, Religion and Rehabilitation, 15:2 Criminal Justice Ethics 

27 11996) (noting the reemergence in recent years of the rehabilitative taeal, but Jacle ot 

28 appreciation for religious conversion as "a key factor in solving the riddle of wilful human 
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0 
0 

• • 
I rejection oflaw and behavioral norms"). 

2 Warr and Stafford set out specifically to: (I) "identify the goals or justifications of 

3 nunishment held by the public at large," and (2) "examine the relation between these goals and 

" public support tor capital pumsllrnent. W arr, supra, a, "'. 1ue r ·v•r 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

justifications for the death penalty are examined through justifications for imprisonment. !d. at 99. 

The authors point out that, since rehabilitation and retribution are logically incompatible, the only 

-'- · -' '" •~ 1~~1r ot · w«y LV •~~ .. •v -·r - r 

goals. hnprisonrnent is commensurate with all punishment goals, whereas it is nonsense to ask 

whether execution accomplishes rehabilitation. !d. The results from the authors' survey indicated: 

r A 1 Jorae maioritv of resnondents see retribution as a legitimate (if not the pnmary) 
purpose of punishment. At the same time, however, rehabilitat10nTooms much 
larger by this reckoning. While less than one-fifth of respondents choose 
rehabilitation as the most important goal of punishment, fully 59% choose it as one 
of the three most important goals of punishment, a figure second only to retribution 
itself. [Incapacitation was third.) 

.. . ,, ·- .... -·· 
1" L 1 jt IS mreresw.'"l <u 11v•~ w"' wuo~ v nu 

reason for punishment are most likely to choose rehabilitation as their second most 
15 important reason. This finding is similar to that reported by Cullen et al. (1983), 

who found that their lllinois respondents tended to favor rehabilitation and 
16 punishment simultaneously for juvenile offenders. 

17 TA ·• 1"" · oalv o J;,n ~o · nf~ who held rehabilitation to be the most important 

18 

19 

21 

22 

23 

L4 

25 

26 

punishment goal also supported capital punishment. !d. at 106. Warr and Stafford concluded: 

None of the goals of punishment [among retribution, incapacitation, rehabilitation, 
snecific deterrence, general deterrence, and normative validation] is endorsed by 
more than a minority ot respondents, meanmg rn~t mere IS -- at Jeast at pr",""' -- 11u 
single dominant ideology otpun1sbment. ~:,ven II sucn an iaeo1ogy aio t:xi>< i, mu>< 
be interpreted cautiously. Our findings indicate that a preference for one goal of 
punishment does not necessarily imply utter rejection of others (recall the case of 
rehabilitation). Rather than viewing public goals of punishment as a binary 
(either/or) v~able, or, imp~tin~ mo~olithic co~sensus to p~b~i~ op~io~~_,';e ~~ggest 
rna~ >u• -~=·. u~o• v-; . , 
w Lllvll • 0 . w nu "''"' auu 

Id. at 106. Similarly, McCorkle (1993) and Cullen et al. (1990, 1988, 1987, 1985, 1983, 1982, 

1977) concur that the public continues to believe violent offenders should not only be punished but 

27 ~lon . McCorkle studied oublic attitudes toward punishment goals Tor VIOlent and 

28 nonviolent offenders (robbery, rape, molestation, burglary, drug sale, drug possession) in a 1992 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 I survey of respondents in the Las Vegas, Nevada, area. McCorkle, supra, at 242. The responaents 
!-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 consistently showed "strong punishment orientations," support for "increased use of prisons to 
10 

~ 3 ensure offenders received their just deserts." Jd. at 250. Public attitudes, however, were 
0 
0 q multifaceted: ,p 
<D 5 ,p [T]his punitiveness represented only one facet of their attitudes toward criminals. There 
0 was, in addition, broad support for addressing the underlying causes of their criminal 

6 behavio_:-. Most ~~lie_;;~ that ~e~~ offe~~~.r~t-.~~~.~~~~l!t-.~ their lives. around, ~~ .. 

7 ... .. -~·:: .. ':' ... 
·~ ~~ -,. 

8 Id. (emphasis in original). 

9 
The following poll results taken from the Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics show 

'" 
. tion of the findin>!s of these scholars that the relationship among punishment 

' 

II goals is complex and that retribution and rehabihtat!on areoom htgh on the publtc ageiR!ll: 

12 1) Louis Harris Poll, 1970, 1978, 1981, 1982: Question A: "Do you think the main emphasis in 
most prisons is on punishing the individual convicted of a crime, trying to rehabilitate the 

13 individual so that he might return to society as a productive citizen, or protecting society from 
future cnmes fie ffi\gm COmmiu . D. VV li<1L' . U<O u.v am:a • 

l't 

15 
A: For the four years, punishment ranged from 21 to 27 percent, rehabilitation from 
25 to 35 percent, and protection from 8 to 13 percent. 

16 B: For the four years, punishment ranged from 8 to 23 p~rcent, rehabilitation from 
• • "'~ . ..I · ' from 1? t" '7 unnort for rehabilitation 

17 .. ~-• .-1num frnm' 71 . " >in 1970 to 44 nercent in 1982 while support for 

18 
"punishment" went up and down from 8 percent in 1970 to 19 percent in 1982. 

19 
The Harris Survey (New York: The Chicago Tribune-New York News Syndicate, May 24, 1982), 
in Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1982, at 252. 

~n 
~v 2) The Gallup Poll reported m 19g2 resUlts rrom a pou on me rouowing quvo..:v . m 

21 
dealing with men in pnson, do you thmK 1t IS more important to puuiou wtom w1 m.,i.t 
crimes, or more important to get them started 'on the right road'?" 30 percent responded to 

22 punish them and 59 percent opted for getting them started right. George H. Gallup, The 
Gallup Report, Report No. 200 (Princeton, N.J.: May 1982), in Sourcebook of Criminal 

23 Justice Statistics 1982, at 254. 

" < AnA , ... +l. +l. 0 Q ~hn<P • 

14 Tne'O<UH<',lJ~l~' .. <1> HUni1'T707, {' 

and 48 percent rehabilitation. George H. Gallup, The Gallup Report, Report No. 285 
25 (Princeton, N.J.: June 1989), in Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1990, at 198. 

26 3) More recent polls seem to suggest a more punitive attitude on the part of the public 
'• · • tn ¥P} oh" · · .. t,;,t also a steadfast beliefbv the oublic that most violent 

27 ·;:;:· . •- ' ""n be rehabilitated. 

28 A Roper national poll in 1992 asked the following: "Most people are concerned about the 
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m 
:0 1 increase in crime and lawlessness that has been taking place across the country today. On which 
1-'· would you like to see us rely more heavily?" 1./l 

2 1-'· 
10 Stricter law enforcement/severer penalties 44 percent 
~ 3 Corrective programs 31 percent 
0 ' •n' 
0 ~ 1ne Koper urgamzauon, me., in .:>OurceoooK or.._,; . Jl ·" "" <77.<., a• DJ. 

,p 
..0 5 A 1993 Los Aogeles Times poll asked the following: "Where does government need to ,p 
I-' 

6 
make a greater effort these days: in trying to rehabilitate criminals who commit violent crimes or 
in trying to punish and put away criminals who commit violent crimes'? 

7 .. ·"'" 
8 Punish 61 perce~t 

9 Los Aogeles Times Poll, in Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1994, at 177. 

](\ The same noll was conducted in 1994 bv the Los Aogeles Times, and 1995 by researchers 
at Sam Houston University. 

11 1994 results: 

12 Rehabilitate 32 percent 
Punish 49 percent 

13 
.01 <77' , '" 1 'v. 

' ·~ 

15 Rehabilitate 26.1 percent 

16 
Punish 58.2 percent 

" 
. . • ' T • · <:tot; otiro 1 QQ~ ~t 177 

17 

18 
4) Finally, polls conducted in 1994 and 1995 demonstrate that, although there has been an apparent 
recent shift toward more punitive than rehabilitative attitudes, public belief in the effectiveness of 

19 
rehabilitation as a punishment purpose continues to run high. 

')(\ 
The Los Aogeles Times and Sam Houston researchers asked, "Thinking of criminals who 

commit violent cnmes, ao you IDIIlK mos{, some, omy a rew, or none 01 wem ""'' uc , ciJ<~u;, · 

21 g~ven early mtervent10n wun me ngm programr 
1994 results: 

22 
Most 17 percent 

23 ~OJ!le 4~pe~';.ent 
~- '3 ·:r -~ .... ' '"~ rp 

25 Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1994, at 176. 
1995 results: 

26 
Most 14.4 nercent 

27 Some 44.8 -oercent 

28 
Only a few 28.7 percent 
None 9.1 percent 
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m 
:0 I Sourcebook of Criminal Justice Statistics 1995, at 177. 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 Although the polls reported in the Sourcebook demonstrate continued public support for 
10 

~ 3 both retribution and rehabilitation in relation to violent offenders, they can be faulted for not being 
0 
0 'I specifically applicable to the death penalty, aue to me 10gica1 oiu1cuuy 
,p 

llll _
0 

cu 

<.0 5 ,p apply rehabilitation in the capital punishment context. Arguably, however, a set of polls that have 
10 

6 been conducted since 1986 do succeed in measuring the public support for rehabilitation in the 

7 .. .1.. -· 
. . ol 

Utoi1lll -- "'"-' "-'~ < 

8 has been observed that is universally preferred over the death penalty for capital murder 

9 
offenders. 

•n 
IV 

TI-.;o ·~ nfnnot-Furman surve= has shown undeviating preference on the part of the 

11 
public for a kind of compensatory, rather than solely retributive, punishment that necessarily 

12 
implies a concomitant public belief in rehabilitation of capital defendants. Public opinion polls 

13 . . e 

mvanably snow mat, wnere responaencs ""' gi v"n Lu" ""-
< 

l't 

15 
sentence, coupled with restitution to the family members of the offender's victim(s), support for 

the death penalty evaporates. Bowers, supra, at 144. Researchers have noted that the standard 
16 ... r.. · •1. -l~oth ' n .~n • nf the death oenaltv --
17 r 'J 

18 
but not a preference for that punishment over other alternatives: 

19 
When people are presented with an alternative to the death penalty that incorporates 
both lengthy imhrisonment and restitution to murder victims' families, and are then 

~A 
asked whether t ev would prefer the death penalty to such an alternative, they 

~v consistently choose the non-deatn penalty alternative. 

21 Id. at 79. In polls from 1986-1995, a majority of respondents in Arkansas, California, Florida, 

22 Georgia, Kansas, Massachusetts, New York, and Indiana have stated a preference for life without 

23 .. -.. c • TA o+ 01 1'h" 
parole pms l U V "' Lll" U"<lLll ·r 

L4 
death penalty has not been preferred over life plus restitution in any state poll. Researchers 

25 
conclude that: 

26 
rnln • mn.ot , flif" · · nment without narole nlus restitution l is "harsh 

27 ;;.,;..."""" while the ·death nenaltv lacks sufficient restorative or compensatory 

28 
value. In most people's minds, the attractiveness ofhavmg conv1ctea muraerers 
work in prison for recompense, combined with personal misgivings about capital 
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m 
:0 I punishment, concern for the humane and restorative priorities it denies, and 
1-'· 
1./l satisfaction with the harshness of the alternative, converts expressed death penalty 
1-'· 2 support into preference for the [life imprisonment without parole plus restitution] 
10 alternative. The result is that most people, even most who profess strong death 
~ 3 nenaltv sunnort would choose the alternative. 
0 
0 " Id. at 145 (emphasis added). Whereas the u.:s. public supports me smcmess or me capital sanction 
,p 
<D 5 ,p as an expression of community outrage, the polls indicate that the public also embraces the idea 
w 

6 that the punishment of capital offenders, like that of other prisoners, must be undertaken with a 

7 ·-· A 
"r1- . "'· 

_,_ ,. "· . ""-V lt;W LU lllt; 'V HWUO ~·U U6ll<O 0 .... 
8 without parole plus restitution demonstrates an evolving standard of decency in punishment that 

9 transcends -- in its holistic, self-conscious attentiveness to the needs in every community sector --

'" •v 
thP ~nrP · 

... · al canital sanction. It reco<mizes furthem10re the value of the life of 

11 
the perpetrator, at least as dedicated to restoration of the community breach caused by his actions. 

12 
The behavior of the Furman commutees in Texas demonstrates empirically that the public's 

13 
bellet m rehabilitative opnons IS not mispmcea. t<ony-seven Wt;lv, 

0 
Ull 

1'+ 
death row when Furman v. Georgia was announced in 1972. James W. Marquart, Sheldon Ekland-

15 

16 
Olson, & Jonathan R. Sorenson, The Rope, The Chair, and the Needle 123 (Univ. of Texas Press 

'""" ~· ~ '·""-~ tA 1; fp ;mnr;' M• -
17 

>77~)•'->V 'J 

18 
nine years. Thirty-seven had been convicted of murder, seven of rape, and three of armed robbery. 

19 
!d. Seventy-five percent committed no serious infractions during their confinement in the general 

nA nonulation. !d. at 124. Sixty-six percent (31 prisoners) were eventually released to the community. 
~v 

21 !d. at 125. Eighty-six percent were not convicted of a new felony while m the tree community, 

22 compared to 94 percent of a comparable research control group. !d. The recidivism rate in both 

23 Furman and control groups was low. !d. 

24 "· .. ., 
25 The public support for restorative justice reflected in widespread polling has been 

26 incorporated into our states' penal laws, including the law of Nevada. Although the widespread 

27 r fnr .trir.t and : oenalties has not been expressed by way of the 

28 elimination of post-Furman capital murder statutes or the passage of laws that provide the jury 
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m 
:0 1 more capital offense punishment options, Congress and a majority of state constitutions and 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 legislatures have mandated that all procedures and punishments in their criminal codes, not 
10 

~ 3 excludinll caoital offenses, be governed by concern for rehabilitative and restorative values. 
0 
0 .. Almost all states snow tunaamental respect tor renaoiiitarive principles oy way u• ""'' 
,p 
<D 5 of their criminal laws or interpretation of statutory provisions for punishment by state high courts. ,p 
,p 

6 Almost states make some provision for restitution as an adjunct to criminal sentencing. Most of 

7 ' •'- •• 1 fn 1;.1'~ or VP~N M~nv 
LU.-o._ o •a"oo uu 

8 states explicitly tie restitution to rehabilitation of the defendant or make restitution a function of 

9 rehabilitation. See also Stephen Schafer, Compensation and Restitution to Victims of Crime 119-

"' 
?? (?<1 Pd. J970\ 

11 
There is no meaningful contrast between death penalty and non-death penalty states in 

12 
relation to the emphasis given rehabilitation as a punishment goal. For every Wisconsin and 

13 
Mrnnesota, tnere is a vv y , V1 "!Suu, or - '· .~ 

, Lllv ""'"' au -6 '"" ~. 

1· 

15 
constitutional provisions mandating that rehabilitation be considered the preeminent goal in 

16 
punishment. Retribution as vengeance is not advocated by any state; whereas, retribution as it is 

' ' •'- >n :n-•+~ · io fmmrl in rn~nv 1\f thP ot~tPo' statutorv 
17 

r -,-

18 
provisions. The coexistence of the death penalty, retribution, and rehabilitation, along with the 

19 
onmipresent option of restitution is remarkable, and demonstrates by way of a pattern among the 

"" 
states' statutes not only the resilience of rehabilitation as a punishment goal, but the dual high 

21 punishment priorities tound m publtc opm10n pous ana tnerr mutual ana proau~;<ivc; 

22 a. The Federal Government 

23 Prior to Congress' sentencing reform in 1984, federal sentencing policy was based almost 

'' 1 00<: __ ,..,. n• 

"'* 'J •F , a. ·~ . 
25 Control Act of 1984, S. Rep. No. 98-225, 98th Cong., 2d Sess. (1984), reprinted in 1984 

26 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3220, 3221 (1984)("[C]riminal sentencing is based largely on an outmoded 

27 -1-~L, • ' model."). On the basis of concerns similar to those driving the Supreme Courts 

28 revamping of death penalty jurisprudence -- chiefly the complete discretion afforded sentencers 
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m 
:0 
1-'· 

1 and wide disparities in sentencing results -- and concem about the capacity of the piison setting to · 
1./l 
1-'· 2 foster rehabilitation, the Senate Judiciary Committee pushed sentencing reform toward greater 
10 

~ 3 uniformity in sentencing and less emphasis on rehabilitation. Id. at 3220-23. The product of the 
0 
0 .. Senates tmdlllg that other concerns man renaoiiitation snou1a a1so guiue st:n was Lnt' 
,p 
oD 5 Sentencing Reform Act, which outlined four purposes of punishment: retribution, deterrence, ,p 
Ul 

6 incapacitation, and rehabilitation. 18 U.S.C. § 3553 (a) (2) (1988). The Judiciary Committee 

7 ' ,, ·" p_ I 1.. ' . _ _, .. ohnnl.-1 hn ' 

8 abstractly as being more important than the others. 1984 U.S.C.C.A.N. 3220, 3250-51. The Senate 

9 
recognized, however, that in any individual case one goal might take on more importance than 

11\ 

others and that not everv oumose would be relevant in everv case. !d. at 3250-51, 3260. The 
11 

Senate Judiciary Committee expressed the intent of Congress: 
12 

The intent of subsection (2) is to recognize the four purposes that sentencing in 
13 general is designed to achieve and to require that the judg~ consider what impact, if 

any,eacnpanlCUJar L navt: un wt: ' m '"'"" '-'a><O • ... 
Id. at 3260. Rehabilitation, thus, survived sentencing reform on equal par with retribution and 

15 

16 
deterrence (the two purposes maintained by the Supreme Court as the bases for the capital 

. ' ,.. . _,. ·-' nnol ;n . ' . th .. 
17 

·o ·r 

18 
statute also includes as a factor to consider in imposing sentence "the need to provide restitution to 

19 
any victims of the offense." 18 U.S.C. § 3353 (a) (7) (1997). The new code embraces the death 

"" 
penalty for murder and, like many state codes, requires sentencing consideration of a number of 

21 mitigating factors that would mclude concerns about rehabilnauon. HI u.:s.~..-. 1111 ~rnuraerJ; 111 

22 U.S. C. 3592 (a) (1) (impaired capacity), (5) (no prior history), & (8) (catchall). Rehabilitation also 

23 plays a big role in the Sentencing Guidelines for non-capital offenses. E.g., 18 U.S.C. Appx@ 

-''+ J£!.1. 

25 b. The Model Penal Code 

26 Rehabilitation is one of the chief purposes listed by the American Law Institute, and 

27 , is notablv absent except as it is involved in proportionality: 

28 The general purposes of the provisions under the code governing the sentencing and 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 I treatment of offenders are: 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 (a) to prevent the commission of offenses; 
10 

~ 3 (b) to promote the correction and rehabilitation of offenders; 
0 .. 
0 " (c) to sareguaro ottenoers againsr excessive, 
,p 

; Ul 'J 

..0 5 
pumshment; 

,p 
0' (d) to give fair warning of the nature of the sentences that may be imposed on 

6 conviction of an offense; 

7 "'"'- >. ,;,t, o ·~~ 'tn ~ iuot · ~' '~-.ole ion in their 
\VJ 

8 treatment; 

9 
(f) to define, coordinate and harmonize the powers, duties and functions of the 
courts and of administrative officers and agencies responsible for dealing with 

, .. rs· 

II (g) to advance the use of generally accepteasctentttlc metho<ls anoKnowteoge in 
the sentencing and treatment of offenders; 

12 
(h) to integrate responsibility for the administration of the correctional system in a 

13 State Department of Correction. 

0 OA~-. 
1'+ lVlOOetl'enat '-'uuo:; ~ t.U£ ~ v• •>< UJO J· 

15 c. State Constitutions Establishing Rehabilitation as One (or the Only) 

16 
Punishment Priority. 

Alaska (no death penalty), Indiana (death penalty), Oregon (death penalty), and Wyoming 

17 t..l~··" -' --i ~ 11 h~w· ot~to> a! nrovisions reQuiring that punishment be based upon ., 
18 rehabilitation. 

19 3. The Behavior of Juries 

"" The Supreme Court has oncn regaraea tne oenavior 01 juri"s as a11 ;,u~A v.:.' ~ •v•, ;..5 

21 standards of human decency. The Capital Jury Project, a massive social-science undertaking in a 

22 number of states, has unearthed some characteristics about capital juries that cast doubt about the 

23 . ' . . .. ""·~ ohAnt .. .~PP Willi om T 
' Vl ·U~ll . "' ~ .. · ·r - r 

L4 
Bowers, Symposium: The Capital Jury Project: Rationale, Design, and Preview of Early Findings, 

25 
70 Indiana L. J. 1043 (Fall1995); see also Craig Haney, Taking Capital Jurors Seriously, 70 

26 
Tnrl;ono T J 1??1 1?7.7 1Fa111995) (exoressinll: skeoticism that jurors understand the significance 

27 

28 
of mitigating evidence or its correct use in commg to a verruct}; l'eter Me! Jeres dersma, 
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m 
:0 I Dictionaries and Death: Do Capital Jurors Understand Mitigation?, 1995 Utah L. Rev. 1. The 
!-'· 
1./l 2 Capital Jury Project study has revealed that a majority of jurors enter the punishment stage of !-'· 
10 

~ 3 capital trials with their minds already made up about whether they will impose the death penalty. 

0 4 . r ' .... ,, . .n. " 0 mu•~ <u~• o•~ uu< uo 
' 

• uav~ ~. <UU< <U~H e;um OU'!;\"' • a 0 noa• 
,p 
<D 5 deal" or a "fair amount" on future dangerousness and the punishment to be imposed. Jd. at 1087. ,p 
-....] 6 Thirty-seven percent reported that there was open discussion at the guilt deliberations about 

' ·the chnnlA ""t th" tlP.ath !d. at 1 ORR. A ft,r th" cmilt <ta<>e was Ov<"r antl 

8 
the defendant had been found guilty, but before any punishment stage evidence had been 

9 
presented, 30 percent had decided the defendant should get the death penalty and 20 percent had 

10 
aecHJea on llte.Ja. at lU~'I. Hyway ot a tollow up queshon, 1t was <letermme<l that o4.o percent ot 

11 
those who had decided on death or life were "absolutely convinced" while another 30.5 percent 

12 
were "pretty sure." Jd. 

13 
'T'l. •'- -'· "- .~ •'- '- "· ... LL 

14 
~J' • J' -, ·r ·r r 

15 
decision. Eight of ten responded that the defendant or the law was most responsible for the 

16 
defendant's punishment. I d. at I 094. Three of twenty believed that the jury was the agent most 

resnonsible for the defendant's nunishment. I d. at 1095. 
1/ 

18 
The death bias entering the punishment stage along with the inscrutability of most juries' 

19 decisions in "directed" and "threshold" statute states make any conclusions about juror treatment of 

20 rehabilitation in sentencing speculative. More research must be done among jurors participating on 

21 J Ull"> UUU VUUJU WI lllC "'' )' 
\;<111 Ut: UllJUlUl 

22 sentencing as an index of the moral consensus favoring life for rehabilitated capital defendants. 

23 4. Statements by American Religious Bodies 

'>A 'J'hp ·" .. 
• t~ lrPn lw ' 

L ,. thP ,jp~th olh ~n,J 
. . 

r 
- L ' 

25 are indicators of contemporary standards of decency that should inform considemtion of the Eighth 

26 Amendment questions. Churches are in the business of religious transformation, and represent a 

Ll large segment of Amen can soCiety. See e.g., Thompson, 4117 U.S. at 830 (plurality opmmn) 

28 (valuing the opinions of respected organizations with expertise in the relevant area). Religious 
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m 
:0 I bodies have played an integral role in the development of American penal policy and reform trom 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 the time of the founding. See, e.g., Gerald A. McHugh, Christian Faith and Criminal Justice: 
10 

~ 3 Toward a Christian Response to Crime and Punishment (1978) (illustrating the roots of American 
0 ~ 

0 .. penology m contrastmg Ideolog~es towaru crime ana punis 
T. 

,p 
c mom uy c '"llU '"J· u• 

..0 5 ,p particular, churches have also been involved since before we became a nation state in the policy 
00 

6 and practice of the death penalty. See. e.g., Daniel A. Cohen, Pillars of Salt, Monuments of Grace: 

7 ' . T • ~ •L ~·. ... n. -' 1 {';7.:1.1 RMH1991): 
'"'' 

8 Louis P. Masur, Rites of Execution: Capital Punishment and the Transformation of American 

9 Culture, 1776-1865 (1989); J. Gordon Melton, The Churches Speak on: Capital Punishment: 

"' ' <:tatements from Relifrious Bodies and Ecumenical OrganizatiOns tUale Kesearch me. 

II 
1989) [hereinafter Melton]. It is only recently, in fact, that most American church bodies, other 

12 
than traditional "peace" churches such as Quakers, have issued public pronouncements raising 

13 ... p ' 
L 

questions aoour me use ana \Jr Wv U"<IW • ft '"'IS~ v• , 
' 

l't 

now have issued such statements (some of which are represented infra). Churches are split on the 
15 

16 
issue of the acceptability of the punishment, primarily along liberal-moderate/conservative lines, 

'•L '· 
,. 'nnt tolr;na o · ' <t"nd on the issue. Recent 

17 '7 ,. 

18 
social science studies, however, reveal a significant correlation between retributivist attitudes 

19 
toward punishment and conservative American Protestant religion. Harold G. Grasmick, et al., 

"" 
Protestant Fundamentalism and the Retributive Doctrine of Punishment, 30 Criminology 21, 25, 

21 38 (1992) (noting mountmg evidencetllat religious oeuets play a crucia• mit: in,. 

22 about criminal justice policy matters); Robert L. Young, Religious Orientation, Race and Support 

23 for the Death Penalty, 31 J. Sci. Stud. Religion 76, 85 (1992) (finding an association between 

. . . ' ..,_ .... ~ ...... ' "' L4 ·a· .... ~ ·r 

25 Churches that have issued statements on the death penalty -- whether for or against the 

26 penalty in general-- have registered special concern regarding the incompatibility of capital 

27 . ' t with nersonal sniritual reformation and rehabilitation. The concern 1s overwhe1mmg1y 

28 present in statement after statement. For example, the Texas Catholic Bishops on October 20, 
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m 
:0 I 1997, "reiterate[ d)" their opposition to the death penalty, calling for "more support for the families 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 of victims and urg[ing] reconciliation as well as rehabilitation of the perpetrators of the sometimes 
10 

~ 3 heinous crimes." Statement bv the Catholic Bishons of Texas on Capital Punishment, October 20, 
0 
0 '+ 1997 This statement is consistent with the Pope's own recent declaration agamst the death penalty ,p 
..0 5 ,p (except in the most extreme circumstances). A 1980 Statement on Capital Punishment by the 
..0 

6 National Conference of Bishops of the Roman Catholic Church does not per se reject the death 

7 .. . -'-- L . , UUL HUH~L HH"" H r J..U LHU>L ~uo~o, • .,. 

8 rehabilitation of the offender: 

9 
We believe that the forms of punishment m~~~~e d,etermined with a view to the 

'A · '-'· · · onol ;to onol tn ion of the · · -' ;;:;d his 
•v 

;ntn '- ·'- · -'- mov nnt hP nnoo;hlP ;n '\ 

11 
Statement on Capital Punishment 1980, at I (8), under "Purposes of Punishment." Melton, at 18. 

12 
Directly in line with the polling results, supra, the national bishops find a "difficult[y] inherent in 

13 
capital punishment that mtllctwn or the <Ieath penalty extmguisnes possmmnes ror rerorm ano 

1'+ 

15 
rehabilitation for the person executed as well as the opportunity for the criminal to make some 

16 
creative compensation for the evil that he or she has done." !d. at ill (14); Melton at 19. In 

... , . •'- - '· ' OAM •>. . n'-'- ·-""''-' 

17 J . '"~ , 

18 
Putting human beings to death, even when done by lawful sanctions and after 
proven terrible crimes, seems to be a kind of rejection of hope regarding those 

19 
persons. There are many instances of persons guilty of terrible crimes coming to a 
complete moral change. In our own lives, have we not seen this movement from sin 

~" to reoentance take nlace? 
~v 

21 Statement in Opposition to Capital Punishment (1983), Roman Catholic Bishops of Oklahoma; 

22 Melton, at 27. 

23 As early as 1958, the American Baptist Churches in the U.S.A. issued a statement 

.. 
:L4 a~ me 1 or me ueam .~ . Lll<1L u.<~ U~LU LU~ 

25 "conviction that the emphasis in penology should be upon the process of creative, redemptive 

26 rehabilitation, rather than on punitive retribution." The American Baptist Churches were among 

27 thP fird . to _,_-""' A f"h in theTIS A n . on on 

28 Capital Punishment (1958); Melton, at 53. 
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m 
:0 I The Disciples of Christ issued a national statement in 1985 calling for abolition, in part on 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 
10 

2 the ground that "the use of execution to punish criminal acts does not allow for repentance or 

~ 3 restitution of the criminal." Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), Resolution Concerning 
0 
0 .. OppositiOn to Use ot the Death Penalty ll 'Ill~); Melton, at :,11 . 
,p 
<D 5 A statement was issued by an ad hoc group of Protestant, Orthodox, and Roman Catholic ()l 

0 
6 leaders in Florida in 1984, in opposition to the reinstatement of the death penalty in that state, 

7 " " . "' . r_ -. ' ·' ' . r 
. um• -. • w~o w•" '=•u .~~ '" 

8 offender to participate in rehabilitative activities and practice restitution "however inadequate or 

9 
symbolic, as a serious attempt toward reconciliation with the person to whom he has caused a life 

If\ 

of, " ; • ., T of Florida The Moral Conseouences ofCanital Punishment 
II 

(1984); Melton, at 61. 
12 

The Episcopal Church issued statements in 1958 and 1969 opposing capital punishment. 
13 

Me on, at lVJ. ,. 

15 
The Friends United Meeting has issued an undated statement expressing its historic 

16 
opposition to the death penalty, observing members' belief that "the Christian way to deal with 

-·· •"' _,_, .. 
·" •1. ~- ' liT'' ' ... '" 

17 'l' J ·a> 

18 
Statement on Capital Punishment; Melton, at 111. 

19 
The National Council of Churches issued an abolition statement in 1968, announcing its 

'lf\ "preference for rehabilitation rather than retribution in the treatment of offenders." National 

21 Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., Abolition of the Death Penalty (1968); Melton, at 

22 120. 

23 The Reformed Church in America issued a statement in 1965 opposing capital punishment, 

-. 
" ~'I ,ill l.lla<, "-"' ~"""' ' 

v• 

25 Reformed Church in America, Statement on Capital Punishment (1965); Melton, at 124. 

26 The Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) issued a statement in 1965, since reaffirmed, against the 

27 OPJ!th -'• in nart · of I "God's ·to and 'the lost to 

28 meaningful and useful life." Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.), On Capital Punishment (1965); 
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~ 
:0 I Melton, at I21. 
1-'· 
1./l 

2 Having produced a number of statements against the death penalty, the United Church of 1-'· 
10 

2 3 Christ issued a statement on Alternatives in Criminal Justice in 1981 advocating: "lellislation tn 
0 . 
0 .. establish programs mcludmg restttutton, which require perpetrators of crimes to compensate their ,p 
<D 5 victims." Melton, at 134-35. ()l 
I-' 

6 In I 984 the United Methodist Church issued a statement of policy on criminal sentencing: 

7 
"""' . , _ .. .. 

l , J' ~s· '~· , o.uu P' , lUi 'Ul<U Will 

8 
restore, preserve, and nurture the total humanity of the imprisoned .... Capital punishment should 

9 
be eliminated since it ... is contrary to our belief that sentences should hold within them the 

11\ 

nossibilities of reconciliation and rest ·o+'~- "TTnitP.-1' . -' ,_ .f10QA\-

II 
Melton, at I 40-4 I. 

12 

13 
The Union of American Hebrew Congregations (Reformed Judaism) issued a statement in 

. J:.<J, opposing capim1 pumsnmem, p1eogmg to "toster modern methods ot rehabilitatiOn otthe 

' 
I5 

wrongdoer in the spirit of the Jewish tradition oftshuva (repentance)." Union of American Hebrew 

I6 
Congregations, Opposing Capital Punishment (1959); Melton, at I43. 

A .. ~ .... ' .. . ~- _, ' .. 
~·-17 ' ou CUlC' 

18 Christian Reformed Church have issued lengthy and thoughtful statements on the question of 

19 capital punishment. Both churches conclude that, although the penalty may be biblically 

"){\ permissible, the State is not mandated bv God to exercise it. Pointedlv. the Christian Re£ .• 

21 Church concludes that executions should only rarely be utilized: 

22 States are not called upon to convert sinners or even to reshape them, but they 
ought, insofar as possible, to leave room for repentance and amendment, and not 

23 upnecessarily shorten the_ ~me in which these wholesol?e things can occur._ Death 
_ , uu• ':"'. ,_ ";!-' '".!!"'ov~· . uns : m"asure IS 

"'' "'Y v ; OV'-10.1 .... 
25 Justice alone does not require the death oftbe murderer. Justice requires only that 

he be punished and that his punishment be, not equivalent to, but in proportion to 
26 his crime. Justice can be served when the murderer is appropriately imprisoned. 

27 Statement on Canital t (1 QRl)·" '· . ~t q~ 

28 
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m 
:0 1 The Missouri Synod statement declares that "neither the Scriptures nor the Lutheran 
1-'· 
1./l 2 Confessions state that the government must impose the death penalty in order to serve as the 1-'· 
10 

~ 3 "minister of God" by punishing flagrant wrongdoing, including murder," and advocates support of 
0 A . . . . . . 
0 numane anu progressive systems or rerormauon wnnm rne captuu conrext. Kepon on ~...-apna1 
,p 
<D 5 Punishment (1976); Melton, at 118-19. ()l 

10 6 The National Association of Evangelicals has issued a short statement on capital 

7 .~ ,, -'- th -,_ ,f' ;~ ,,; r1 
.. 

8 
The place of forgiveness and rehabilitation of the criminal must not be minimized 

9 by those who are concerned with the administration of justice. However, concern 
for the criminal should not be confused with proper consideration for justice. 

10 Nothing should be done that undermines the value oflife itself or the seriousness 
of a crime that results in the loss of life. 

11 
National Association of Evangelicals (1972); Melton, at 119. 

12 
To the best of Mr. Vanisi's knowledge the religious bodies having issued the above 

13 .. 
1A 

-, U> 'u> puu,.;y uav~ uu< ' Ul~ll , <U ua'"• uu <u" 

15 
death penalty or (for the most part) the primary emphasis on rehabilitation over retribution in 

16 
punishment. These policy statements represent a sea-change in perspective on the issue of capital 

. _,_ 
' """'' thP loot tmA '· vPoro · thP m;.-l.-liP norl ,-,f 

17 

18 
this century, and accompanied by the rise of the rehabilitative ideal and evolving legal doctrine 

19 about individualized sentencing and proportionality. The breadth and depth of support for the 

')() rehabilitative ideal is notable. Most of these institutions also, for the most part, make the 

21 presumption notea aoove m regara to toe :supreme ~.;ourt mat renaounatton ana retrioution pose an 

22 either/or choice. Among the foregoing statements, the one that corresponds most to the societal 

23 consensus on punishment alternatives found in current polling was issued by the National 

• ' {)01\ .. +1. "" .... 
,, .. ~- ,. ... ...... , . ., 'JO 

25 alternative of a life sentence plus restitution the most desirable option. 

26 In the days of swift justice when our Puritan forefathers, Cotton and Increase Mather, had 

27 to rush to beat the hangman for a conversion, (almost-symbolic and coerced) salvation, not 

28 rehabilitation, was the religionists' and society's goal for the offender, and reestablishment of the 
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m 
:0 1 public order was separately accomplished through the inherently oppressive scaffold spectacle 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 
10 

2 rather than any real reconciliation: 

~ 3 On execution dav. ministers exoected the prisoner to enact the drama of penitence 
0 and redemption. Condemned to me oy CIVIl authontles who heheVOOlill:y actea in 
0 4 accordance with divme precepts, cnmmaJs were encouragea ana manipUtateu tO 
,p 
<D 5 

recant publicly their sins and plead for the mercy of God. Clergy offered the "true 
()l penitence" of the prisoner as proof of the saving grace of God; the execution 
w spectacle dangled before the spectators['] eyes the journey "from the gallows to 

6 glory." In this way~~ ri~al ?f ext;cution serv~d ~u.l~ple purposes. ~~e ~~ea that .. . . . . -"'··~ 

7 lilt: •VUlU UUO UU] 

SUIIlt:. 

8 Masur, supra, at 41. Christian ministers routinely gave execution day sermons, distributed 

9 pamphlets, and produced the condemned for a public recantation of his sins for the purpose of 

lU 
<M;o] .,1, ·in th" n~me of the "God of Order." Id. at 41 45. Minister Perez Fobes, for 

·r 

11 
example, instructed the crowd assembled to witness the hanging of a burglar that the condemned 

12 
believed he deserved to die, that the "pardoning mercy" of God would save him, and that the 

13 
spectators had bener get on Will me ousiness or wt:ir uwu _, > OUJHU> a• TL l'VU<OO 

14 

IS 
"clarified the relationship of the criminal to the populace-at-large" by asserting that "the difference 

16 
[between the criminal and the crowd] may consist only in this, that he is detected and condemned, 

"- "'-'•tA'l. 

17 uu''""~ "'T • 

18 
Even the most conservative modem church statements reveal an entirely different 

19 
sensiblllty -- rejection of a religiously-sanctioned mandatory death penalty and a desire for the life 

~A 
of the offender in this world not only in the next. This sensibility was most eloquently expressed 

kV 

21 by the Rev. Pat Robertson on the CBS News show "bU Mmutes, m a specttlc prea ror me 1ire or a 

22 woman on Texas's death row: 

23 In her case compassion should oven;']~ the "so-called" sense of justice. There is a 
•• • • • T "'-n- ~'" 

cenam u~~ '"~~."~':'",'L """ ~-,-· -:· . ~ ~ . ..: -rr 
:L4 -ueam- -' . ' lUllll\. l \ -.:>mmJ 

25 Robertson affirmed that he believed in a "pro-life policy for people who have committed heinous 

26 crimes if they have completely changed." He added that inmates' lives should be spared, also, 

27 mhPn thP" nn ' ·nosed anv risk of rlammr to others. This policY. representative of the 

28 "religious right" and also akin to the views on rehabilitation held by the broader church spectrum, 
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m 
:0 I springs not only from gracious concern for the individual offender, but also from a sense that 
1-'· 
1./l 

2 1-'· reestablishment of the social order following a criminal breach is better accomplished by concrete 
10 

~ 3 acts of penitence and restitution than a public punishment ritual. This attitude supports the 
0 
0 ~ argument mat our ev01vmg stanaaras ot aecency nave orougm us to a new ptace, wnere even 
,p 
<D 5 among the most conservative churchmen, execution of Mr. Vanisi would be a wanton and arbitrary ()l 
,p 

6 waste of life. 

7 

8 5. Commutation Actions by Governors and State Boards 
Rehabilitation has played a large role in decisions by Governors and State Boards to grant 

9 
commutation of death sentences. Michael Radelet and Barbara Zsembik, Executive Clemency in 

H\ 
Post-Furman Cavital Cases 27 U. Richmond L. Rev. 289 303 (1993) (noting that rehabilitation 

11 
plays a "secondary role" in many cases. Post-Furman Governors in nine states have granted 

12 
humanitarian commutations. In three of the nine states (Montana, Virginia, and Georgia), post-

13 
rurman uov . m:atn uao"u . on tn" lllat lll" :nau .. 

15 
undergone Christian rehabilitation .. These commutations were granted after enormous outpourings 

16 
of public support for the inmates. The post-Furman practice of commutation based on 

QJ.. ,J.,;J;.,.; olnnn ' '. ' ' • ;n tJ..~ otot~o 

17 
-o ·r 

18 
Post-Furman Nevada Governors have not granted commutation of any death sentence 

19 
based on any kind ofhumanitarian reason (including rehabilitation). For that reason, Nevada is an 

'lfl exception to the rule represented in the other states. 

21 The actions ot the governors m death-penalty states m relation to rehabtlltatJ.on as a 

22 clemency ground are a clear measure of the evolving standards of decency of our society, because 

23 executives are politically loathe to take such actions without a sense of strong support from the 

"' .. c ·c 

25 6. International Opinion and Law 
A number of times, the Supreme Court has considered international law as a moral index 

26 
nf • : ofdecencv. Stanford 492 U.S. at 369-71· McCleskev v. Kemv. 481 U.S. 

27 

28 
269, 300 (1987). Of course, evidence of international opinion against the death penalty, and the 
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m 
:0 I growing number of non-death penalty states, must be read as consistent w1tn renaomtat10n as a 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 punishment goal. At least one hundred and nine foreign states have abolished the death penalty in 
10 

~ 3 law or nractice. Report of the Secretary General, Capital Punishment and hnplementation of the 

0 .. ~ 

0 .. Safeguards uuaranteemg the !'rmection or me "~' 

,p 
, VL L UV>v 

""' ill~ ·~"' "J> 

<D 5 
()l Doc. E/1995/78 (1995). 
()l 

6 More importantly, however, the United States and the State of Nevada are bound by 

7 _, "· "· ·"-' • to rPhabilitated canital 
"J 

8 inmates. The United States is a party to, and has ratified, the International Covenant on Civil and 

9 Political Rights, which announces two non-derogative rights that pertain to Mr. Vanisi: 

"' • Fverv human beinl' has the inherent right to life. This nght shall oe protecteo 

11 by law. No one shall be arbitrarily depnved or his lire. . 

12 Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or commutation 
of the sentence. Amnesty, pardon or commutation of the sentence of death may 

13 be gran ted in all cases. 

mternationa • 
. .. ~n.•·. ·' '· ~ . .•. ... -~ ' ?~ 1 <l71>· ... LUll '~•u• 

, 

15 by the United States on September 8, 1992), at Article 6, §§ 1 & 4 (emphasis added). Under the 

16 Supremacy Clause of Article VI, Section 2, United States Constitution, all treaties made by the 

17 · orP · • on thE states. Nevada is currentlY in violation of Article 6 Ofllie 

18 Covenant, because it has de facto eliminated clemency and commutation as a relief option for 

19 capital prisoners21 • As applied to Mr. Vanisi in particular, the State might be in further violation of 

""' ~v 

21 21NRS 213.085 Board prohibited from commuting sentence of death or imprisonment for 

22 life without possibility of parole to sentence that would allow parole. 

23 
1. If a person is convicted of murder of the first degree before, on or after July 1, 1995, the 

hM•~ ohH 11 nnt · 
,_ . .r ~ . • +1-.· or 

.l4 (b) A sentence of imprisonment in the state prison for life without the possibility of parole, 

25 to a sentence that would allow parole. 

26 
2. If a person is convicted of any crime other than murder of the first degree on or after 

July 1, 1995, the board shall not conunute: 

27 fa) A sentence of death; or 

28 
(b) A sentence of imprisonment in the state prison tor lite Without me poss!Ouny 01 paro,.,, 

to a sentence that would allow parole. 
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m 
:0 1 the treaty if it provided Mr. V anisi with no meaningful clemency or commutation review, because 
!-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 
10 

2 Article 6, Section 4 necessarily implies that the State must respect rehabilitation of an offender as a 

~ 3 QIOund formeanin!!ful commutation review. See, e.g., Shigemitsu Dando, Toward the Abolition of 
0 
0 " the Death Penalty, 72:7 Indiana Law Journal 1 !J (1'1\I!J) t otJservmg mat me nght to seeK paroon or 
,p 
<D 5 
()l commutation of anyone sentenced to death" presupposes respect for rehabilitative potential). 
0' 

6 The right of death row prisoners in Nevada to apply for commutation of sentence does not 

7 " " . . '-
<OA1M. H1<0 11<<01<11 Ul. ' 

8 Sections I and 4 of Article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which has 

9 
been signed and ratified by the United States and is binding on the states through Article VI, 

"' <V 
'') nfthP T Tn;t.-tl <:totPo rnnotitntion. Snecificallv. the death nenaltv 

11 
clemency/commutation process in Nevada violates, by its total absence of process, these two non-

12 
derogative (against which the United States has made no reservation): 

l3 
!:lvery human tJemg has the ~erenr_ngm r~ I!re .. _1 nis rignr snau oe r .oy 

1'+ Jaw. J'<O one sna11 oe aromaruy uepnveu 01 m> IHc. 

15 Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon or commutation of 

16 
the sentence. Anmesty, pardon or commutation of the sentence of death may be 
granted in all cases. 

17 ,.,, " An. '• 11;nhto ' ;ntn fnrPP' • ' 'H 1 O"li;· 
-~ ,-

18 by the United States on September 8, 1992), at Article 6, §§ 1 & 4. The United Nations General 

19 Assembly has made clear, byway of a resolution adopted on December 15, 1980, that the purpose 

"" ~v 

of Article 6 Section 4 is to I!Uarantee that signatory countries provide meaningful commutatiOn 

21 
review: 

22 
The General Assembly, 

23 Having regard _to. the provis~ons b~aring on ~apital p_unis~~nt i_n !h.e In~e~ational 
. un L.l Vll anu , ' l""" · .. , n .. uu,,..,, v, l'T auu IJ, 

.L4 
Recalling its resolution 2393 (XXID) of 26 November 1968, in which it invited 

25 Governments of Member States, inter alia, to ensure the most careful legal 
procedures and the greatest possible safeguards for the accused in capital cases in 

26 countries where the death penalty obtains, 

27 " J ~tth ... '~- ';n ,:-;:;: • oarts of the world of summarv executions as 

28 
well as of arbitrary executions, 
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m 
:0 1 Concerned at the occurrence of executions which are widely regarded as being_ 
1-'· 
1./l politically motivated, 
1-'· 2 
10 1. Urges Member States concerned: 
~ 3 
0 (a) To respect as a rrummum standard1lle content ot the proVISions 
0 " of Articles b, 14 ana D or tne lntematlonal Lovenanr on '-'ivi1 anu 
,p Political Rights and, where necessary, to review their legal rules and 
<D 5 
()l practices so as to guarantee the most careful legal procedures and the 
---.1 

6 
greatest possible safeguards for the accused in capital cases; 
(b) To examine the possibility of making automatic the appeal 

. . . . " J .• ~ :..;, ''" 

7 r , ...... ~·~ .. :: ~~'"'"' , 
. ''" 

8 
(c) To providevti;i no death'sentence shall be carried out until the ' 
procedures of appeal and pardon have been terminated and, in any 

9 
case, not until a reasonable time after the passing of the sentence in 
the court in the first instance; 

"' ? Rconw>sts the Secretarv-General to use his best endeavors in cases where the 
11 minimum standard oflegal safeguards referred to in paragraph 1 above appears not 

to be respected .... 
12 

United Nations General Assembly Resolution 35/172 (adopted on December 15, 1980). 
13 

ln add.ltlon, execution OI JVIT. v anisi wimom: 
J't 

15 
would violate customary international law, as reflected in numerous important conventions and 

16 
documents. An ever-growing number of countries are rejecting the death penalty as contrary to 

... J J ••• ~ 
. ' . ·"'' "~- (', 

n ' ,.._,, ol ~ ·1 tn th,. 

17 ~· 
. .,. ""' 

18 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights Aiming at the Abolition of the Death Penalty 

19 
(in force as of July 11, 1991) (outlawing the death penalty in all parties to the Optional Protocol); 

~n 
Protocol No. 6 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 

~v 

21 Concerning the Abolition of the Death Penalty (Convention s1gnea on November 4, 1 Y:>UJ 

22 (abolishing the death penalty in European member states); Additional Protocol to the American 

23 Convention on Human Rights to Abolish the Death Penalty (in force October 6, 1993) (abolishing 

' . -'· -"· "' 
.. 

:L4 me ueam. rnr . ~•a•~~, LLl paH -r u~vw 

25 of the offender). International instruments repeatedly stress that those countries which retain the 

26 death penalty must provide procedures for meaningful commutation review. International 

27 ~ · nn C'ivil ~n<i n-" · ·' 1 (entered into force March 23 1976· ratified by the United 

28 States on September 8, 1992), at Article 6, §§ I & 4; Safeguards Guaranteeing Protection of the 
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00 • • m 
:0 I Rights of Those Facing the Death Penalty (adopted by the United Nations Economic and Social 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 Council in resolution 1984/50 at its Spring session on May 25, 1984, and endorsed by the United 
10 

~ 3 Nations General Assemblv in resolution 39/118, adooted without a vote on December 14, 1984) 
0 
0 " (Article 7: "Anyone sentenced to death shall have the right to seek pardon, or commutatton ot 
,p 
<D 5 sentence; pardon or commutation of sentence may be granted in all cases of capital punishment"); ()l 

00 
6 American Convention on Human Rights (entered into force on July 18, 1978) (Article 4, Section 

7 ·' . ,.e ~· "'- -11 1.. I '- . 1. -' 
" ""'"1 1 uao •u~ "5'-" •u uav~ LUO m~ •tr r 'l ' 

, 

8 in general, from the moment of conception.") (Article 4, Section 6: "Every person condemned to 

9 death shall have the right to apply for amnesty, pardon, or commutation of sentence, which may be 
11\ 

in "11 ~•<<'< nnnishment shall not be imnosed while such a oetition is nendin!! 
11 

decision by the competent authority."). 
12 

This Court must stay Mr. Vanisi's execution and review the Nevada's 
13 

Clemency/COmmutatiOn rules and praCtiCeS SO as tO guarantee tne mOSL Caft::lUI u;:g;u r anu ... 
15 

the greatest possible safeguards for the accused in capital cases (including his case), so as to 

16 
prevent the execution of him under circumstances that would clearly violate the International 

n: " -' ... I 1 ' -' .... . "'· ,.f ·~ I Ct~t. 

17 
~ 

18 
Constitution, as well as customary international law. See supra U.N. Resolution 35/172. 

19 
U.S. Supreme Court Justice Douglas wrote: 

"" When societv acts to deorive one of its members of his life ... it takes tts most 

21 awesome steps. No general respect for, nor adherence to, the Jaw as a whole can 
well be expected without judicial recognition of the paramount need for prompt, 

22 eminently fair and sober criminal law procedures. The methods we employ in the 
enforcement of our criminal law have aptly been called the measures by which the 

23 quality of our civilization may be judged. 

~ ~ 

'1 ., """' 
.l'l .~,-or.TT .. ,. \>/V~J• 

25 It is clear that it is a principle of fundamental fairness "rooted in the traditions and 

26 conscience of our people" that an inmate be given some forum, whether it be in the judicial 

27 or'' forth"' , of< that she is no longer eligible for the 

28 punishment society has allotted her, so that miscarriage of justice may be avoided. Herrera, 506 
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m 
~. I U.S. at 411-12. Noting the severity of every country's criminal code, Andrew 
1./l 
1-'· 2 commented in the Federalist Papers that ifthere were no "easy access to exceptions in favor of 

~ 3 • wilt. · wou1a wear a countenance too 
. 

and cruel." 506 U.S. 
(J 

~ 
.. at 413-14 :NO. /4). we can be .,,,,,..,u tnat our nas nm u~ ""'"u rrom 

..0 5 that standard, and if a petitioner can show that he is "innocent" of the punishment to be inflicted, ()l 

..0 
6 he must be given the opportunity to make his case. 

7 

8 CLAIM SIXTEEN 

9 II FV.~'" 11 tATH PENALTY 
"F.T.F.i r,t 'AT ll. ITS A 

·~A .T.C .V":~flKJlT AlTOKNEYS TO 
•ARTT Ill rON LLY. AND 

1/\ \111'1 lA ~ .Il' . VJOT -AHUI'I OF THF. LH AND FOUR'lEENTH 

A HF. U.S. ·HTIJ 

11 
Mr. Vanisi asks this court to strike the death sentence against him because Nevada's capital 

12 
punishment scheme empowers prosecutors to seek death, and secure death sentences, in an 

13 

" 
anu ... .,~,, ,, m Ul '"" nuu, 01ALu, . <UlU 

1' 

Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution. 
15 

16 
Under Nevada's scheme, prosecutors may seek a death sentence against virtually any 

. .. ... _ . "· ~- -~ ,..,,;,'-a• "Tl><' 'lf\f\ ll'l'l nnr onv nthPr 

17 

18 
provision sufficiently guides prosecutors in determining whether to seek the death penalty in a 

19 
particular case; nor are district attorneys required either to promulgate their own guidelines or to 

.. ,, their reasons for ·'-'-"'or ' to seek death in a 
_, 

case. Such a scheme 

21 :for the· .ana• or ana .mat any 

22 discriminatory, bad faith, or otherwise improper decisions to seek death remain hidden: No 

23 procedural mechanisms ensure review of the rationales for death-notice decisions in individual 

.. ''· 
,_ . 

~· ~ -·-· 
£4 l'<»;<;>, Ul CVCH--u:IC' · ""'"" unu "TP 

25 This deprives defendants of their right to be free from cruel and unusual punishment and 

26 

27 

28 
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m 
:0 I 
1-'· 
1./l theirrights to due process and equal protection under the Constitution. The State's capital 
1-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 punishment legislation is thus unconstitutional on its face and as administered.22 

0 n_ ., ' ~ ~- . . '" -····· ,,_ r• 
0 ... ~. AllU '"'' _. '" 

,p Proscription Against Cruel and Unusual Punishment. 
<D 5 
00 A capital punishment scheme that allows for the arbitrary and capricious selection of 0 

6 
' A.~- ' ... hoth th"' ~· .and nth Amendments to the United States 

7 

8 
Constitution. See Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976); Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 

9 
(1972). In Furman, the death sentences under review were deemed 

10 
cruel and unusual in the same way that being ~ck b~ lightning is crue~ and 
unusual. ~or, or all the peopl~ ~onVIcceu OIL capmu cnJ?~S J ... , ~mmy_Jusi as 

11 
reprehensible as-urese,llle pennoners are ; a _, 
handful upon whom the sentence of death has in fact been imposed. . . . [T]he 

12 
Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments cannot tolerate the infliction of a sentence of 
death under legal systems that permit this unique penalty to be so wantonly and so 

13 freakishly imposed. 

.... 
15 

16 22 There is an acknowledged difference between a "groundless prosecution" and an 

17 "arbitrary and capricious prosecution," State v. Smith. 495 A.2d 507, 515-16\.N:T.-Shper. Ct. Law 

18 
Div. 1985). It is the latter concern- as to the inherent arbitrariness and inconsistency of the 
method by which death penalty decisions are made in Nevada- that animates Mr. Vanisi's 

19 arguments. Cf Maynard v. Cartwright. 486 U.S. 356, 360-64 (1988) (in light of Eighth 
Amendment's concern for minimizing arbitrary and capricious action, vagueness challenge under 

"'f\ . " . ~- ·-· ''· -~ ~- ,,,_ ,,_ ~'· ... -· 
lliC n..lJIC> • LU -ocr -c 141.<LU1 • •uv'"'> ~v• uuovu vu •u· <o "h 

21 
N!C olas v. Ka.lm, 41 N. Y .:ld :l4, :l!h:~, ~~-~'+~~~I~) ~connic1 OI · 'rums nem 
against all agency employees, whatever their circumstances, as the accompanying exemption 

22 procedure vested unfettered discretion in chairman to grant or deny exemption, without any 

23 
guidelines, rendering his decision "arbitrary and capricious as a matter oflaw"). Mr. Vanisi is 

' · •n 'hn>'h ~ .r,~;,] · •~ l\ro" 200.0'11 and to ito " · · · not iust a 
.~ ~ ...... rv n. .1. n,J,t. QO .,_, V 'l.'l 7H 7'l1_ 'l'l (1 QQT\ 

.<:4 vuo• · -r 

(notwithstanding defendant's lawful stop and arrest, unconstitutional inventory search policy of 
25 Police Deparhnent, which was "arbitrary" and also afforded an "impermissible level of discretion" 

26 
to officers in the field, mandated suppression of contraband discovered); Nicholas, 47 N.Y.2d at 
28-29, 34 (where neither Legislature nor administrative agency established guidelines for 

27 administrative action and chairman of agency was vested with unfettered discretwn to act, 

28 
exemption procedure under review was "arbitrary and capricious as a matter oflaw" and could not 
be enforced against any person who had sought exemption under "fatally flawed" system). 
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m 
:0 1 408 U.S. at 309-10 (Stewart, J., concumng) ~tootnotes omitteaJ; see~. 4D5 u.:s. at loo 
!-'· 
1./l (quoting Furman with approval). To rationalize the selection of those defendants who are to die, !-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 the sentencer' s discretion must instead be guided and circumscribed. Furman mandates that 

0 . L J. •'-
0 q '"~' . J~ " UVU] VU U ov &'" ~ = 
,p 
<D 5 whether a human life should be taken or spared, that discretion must be suitably directed and 
00 
I-' 

6 limited so as to minimize the risk of wholly arbitrary and capricious action."' Godfrey v. Georgia, 

7 J.J." n <:: <t?n <~?7 f'.¥o- 42R U.S. at 189). 

8 Furman addressed the problem of unguided discretion as exercised by the jury in 

9 determining sentence. 1n Nevada, the district attorneys' discretion to select defendants for capital 

>V prosecution, which directly Implicates sentencmg, Similarly JacKs sutnc~ent gmaance. 1 nus, a x.ey 

11 component of the process leading to a death sentence - only those defendants chosen by 

12 prosecutors can receive this punishment- rests potentially on whim, and the possibility of facing 

13 ' . ' . " ' 1. ·" " A/\OTTC' ,+01\() 
a U'-4<ll <0 ~u •u U'-"'5 , "J , .. 

l'l 
Relying on certain passages in the plurality and concurring opinions in Gregg, numerous 

15 
courts of other states have rejected complaints about the standardless exercise of discretion by 

16 
in canital cases. See e.o-. Keenan v. Suoerior Court 177 Cal. Rotr. 841, 845-46 (Ct. 

17 
App. 1981 ); see also cases cited therein. 

18 

19 
To be sure, a prosecutor is afforded broad discretion in deciding what charges to bring 

against a defendant. See, e.g., Bordenkircher v. Hayes, 434 U.S. 357, 364 (1978) ("ln our system, 
•v 

' ~ 

21 
so 10ng as me prosecuror nas r ' ~<IUO~ JV uv 

""" U>~ I <1>1 

22 
defined by statute, the decision whether or not to prosecute, and what charge to file or bring before 

23 
a grand jury, generally rests entirely in his discretion."). Deciding whether to seek the death ,. ~-

. . Thi· , . . 
i• honnd to be subiective and 

:l4 " ..., ""' 

25 laden with value judgments -implicates only the sentencing, and not the charging, function: The 

26 prosecutor does not determine, based on the definitions within the Penal Law, which charges are 

27 warranted, but instead decides that certam aetenoants are ellgil:>le to tace qualitatively more severe 

28 punishment than others indicted on identical charges. 
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0 

1 
The Supreme Court of Utah has recognized this crucial distinction between cnargmg 

2 decisions, as to which prosecutors have historically exercised broad discretion, and decisions that 

-, go beyond charging, as to which prosecutors are not entitled to unbounded discretion. In State v. 

.a 

5 uncircurnscribed power to decide whether to prosecute certain juveniles as adults. Holding that 

6 

7 

8 

9 

lU 

11 

12 

the scheme violated the state constitution, the court observed that, under the scheme, 

n. ~ 1 -•al · · '~ ' · · 'whirh : of> not.-.ntial class 
~f juvenile ~ffend-:::rs to single out for adult treatment. Such unguided discretion 
opens the door to abuse without any criteria for review or for insuring evenhanded 
decisionmaking. . . . The type of discretion incorporated in the Act is unlike 
traditional prosecutor discretion. Selecting a charge to fit the circumstances of a 
defendant and his or her alleged acts is a necessary step in the chain of any 
nrosecution. It requires a legal deterrmnat10n on the part ot tne prosecutor as w 
which elements of an offense can T!Ireryoe proved at tnal. . . . rue eremems or me 
offense are determined by the charging decision, and it is only the charging 
decision that is protected by traditional notions of prosecutorial discretion. 

13 
Id. at 1002-04 (emphasis added);~ also Deal v. United States, 508 U.S. 129, 133-34 & n.2 

, -~ . .... "wonlcl mv<", 
14 ~D':1J) ~~UV' u 

15 prosecutor unreviewable discretion either to impose or to waive the enhanced sentencing 

16 provisions ... by opting to charge and try the defendant either in separate prosecutions or under a 

1 "~ . We are not disnosed to give the statute a meaning that produces such 

18 strange consequences"; while traditional prosecutorial discretion "pertains to the prosecutor's 

19 universally available and unavoidable power to charge or not to charge an offense," the 
• r . 

.:u government s "reaamg WOUIQ comer me exrraoroinm y uc;w jJUWCI lU u~ ' w 

21 

22 

?.'I 

24 

25 

a charged offense by simply modifying the manner of charging"); State ex rei. Schillberg v. 

Cascade Dist. Court, 621 P.2d 115, 119 (Wash. 1980) (court's statutory authority, after the 

• • ·"-. L • +", oo ,. ' f'nr did not , , 

invade prosecutor's traditional charging function: "[T]he court's disposition of the [defendant's] 

petition [for deferred prosecution] follows the prosecution's decision to charge; once the accused 

26 h~o h""" char"ed and is before the court the charcing function ceases."); State v. Leonardis, 375 

28 
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m 
:0 1 A.2d 607, 617 (N.J. I 'J77 J ~ oererreo prosecutiOn emaus more tuan mere1y lliC cuarging wnction, 
1-'· 
1./l and hence, cannot be said to fall solely within the discretion of the prosecutor"). 
1-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 In Nevada, similarly, a district attorney's decision to seek a death sentence is not a charging 

0 ' 
.. -'- .. • 1. ... •+n 

0 .. ao ouvu, 1a1uv•, . ... 
,p 
..0 5 first-degree murder defendants should be exposed to a qualitatively different punishment upon 
00 
w 

6 conviction of the same charge. Thus, the constitutional infirmities ofNRS 200.033's death-notice 

7 .. • ""nnot be dismissed bv reliance on the doctrine of traditional prosecutorial discretion in 

8 charging decisions. 

9 Finally, the Supreme Court's consideration ofprosecutorial discretion in Gregg also 

1n .. " retlecteo the realizatiOn war some uiscrerion in me • •"' w~ VIa 

11 death sentence was not only inevitable but beneficial: 

12 At each of these stages [in the processing of a murder case] an actor in the criminal 

13 
justice srstem ~akes a decision which may remove a defendant from consideration 

· +h -1. +h ' ;~ o~u .... <mr r.OOf>O on<Wf>oto thot 
+ho_.l_o~;o;n~ +n-.:«; ·-1 on' 1, ·~- ;l ~-"- L 

-~ ,-
'the"-

'" Furman held only that, in order to minimize the risk that the death penalty would be 

15 imposed on a capriciously selected group of offenders, the decision to impose it had 
to be guided by standards . . .. 

16 
428 U.S. at 199. Absent appropriate channeling, the prosecution's life and death decisions can be 

17 
based on a coin toss, a prosecutor s pohhcal ambitiOns, raCial consciOusness, or on any or no 

18 
reason at all. Even if every prosecutor tries to behave responsibly by the light of his or her 

19 

"" 
individual judgments, there can be no consistency among the myriad assistants involved in capital 

<'- ,, "- -~- "' """"'' "· 
.. .... 

21 
<;<1!;<0> w~ """'" ~ < "' '0 

22 
articulated, vetted, shared, or reviewed. 

23 
Since Nevada's statutory scheme does not provide guidance to prosecutors, or demand that 

"- · r1Poth-notice determinations be established and subject to judicial oversight, the 
.l'l 

25 
scheme authorizes arbitrariness in the ultimate imposition of capital sentences. Compare 

26 Nicholas, 47 N.Y.2d at 28-29, 34 (where neither Legislature nor administrative agency established 

27 guidelines tor admm1stranve acnon, anu agency s c w"" "'"" .WlW 

28 discretion to act, exemption procedure under review was "arbitrary and capricious as a matter of 
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m 
:0 I law''), with Matter of Big APP e Fooct enoors ssoc. v. e en or evtew ane , "u ". , .L.u 

!-'· 
1./l 402,408 (1997) (in contrast to the "untrammeled, umeviewable discretion" in Nicholas, "the 
!-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 statutory delegation [reviewed in Big A!J!Jie] itself provides an adequate objective, intelligible 

0 .. " • < ~lA · AAO TT C' ')">I! o A~o+h 
0 'I I lUI 0 a'-ClUU )• '" ~· ' 

, . 
,p 
<D 5 under such a scheme necessarily violates the Eighth Amendment, and should be held to violate the 
00 
,p 

6 ban against cruel and unusual punishment under the State Constitution as well. 

7 

B. Unguided and Unreviewed Prosecutorial Discretion Violates Due Process 
8 

9 
The Due Process Clause protects an individual against arbitrary government action, Wolff 

v. McDonnell 418 U.S. 539,558 (1974), and promotes "fairness" "[b]y requiring the government 
lU 

11 
to f01Tow appropnate procedures wnen i l seeKs w ucp• ; v .:a-r . Ul lllC, .,,-ur r -r •J> 

12 
Daniels v. Williams, 474 U.S. 327, 331 (1986). State action that moves a defendant from a large 

13 
"death-possible" group (people indicted for first-degree murder) to a small "death-eligible" group 

··'- ·~ "-TD" '"!/)() (\1'\ nntirP h~o h~PnJiledl_is ' · · to the constraints of 
1'1 

15 procedural due process, as this is the first, critical step in the selection process for imposition of 

16 the death penalty. See Ohio Adult Parole Auth. v. Woodard, 523 U.S. 272, 294-95 (1998) 

17 (Stevens J. concurring in part and dissenting in part) (procooural due process appllesTo clemency 

18 proceedings, "the final stage of the decisional process that precedes an official deprivation of 

19 life"). 

•' •' A. ,+1. .... nlv 
L.V 1 nus, •rn" we p · uut:• uu• ua n .. "'" " --. , ---
21 to seek such a sentence by filing a notice of intent under NRS 200.033, cannot insulate his or her 

22 decision from the need for procedural safeguards. The channeling of discretion at later points in 

23 •'- ·.t.. , nM ~n~~o ot this P>r)i,st staee: But for affirmative action 
·r 

24 by the district attorney, a defendant would not be subject to the death penalty at all. Surely, a 

25 defendant has a protected life interest in the very decision by which it is determined whether his 

26 
life will ever be in jeopardy. . 

?7 

28 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 I As Woodard made clear, moreover, due process protectiOn can apply even to aectstons 
1-'· 
1./l committed entirely to the unfettered discretion of the executive branch. See id. at 290-92 (Stevens, 1-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 J., concurring in part and dissenting in part); id. at 288-89 (O'Connor, J., concurring, joined by 

0 . .. , . ~ ,_ 
0 4 ;:,outer, uinsourg, "' 'J '"·) UC<1lll- ~•v <V ....... 
,p 
<D 5 process with respect to governor's determination to grant or deny clemency).23 Thus, 
00 
Ul 

6 notwithstanding the prosecutor's "wide discretion" in conducting grand jury proceedings, his or 

7 .. --" »~ on.-l • ~u~n ; f th~ 
., 

in" the indictment 
-J 

8 suffices. See People v. Huston, 88 N .Y.2d 400, 406,4-10 (1996}(indictment dismissed- due to 

9 prosecutorial misconduct); see also People v. Caracciola, 78 N.Y.2d 1021, 1022 (1991) (same 

<V relief, based on confusing legal instructwns gJVen to grand Jurors); Yeop e v. LOmssant, L4U 

11 A.D.2d 433, 433-34 (2d Dept. 1997) (same relief, improper cross-examination of defendant); 

12 People v. Grafton, 115 A.D.2d 952,952-53 (4th Dept. 1985) (same relief, prosecutorial 

13 . ' .. " "'"' r_ • __ ,_ •'· •1. • 1. . 1. 
• ll 1l 1> ,., • ~u•u ') • J' .. J ... 

14 
fairly and impartially tried,"' Matter of Jaffe v. Scheinman, 47 N.Y.2d 188, 195 (1979) (citation 

15 
omitted), legislative overruling recognized by Matter of Attorney General v. Firetog. 94 N.Y.2d 

16 
J.77 it ~net h<> ·that he be fairlv and iustlv subiected to caoital 

17 

punishment. 
18 

In sum, to withstand constitutional scrutiny, the district attorneys' exercise of discretion 
19 

under NRS 200.033 must be channeled and subject to review. Cf Gal!!k, 80 N.Y.2d at 721 
-I.V . 

tnotmg, m stnJong aown po1ice invemory ' 
21 

•y -/as ' Wll<Oll 

22 
discretion' is ceded to those in the field, there is created not just the possibility but the probability 

23 
that the search and seizure of a citizen's personal effects will be conducted inconsistently, subject 

....... 
···~ 

. . . . ~ -in •hort it "'ill h,. ""nducted 
24 -r 

25 arbitrarily'') (citation omitted). At the very least, a list of factors applicable to NRS 200.033 

26 

~7 
"' Similarly, eqi.iiif protecnon guaros agamst Jaws mat gram unreuereu . W Sllllli,;L 

among similarly situated individuals and thereby create arbitrary classifications. See Yick Wo v. 
28 Hopkins. 118 U.S. 356, 367-68, 373 (1886). 
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• .~ 
00 

m 
:0 1 determinations should be compiled and available ror mspecnon, so wa11mproper or irretevan• 
1-'· 
1./l considerations can be weeded out; these factors should be applied uniformly across the state, to 1-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 foster consistency in the selection of capital defendants; and prosecutors should be required to file, 

0 ' 
. . ... .J,, ~M m;~ . 

0 4 U1 t:Vtoiy lUSt- ~ao~, a ., 
,p 
<D 5 or choosing not to file a notice of intent to seek the death penalty. 
00 
00 

6 These safeguards would not only reduce the risk of arbitrary, capricious, and inconsistent 

7 ' .. '. tl- • wn11lrl Hl<n ·this Court's eventual nronortionalitvreview: Written 

8 records explaining every NRS 200.033 determination- whether it be to seek death or to not seek 

9 death- would be available for both individual and comparative consideration. See State v. 

•n 
>V Cooper, 731 A.2d lUUU, 1UL4 tN.J. l'J'J'J) r· me IaCK 01 a come anu 

11 by the prosecutors of the various factors that were considered in arriving at the decision to forego 

12 capital prosecution diminishes the effectiveness and reliability of our [proportionality] review."). 

13 n ' " 
_,_ .. _ ' '. .J::~. ' • t\.a ' 

. . nf th" rif>Hth 
'-'U~ll 

14 penalty. Cf Gardner v. Florida, 430 U.S. 349, 358 (1977) ("It is of vital importance to the 

15 
defendant and to the community that any decision to impose the death sentence be, and appear to 

16 
hP hH<ed on reason rather than canrice or emotion.") (emphasis added); Nicholas, 47 N.Y.2d at 30 

17 
("It is not only essential that ... [Public Serv1ce commiSSIOn J employees m tact avo10 oasing rneir 

18 

19 
decisions on personal fmancial considerations, it is also critical that they appear to the public to be 

nn 
avoiding that evil."). Equally significant, these protections would hardly be burdensome to district 

"-V . . , . . . '· . . 
anomeys. H a 

21 
; ll""U WI ·~·~ ·r •r 

22 
could be made to accommodate these concerns, e.g., in camera appellate review of a prosecutor's 

23 
reasons for reaching the decision. See People v. Castillo, 80 N.Y.2d 578, 586-87 (1992); cf 

,., A'21\ n" •+ ,,;ru;l f"<:!;nN• th,. "!totP must administer its canital-sentencing procedures 
24 

25 
with an even hand, it is important that the record on appeal disclose to the reviewing court the 

26 considerations which motivated the death sentence.") (citation omitted). 
.. 

27 As Nevada s death penalty legislahon IS curren11y araneo ana a .vu, , 

28 nothing requires that these safeguards -or indeed any safeguards at all- be implemented. For 
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00 • ·-
m 
:0 I all the reasons stated, the vesting ofunhmtted and umevtewable mscretton m msmci auomeys ro 
I-'· 
1./l select capital defendants renders the State's scheme unconstitutional. Given the acknowledged I-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 and undeniable fact that "death is a different kind of punishment from any other ... in both its 

0 , 
' .onnn ~"~ . "' . ,.: 

0 4 o~··~u•j arm llS , , ~Jv u.~. '" JJ' 
, 

,p 
<D 5 this Court should be especially vigilant in ensuring faimess, rationality, and a modicum of 
00 
-....] 

6 uniformity in the determination of defendants' eligibility for this ultimate penalty. 

7 ,lo <IP~th ' fail to narrow the class of defendants who are death eli!!ible. 

8 See, e.g., Arave v. Creech, 507 U.S. 463,470-74, 113 S.Ct. 1534, 123 L.Ed.2d 188 (1993) (a capital 

9 sentencing scheme must direct and limit the sentencer's discretion to minimize the risk of arbitrary and 

LV capricious action and must genumety narrow the class ot persons engw1e ror me ueam p 

11 The Nevada Supreme Court defmes too broadly the scope of aggravating circumstances, 

12 specifically its definition of prior convictions and "at random and without apparent motive." See NRS 

13 oN 

.<.vv. ,-) <>UU \7 )• 

I 'I 
Since the current system violates the ban against cruel and unusual punishment and 

15 
defendants' rights to Due Process and Equal Protection, the NRS 200.033 notice filed against Mr. 

16 
· ; mmt h" <tricken and either the iudl!llent reversed or in the alternative, the death sentence 

17 
vacated. This Court should either remand this matter to the trtal court tor re-sentencmg or reduce the 

18 
sentences to life-without-parole. 

19 
CLAIM SEVENTEEN: 

.<.V 
H ·~ "' 

21 THEY PERMIT A DEATH-OUALIFIED JURY TO DETERMINE A CAPITAL 

22 
DEFENDANT'S GUILT OR INNOCENCE. 

23 
Death qualification results in a conviction-prone jury for the guilt phase and disproportionately 

.... -frnm the iurv venire . This nreiudice was 
24 ''J ~ 

25 
UIIDecessary, because the State's interests could be fully reconciled with his rights to a fair and 

26 representative jury by death qualifying jurors after (and if) he was convicted of a capital offense. 

')7 Death qualification should be prohtbtted because or tts msunCI unrauness w me oe 

28 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 
1-'· 1 Thus, pretrial death qualification violates a Nevada defendant s ngnts to an 1mparnat JUry ana oue 

1./l process, as well as other constitutional and statutory rights. See U.S. Const. amends. V, VI, Vlll, XIV. 1-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 . . . 
0 A. ~ne muu • • ' ........... 
0 " ,p Pretrial death qualification undermines a capital defendant's right to a fair trial. First, the 
<D 5 00 process conditions jurors toward a guilt verdict because it requires them to assume the defendant's 00 

6 
m,;Jt n~ ~ ~' ',;,J, • > ;,~MO 

.. 
's 

7 

8 
guilt, thereby undermining the presumption of innocence and impairing the impartiality of potential 

9 
jurors." 

•n 
Second, the surviving jury, when compared to a traditionally composed jury, is conviction-

'v 

11 
prone and possesses pro-prosecutwn attitudes. Tffi: social science researcn aemonstrating me 

12 
conviction proneness of death-qualified juries came from numerous researchers using diverse subjects 

13 and varied methodologies. "The key to the studies' importance ... is the remarkable consistency of 

A, r A 111 ~ .... :~~· T\, .... ooJ;fip,-1 ;,,npo OrP ' ~' . _, '" '"" 
'" • L • • J' " 

15 
24 See Grigsby v. Mabzy, 569 F. Supp. 1273, 1302-05 (E.D. Ark. 1983) (discussing studies 

16 and expert testimony on the "process effect," and noting that subjects exposed to pretrial death 

17 qualificatwn are "( 1) more predisposed to convlctme<:Iereill:rant, l.t) more HKeiy to assume ... mat 
the defendant will be convicted and sentenced to death, and (3) more likely to assume that the law 

18 disapproves of persons who oppose the death penalty and ( 4) more likely to assume that the judge, 

19 
the prosecutor and the defense attorney all believe the defendant to be guilty and that he will be 
sentenced to die and (5) are themselves far more likely to believe that the defendant deserves the 

~n ~- •L ' ~.L ""'"' · ~ -• A .1..1:-1. · ' · +n;+ 
~v ~~~~ . ',v, ... 

·n ~· ~~-

21 
... increasesm~. UiaL[W~juiUIJ wiuauuw waL .LUU~~~ ·,_UJJ'u, oJUL' •• U~~v 

(8th Cir. 1985) (en bane), rev'd sub nom" Lockhart v. McCree, 476 U.S. 162 (1986); National Jury 

22 Project, Jurywork: Systematic Technigues § 23.01[4], n.3 (Elissa Krauss & Beth Bonora eds., 2d 
ed.) (1998) [hereinafter Jurywork: Svstematic Technigues]; Craig Haney et al., 'Modem' Death 

23 ,:~ . · NP-w nat,. o;, Tt~ Ria~in<> Effects 18 Law & Hum. Behav. 619 (1994) fhereinafter 
,, ·' ' ' T\, o+h ' .-;:::;-~; n " ~ .. 'n,oth o,m]i 

£4 . , "' 
Further Analvsis of the Process Effect, 8 Law & Hum. Behav. 133, 134-35 (1984) [hereinafter 

25 Haney, Examining Death Qualification]; Craig Haney, On the Selection of Capital Juries: The 

26 
Biasing Effects ofthe Death-Qualification Process, 8 Law & Hum. Behav. 121, 128-32 (1984). 

27 '>::iee 1.1ngsoy 'o~ r. ::;upp. at u~ t-1515; , .;)for . .:>upp. llU"+, 1111-17 

28 
(W.D.N.C.), rev'd, 742 F.2d 129 (4th Cir. 1984). For a listing of pro-prosecution attitudes,~ R. 
1670-71; ~also authorities cited inn. 122, post. 
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00 • • m 
:0 

I defendant." Jurvwork: Systematic Techniques at § 23.04[4][a]. "The true 1mpact ot death 
!-'· 
1./l 
!-'· 2 
10 

~ 3 26 (', , T. '" D A, Plr~r of nl Tho> , <:tot .. <:triir<>< lhrlr: Examinin<> Death- and Life-
0 ~ .r T. ' A -;- ·-,.Tom V-.L 'o - -T~~ 
0 4 ,p 10 Crim. Just. Pol'y Rev. 49 (1999) [hereinafter Acker et al., The Empire State Strikes Back]; Jane 
<D 
00 5 Goodman-Delahunty et al., Construin!: Motive in Videotaued Killings: The Role of Jurors' 
<D Attitndes Toward the Death Penalty. 22 Law & Hum. Behav. 257 (1998); Ronald C. Dillehay & 

6 MarlaR. Sandys, Life Under Wainwright v. Witt: Juror Disnositions and Death Qualification, 20 
7 Law & Hum. Behav. 147 (1996): Hanev et al., 'Modem' Death Q!!alificahon at bl':l; l'hoebe C. 

Ellsworth, To Tell What We Know or Wait for Godot? IS Law & Hum. Behav. 77 (1991); 
8 Michael L. Neises & Ronald C. Dillehay, Death Qualification and Conviction Proneness: Witt and 

9 
Witherspoon Comnared, 5 Behav. Sci. & L. 479 (1987); Michael Finch & Mark Ferraro, The 
Empirical Challenge to Death-Qualified Juries: On Further Examination, 65 Neb. L. Rev. 21 

lU ll ':I !So); lrWm A. Horowitz <><. uaviu u. "eguin, 
'~ ... ~ 

11 
on Assignment orPen3Tty m l amtal < nmes, 16 J. Appneus-oc. rsycn. 10~ tJ)IM); KicK <or 

al., The Effect of Death Qualification on the Prouensity of Jurors to Convict: The Marvland 

12 Example, 29 How. L.J. 571 (1986); Gary Moran & John C. Comfort, Neither "Tentative" Nor 

13 
"Fragmentary'': Verdict Preference ofhnpaneled Felony Jurors as a Function of Attitnde Toward 

· n. · -;:;-;- •. A · D< .;. 1 LL/: tloQ;;,.-c;~ ::1 r~ · · · th"N"ntralitv 
r~ '' T_ • Q T Jl.;;, ' '7 (10QA>.l>~h, jQ ToT. -'- (' 

14 - ' ""' 
Ellsworth, Due Process vs. Crime Control: Death Qualification and Jurv Attitudes, 8 Law & Hum. 

15 Behav. 31 (1984) [hereinafter Fitzgerald & Ellsworth, Due Process vs. Crime Control]; Claudia L. 

16 
Cowan et al., The Effects of Death Qualification on Jurors' Predisnosition to Convict and on the 
Oualitv of Deliberation 8 Law & Hum. Behav. 53 (1984); Phoebe C. Ellsworth et al., The Death-

17 ·~ool Jnrv ""d the Defense ofinsanitv. 8 Law & Hum. Behav. 81 (1984); William C. 

18 
Thompson et al., Death Penalty Attitndes and Conviction Proneness: The Translation of Attitndes 
Tnto Verdicts, 8 Law & Hum. Behav. 95 (1984); Joseph B. Kadane, After Hovey: A Note on 

19 Taking Account of the Automatic Death Penalty Jurors, 8 Law & Hum. Behav. 115 (1984) 
[hereinafter Kadane, After Hover]; Haney, Examining Death Qualification at 133. 

,l.U 

21 
For a detailed analysis of both the stndies and expert teshmony, see un~soy, :>o)l 1<. :supp. 

at 1291-1304; Keeten, 578 F. Supp. at 1171-79; Hoveyv. Superior Court. 616 P.2d 1301, 1314-46 

22 (Cal. 1980), superseded by statute on other grounds as recognized in Peonle v. Box, 5 P .3d 130 

21 
(Cal. 2000). Insofar as Lockhart criticized the results of these stndies, the criticism is unwarranted. 
~ ~ ' · · .L .-.a ,..1 • • ~• •" • -~ 11 · · I onnntl 
<u~vv~• ~ . . "Y . . . . . ,,__ ,..!. '" 

24 ac . ~ -J·uu<> cur ~v ... ~ ~, 

shows an ignorance of the principle of convergent validity." Phoebe C. Ellsworth, Unuleasant 
25 Fa~,;ts: The Suj;!reme Court's Re~ponse to E!!!!!irical Research on ~aJ2ital Punishment, in 

26 
Challengin~ Canital Punishment: Legal and Social Science All1!roaches 177, 194-97 (Kenneth C. 
H""" &Tm~es A. Inciardi eds. 1988): see Lockhart, 476 U.S. at 189 (Marshall, J., dissenting) 

'17 f" _..~, , h~w·~fiP<\ and anoarent flaws in prior investigations, the results of 

28 
the subsequent work have only corroborated the conclusions drawn in the earlier efforts."); 
Jurywork: Systematic Techniques at§ 23.04[4][a]; see also Hovey, 616 P.2d at 1341-46 
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1 1-'· 7 . That counsel will, according to the State Bar, 
IJl 
1-'· 2 violate Rule 172 of the Supreme Court if counsel iE 10 

~ , _, 
-~ . ~ ~ . ' -~ ~ -~ 

(1 "' -1 

0 
,p 4 case; 
0' 
,p 5 8. FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT. I-' 

/J"~v nf l\' 6 nll.'T'Rn thi"' •+- 1 qqq 
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Rule 172. Candor to..;.,ard the tribunal) 

or , 
(c) fail to disclose to the tribunal legal authority in the controlling jurisdic

tion known to the lawyer to be directly adverse to the position of the client and 
not disclosed by opposing counsel; or .. 

(d) offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be false. If a lawyer has offered 

measures. 
2. The stated in subsection 1 continue to the· conclusion of the 

proceeding, and apply even if compliance requires disclosure of information 
otherwise protected by Rule 156. 

3. refuse to offer evidence that the reasonably believes 

In an ex parte proceeding, a lawyer 
material facts known to the lawyer which will enable the tribunal to make an
informed decision, whether or not the facts are adverse. (Added 1-27-86, elf. 
3-28-86.) ,•! 

148 
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~ f:\ ~ • 00 --· 1\ -

[;) ~ .A , u 
:0 I CODE: 4105 '' 
1-'· SCOTT W. EDWARDS, ESQ. 
1./l 2 State Bar No. 3400 .-,,,q_- fr"'"i."J ""') 1-'· 

729 Evans Ave., Reno, Nevada 89512 LCi,) i:Cl (. '- PH L1: 22 10 

~ 3 f27~ 7816_;-~30,!!,' '' T <' -,<' _, 
0 4 St>tp_Bar_M< 'fu,.·;;?. '~ux· /'v11JL v . ''" "'" Jrl. 
0 

216 E. Liberty St., Reno, NV 89501 LX( N II(;. <.ll y ,p 
00 5 (775) 333-6633 .. 
()l Attorneys for Petitioner, S!AOSI V ANISI 
----1 6 

I ~" ~ttl'.. • ,,J J~IAL DISTRICT COURT OF THE STATE OF mA 
8 IN AND FOR COUNTY OF WASHOE 

9 SIAOSI V ANISI, 

10 D •.. _n . "-l· '-'--"-

11 vs. Dept. No. 4 

12 WARDEN, Ely State Prison; 
and the STATE OF NEVADA, DEATH PENALTY CASE 

13 
. ..1 

14 _J_ 
_._._ vlY.U.CK ,) 

. '< 

15 ~---
\_ :; 

SUPPLEMENTAL POINTS & AUTHORITIES .. '• 

' 16 TO PETITION FOR WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS (rOST-CONVICTIONl . 
II 

' I'H uFCASE 
18 

The State charged Siaosi V anisi ("V anisi") with first degree murder for the death ofSergeaiit 
I f 

19 

20 
George Sullivan, a police officer at the University of Nevada, Reno. Specifically, the State charged 

that Vanisi committed the killina "rlmina th" ~f'. ,,1 • -~ -'-' " 21 ... 

22 
Additionally, the State charged V anisi with one count of Robbery with the Use of a Deadly Weapon, 

23 
two counts of Robbery with the Use of a Firearm, and one count of Grand Larceny. 

._L 

')LI_ .. ~. ·~"--·~ , u• u77, a.uuresuneu in a!TilsmaJ. 1 ne secona tnaJ was neld 

25 
in September of 1999, and resulted in convictions on all five charges. At the penalty phase, the jury 

26 
imposed the death penalty on Vanisi, finding three aggravating circUlllstances: (I) the murder 

occurred in the commission of or an attempt to commit robberv: (2) the victim w~• a""~"" -~"'· 

"'' 
28 

, ;,., we peuormance 01111S orncm1 outles, ano me defendant knew or reasonably should have 

known the victim was a peace officer; and (3) the murder involved mutilation. 
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• • 00 

[;) 
:0 j A direct appeal was filed in the Nevada Supreme Court. Additionally, the Nevada Supreme 
1-'· 
1./l 2 Court reviewed under mandatory review provisions ofNRS 177 .055(2) regarding death penalty cases. 1-'· 
10 

3 The Nevada Supreme Court affirmed the conviction and sentence. Vanisi v. :;!tate, 117 Nev. 330, 22 ~ 
0 4 P ..3d.J.li>d. f?Oill i_ Th;o · ,]. .. 
0 ., . . wvo•- llJ anu .>Upponmg 
,p 

5 Points & Authorities follows. 00 
()l 

00 6 STATEMENT OF FACTS 

I u. ,..,e ear.y mommg 01.1_anuary u, 1 '1'115, UNR Police Sergeant Geofl!e Sullivan was fm1 ,rJ 

8 dead, apparently murdered and robbed, on the UNR campus. At trial, evidence was presented that two 

9 witnesses, including UNR Police Officer Carl Smith, observed Vanisi near the murder site shortly 

10 before the time of the · A~~: . ollv • t, ot;f; ,,<_H '"· " : L .~ -U •'-
·~ ·~·~ ·~~ ... ~-

11 wanted to kill and rob a police officer. Another witness testified that she was with Vanisi when he 

12 --· ------· 

purchased a hatchet and a pair of gloves and that he told her that he wanted to kill a police officer. 
----

13 A hatchet and gloves were later found at an apartment where relatives ofV anisi 's stayed. Evidence 

14 ..at.tria1 -~thot~ -'- ""--"""' -~ .. 
,,~ .. ~- on a,. y, ev1uence 

15 showed that the gloves contained DNA from both Sullivan and V anisi;-

16 At trial, V anisi' s lawyers, who had earlier been denied in their motion to withdraw from 

II represenLauon, ruo not cross-examme the vast majority of the State's witnesses did not out.on_onv 

18 evidence in his defense, and refused to give either opening statements or closing arguments at the guilt 

19 phase of the trial. V anisi, who had earlier been denied his request to represent himself, declined to 

20 testi&in his J:al1i.n.g_ th~ :..aJnke. 

21 Further relevant facts of this case are set forth in each individual claim. 

22 INTRODUCTION 

23 The petitioner Siaosi Vanisi, by and through counsel, hereby files this supplemental petition 

?d. j', of'> oJ. ' , . w "~ , •w • ~ . ~ J'"'·'"''"' "'·"-' ""v. Kev. Nar. g .H.IILU. 

25 Petitioner alleges that he is being held in custody in violation of the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Eighth, 

26 and Fourteenth Amendments of the Constitution of the United States of America, and the rights 

"'' auorueu uim unaer mrernat10naJ law enrorc~ U11Cler the Suprema<:y_ Clause of the United States 

28 Constitution, U.S. Const., Art VI, and Article I, Sections 3, 6, 8 and 9, and Article N, Section 21 of 

2 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 ' we ...,onsututwn 01 tne State of Nevada. 
1-'· 
1./l 2 Statement with Respect to Previous Proceedings 1-'· 
10 3 
~ 

I. The failure to raise any of the claims asserted in this petition which were susceptible 

0 4 __1fr "· 
.. 

LOILdirecL 
'""' _tb 

,.]. , .. 
onappea .. 0 - ·- • v• 

,p 
5 11. The failure to raise any of the claims asserted in this petition which were susceptible 00 

()1 
'.[) 6 of being raised in the state trial proceeding and appeal was the result of ineffective assistance of 

-'L 

ing in Wu!Cu petitiOner nan a nght to effective assistance of counsel1mcler •bt" 
. ,mu 

8 law and under federal law; was the result of representation by counsel that violated state and federal 

9 constitutional due process standards; and was induced by the state trial court's refusal to permit 

10 :l!Jll_ointed counsel adeouate__time_m. :nr ,,, ' dn' .d_ ,JJ_ """"-- r . _ _. -· ~--
l l constitutiOnal claims in violation of the right to an adequate opportunity to be heard guaranteed by the 

12 due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, and Article I sect. 8 of the Nevada Constitution. 

13 
... 

Petitioner V anisihas not competently, knowingly and intelligently waived, deliberately Ill. 

l4_ .u c..OL ·~ ·~"'-' '-" .81, 
raise._. in wlS peut10n. ' ---

15 IV. None of the claims alleged in this petition are subject to any state procedural default 

16 rule which is adequate to prevent state review or is independent of state or federal constitutional law. 

., "· 1 ne r~ evaoa_c._upreme Court's administration of itSj)focedural rules is -L • 

18 and capricious and violates the equal protection and due process clause of the Fourteenth 
19 Amendment, and the due process clause of the Nevada Constitution. 

20 b. p . . 
"" ,, lthe. .. 

~ --"--"-~ . , .. -- -- .. . upp•,r 

'"' to mm. This petition is petition is timely filed and not successive. 

22 c. In the event this Court perceives some procedural bar, there is cause to allow 

23 this Court to entertain petitioner's clainls on the merits. There is no evidence that any del_<~Y in filing 

24 this n<>t;t;rm n1 .. 
' ""· " . ;_,, .,.;, peri lion snow, ne wouln - •""" ~-, "" wv 

25 suffer substantial prejudice if his claims are not entertained. Petitioner is entitled to an evidentiary 

26 hearing to demonstrate that he has left the litigation of his claims to counsel, and that there is no 

- 'v• •aun au1e 10 mm. 

28 d. Nev. Rev. Stat. § 34.726(l)(a) provides that there is good canse for filing a 
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• • 00 

~ 
:0 1 petition for writ of habeas corpus more than one year after the finality of the conviction on appeal if 
1-'· 
1./l 2 the delay is not the petitioner's "fault." The use of the term "the fault of the petitioner" shows that the 1-'· 
10 

2 3 legislative intent of Nev. Rev. Stat. §37.726(1)(a) is that petitioner himself must act or fail to act to 

0 A ~"""~ •h~ -"~'"' ,.,., 
··~ ·~ '· nl .r r. '' 

0 'J. _,, ''- u•uu 
,p 

5 standard: that is, to be found at fault, it must be proven that the person seeking relief has personally 00 
00 
0 6 acted or failed to act in a manner that constitutes fault. To be at fault, a party must have acted in a 

I manner rna{ goes oeyona negngence oecause l r Jautt contemplates more than mere negligence, and 

8 includes intentional acts." Slade v. Farmers Ins. Exchange, 5 P.3d 280, 285 (Colo. 2000); ~ ~ 

9 Nev. Rev. Stat. §104.1201(16) ([f]ault means wrongful act, omission or breach"); Nev. Rev. Stat. 

H\ SHlA.h ?101{ll{fl {"ffhnlt ~"t ' M ' 
0 

' "\• hlAu l)~U "' 

11 § 128.1 05(2) (fault of parent or parents can be established by proving abandonment, neglect, parental 

12 unfitness, failure of parental adjustment, risk of serious physical, mental or emotional injury to child, 

13 or token efforts by the parent(s)); In re Termination ofParental Rigj!ts as to N.J., 116 Nev. 790, 8 P.3d 

1 A '""' ~~~ ' > "' . .. .,,, _ _, ' .r .. ' 
' 

,. ., '1' '5' ,., 

15 cases; best interests of child necessarily include considerations of parental fault and/or conduct and 

16 both best interests of the child and parental fault must be proven by clear and convincing evidence); 

17 tlilTv. State, 955 S.W.2d 96, 100 (Tex. Cnm. App. 1997) ("Ltjhe word "fault" implies wrongdoing; 

18 "[f]ault" is defined as "a weakness in character, failing imperfection, impairment, ... misdemeanor 

19 ... mistake ... responsibility for something wrong") (citation omitted); State v. Jackson, 94 Ariz. 117, 

?0 11? 1R?. P ?.rl ??Q ?1? ( Arioz 1Qfi1) {"ffbnlt imnli'" nnt lo~lo- nf ' , 

21 omitted)); Harrison v. Heckler, 746 F.2d 480, 482 (9th Cir. 1984) (the determination of whether a 

22 social security recipient is "at fault" for having received an overpayment "is highly subjective, highly 

23 dependent on the interaction between the intentions and state of mind of the claimant and the peculiar 

~· .r .- "' T •. n.n ' ' "' ' '~ " nrn 

)• uo , ,.,, •= .-uuu,~.JU' \"-VV>), U><:< 

25 Supreme Court adopted a subjective standard arising from the legislature's use of the term "fault" and 

26 held that counsel's failure to act cannot be considered the petitioner's fault under Nev. Rev. Stat. § 

'D J4./Lb: 

28 For example, inBennettv. State, Ill Nev. 1099,1103,901 P.2d676, 
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m 
:0 1 679 ( 1995), we concluded that good cause excused the procedural bar 
1-'· at NRS 37.726(1) for untimelk filing of a second petition where the 
IJl 
1-'· 2 first petition had been timely fi ed, but not pursued by counsel, and any 
10 delay in filing the second petition was not the petitioner's fault. 

~ 3 . " .. 
0 A 

, ..>'T • • ..>u uc ..>"-U Hd u 

0 
In the alternative, this Court cannot apply procedural bars to avoid consideration of the ,p e. 

00 5 
00 merits of petitioner's claims, because the cumulative effect of the error alleged amounts to a 
I-' 

6 
miscarriage of justice. The cumulative effect of the constitutional errors make petitioner "innocent" 

I 
or me aeam penany. Lesue v. waraen, 11~ Nev. 11 j, :>~ !'.jQ 44u, 44::> I ten oancJ. 

8 
f. This Court is obligated to address the merits of petitioner's claims, despite the default 

9 
rules contained in Nev. Rev. Stats. §§ 34.726; 34.800; 34.810, based upon federal equal protection 

10 
:which . •thM,. !voin•ated liti"ants be treated consistentlv. The Nevada Sunreme 

II 
Court has disregarded Nevada's default rules and addressed constitutional claims in the exercise of 

12 
its complete discretion to do so, at any point in the direct or collateral proceedings. See. e.g., Bejarano 

13 .• , " 
, u~ "~', nuv, >'T'' u • ._, ""''" .... u "~"' \'-'-'V) ,. 

1A 

rules); Hilly. Warden, 114Nev. 169, 178-179,953 P.2d 1077 (1998)(addressingmerits claims raised 
15 

for first time on appeal from denial of third post-conviction petition because claims "of constitutional 
16 

dimension which, if true, might invalidate Hill's death sentence and the record is sufficiently 
17 

aevewpea roprovmeanaaequate oasts rorrevtew. ); Jjenneu:v.1State, 111 Nev. lU~~. llUj, ~u1 r . ..:a 
18 

6 7 6 ( 1995) (addressing claims asserted to be barred by default rules; "[ w ]i thou! expressly addressing 
19 

the remaining procedural bases for the dismissal of Bennett's petition, we therefore choose to reach 
?(l 

'•· ") · : snnnlied), Powell v. State 108 Nev. 700 705-06 838 
21 

P .2d 921 (1992) (addressing issue of delay in probable cause determination without indicating that 
22 

issue not raised at trial or on appeal); Lane v. State, 110 Nev. 1156, 1168, 881 P.2d 1358 (1994) 
23 

' . 
\' . 'b >a'-'CV> ,uao~uvu ~uv• Vll' vuv• 

..... 
noting issue not raised at trial or on appeal); Bejarano v. State, 106 Nev. 840, 843, 801 P.2d 1388 

25 
(1990) (on appeal from denial of collateral relief, "[ w ]e consider sua sponte whether failure to present 

26 
such [mitigating] evidence constitutes ineffective assistance"); Ford v. Warden, 111 Nev. 872, 886-

'1:1 
oot, :1Vl r.-"u l-".J ,- . , tauuressing Claim 01 error in cow• • manuatury · ''-' "'-'' Ull WH;I,;L 

28 
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m 
:0 l appeal raised for first time on appeal in second collateral attack, without discussing or applying default 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 rules); cf Crump v. Warden, 113 Nev. 293,303,934 P.2d247 (1997)), Stocks v. Warden, 86 Nev. 
10 

~ 3 758, 760-761, 476 P.2d 469 (1978) (court "choose[s] to entertain" second post-conviction petition 

0 oA ~~ ~~~ ~~1 n ~~ r "n~<' h._, ' 0 'I wmcn COUJn nave oeen 1 , , 7U J";v· .<..<.I,~~~, J~J 1 .~uv \1/ •~gu.u1 ~VUH 0 

,p 
00 5 "choice" to rule on barred claim "within its discretionary power"); Gunter v. State, 95 Nev. 886, 887, 
00 
10 

6 620 P.2d 859 (1980) (court "obligated" to consider constitutional issues raised for the first time on 

7 annean, Hardison v. State 84 Nev. 125 128 437 P.2d 868 (1968); Lord v. State, 107 Nev. 28, 38, 

8 806 P.2d 548 (1991) ("Normally a proper objection is a prerequisite to our considering the issue on 

9 appeal. However, since this issue is of constitutional proportions, we elect to address it now.") 

•n 
IV 

11 g. The Nevada Supreme Court has reached inconsistent results on the issue of 

12 whether a procedural rule that does not exist at the time of a purported default may preclude the 

13 review of the merits-of meritorious constitutional claims. See Pellegrini v. State, 117 Nev.860, 34 

l'f r . .,o ;,1~ ,. 

15 h. This Court and the Nevada Supreme Court cannot apply any supposed default 

16 rules to bar consideration of petitioner's claims when it has failed to apply those rules to similarly-

17 situated netitioners and thus has failed to provide notice of what default rules will be enforcOO, 

18 without violating the equal protection and due process clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment. Bush 

19 v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 104-109 (2000) (per curiam); Village of Willowbrook v. Olech, 528 U.S. 562, 

~r < ~r~ ,_ . "'· ..... ~ AOQ TT·"'· Al1 A")~ (lQQl'\· "~ r'nnot A rl VT ( ot~tP 
kV J~-JVJ ,. •1\l' __ ", , , ,- ,, 

21 courts bound by federal constitution). Petitioner realizes, of course, that the Nevada Supreme Court 

22 has taken the position that it does apply default rules consistently. See Pellegrini v. State, 117 Nev. 

23 860, 34 P .3d 519, 536 (200 1 ).1 But Pellegrini did not address the arguments raised by petitioner with 

:.!4 

25 'Petitioner notes that the Nevada Supreme Court and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals 
have reached the exact opposite conclusion with respect to the adequacy ofNevada' s procedural 

26 rules to preclude the review of the merits of meritorious claims in capital cases. Compare . 
27 Pellegnm v. ~ta e, 1 n r"ev. oov, ..><t r.-'u :>I~, ::>-'o t~Vvl); t.!lli · , .>Vu ,·.Ju 

742, 778 (9th Cir. LUU.lJ; retrocem v. ge one, L'fl) r .Ja 1511, oou-oo ~:tw vir . .<.uv 'h 
28 v. McDaniel, 65 F.3d 1483, 1488 (9th Cir. 1995). 
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• • 
I respect to and be ~nthnritv tor _J ··o 

2 petitioner's position. See In re Tartar, 52 Cal.2d 250, 339 P.2d 553, 557 (1959) (cases not authority 

3 for propositions not considered). Second, petitioner raises this issue as a violation of the equal 

A 

5 a hearing on that claim that is adequate to allow him to litigate his federal constitutional claims, 

6 Franks v. Deleware, 438 U.S. 154, 171-72 (1978), and this Court must therefore grant petitioner an 

I :on Ln!S Issue. 1nrru, •u~·~ '"' mt: • 1..-oun nas sam wnn [Q 

8 the application of default rules, without analyzing the federal constitutional issues presented by 

9 petitioner, this Court is bound under the Supremacy Clause, U.S. Cons!. Art. VI, to apply the federal 

10 
_, 

' . this Court must. ; the '"'•·; of 

11 petitioner's constitutional claims, or at the very least, grant an.- · •:t h<"~ri11g to 

12 determine the adequacy of Nevada's procedural rules to bar this Court's review of the merits of 

13 petitioner's claims. 

1A 

15 II. CLAIMS OF ERROR. 

16 CLAIM ONE: 

20 

21 

22 

Facts. 

Mr. Vanisi is a citizen of Tonga. He is not a citizen of the United States. Both nations are 

signatories to an international treaty providing that Mr. V anisi should have been informed of certain 

23 ~- ~'- ' ~ "- '"~ •'-
~~ 

rights. Recent precedent of the International Court of Justice dictates that Mr. Vanisi be accorded 
25 

relieffor this violation ofhis rights under the international treaty. One state court of the United States 
26 

(Oklahoma) has -'- ~- accorded relief to a death row inmate · · rly situated, by removing the 
1.1 

28 Ut:<tlli ·~' 'u UII~ 
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m 
:0 I reference.) Many other indiVIduals have lata claim to reliet under the smne circumstances. The 
1-'· 
1./l 2 United States Supreme Court has granted certiorari upon the issue of what relief should be accorded 
1-'· 
10 

~ 3 and is expected to hear the case shortly (The petition for writ of certiorari is attached to this pleading 

0 Ll. 00 · • t R f"nr POOP . ) 
0 ., 
,p 

5 Had Tongan consular officials in San Francisco been provided an opportunity to assist Mr. 00 
00 
,p 6 V anisi at the time ofhis arrest and prosecution, be would not be on death row today. Consular officials 

I nave aueauy mu1caceu meu WUimgness co assis1 JVu. v anisi nau mey oeen appraisoo 01 nis 

8 circumstances. The most important assistance the Tongan consulate could have provided would have 

9 been the assistance of effective and conflict free counsel. They could have also coordinated the 

10 oresentation ofmiti2:ation evidence relative to Mr. Vanisi's formative exoeriences in Tonll"a. As it 

11 hlfns out, Mr. V anisi ended up enduring a trial with virtually no representation. His appointed counsel 

12 moved to withdraw from representation (with the approval of the State Bar ofNevada) but they were 

13 denied by the trial court. They were compelled to remain on the case, essentially moot and ineffective. 

1LI. ThPu ' JittJp 
~, r 

. ~· · onrl nn ~lnoinrr ot oll. 1\A'r. "~ • • PUPn tnp,-1 tn 

15 himself rather than suffer the prejudice of attorneys who were unable to assist in the crucible of 

16 adversarial testing. Again, the trial court denied the constitutional request. Thus, the prejudice to Mr. 

II vanisJ rrom me oemaJ or ms ngms unaer me international treaty are reaoi1y apparent. 

18 There is no question that Nevada authorities failed to comply with Article 36 of the Vienna 

19 Convention on Consular Relations, which requires local authorities to notify a detained foreign 

20 notinn~l : delav. of his rill"ht to communicate with his consulate. At the detainee's reauest the 

21 authorities must also notify consular officials - again, without delay- of his incarceration. Vienna 

22 Convention, art. 36, 21 U.S.T. at 100-01. Because local authorities failed to carry out this 

23 mandate, Tongan consular officials were effectively precluded from providing the assistance described 

'">A ..... 

25 Leeal Areument. 

26 While numerous state and federal courts have grappled with the application of Article 36, no 

I./ court nas square1y aoaresseo tne June 1.1, 1.vv 1 oecision m me L.Ourt OI Juou~<' t 1\...J ) 

28 in the LaGrand Case (Germany v. United States}, 2001 ICJ 104 (Judgment). This authoritative 
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m 
:0 I decision which is directly applicable to the case ot Mr. v an1s1 Wlll attect au cases 01 wre1gn 
1-'· 
1./l 

2 nationals sentenced to severe penalties, who have alleged a violation of Article 36. 1-'· 
10 

~ 3 The ICJ 's jurisdiction in La Grand was founded upon the Optional Protocol to Article 36 of 

0 d_ lhu+"ha <;:t~tf'O T'- ·~ '.the Tlnit"cl 
0 •u~ '~' , 'J "J 

,p 
00 5 States chose to submit all "[d]isputes arising out of the interpretation or application of the lVienna] 
00 
Ul 6 Convention" to the ICJ for resolution. Optional Protocol Concerning the Compulsory Settlement of 

- . • L' ~· .. 
7 U!Sputes, Apr. L'l, 1\<0.), an:. 1, ..:I U.i:l.l. .),.:;!.-">a H;;>un, woo vUUH, '" v 

8 United States under the Optional Protocol, Article 94 of the U.N. Charter, and customary international 

9 law. 

1() " ' · · •<>lv similar to the case ofMr. Vanisi theLaGrand court 

11 resolved several issues that had divided the lower courts of the Umtei~S"tates. t<ust, the lCJ 

12 unequivocally held that Article 36, paragraph 1 creates an individual right to consular notification and 

13 access. La Grand, paras. 77, 128(3). Second, the court held that a foreign national deprived of his 

" • ._, ~c --~ .~ ''~n" " l.o;:. I tn " "ncl "of 
' 'Eo-' , ·r 

15 his conviction and sentence. !d., para. 128(7). Third, the court held that domestic rules of procedural 

16 default, as applied in the case of the LaGrandbrothers, violated the United States' obligation to give 
.. 

17 "full effect to the purposes ot Article "30: 1a., paras. ~ 1, . -=us; ·~· ~"~ 'J 

18 establishes that petitioners such as Mr. V anisi- whose case cannot be distinguished from La Grand-

19 are entitled to a judicial review of their Article 36 claims. 

')() 1'1,,. rnoori also - ,_ •;.h .. .l - t midelines for judicial review of such arguments. In 

21 La Grand, Germany argued that there was a causal relationship between the breacn ot Article JC> ana 

22 the ultimate execution of the LaGrand brothers. !d. at para. 71. Specifically, Germany argued that 

23 consular officials would have been able to present persuasive mitigating evidence that would have 

T.l 'T'"h , T T. ;t,.~ QtotP• I tho+ ooo el.. entswere .... = 
25 speculative, and challenged Germany's assertions that it would have provided such assistance in 1984. 

26 !d. at para. 72. The Court ultimately concluded that it was "immaterial" whether consular assistance 
.. 

27 from Germany woulo nave attecteo the vero1ct. ru~ , me L-Uun: . .u~ , .ua• a 

28 foreign national must demonstrate he was prejudiced by the Article 36 violation, before he is entitled 
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m 
:0 
1-'· 

1 to an effective remedy for the violation. 
1./l 
1-'· 2 Finally, the court addressed the question of remedies for Article 36 violations. The United 
10 

~ 3 States had argued Germany was entitled to no more than an apology for the breach of Article 36. The 

0 -'-
0 ~ ~u~• " ..... , , uuo~• v "'5 wa• =• vvao au · m auy 
,p 
00 5 case where a foreign national was not advised without delay of his rights under Article 36, paragraph 
00 
00 

6 1, of the Vienna Convention, and was facing prolonged detention or a severe penalty such as penalty 

7 of death. Id. paras 63 123 125. 

8 In considering the remedy appropriate in the case of Mr. V anisi, this Court should also look to 

9 the advisory opinion issued by the Inter-American Court on Human Rights3 on October I, 1999. OC-

1{\ 1 MOO T, .A r'+ UD • 1 1000\ '1'1. >Tnt. A ·' ~" . ·"' ,A 1. "' '1 , , 'J' 

11 argument from eight nations - including the United States - and eighteen non-governmental 

12 organizations, academics, and individuals appearing as amici curiae. After analyzing the text ofthe 

13 treaty, the intent of the parties, and its application in capital cases, the court concluded that Article 36 
. . .. 

·~ pw nu~o uu~ v< •u~ o 0u==u~~, •u • -o -o· · UHO . >U 

15 adequately prepare their defense and receive a fair trial"- a right embodied in Article 14(3)(b) of the 

16 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights ("ICCPR'}' !d. at para. 122. The Inter-American 

17 Court concluded that international law prohibits the execution of an individual whose consular 

18 notification rights were violated. !d. at para. 7. 

19 In the wake of LaGrand -particularly when viewed in tandem with the Inter-American Court's 

')(I ~-
.. ·" ,,,. ._, ••• -1 1· ,,. .1. 

"· "" +1. . l\ .... "' 
. .. ••• J 

21 to judicial review of the substance ofhis arguments, and a meaningful remedy for the violation of his 

22 Article 36 rights. 

23 

-"'+ 2The Inter-American Court on Human Rights has jurisdiction to issue advisory opinions ''regarding the 

25 
interpretation of the [American] Convention or other treaties concerning the protection of human rights in the 
American States." American Convention on Human Rights, Nov. 22, 1969, OAS/Ser.L.V/11.92, doc. 31 rev. 3 (May 

26 3, 1996). 

27 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights Dec. 19 1966 art. 14 999 U.N.T.S. 171 (entered into 

28 
force Mar. 23, 1976). The United States ratified the ICCPR on June 8, 1992, and has not adopted any reservationB with 
regard to Article 14. 
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1 A. 

2 

3 

• • 
The ICJ's Judgment Is Authoritative and Binding Precedent In the Case of Mr. 

Vanisi. 

1. 
The State of Nevada Is Bound To Anolythe ICJ's Decision Under the 

' 1-.1ot;n ns. 

" """ uy ~ .. 

4 
The United Nations Charter is a multilateral treaty, amy 

5 Nations Charter, 59 Stat. 1031, T.S. 993,3 Bevans 1153,June 26, 1945. Under the Supremacy Clause 

f. of the United States Constitution, the State ofNevada is bound by its terms. U.S. Const. Arts. VI, cl. 

7 2; Hines v. uavwowicz, Ju u~ 5", "'"' t:'l ( 10-11\l"r"'lhen the national govermnem oy u"'"J u1 

8 statute has established rules and regulations touching the rights, privileges, obligations or burdens of 

9 
aliens as such, the treaty or statute is the supreme law of the land"). 

ort 92. Pursuant "11"-l ~ 

'f'1. • TCT is the "nrincinal jud1ctal organ 01 w" 

11 

12 

to the U.N. Charter, "[a]ll Members of the United Nations are ipso facto parties to the Statute of me 

International Court of Justice." U.N. Charter, art. 93. Thus, the provisions of the Statute ofthe ICJ also 

14 

15 

lh 

17 

.+' •'- • T on-1" "nd are binding on Nevada. . 
Article 94 of the U.N. Charter provides that eacn 1v1emu u• u>v ·' · 

to comply with the decision of the International Court ofJustice in any case to which it is a party." The 

lart,.na<re of article 94 is clear and unequivocal. As one commentator has observed, this provision, "as 

well as correspon · · · Tf"'T tronofer adiudicatory authontyto tne-u.r'l. 

18 
orgar!S, and the attribution of binding legal force to their decisions.' .. Sanja Djajic, The Effect of 

19 International Court of Justice Decisions on Municipal Courts in the United States: Breard v. Greene, 

"n ">'l 
0 

A TNT'L & COMP. L. KbY. L.l, JU ~ 1777 J· uv• '· I l"mn1: of Justice A 

21 Guide to the History, Composition, Jurisdiction, Procedure, and Decisions of the Court: The 

22 Decision, http://www.ICJ-cij.org/ICJwww/igeneralinfonnationlibbook!Bbookchapter5.HTML 

£•L • Tf"T"lfll"T "hM alwavs taken the view that it would be incompatible with 

24 

25 

?F. 

27 

28 

... 

the spirit and the letter of the Statute and withjurncrnl proprietyW 
+'- , ,. ,nf 

'AJ; La<ira~a " "' ,,_~, ,;.,. · · """" " ri ~ht to iudicial review of Article 36 violations and it is 
Article ' ,....., pronuvo · '- · "-·''"'•'' cl"im for relief not the U.N. Charter. Thus, Mr. vanisi s •=• · 
distinguishable from Committee of United States Citizens v. Reagan, 859 F .2d 929, ~j'/ ~"·"'· dr. uu ',. 
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:0 I which ... would have no practical consequences so far as their legal rights and obligations were 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 concerned")( citing Free Zone of Upper Savoy & the District ofGex, 1932 P.CJ.J. (ser. AJB) No. 46, 
10 

~ 3 p. 35 (Judgment)). 
0 .. •'- •'-. "'· .<"<"- •L . Tf'l' 

. . 

0 " IVlT. V ,.,, a • Ul1l;;a.u, . , ·~~· ~ .. ~ . ., . 
,p 
00 5 LaGrand, and enforce the United States' obligations under the U.N. Charter, the ICJ Statute, the 
00 
00 

6 Vienna Convention, and the Optional Protocol to that Convention. 

7 2. Customarv International Law 

8 The decisions of the ICJ are also binding under customary international law. Shabtai Rosenne, 

9 THE LAW AND PRACTICE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE 127 (1965); 

•A rn.• -1 <'• .. •· ~·. ~~0 1< 'Jrl Q')Q O":tR (1 0~7\ Tt ic ·" ·• ' thot 
w VJ , 

11 customary international law is part of the law of the United States. The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 

12 677, 700 (1900). 

13 Although the D.C. Circuit sought to limit the application of this norm of customary 

. . r" • 'n. .. •'- ' ' ' I tl- ot «r;,, ; 01 
l't !lltemanonm ·m 'UJ < L><U<= , ,.,. 

15 agreement cases- in which both parties to a dispute simultaneously submit to the ICJ' s jurisdiction--

16 adherence to the Court's judgment may well be the norm." 859 F.2d at 941. LaGrandwas a special 

17 ai'Teement case. The ICJ' s jurisdiction in La Grand was founded upon the'""CJjYhonal Protocol to Arttcle 

18 36 of the Vienna Convention, a treaty ratified by the United States. The Optional Protocol provides: 

19 Di:es arising out of the interpretation or application of the Convention shall lie 

~n 

wi · the ~~mpulsoryjurisdi~!o~ ~!,~~e .. Intemational C~u!,~~.l~.~tice and rna; the 
· ·- • on · · 1P " onv nortv to 

~v . .t."::'. 'y,,,.;.<;, .-:t: ;:-.,:;_ -· _._, 
•o 'J 

21 
Optional Protocol Concerning the Compulsory Settlement ofDisputes, Apr. 24, 1963, art. I, 21 U.S. T. 

22 
325. Thus, unlike the situation in Committee of Citizens, the United States consented to the ICJ's 

23 ' ··-JUTISdtctJon rnLaLTrana, ann panicipareo ruuy ill w,;.,,_u ru1u u"u r .. 
Z4 

Customary international law requires that nations obey the rulings of an international court to 
25 

whose jurisdiction they submit- particularly when, as here, the court's jurisdiction is founded upon 
26 

" . · trPotv ohli!mti on. 
27 

3. The I( :.1 '• Jud1m1ent Annhes to ret a ona s , en ence 0 ev 
28 
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f\1 
:0 
1-'· I 

While the LaGrand court addressed a claim brought by Germany on behalf ottwo uerman 
1./l 
1-'· 

2 
nationals, the principles announced by the court apply with equal force to the case of Mr. V anisi. The 

10 

~ -" '''" - '· 
... · dcred the nosition of equally situated foreign nationals when addressing the 

0 
J 

0 issue of an adequate remedy for the oreacn ot ru•i""' :>o. ,p 4 
00 
00 5 

The United States has presented an apology to Germany for this breach. The Court 
'.[) considers however that an apology is not sufficient in this case, as it would not be 

6 
in other cases wh_~re foreign nationals,~~ve not been advised without delay of their 
,j~.., m~; A -~· ·~, f . i rY 0th~ Vienna Convention and have been 

I 'J 

., ' nr <entenced to severe penalties. 

8 LaGrand, para. 123. 

9 
While the ICJ' s judgment in La Grand is ostensibly "binding" only on the parties to the 

10 litil!ation,' the pnnc1p1es announceu · ... "-"' 
.. .. ent for all states party 

II 
to the Vienna Convention. History of the lCJ, supra (court maintains "consistency m tts deciSions 

12 
that "influence the attitude of States towards questions that have already been dealt with by the 

,.., ,, l+ :o -"-• ~nnorent that in the event of future breaches of Article 36 by the United States 
<J ,. 

14 involving non-German nationals, part1es to me • · 
_, ·~· . ~ · '· ·•h" TrT's 

lr 

15 
jurisdiction and obtain a similar judgment. Id. (it is "reasonable to suppose that where the ICJ has 

16 
decided a case it would have to have serious reasons for thereafter deciding in a similar case to adopt 

1_ "'\ 

1/ a J' 

18 
Any attempt by the United States to limit the application of LaGrand to German nationals 

19 
would violate the Fourteenth Amendment's proscription against discrimination based on national 

20 oril!in. See, e.g., bspmoza v. r aran 
~fu<-«<· ·.,

6 
£" • • , r- ., 111.1 TT <1 Rf. (1 fJ71), Makhiia v. Deleuw 

21 
Cather & Co., 666 F. Supp. 1158, 1175 (N.D. Ill. 1987). Moreover, the courts of the Umted :::itates 

22 
cannot provide a remedy to German nationals that is not equally available to non-Germans, without 

- o-l'nnl n-1' thi> T TnitPd States' obligations under both the International Covenant on Civil and 
--
24 Political Rights and the Conventwn on tne .1:11i 

·" n. . -' ation 
UL i'Ur ,.a.. 

25 

26 

,f.. I 'Statute of the International Court ofJustice, art. 59, Oct. 24, J\14), '~ ,, ••· lVJJ. 

28 
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[;) 
:0 

("CERD"). 6 
!-'· 1 
1./l 
!-'· 2 Article 26 of the ICCPR specifically guarantees that "[a]ll persons are equal before the law 
10 

~ 'l ~n-1 "re ..ntitled without anv discrimination to the equal protection of the law." ICCPR, art. 26. In 
0 
0 4 relevant part, the Race conventton omigates " 

.. ~ .. , 
,p 

>«U~> •v 

00 
-....] 5 discrimination in all its forms and to guarantee the right of everyone, without distinction as to race, 
0 

6 colour, or national or ethnic origin, to equality before the law," including the "right to equal 

~ 

... _ ~nit ~u other or!!ans administering justice.' , lliLICie JtaJ, 

8 emphasis added. This principle is also recognized as a norm of customary international law. 

9 RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES §711 

10 cmt. c tl':I1SI). 

11 In Mr. Vanisi's view, any attempt to limit La Grand's application to German nationals would 

12 violate these cardinal principles of non-discrimination. 

n R The Annllcation of Procedural Default Rules to Bar Merits Review of This Claim 
Would Violate the Supremacy uause. 

14 The State may suggest that state rules of procedural default justify the dismissal of Mr. 
15 

V anisi' s state post-conviction application. This Court should reject such an invitation, in light of 

16 
.J . J •' -~<> ""Pr · nt state laws. 

,,., 
In La Grand, the ICJ analyzed the application of procedural detlmlt rules m a case I3CLuauy 

18 
indistinguishable from the case of Mr. Vanisi. There, Germany argued that the courts' application of 

19 
procedural default rules was inconsistent with the United States' obligations under Article 36(2) of 

20 tt~ -""''. t woo attributable 
tile viennal . .-uuvc>w;uu. , 

21 
to the failure of American authorities to comply with their Article 36( 1 )(b) obligations. 

22 

1':1 

As a result, although United States courts could and did examine the professional 
"omnetence of counsel assi!!lled to the indigent La Grands by reference to United States 
constitutional standards, the proceauraJaetauJtruJe preven · ·:~ 

24 legal significance to tbeTaCf, mter aua,<mrr w~ · · :ur "' ,_;!>".'.", ,~ . = · 
Article 36, paragraph 1, prevented Germany, in a timely fashion, from retaining private 

25 

26 6.-r>. · • fnr the · · lion of All Fonns of Racial Discrimination opened for signature May 7, 

~~ 
'na on<l •~< ,;~..1 hv tho United States Sentember 28, 1966. 600 U.N.T.S. 195. The Senate ratified tile convemion 

October 21, 1994. 140 Cong. Rec. S7634-02 (daily ed., June 24, 1994). 

28 
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m 
:0 I counsel for them and otherwise assistintTt in their defence as provided for by the 
1-'· 
1./l Convention. Under these circumstances, e procedural default rule had the effect of 
1-'· 2 preventing 'full effect [from being] ftven to the purposes for which the rights accorded 
10 under this article are intended,' an thus violated paragraph 2 of Article 36. 
·~ 3 
0 LaGraiUJ, para. 'J l. 
0 4 
,p This conclusion is entitled to deference from state courts considering identical claims. By 
00 
"-..1 5 
I-' ratifying the Optional Protocol, the United States conceded the exclusive jurisdiction of the ICJ over 

6 
, "'"";"" out of th" internretation or application of the Convention." The ICJ's authority to " . 

7 
decide such issues cannot be questioned. Because Mr.Vams1 s rauure to preserve tnis issue oy 

8 
objecting at trial was directly attributable to the failure oflocal authorities to advise him of his rights 

9 
-as in La Grand- the application of the procedural default doctrine here cannot be squared with the 

IV 
' . ' 

.Lvro 

!I 
The application of state procedural default rules would also violate the Supremacy Clause of 

12 
the United States Constitution. Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized the supremacy of treaties 

13 ~-· f>M~'· 
over state Jaws, pol!cJes, ana consurnrions. "'wes v. > .JV.L U.». -'"--, -'"-• \' '" 

14 
United States v. Pink, 315 U.S. 203 (1941). State law "must yield when it is inconsistent with, or 

15 
impairs the policy or provisions of, a treaty or of an international compact or agreement. Pink, 315 

16 
TT <! n+ 'l'l1 · ' orlriPrl\ 

17 
There can be no doubt that the appl!catJon ot procedural aeraun rules in tnis case .. v~•~ 

18 
"impair" this Court's ability to review and consider the merits of the treaty violation here. Thus, the 

19 
procedural default doctrine must give way to the United States' obligations to give "full effect" to the 

"'" A • ~1 .. ~" <'. ~ '' J• ._,n . ,. 
fnr Violations in Criminal 

r -, 

21 
Cases, 12 LEIDEN J. INT'L L. 851, 885 (1999); Jordan J. Paust, Breard and Treaty-Based Rights 

22 
Under the Consular Convention, 92 A.J.l.L. 691, 692 (1998)(federal judges may not fashion 

23 
procedural rwes to suovert tne oomeslic ent:~.:L u1 a 

24 
The State may suggest thatBreard v. Greene, 523 U.S. 371 (1998), supports the application 

25 
of procedural default rules when considering article 36 claims. Breard, however, addressed the 

26 '. 1 ml"< nf nrocedural default. It has long been accepted that federal statutes and 
?7 . ~· 

treaties are on the same footing. Whitneyv. KoDertson, 1L4 u.::s. 1~u ~ 1000 J. 1 ne sarnt: cvv~am 
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m 
:0 I for state statutes which, as noted above, must yield when they impair the United States' treaty 
1-'· 
1./l 2 obligations. Article 36(2) requires that states give "full effect. .. to the purposes for which the rights 1-'· 
10 

~ 3 accorded are intended." This treaty provision, which supercedes any inconsistent state laws, clearly 

0 Ll nf'Mr, • . 'co • ~,; •lo;m, 
0 
,p 

5 Finally, it should be noted that Mr. V anisi's Article 36 claim can be reviewed as an allegation 00 
"-..1 
10 6 of ineffective assistance of trial and appellate counsel, a claim that is timely and not procedurally 

I oarreu. nau rns preVIous counse1 oeen cogmzan~ 01 llle ngm ~o consUlar nomtcaLJon anu assts~ance, 

8 they could and should have acted to preserve Mr. V anisi' s rights under the treaty. Their failure to do 

9 so, constitutes prejudicial ineffective assistance of counsel that warrants relief by the vacating of the 

10 inn and ina from the · 

11 c. Mr.Vanisi's Death Sentence should be Vacated in Accordance with the 
Remedies Prescribed by International Law for Treaty Violations. 

12 
It is axiomatic that international law requires strict observance of due process in death penalty 

13 
'T't. T. A n. TT. T>. ~'- L ,,_ 

,,_ 1. -'· .r 
~•ow. ~ -~ v ' ILL 

notification is "prejudicial to the guarantees of due process," a state may not impose the death penalty 
15 

in the cases of individuals deprived of their Article 36 rights. OC-16/99 at para. 137. The court 
16 

concluded that the execution of a foreign national under these circumstances would constitute an 
l/ 

18 ' ' 
. Ul lllC ll1 . Ul lU Ul.;tv U Ul Ulv 1'-'-.IC "'-· ,U, 

The remedy prescribed by the Inter-American Court is consistent with the remedy required 
19 

20 
under established principles of international law. While Article 36(1)(b) of the Vienna Convention 

fails to snecifV an annronriate remedv. this omission should not be taken to mean that no remedv is 
21 

available to individuals whose rights are violated under the treaty. "[I]t is not unusual for "substantive 
22 

rights [to] be defined by [treaty] but the remedies for their enforcement left undefined or relegated 
23 

.. L -11. •'- "n. -' . "- _, "· D .J D' .L .J D . "' 
. . 

.1. "" 

"" 
'J ' 

., VJ ' 

COLUM. L. REV. 1082, 1144 (1992)(quoting Hart & Wechsler, THE FEDERAL COURTS AND 
25 

THE FEDERAL SYSTEM 533 (1988). Indeed, the International Court of Justice has recognized that 
26 

a remedy must be imposed for the breach of an international agreement -even where the remedy is 
1.1 . . 
28 

nu•p L lll Lllv LIOM Ul 4 '-"'u • ~•mvu. '' aC.Or Y a. '-"Ur ~0 W \' L , V.IUJ.j, 17<-f < .v.LJ. 
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r;-; 
:0 1 (ser. A) No.6, at 21 (July 27). 
I-'· 
1./l 
I-'· 2 The preamble to the Vienna Convention provides some guidance in this regard: it specifies that 
10 

~ 3 matters not expressly covered by the treaty are subject to customary international law. 21 U.S. T. at 79. 

0 . .. " ' "' "'--
0 .. U> U1 W LU<Ol<OlUIIO U<OL<Olllllll<O •• L.V »V.U U 

,p 
00 5 state's breach of Article 36(1) in a capital case. Vasquez, supra, at 1157; Frederic L. Kirgis, 
-....] 
w 

6 Restitution as a Remedy in US. Courts for Violations of International Law, 95 Am. J. Int'l L. 341 

7 (2001). 

8 Of the remedies commonly provided under international law, restitutio in integrum is the only 

9 one suited to the facts of Mr. Vanisi's case. See People v. Madej, 2000 Ill. LEXIS 1215 at *16- *22 

1(\ fTtl tf\ '-' T ; __ n ... n-A ,, ;n 
,_ 

thM o , .. , , ., ., .. ~ ' 

11 defendant's death sentence be vacated as a remedy for Article 36 violation, citing OC/16). Restitutio 

12 in integrum calls for "the restoration of the prior situation, the reparation of the consequences of the 

13 violation, and indemnification." Velasquez Rodriguez Case (Compensatory Damages), 7 Inter-Am. 

~ . ~ ~· ~ n_n HV">O n r> T T ,.,. '-''· "·"-· ~,.,,_ • <.U ~ 1707 )• L>~~ UJOU' 'U<.;tu' Y W '·h ... 

15 (ser. A), No. 17, at47 (Sept. 13); Case Concerning the TempleofPreah Vihear(Cambodia v. Thai!.), 

16 1962 ICJ 37 (June 15}; International Law Commission: Draft Articles on State Responsibility, 37 

17 I.L.M. 440 (1998); U.N. GAOR, 51st. 

18 The need for an effective remedy is particularly acute in a capital case. An apology - like a 

19 promise to refrain from similar violations in the future- will provide no comfort to Mr. V anisi, who 

"" 
• £_ • "· • +hn+ . nf· onil ilw• ... 

21 be strictly observed when a country seeks to impose the death penalty. See Reid v. Jamaica (No. 

22 250/1987), Report of the Human Rights Committee, GAOR, 45th Session, Supplement No. 40, Vol. 

23 IT (1990), Annex IX, J, para. 12.2, reprinted in 11 Hum. Rts. L.J. 321 (1990}("in capital punishment 
£ •• . -. 

.l'+ cases, • , Ul C>lateS r . L to rne 1\.A.-.I"KJUf'vvo" . , au "-'" > >Vl a um uLu> • 

25 .. is even more imperative''); G .A. Res. 35/172, Dec. 15, 1980 (member states must "review their legal 

26 rules and practices so as to guarantee the most careful legal procedures and the greatest possible 

27 safeguards for the accused in capital cases''); NIGEL ROD LEY, THE TREATMENT OF PRISONERS UNDER 

28 lNTERNATIONALLAw225-28 (1999); Case 11,139, Inter-Am. C.H.R. at para. 171, Report No. 57/96 
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m ,, 
:0 1 oro uecemoer 1 '1'10, V.Cl\/"efl Ltv 111.:-o, uoc. 1, rev., ~reor "J L7> L77UJ\ ' "'" 
1-'· 
1./l 2 can be executed, the accused person must be given all the guarantees established by pre-existing laws, 
1-'· 
10 which includes those rights and freedoms enshrined in the American Declaration [of the Rights and 
~ 3 

0 4 n11ti .. , ·~ 
0 
,p 

5 To fulfill the United States' obligations under Article 36, the International Covenant on Civil 00 
"-..1 
,p 6 and Political Rights, and customary international law, this Court should grant Mr. V anisi 's application 

' 
. ,_ . ' ' _L, 

I "Vl < Vl~LlVll "L> uuu 'uvu•v ~o 

8 D. Mr. V anisi was Prejudiced by the Violation of the Vienna Convention. 

9 The International Court of Justice has unequivocally rejected the notion that a defendant must 

10 demonstrate "nreiudice" before he is entitled to a remedy for an Article 36 violation: 

ll It IS 1mmatemtrror me purposes or the present case w~mer me Lauranus 'nave 
sought consular assistance from Germany, whether Germany would have rendered 

12 such assistance, or whether a different verdict would have been rendered. It is 
sufficient that the Convention conferred these rights, and that Germany and the 

l3 ~aGrae~ ':;..e;,7 ~ e[fect prevented by the breach of the United States from exercising 
'J 

14 
LaGrand, para. 74. 

15 
The Inter-American Court on Human Rights has likewise implied that a defendant need not 

16 
show prejudice, before he is entitled to a meaningful remedy for the violation. The decisions of these 

11 _, 
"'" 

.. 
·"' +1. " 

. ,. 
" I lm on~P lnmPr ~. 

" -J -. -, 
18 

considering Vienna Convention claims. 7 Particularly in a capital case, prejudice should be presumed. 
19 

Should this Court adopt a prejudice test - despite the rejection of this standard by international 
20 

tribunals a full cvidentJary neanng 1s warranted. l:See <11scuss1on, rrataron v. Dv~, 11 r .::>o ::> 11, :> 10 

21 
(2d Cir. 1994)(holding violation-ef- INS eonslllar notifieation regulations did not-- · 

22 
"fundamental" right, therefore alien must demonstrate prejudice); United States v. Esparza-Ponce, 7 

23 
t: "'' 

'lrl 1 f'IQA {c;, T\ rol 1 . -~= · ~ ·-I hooPr] on Fau/derl. -..,, .. 
"" Although he is not required to demonstrate prejudice, Mr. V anisi has amply demonstratecrtlle 
25 

harm resulting from the Article 36 violation in his case. The evidence establishes that at the time of 
26 

L.l 

28 
7 

See, e.g., Faulderv. Johnson, 81 F.3d 515, 520 (Cir. 1996) 
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f\1 
:0 
1-'· 1 

his arrest, Mr. V anisi was a bipolar psychotic who would have benefited greatly from consUlar 
1./l 
1-'· 

2 
assistance. Tongan consular officials, like their Mexican counterparts have done, could have assisted 

10 

~ . ' , . , es communicating with non English speaking family members, and 

0 
J '"' T . T .<'~ "' . . r • 

0 
4 persuading prosecuting authorities to dism1ss capital c ,p 

OE, E-5•• •J• 0 

00 
"-..1 5 

Outcry, THE ROANOKE TIMES, July 6, 1997 (noting that Mexican consulate negotiated plea 
Ul 

6 
bargains on behalf of two Mexican citizens facing the death penalty); Claire Cooper, Foes of Death 

~- J. CAr'DA~ 1BEE June26, 1994.(notmgMeXICO simervo 
I '.:nu,.ynuvnl' , 

8 
in Kentucky and California capital cases where death penalty avoided) Tonga could have served as 

9 
a liaison between the defendant and his trial counseL' Perhaps most important, given the facts of this 

10 case Tonga could have assJsteo Mr. v "";,; ; .. 
' ~ ' ~nd effective 

'0 

11 
mental health and other experts. All of these efforts are consistent with the non-exhaustive list or 

12 
functions enumerated in article 5 of the Vienna Convention.l2 21 U.S.T. 77, art. 5. 

-- rs could have sought out assistance in Mr. Vanisi' s case, and could have 
>J -o· 

14 consulted attorneys regarding standaros or represematiuu iu • _. 
. -' Th 1~• . ~m,lrl ~lon 

v• 

15 
have retained a lawyer to advise trial counseL If trial counsel appeared to be mishandling Mr. V anisi' s 

16 
case, the consulate could have petitioned the court to appoint more experienced counsel, or- if those 

~ ' ~ .. q ho"P <fln<Jht funds from the Tongan l:'oreJgnlVllmsuy to rt:<uil, 
1/ euuns "v"' 

18 additional legal counsel. 

19 
In addition to assisting Mr. V anisi obtain competent legal representation, the consulate could 

?0 have nrovided funos tor an mvestiga<u• u• 
.. . '. i+.,.;ol 1 l.~L-P.-1 the resources 

·r , 

21 
to obtain their assistance. The consulate would have been willing to assist in gathering records trom 

22 
Tonga, facilitating contact with Tongan witnesses, and arranging the transport of Tongan witnesses 

'-' T, +h. ~+h, 
thP Ton~Zan Consulate could have played as active a role as necessary to 

~J 

24 help ensure Mr. Vanisi avoided theaeath penalty. 

25 

26 ..• "." official should serve as ueffective liaison with 
· ueu.:s. .or 

," ~ '' <: =~·-r rw <:-rA'm FOREIGN AFFAIRS MANUAL §423.3, and showu .,, attomeys, courl 1 

28 

help "arrestees understand what is happening to them" as "a yardstick against which they can measure attorney 

performance." Id. at §413.4 

19 
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:0 
1-'· 1 

Had Tongan consular officials been promptly notified of Mr. Vanisi's detent10n, tney wou1u 
1./l 
1-'· 2 

have been in a position to assist him and his counsel in preparing for trial. At that point, their efforts 
10 

~ ~ 
~' I "ho"~ made a nualitative difference in his defense. Once Mr. Vanisi was sentenced to death, 

0 
0 4 there was nothing they could do w cnange ... " 
,p 
00 
-....] 5 CLAIM TWO: 
0' 

6 .•• ONEO~THETHREEAGGRAVATINGCIRCUMSTANCESFOUNDINTillSCASE: 
<~ ~ TN 1'HE COMMISSION OF 0~ ATTEMPT TO 
~ lPROPERLY BASED UPON 'I rK -

8 
MURDER RULE. UPON WHICH THE STATE SOIJtiHT ~ 
DEGREE MURDER CONVICTION, IN VIOLATION OF THE EIGHTH AND 
FOURTEENTH AMENDMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION. 

9 

10 :Slll!l!O n~: . 

11 
The record shows that Mr. Vanisi was charged in Count I with murder in the firsfifegree, a 

12 violation ofNRS 200.010 and NRS 200.030 and NRS 193.165, a felony, in that: 

1'l. t"h~ oaid defendant durin!! the course of and in furtherance of an ~ed~obbery did 
willfully and unlawfully murd~~~~rge~l '_u~u. l ~· ... a. ·.:, ' 

14 on or about January n, l':l':llS,mUKIHauu ., ~ 
being, in the perpetration and/or furtherance of an armed robbery ... 

IS 
(TT, Vol. VI, 1009). 

16 ,, _, 't"hot mhPn ,~,., inrvimnosed a death sentence for the murder, it found , 
·~ " three aggravating circumstances: ( 1) the murder occurrea m the comm1ssion v1 u, un "r 

18 commit robbery; (2) the victim was a peace officer engaged in the performance of his official duties, 

19 and the defendant knew or reasonably should have known the victim was a peace officer; and (3) the 

20 
murder IDVOJVeU 

21 The inclusion of this first aggravator: that the murder occurred in the commission of or an 

22 attempt to commit robbery, which is based upon the predicate felony used to fmd felony murder, 
..,, 

rise to the instant claim. 
24 

Le~:al Ar~:ument. 
25 The Eighth Amendment prohibits the infliction of cruel and unusual punishments. In 1972, 

26 . ,, .. schemes which do not adequately guide the sentencers' 

"'" ~ ,, •• ~ discretion and thus permit the arbitrary and capnctous tmposmon 01 ""' Ul'"w , 

28 
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[;) 
:0 Eighth and Fourteenth Amendments. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U .:::.. 1 )J, .:vo-u ', ..,,. L. cu. "" o_,,, ;;; 
1-'· I 
1./l 
1-'· 2 S. Ct. 2909 (1976) (plurality opinion) (summarizing Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238, 33 L. Ed. 2d 
10 

~ 3 346 92 S. Ct. 2726 (1972)); Id. at 220-21 (White, J., concurring) (same). 

0 .. ., .. I ornr~o 'th<e enth Amendment's 
0 4 The~:~tgmn 
,p 

'.v "' 

00 
5 Due Process Clause. Robinson v. California, 370 U.S. 660, 666, 8 L. Ed. 2d 758, 82 S. Ct. 1417 

-....] 
-....] 

6 (1962); U.S. Const. amend. XN, § I. As a result, the U. S. Supreme Court has held that to be 
. •• oU, .-. 

'7 a canital sentencing scheme "must genumely narrow ""' ", .... u•y 

8 
the death penalty and must reasonably justify the imposition of a more severe sentence on the 

9 defendant compared to others found guilty of murder." Zantv. Stephens, 462 U.S. 862,877,77 

'M ~ ~ ')'7~0 {1 nM' " 
lU L. CU. LU "-'-'> •V-' u. ' 
11 The Nevada Supreme Court recently recognized that "Nevada's current aetmltion or 

12 murder is broader than the definition in 1972 when Furman temporarily ended executions in the 

13 
United States." McConnell v. State, 120 Nev. Adv. Op. No. 105, 102 P.3d 606,622 (2004)(citation 

14 ormttea). 

15 
On the issue of narrowing as required by Furman, the McConnell court recognized that one 

-

16 legal scholar concluded: "At a bare minimum, then, a narrowing device must identify a more 

1'7 · ~nd more culpable class of first degree murderaerenoaniS--unti~Cwoo l""_;:: 
.. 

-.-

18 homicide class." Richard A. Rosen, Felony Murder and the Eighth Amendment Jurisprudence of 

19 Death, 31 B.C.L. Rev. 1103, 1124 (1990). 

•L , rnnrt ;,.. M.-rnnnell found: 
.:u -~VIU.Uf5'}> -,. 

21 So it is clear that Nevada's defmition of felony murder does not auoru 

constitutional narrowing. 
22 

McConnell, 102 P .3d at 622 (emphasis added). 
23 . 

TheMcl onne conn mt:n 
24 We therefore deem it impermissible under the United States and Nevada 

25 
Constitutions to base an aggravating circumstance in a capital prosecution on the 
felony upon which a felony murder is predicated. . 

26 
" " 1m P ~rl ~• 624 f eml'lhasis added). 

'!7 
The McConnell court clanheu us rUJmg: 

28 
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m 
:0 1 [I]n cases where the State bases a first-degree murder conviction in whole or part on 
1-'· 
1./l 

felony murder, to seek a death sentence the State will have to prove an aggravator 
1-'· 2 other than one based on the felony murder's predicate felony. 
10 

~ 3 -MCconnt;IblOrr.ruat 624. --
----- -~-

____ ,. __ -- ·----- --·-- --

0 ·~ ·' . ' ~ >P o•~n ·onrl I thP 
0 4 \..One '-'Ull , lU~ -. 
,p 
00 5 State: 
"-..1 
00 

6 W ~ ;~ef~;erohibit the State from selecting amon~ multiple felonies that occur during 
"an· · · · >le course of conduct having one principal criminal purpose" and using one 

7 to establish felony murder and another to support an aggravalmg c!Tcumsw.t'""· 

8 McConnell, 102 P .3d at 624-25. 

9 Thus, under the authority ofMcConnell, the first aggravator found in this case, that the murder 

.J• ... .•. 'In 
,, .. is unconstitutional and therefore 

lV u"~u -J 

11 invalid. 

12 Remedy. 

13 The State must prove beyond a reasonable doubt that this error did not effect the ultimate 

' ' .. l. -· _, thP ;,~, moo ' ' hv this 
14 senu:nce 01 ueaw. " U'-' J 'J 

15 aggravating circumstance, the State cannot meet its burden. It cannot be known how much weight the 

16 jury gave this aggravating circumstance, in comparison to the other two, and in light of any mitigating 

17 ~irr.urnstances. Therefore the sentence of death m this case must be oveftllfileu anu a new jury 

18 empaneled to consider the appropriate sentence. 

19 For this court -- or any other -- to reweigh the aggravating circumstances on its own, or to 

" 
_,, • • ;" .-hQ F, 'nfthis · .. 

! circumstance would violate 
..:;v '" "J 

21 the Due Process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution. Any findmg 

22 by this court that harmless error occurred as a result of this invalid aggravator would be mere 

23 speculation and conjecture. To uphold anything as serious as the penalty of death upon such improper 

24 conjecture WOUlOlll'! Lu aumi<, as JUSric<,-
.. "*" . .. -~ -· . • In on~,. 

•~ru=, 

25 objective way those persons who should be condemned to die is one that remains beyond the 

26 capacities ofthe criminal justice system." Godfreyv. Georgia, 466 U.S. at 440, 100 S.Ct. at 1770 

?7 n MAR«HALL Concurring). 

28 Moreover, the United States Supreme Court decision of Ring v. Arizona, 536 U.S. 584, 153 

22 
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m 
:0 
!-'· 

I L.Ed.2d 556, 122 S.Ct. 2428, (2002) held that a courtmaynot reweigh the aggravatmg and rmtlgatmg 

1./l 
2 circumstances in light of a finding that one or more aggravating circumstances were found to be 1-'· 

10 
~- 3 invalid. The Court in Ring considered a situation in which the Supreme Court of Arizona agreed with 

0 n.' •'- •'- -~- ~ •• th N · ,J ~~,,.. l~u~l moo ' ;0~· ·~ thP 
0 ._. .... -rr 
,p 
00 5 aggravating circumstance of depravity, State v. Ring, 200 Ariz. 267, 281-82, 25 P .3d 1139, 1153-1154 
-....] 
>D 6 (200 1 ), but it upheld the trial court's finding on the aggravating factor of pecuniary gain. The Arizona 

7 Supreme Court then reweighed that remammg aggravaung racwr agams1: me soJe midga,ing 

8 circumstance (Ring's lack of a serious criminal record), and affirmed the death sentence. Id., 200 Ariz. 

9 at 282-284, 25 P.3d at 1154-1156. The U. S. Supreme Court reversed the judgment of the Arizona 

Ill .rmnt R;n<> <;<t>TT <: ot <;Q(; 'O:oc,al.m.' ·'i v. New Jersev. 530 U.S. 466 147 L.Ed.2d 

11 435, 120 S. Ct. 2348, (2000); Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands v. Bow1e, 236 F.3d 

12 1109 (91h Cir.2001); Moore v. Morton, 255 F.3d 95 (3d Cir. 2001); State v. Ward. 555 S. E. 2d 251 

13 (N.C. 2001); State v. Allen, 353 N.C. 504,546 S.E. 372 (N.C.2001); Peo11le v. Kuntu, 196 TIL 2"d 

A '"~ ry~""''~ "udoon rm """" 
-~ ' , .. , ,. . .,. 
15 The Supreme Court in Ring based its decision upon Ail!lremli v. New Jersey, 530 U.S. 446 

16 (2000), in which the Court unequivocally held: "Other than the fact of a prior conviction, any fact that 

17 increases the penalty for a cnmeoeyond theprescnoed statutorymmnmum mustOe suomitreo w a jury 

18 and proven beyond a reasonable doubt." Id. Citing its previous decision in Jones v. United States, 

19 526 U.S. 227 (1999), the Court held: 

1() w;th•'- • fnftho ,.._ ,.._ 
'1 ~ · rse the statement 

nfth" ml<" oPt forth ;n thP, oninions in that case: ''fnt is unconstitutional for 
21 a legislature to remove from the jury the assessment of facts that increase the 

22 
prescribed range of penalties to whiCh a criminal defendant is exposed. It is equally 
clear that such facts must be established by proof beyond a reasonable doubt. ' 526 
U.S. at 252-253, 119 S.Ct. !215 (o)inion of STEVENS, J.); see also id., at 253, 119 

23 S.Ct. 1215 (opinion of SCALIA, J .. 

~-. ill· 

25 The concurring opinions of the Court's most conservative justices were equally unequivocal: 

26 What ultimately demolishes the case for the dissenters is that they are unable 
to sav what the right to trial by jury does guarantee if, as they assert, it does not 

27 guarantee- -what It has been assumea m guarant~ mrougnou: our nistory- - · 
~-nave a Jury ae1:ennme mose ,ac,s w"' uno 

28 allows. 

23 
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1-'· 

... 
1./l [T]he ftarantee that "[i]n all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the 1-'· 2 
10 right to ... tria , by an impartial ju~r;" has no intelligible content unless it means that all 

~ 3 the facts which must exist in or ~r to subject the defendant to a legally prescribed 

0 • lllU>l UC lUWlU uy IJJ"JUfY• 

0 .. 
,p Id. at 17 (Scalia, J ., concurring) (emphasis supplied). 
00 5 
00 In order for an accusation of a crime (whether by indictment or some other 
0 

6 form) to be propeigh,der the common law, and thus proper under the codification of 
the common-law ri ts in the Fifth and Sixth Amendments, it must allege all elements 

7 of that crime; likeWise, m oraer tor a Jury tna1 OI a cnme ro oe proper, au e oUl 

the cnme must oe proven to toe Jury. 
8 ... 

[A] "crime" includes every fact that is by Jaw a basis for imposing or increasing 
9 punishment (in contrast with a fact that mitigates punishment). Thus, if the legislature 

"' 
defines ~~me core crime and then pro~~;s for increasing the punishment of that crime 
"-~- n -~-, ·;.f onmP • - r SOrt includinQ: the faCt Of a 
.:;;~~ - . - - thP rnfP Crime and the aggravatinQ: fact tO!!ether COnStitute an 

11 ~gravated crime, just as much as grand larceny ts an aggravated10rm Ofpellt larceny. 
e a~ating fact is an element of the aggravated crime. Similarly, if the legislature, 

12 rather creating grades of crime, has provided for setting the punishment of a crime 
based on some fact- - such as a fine that is proportional to the value of stolen goods -

13 -that fact is also an element. N~ m!l_lti-factor parsing of statut~~· ... '?.~~e sort that we 
• · • A'7'i n <' '7n · 

~ave ··r ,,,":~·~~ •· •'- ,_: l~ · \· -, nr r~nnP ~f . · \ "~",;.- ;,h·i~h-th~ 
l'T 

~;~~ecution i;Jby law entitled for' a given 'set of facts. Each fact necessary for that 
15 entitlement is an element. 

16 Id. at I, 8-19 (Thomas, J., concurring). 

17 Under this analysts, there can be no oouot mat the aggravating eire oy 

18 Nev. Rev. Stat. § 200.033 are "elements" of capital murder. Nev. Rev. Stat. § 200.030 defines the 

19 degrees of murder and prescribes the maximum punishments allowed.
9 First degree murder is 

~" '',1-m 'tPrmo R?flfl fl1(){4)(b ). but it is nunishable by death "only if --
21 one or more aggravating circumstances are found and any mitigating circumstance or crrcumstances 

22 

23 ""-r6 .. "6" >:tot S onn motA\ 
A ·~•M of murder of the first de<rree is guilty of a category A felony and shaH be punished: 

""' (a) By death, only if one or more aggravating circumstances are found and any mitigating circumstance or 

25 circnmstances which are found do not outweigh the aggravating circumstance or circumstances; or 
(b) By imprisonment in the state prison; 

26 (1) For life without the possibility of parole; 
12) For life with the possibility of parole, with eligibility for parole beginning when a maximum of 

27 20 years has been served; or 
(3) For a defmite term of 50 years, with ehg!Olltty tor parole oegmrung wnen a mmnnum ouv Y"''" 

28 has been served. 

24 
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[;) 
:0 I which are found do not outweigh the aggravatmg crrcums1ance or cir 

" 0 m, 

1-'· 

..... ,, ~ 1\~) 

1./l 
1-'· 2 (emphasis supplied). The crucial role of aggravating circumstances as elements of capital-eligible fust 
10 

~ 3 degree murder is further demonstrated by the last sentence of§ 200.030(4): "A determination of 

0 
' ~~'"' '" ,. ' to fix the ncnaltv at imprisonment forlife 

0 " ,p 
00 5 with or without the possibility of parole." 
00 
1-' 

6 Thus, under state law both the existence of aggravating factors, and the determination that the 
.. r_ -' nf rlPQth 

7 aggravating factors are not omwetgneu oy 'u" , 

8 eligibility and are necessary to increase the maximum punishment provided for first degree murder 

9 from the various possible sentences of imprisonment to death. Under Apprendi, the due process 

'" , ~· tl, ' >ort.,•o 1 ~ · n reouires those elements to be decided by a jury. Accordingly, 
e 

11 any procedure which would allow judges to make thosermaings;-u-y pu>~- " -ur 

12 otherwise, is unconstitutional. 

l3 The unconstitutionality of the Nevada procedure is further demonstrated by the distinction 

. . ' .. • onrl th" L - u; • in Walton v. Arizona 497 U.S. 639 (1990). , .. W4'"' W 

15 ,In Aporendi, the Court distinguished Walton, holding that the rule it announced would not "render 

16 invalid state capital sentencing schemes requiring judges, after a jury verdict holding a defendant 

" .r ~- -•L n Trl 

17 guilty of a capital come, to nna spec111c ag.,. -e 

18 at 16 (citation omitted; emphasis added). The court relied on the reasoning in Justice Scalia's opinion 

19 in Almendarez-Torres v. United States, 523 U.S. 224,257 n. 2 (1998) (Scalia, J., dissenting): 

~" · ·• r th,. "Q'"'' .-it.·A. nor anv other case, permits a judge to determine the existence 
.-.f' • f'oe+M ""'hi.-,h makes a crime a capital offense. wnat tne cneu cases nom;,~=~· 

21 once a jury has found the defendant guilty or illtne elements u• ~ wu;~u 
carries as tts maximum penalty the sentence of death. it may be left to the judge to 

22 decide whether that maxtmum penalty, rather than a lesser one, ought to be imposed .... 
The terson who is char~ed with actions that expose him to the death penalty has an 

23 abso ute entitlement to Jury trial on all the elements of the charge. 

' " TT .. A. thP A ' scheme at issue in Walton, the statute 
--zzt -a< •v 

25 provides that the maximum penalty for first degree murder is death. Ariz. Rev. Stat. § 131 

26 105(C)("First degree murder is a class 1 felony and is punishable by death or life imprisonment as 
· 1 ,,_ ,v;nn _, 

27 provided by§ 13-703. '); walton v. zo , 't':J/ u.;:o:ar-v~J ' 

28 By contrast, under Nevada law the penalty of death is not the maximum penalty for fust degree 

25 
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m 
:0 I murder simpliciter: the statute itself provides that the penalty is not available tor nrst degree murder 
1-'· 
1./l 

2 unless additional elements-- the existence of aggravating circumstances, and the failure of mitigating 1-'· 
10 

~ 3 circumstances to outweigh the aggravating circumstances -- are found. See A~mrendi at 29 (Thomas, 

0 ' · _, <n>r r. ........ ~-: - - f'.-.r' 
0 .. , ·~ 'J 

,p 
00 5 or increasing the prosecution's entitlement - - it is an element.") Simply put, a jury's verdict of first 
00 
10 6 degree murder under Nevada law is not "a jury verdict holding a defendant guilty of a capital crime," 

7 Id. at 1 6, because the statute Jtsen prov10es mal me pun1sumen, 01 uea,u is uu< Ull 

8 the basis of that verdict, but can be imposed "only if' further fmdings are made to increase the 

9 available maximum punishment. 

"' ·l>;nn f(, A · ..t: th" ~.nmts nf" ' · c.nnstitutionallv oroceed to make the 

II fmdings in this case regarding the existence of aggravating factors and/or the weighing of m1tigatmg 

12 factors to aggravating factors which are necessary to increase the maximum punishment for the 

13 offense to a death sentence. Findings of these element~ of capital murder can constitutionally be made 

A ·'--'-
·~ VWJ JJ 'J' 'J• 

15 Finally, this Court is bound to follow A~mrendi and Ring under the supremacy clause of the 

16 United States Constitution: 

17 

18 This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made in Pursuance 
thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made, ooder the Authority of the 

19 United States, shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Jud~es in every State 

'lll 

shall be bound therebl., any Thing in the Constitution or Laws o any State to the 

21 U.S. Const. Art. VI; Powell v. Nevada, 511 U.S. 79 (1994) (state court cannot refuse to apply federal 

22 constitutional retroactivity doctrine); Nev. Const. Art. 1 § 2. 

23 Because neither this court not the Nevada Supreme Court can constitutionally make the 

~ <L .... . {", or ' ~ n~m ;,~, +~ 

-"'+ Ul •v ' J 

25 determine the appropriate sentence. 

26 II 

27 II 

28 II 
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~- I CLAIM THREE: 
1./l 

2 THE ~KlCl ':S FJI.II.TT TO ,\ IW V ANI~.I 1 '0 ~ 1-'· 

~ 
.PI UANTTO F'ARETTA v. .TED.IN -3 JC.RlUlR cM( ~T tV~'AL 101 'HE ~H' '1 ~ .. "IN 

(J 
A 

~ 
00 5 Supoorting Facts: 
00 
w 6 

On June 23, 1999, a closed hearing was held before the District Court to address the Motion 
I 

8 
of Mr. Vams1 to :his , the vv """u~ Public s ()ffirp and to 

' . 
9 new counsel. The court heard from Mr. V anisi, who informed the court that his counsel had not given 

10 L, -11 ... .~.. . 1.. ·" " " .~.. ·'• 1.. .. ·'· • .1. A. ,;_;, .. , ub 

11 
based upon limited information. Further, Vanisi informed the court that his own research contradicted 

12 

13 
what his attorneys were telling him. (Transcript of Proceedings, hereinafter "TOP", June 23, 1999, 

1 A <;) 

15 The court would not accept Mr. Vanisi's claim of a conflict of counsel without specific 

16 
information about the ·" "conflict. (TOP, June 23, 1999, 5-6). Vanisi repeatedly asked the Court 

17 

18 
for ~in what it wanted him to ~vnlo (TOP, June 23, 1999, 7, 8, 9). v i11HSI I that: 

19 (1) his attorneys weren't giving him sound advice; (2) they were not spending adequate time with him; 

?0 " '~"- .,_ . "· _,, " "- ., . "-· ... 'l'L " ,.,,....,.. 1. ... ~ """' ~•~\~J"V •~o >LLVUo"'V"'' LUVVVUH omv•v• ,.~ •• -~V~J. 'JJJ> 

21 
12). Mr. V anisi then stated that his research had shown that he could not be prosecuted twice, that 

22 

23 
the State could not retry his case after the initial mistrial. (TOP, June 23, 1999, 15, 17). He 

" +1. '1.;" ,, ";" '" +1. ,, +1. ;, .... l'l'f'YP l• -'J1. 
~~ . 'J ,. . , 

25 1999, 17). Further, Vanisi explained that Mr. Specchio, his lead counsel, had put on the record that 

26 
had seen V anisi over 20 times, but that the visitation records showed that he he and his 

27 

28 
had not been there even 10 times. {TOP, June 23, 1999, 28-29). 

27 
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m 
:0 1 The court expressed its opinion then that Mr. V anisi was merely attempting to delay the trial. 
!-'· 
1./l 
!-'· 2 
10 (TOP, June 23, 1999, 33-34). The court denied Mr. Vanisi's motion. (TOP, June 23, 1999, 34). 

~ 3 
0 Afterward, one ofVanist's lawyers,J\.!I. Uregory, tmploreatlfe conn w taKe imo I nOW 
0 .. 
,p 
00 5 difficult it was for him to have a substantive conversation with Mr. Vanisi. (TOP, June 23, 1999,37-
00 
,p 

6 38). Then Mr. Gregory requested that Mr. Vanisi be medicated in order to make dealing with him 

7 .. .UL 
,_ ·"-· easter. CroP, mne .t.j, ~~~~. 511). tne ..__uw• . <O<U V •um "vu•u uu • 

8 

9 
the administration of any medications to verify his competence under the medications. (TOP, June 

"' ">-:t 1 ooo ~o\ On Tn1v 1? 1 QQQ ~n FY-narte Order for Medical Treatment was entered to provide 

11 V anisi with Lithium and Wellbutrin and Titrate. 

12 
On August 03, 1999, another sealed hearing was held in which Mr. Gregory informed the 

13 
Court that Mr. Vanisi had been refusing to cooperate With them. l!Ul', August Uj, 1,~,, IJ. tvu. 

1'+ 

15 Gregory informed the Court that he had informed Mr. Vanisi of his right to represent himself under 

16 Faretta, infra, and Vanisi had indicated that he wished to do so. (TOP, August 03, 1999, 1). Mr. 

17 ··- " 
.. 

Vamst then personally requestea me same uom uu: ~.;uun. 1""" vuua ma< 
··~· 

18 

19 
have to put the motion in writing. (TOP, August 03, 1999, 2). 

~" r.. ~,m,ot (l<; 1000 Von;o; fit, . .-j a '' . , for s,lf-Reoresentation. On August 10, 
-~ 

21 1999, a hearing was held on the motion. The Court canvassed V anisi pursuant to SCR 253 and heard 

22 
testimony from a psychiatrist who had treated Vanisi. On August 11, 1999, the Court entered an 

23 
Or.-1,. • .-l .. nvin<> Vanisi's Motion for Self-Representation. The Court based tts dectston upon mree 

L4 

25 grounds: (1) the motion was made for purpose of delay; (2) Vanisi was abusing the judicial process 

26 and presented a danger of disrupting subsequent court proceedings; and (3) the case was a complex, 

27 .. ~ 

death penalty case, and me court had concerns aoom v anisi s 
.. 

.• ,• <U -r uu 

28 

28 
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m 
:0 I a fair trial. The Nevada Supreme Court ruled that the third reason was invalid. Vanisi v. State, 117 
1-'· 
1./l 2 1-'· Nev. 330,22 P.3d 1164 (2001). 
10 

~ 3 

0 A 
1 ne omer lWO grounas are not supponea oy me recora. 1ne aispute OelWeen v anisi ana hiS 

0 
,p 

lawyers was long-standing and by all appearances, actual and legitimate. Therefore, the finding that 00 5 
00 
Ul 6 the F aretta motion was made for the purpose of delay was arbitrary and capricious. Indeed, as 

I .. ,_. ' . . . .. 
'OUJHU' UOH" VV U"U ' ~U~J ~~ auu r JV 

8 

9 
appeal the court's denial of his motion to dismiss his counsel, the court unexplainedly expressed its 

10 opinion then that Mr. Vanisi was merelv attemoting to delay the trial. (TOP June 23 1999 33-34). 

II Accordingly, the record reflects that by the filing of his Faretta motion, Mr. Vanisi was merely 

12 
attempting to resolve a documented and long-standing conflict between himself and the Public 

13 

1A 
uetenaer s Utnce. Hecause the courtnaa retusea to grant hiS mot10n tor new counsel, Vantst was lett 

15 with no other option than to ask to represent himself. 

16 Accordingly, no abuse of process nor intentional disruption is shown on the record. The record 

l'l .. 
,. . au v . "". ' "''-"' ruJU "-'" vv <t>UV<O 

, 
18 

19 
Office. Mr. Vanisi first attempted to dismiss his counsel. When he was not successful, he attempted 

?.0 to .L' -"' as set forth suvra. Vanisi raised actual and snecific conflicts as well 

21 as intelligent and discrete legal issues in his motions. There were not repetitive motions filed, nor any 

22 
patently frivolous arguntents raised. Although it sometimes took Mr. V anisi some time to express his 

23 

~· 
thoughts and arguments to the court, he was at all tnnes respectful of the court and polite m ills 

~-

25 requests. For example, in imploring the Court's assistance to free one of his hands during the 

26 proceeding so he could review his papers for his argument, he referred to himself as "an English 

:u 
genueman. \ J vr, June..:.:>, 10'701, JU J· 

28 

29 
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m 
:0 I Indeed, in one hearing when Mr. Gregory was complaining about Mr. V anisi being manic, the 1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 Court disagreed, finding him "excitable," but not manic. (TOP, June 23, 1999, 37). Specifically, the 

~ 3 
0 court found that Mr. Vanisi was no worse than trial counsel; Mr. Gregory. (TOP, June 23, 1999;-TIT 
0 4 
,p 
00 5 These facts belie any finding that Mr. Vanisi was abusing the process or somehow intolembly 
00 
0' 

6 disruptive. 

7 
Even the Concurnng vpm10n m me Nevaoa :supreme coun agre~u 

8 

9 
in denying Vanisi's request to represent himself on the grounds that his request was for the purpose 

tn n4' A~lou · · ~~ D 'l-1 ot 117<1 tho> . ·~- .. 
1 found that the record did not 

>V ---
11 reflect that V anisi had been or indication that he would be disruptive. Id. Justice Rose: 

12 
I question whether the district court's fmdings provide a "strong indication" that Vanisi 

13 would be disruptive at trial. Many of the court's findings are more indicative of 
inconvenience than disruption. A request for self-representation should not be denied 

l't solely "'because of the inherent inconvenience often caused by pro se litigants.' 

15 
I d. 

16 

17 JustJceTose~Wlm wnom Justices -o· .ano 

18 My review of the record reveals that, at least at the hearing on the motion for self-

19 
representation, V anisi was generally articulate, respectful, and responsive during 
rigorous examination by the district court. It does not appear that V anisi actually 

~n " · · -•- ', tn~ ~nn..t1o fT,, · , with"·. · · ho~ ~nmP. 
~v -r . ' 

Ui1M> ... 

21 

22 The transcript of this hearing as a whole reveals that V anisi was generally respectful 
to the court, rarely interrupted or continued speaking inappropriately, and complied 

23 when the court told him to refrain from such conduct. 

:.14 
Vanisi, 22 P.3d at 1174-75. 

25 

26 
Finally, the Concurring Opinion noted that counsel for the State as well as counsel for the 

27 detense agreed that V ams1 nao oeen anymmg om oisruptive. , -"-" r . .>u "' u u. Ulv 

28 
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m 
:0 I Court's decision otherwise is belied by the record and should be reversed. !-'· 
1./l 
!-'· 2 
10 Legal Argument. 
~ 3 
0 Structural Error. 
0 'f 
,p 
00 5 In Arizona v. Fulminate, 499 U.S. 279, 306-12, 113 L.Ed.2d 302, II S.Ct. 1246 (1991), Chief 
00 
-....] 

6 Justice Rehnquist, speaking for a majority of the court, distinguished between "trial error" and 

7 
"structural error m determmmg whemer a reaeral consmunona1 vtolation couJa oe ana1yzeu unuer 

8 

9 
the Chapman test or required automatic reversal. The Court explained that "structural error" is a 

"-'~"" ,. . ··' • • ... > ·~t, thPtriol ·' <On P~M ;,.. fhP.tri~l 
1V 

II process itself." ld. at 310. Examples of structural error include total deprivation of the right to 

12 
counsel at trial, a judge who is not impartial, the unlawful exclusion of members of the defendant's 

13 
race from a <>rand iurv. <lenrivation of the right to self-representation at trial and deprivation of the 

14 

15 right to public trial. Id. at 309-10. Because the entire conduct of the trial is affected, structural error 

16 defies analysis by "harmless-error" standards. Id. 

17 
In Chapman v. California, 386 U.:S. llS, 11 L. bd. :ld /U), lS7 ::;. Ct. !124 (1':!67), me unnea 

18 

19 
States Supreme Court indicated that a violation of the right to counsel may be error that is reversible 

U+L -+L o~ hooi~ +~ o · +l. cthPir 
~v .t' -cr 

21 infraction can never be treated as harmless error," citing Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 9 L. 

22 
Ed. 2d 799, 83 S. Ct. 792 (1963), as support. Chapman, 386 U.S. at 23 & n.S. 

23 
'T'J,, ' • r~nri ho• !that · ' r<>vP.rsal occurs where the defendant is 

L4 -. 

25 denied substantive due process. Manleyv. State, 115 Nev. 114, 123, 979 P.2d 703,708 (1999), citing 

26 Guyette v. State, 84 Nev. 160, 166-67 n.1, 438 P.2d 244,248 n.1 (1968). 

27 
II 

28 
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m 
:0 1 The Am:!lication of Faretta. 1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 In Faretta v. California, 422 U.S. 806, 821 (1975), the Supreme Court held that an accused has 

~ 3 
0 a Sixth Amendment right to conduct his or her own defense in a criminal case. See i.ifso Martmez v. 
0 " ,p 
00 5 Court of Appeals, 528 U.S. 152, 154 (2000); U.S. v. Purnett, 910 F.2d 51, 54 (2d Cir. 1990) ("The 
00 
00 

6 right to self-representation and the assistance of counsel are separate rights depicted on the opposite 

7 
sides orthe same Sixth Amendment com.'); l:'OWier v. Loums, L)j J:<.jO L'l'l, L'l~ V>tn cir . .t.VVIJ 

8 

9 
("The Sixth Amendment implies a right of self-representation."). 

'~ •• •l.~ f'nm+ 
.. · thP >:ivth 

. . 
1 the Due 

'v ' 
11 Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, that states recognize the right of self representation in 

12 
criminal trials. The Court concluded that such was required. Id., at 818-820. The Court also found 

13 
that this rimt did not arise from a defendant's power to waive the right to assistance of counsel; it was 

14 

15 held to be an independent right found in the structure and history of the Constitution. Id., at 820. 

16 In discussing the language of "assistance of counsel," the Court observed that "the Sixth 

17 
Amendment contemplated that counsel ... shall De an aid to a willing dejendant not an organ or 

18 

19 
the State interposed between an unwilling defendant and his right to defend himself personally." Id. 

·~ 
, .. • ' , .t. -'--"~ "· nnlu ~ ~n..l l~<Yal 

~v -- v 

21 fiction." Id., at 821. 

22 
As the Faretta Court pointed out, "In the long history of British criminal jurisprudence, there 

23 
n lu nn~ ...;J..,nol thot ~u~r · I the nractice of forcin<> counsel unon an unwillin<> defendant 

24 --
25 in criminal proceedings"- the Star Chamber. Id. 

26 The Petitionert fared no better, in regards to his choice of counsel vs. self representation, than 

27 
did defendants in the Star Chamber. The Star Chamber specialiZed m trymg pohtical ottenses, ana 

28 
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m 
:0 I "for centuries symbolized disregard ofbasic individual rights." Id. Considering some of the political !-'· 
1./l 
!-'· 2 
10 aspects of the prosecution ofMr. V anisi, he may well feel that he was tried in a modern Star Chamber. 
~ 3 
0 The -"-1< are The Star Chamber was efficient and arbitrarv at enforcin" hi!!h state 
0 4 
,p 
00 5 policy. Id., at 822, fn 17. 
00 
'.[) 

6 The right of self representation in colonial times was fervently insisted upon. Id., at 826. 

7 
Lawyers at that time were "synonymous with the cringing Attorneys-General and Solicitors-General 

8 

9 
of the Crown and the arbitrary Justices of the King's Court, all bent on the conviction of those who 

.A +1. • v: , 
" T ..l 

JV ., • y 

11 The notion of compulsory counsel was totally foreign to the Founders. ld., at 833. "[T]here 

12 
is no evidence the colonists and the Framers ever doubted the right of self-representation, or 

13 . -1 th<>t thl• rluht . h .. . . . · tn thP rluht nf, . 
" Trl 

14 

15 [Emphasis added]. 

16 The Eleveth Circuit has imagined what the Framers did not, holding that the right to self-

17 
representation is inferior to the right to counsel, and does not attach until asserted. Stano v. Dugger, 

18 

19 
921 F.2d 1125, 1143 (11th Cir. 1991). That holding directly contradicts the historical analysis of the 

' ' TT .. .. ' ' -'-" ~ vUUH H> • U <UOU <VY'-' ~•u OvHOv. UU" '-'~' 'll'-' "QL'' <V Ua'''-' 

21 "assistance of counsel" in defending oneself be preeminent over the prior right to defend oneself? 

22 
How can the right to speak through an agent be superior to the prior right to speak directly? 

23 
A +1. ·" ... "~ ·" .... ... "' " ' A " 

, 
24 ... ' 

25 understood a bit differently than they may be today. "Attorney" was defmed in Samuel Johnson's 

26 Dictionary of the English Language (1770), as "such a person as by consent, commandment, or 

7.7 

28 
request ... takes upon him the charge of other men's business, in their absence." [Emphasis added]. 
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• • 00 

~ 
:0 
!-'· 

I This brings to mind today's similar "power of attorney." 
1./l 
!-'· 2 
10 "Counselor," on the other hand, was defined as: "One that gives advice; confident [sic], bosom 
2 3 
0 friend; one that is consulted in a case of law." Samuel Johnson's Dictionarv dthe Enrzlish LanPUa<'e 
0 .. 
,p 
00 
<D 

5 (1770). 

0 
6 The attorneys appointed to represent Mr. V anisi at trial, were not his representatives, not in 

7 
any sense omer man mat or tenuous ana unacceptaDie legal J!Ct!on. At the time the Framers adopted 

8 

9 
the Constitution, the term "representative" was defined to mean "one exercising the vicarious power 

"' ~;u~n hu .. "n . ' . , 'o •tl~ . I:". -1.".1. T . n -.-un 
. - -- ' VJ• 

11 "Counsel [advice] is only given to those who are willing to have it." On Municipal 

12 
Government, The Works of James Wilson [Supreme Conrt Justice] (1804), quoting Baron 

13 
Puffendorf.Mr. Vanisi did not willine:lv accept counsel from nnr o his ri"ht to sn""lc tn his 

l't 

15 attorneys. 

16 The Founders believed that self-representation was a basic right, a natural right. Faretta, 422 

17 

18 
U.S. at lUll. The nght to seucrepresentatlon IS nothing more than an expression of the natural right 

19 of self defense, the right of selt~preservation, the first right recognized by any civilized people. See 

~n nL .1. ' J..L 1 ~1. 1 1~0 Tt . _,., ,., _,.. , '· , , '-, , , . .,. 

21 spelled out in a Constitution or a Bill ofRights -no one would have thought to deny it. It preexisted 

22 
the Constitution, remains an unenumerated right, and, as such, still prevails. See the Ninth 

23 
llnitPrt !':t.tPs (', ThP- ri "ht tn p . 

·~n~ .th~n 
-zlt 

25 the right of self representation, and apparently was thought in need of an express written guarantee. 

26 Thus, the Sixth Amendment guarantee. 

27 

28 
The Supreme Conrt inFaretta analyzed whether the defendant had knowingly and intelligently 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 I chosen to forego the benefits of counsel, counsel which was later forced upon him. Faretta, 422 U.S. !-'· 
1./l 

2 !-'· 
10 at 835. Substituting the Petitioner's name and appropriate facts, the Faretta analysis would now read: 

~ 3 
0 A 

Here, L months J betore tnal, V ANISI clearly and unequivocally declared to the court that he wanted 
0 ~ 

,p 
to represent himself and did not want counsel. The record affirmatively shows that V ANISI was 00 5 

<D 
I-' 

6 literate, competent, and understanding, and that he was voluntarily exercising his infonned free will. 

7 
1 ne coun nau wameu . mat ne mougm n was a mistaKe not w accept me assistance or counsel, 

8 

9 
and that V ANISI would be required to follow all the "ground rules" of trial procedure. We need make 

Hl no . .L"L rwell 'ANT~Tharl I the· :of the rmlP. anrl 

11 the [federal code provisions] ... For his technical legal knowledge, as such, was not relevant to an 

12 
assessment of his knowing exercise of the right to defend himself. 

l3 
In forcing V ANISI, under these circumstances, to accept against his will a [court-appointed .. 

15 attorney], the court deprived his ofhis constitutional right to conduct his own defense. Accordingly, 

16 the judgment before us is vacated ... Paraphrasing Faretta, 422 U.S. at 835-836. 

17 
1t IS no answer to me rel!twner s cnauenge tO say mat ne acqmescea m accepl!ng ms court-

18 

19 appointed counsel. The record is clear that he was coerced and threatened into accepting counsel, that 

')() hP wao ~. nfanv 
.. ' nf • h;< nwn ann that thP rnnrt 

21 would do nothing to help him gain access to what he needed to handle his own defense. His court-

22 
appointed counsel admitted to the magistrate judge that he had coerced him into accepting his 

23 
"assistance." Lockine: uo the Petitioner nrior to trial and deorivine: him of anv meanine:ful abilitv to 

"'"' 
25 conduct his own defense resulted in "interposing an organ ofthe State between an unwilling defendant 

26 and his right to defend himself personally." This unwanted counsel "represented" Defendant only 

27 

28 
tnrougn a tenuous ana wzacceptaote tegat;zction. 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 1 1-'· CLAIM FOUR: 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN REFUSING TO ALLOW TRIAL COUNSEL TO 

~ 3 WITHDRAW DUE TO IRRECONCILABLE CONFLICT IN VIOLATION OF 

0 PF.TITIONER'S FIFTH SIXTH EIGHTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS. 
0 4 
,p 
00 5 Supporting Facts. 
<D 
10 

6 On August 26, 1999, after the court had denied Mr. Vanisi's motion for new counsel and his 

7 
motion to represent himselt under Faretta, supra, a new m camera nearing was nem w near rrom 

8 

9 
V anisi' s counsel on their ex parte motion to withdraw as counsel under SCR 172. During that hearing, 

C, " · · u. r I to th~ ·•mH't thot ;n ~ ' 'l<JQQ hPhac1a 
JU , -o -,' 

11 with Mr. Vanisi in which Vanisi admitted that he in fact killed the alleged victim, Officer Sullivan. 

12 
(TOP, August 26, 1999, 3). Gregory explained that as a result of this admission, Vanisi 's counsel 

13 
1 tnC--L' , ",' 'based uoon oro vocation but V anisi allegedly refused to even talk about 

14 

15 such a defense and instead wanted to present a defense based upon an alleged conspiracy against Mr. 

16 V anisi, which included someone else doing the killing. (TOP, August 26, 1999, 3, 10). Vanisi's 

17 
counsel explained to him that they would not put on such a detense m ugnt or ms comession to mem, 

18 

19 
because they had ethical responsibilities. (TOP, August 26, 1999, 3-4). At some point, Vanisi 

. . ,_. . - •- _u A .1. ,}, , ... ~ ... -_, ,_ 
.LV --. .ao <v <o •e 

21 V anisi this was possible, V anisi so moved the court and the same was denied. (TOP, August 26, 

22 
1999, 4-6). Accordingly, counsel for Vanisi then contacted bar counsel, Michael Warhola, and 

23 
~ ., ' to him "'""<> " hor <'Ounsel advised that thev had to withdraw 

24 .-

25 as counsel pursuant to SCR 166 and 172. (TOP, August 26, 1999, 6, 13). Counsel cautioned the 

26 court that if they were not allowed to withdraw, they would have to certify themselves as ineffective. 

n 
(TOP, August 26, 1999, 6, 9). Gregory cautioned the court that II tney were requrrea to stay on me 

28 
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• • 1 

00 

m 
:0 

1 1-'· case, V anisi would wind up not having a defense, that counsel would wind up sitting "like bumps on 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 a log doing nothing." (TOP, August 26, 1999, 10). Additionally, bar counsel informed counsel for 

~ 3 
0 "- .. --~ : of the same mindsct -- that to offer evidence or cross examine vigorously or 
0 4 ,p 
00 

5 select a jury under those circumstances would be a prohibited ethical violation. (TOP, August 26, 
<D 
w 

6 1999, 13, 18). 

"7 
fu contrast to the defense presented to V ants! oy counsel, Y antS! wtshect w pm on a oerense 

8 

9 
that he wasn't there and that he was being used as a scapegoat. (TOP, August 26, 1999, 17). Vanisi 

' ' ' rrrm A •• '){; 1 QQQ 1 Sl\ " '. ' fl'lr 
.. 

IV LV '} \· ' 
, , 

11 requested to be able to withdraw as counsel. (TOP, August 26, 1999, 22). 

12 
The District Court denied their request. 

13 
. 1 nn~l • 

14 

15 A confiict of counsel violates the Sixth Amendment; nrei:J!dice to the client is nresumed 

and need not be shown. 
16 

1"7 It is well establtshed that the nglit to enecnve assistance ot counser carries wim it .. a 

18 correlative right to representation that is free from conflicts of interest." Wood v. Georgia, 450 U.S. 

19 261,271, 101 S.Ct. 1097, 1103,67 L.Ed.2d 220 (1981). fudeed, the Sixth Amendment guarantees a 

'-V 
nn • ~~ o~' n ~" 

21 
cnmmal cteten<lant me rignr w c :-rree , >VO w .J 

' 

22 1374 (1992); Coleman v. State, 109 Nev. I, 3, 846 P.2d 276,277 (1993). 

21 'J'hp nnht to 1'• •· ·' d !ova! tv is a critical comoonent of the ri!!ht to assistance of 

24 counsel; when counsel is burdened by a conflict of interest, she deprives her client of his Sixth 

25 

26 
Amendment right as surely as if he failed to appear at trial. See Holloway v. Arkansas, supra, 435 

"1"7 U.S. at 490 98 S.Ct. at 1181 ("The mere physical presence ot an attorney does not tulnll me ;:;txm 

28 
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00 • • 
[;) 
:0 
1-'· 1 Amendment guarantee when the advocate's conflicting obligations have effectively sealed his lips on 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 crucial matters"). 
~ ~ 

0 l<nr thio . a defendant who shows an actual contl!ct neoonm oe lll<ll lll> 

0 4 ,p 
00 counsel's divided loyalties prejudiced the outcome of his trial. Cuylerv. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335, 349-
<D 5 
,p 

6 350, 100 S.Ct. 1708, 1718-1719,64 L.Ed.2d 333 (1980). 

~ 

The right to conflict-free counsel ts stmPfy wo impon.am =u " .H 
•v a 

8 

9 
indulge in nice calculations as to the amount of prejudice arising from its denial." Glasser v. United 

10 
•h ~- ,.,., ",-, u"' ""' QI'.T 'OA I>R()(JQ<I?)· uv· . S1 · C>li!I.eS, -'D U-'-'· uv, IV, v~ . , , , ' ar:cord Cu ler V. Ulhvan, SUpra, 

11 446 U.S., at 349, 100 S.Ct., at 1718. "We should be no more willing to countenance nice calculations 

12 as to bow a conflict adversely affected counsel's performance. The conflict itself demonstrate[ s 1 a 
n 

' ._, .r•'- • ·~> •+h '- "'- eofcounsel.'" Cuvlerv. SulTlVan supra, atj4';1, JVV 
14 UVo '0' 

15 S.Ct., at 1719 (quoting Glasser v. United States, supra, 315 U.S., at 76, 62 S.Ct., at 467). 

16 The Nevada Supreme Court bas ruled: 

'"' 

18 

Where an attorney's loyalty to a defendant m a cnmmaJ ~a•c i> 
diluted by that attorney's obligation to others, the defendant's 

19 
sixth amendment right to effective assistance of counsel Is not 

satisfied. 

20 

21 
Coleman, 109 Nev. at j, lS4o l'.Luat "'''· 

22 
Trial counsel had a personal and ethical conflict regarding their representation. The Nevada 

~'l .r +> , +'~, ,A '- "· ·1 to be ineffective whenever "[a }n actual conflict of interest 
-r 

24 which adversely affects a lawyer's performance," is present. Coleman, supra; Clark v. State, 108 Nev. 

25 

26 
324, 326, 831 P .2d 1374, 1375 (1992). The Court has repeatedly held that prejudice is presumed in 

~"' 
th .. o.- ,M,._< See Clark supra· Coleman, supra; Marmon v. :-;ta e. ~ns r~ev. "'"' , u .. J ..- .<-u ~~ 

11 no'>\. 

' 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 I Harveyv. State, 97 Nev. 477,634 P.2d 1199 (1981); Harveyv. State, 96 Nev. 850,619 P.2d 1214 1-'· 
1./l 

2 1-'· 
10 (1980). 

~ 3 

0 lt IS obvious from the language of these cases that m situatiOns of ethical obligation which 
0 ~ 

,p 
create conflicts of interest in the representation of a client: (I) the attorney can no longer provide 00 5 

<D 
Ul 

6 effective assistance of counsel under the Sixth Amendment; (2) that the attorney must bring the matter 

7 . . . -
uewre llle coun; anu ~~ J Lne courL nas an oongauon LO remeuy me snuauon. 

8 

9 
The United States Supreme Court has recognized that where a court has denied counsel's 

J{) •'tlo be >L :ofa ·"' . a _L :is not I in nrn~>r 

11 to obtain a reversal, as prejudice to the defendant is presumed. Flanagan v. United States, 465 U.S. 

12 
259,268, 104 S.Ct 1051, 1056, 79 L.Ed.2d 288 (1984), citing Holloway v. Arkansas, 435 U.S. 475, 

13 

A 98 S.Ct. 1173, 55 L.Ed.2d 426 (1978). 
~~ 

15 Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel Extends to Sentencing. 

16 The Sixth Amendment right to counsel at a sentencing hearing has been established. Memna 

17 
v. Knay. Jr>~ u.~. 1.or., U'l- JJ, ~~~ ~.L-L . .OJ 'I, .OJ 1, 1 ~ L.no . .oo ""o tl~o 1 J. 1ne recognmon or mrs 

18 

19 
right involved the acknowledgment that sentencing is one of "the various stages in a criminal 

')() " Tel ~~ 114 RR S rt M ?'iii 

21 See also the Nevada Supreme Court: 

22 
It is well established that "the sentencing (of the defendant) is a critical stage of the 

23 criminal proceeding at which he is entitled to the effective assistance of counsel." 
Gardnerv. Florida 430 U.S. 349 358 97 S.Ct. 1197 1205 51 L.Ed.2d 393 (1977) . .... 
See also Mempa v. Rhay, 389 U.S. 128, 88 S.Ct. 254, 19 L.Ed.2d 336 (1967); Smith 

25 v. Warden, 85 Nev. 83, 450 P.2d 356 (1969). 

26 Cunning!Jam v. State, 94 Nev. 128, 130-131,575 P.2d 936,938 (1978). 

27 
Accoromgly, me conruct extenaea tnrougn tne rena1ty rnase or mrs tnru ana mererore !VIf. 

28 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 1 1-'· V anisi should be granted a separate penalty phase with different counsel in order to remedy the 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 prejudice which is presumed from the actual conflict which exists on the record in this case. 

~ 3 
0 CLAIM FIVE: 
0 4 
,p 
00 5 INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL RE: ACTIONS DURING 
<D 
0' ATTEMPT TO WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL, IN VIOLATION OF PETITIONER'S FIFTH, 

6 SIXTH, EIGHTH AND FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT RIGHTS UNDER THE UNITED 

7 

8 

9 
Supporting Facts. 

"Pl. • .. ' 1 nrivile<>ed information to the court during their motion 
LV 

11 to withdraw as counsel. As set forth above, on August 26, 1999, after the court had denied Mr. 

12 Vanisi's motion for new counsel and his motion to represent himself under Faretta, supra, a new in 

13 
-.;;::;;;:in!! was held to hear from Vanisi 's counsel on tberr ex parte monon to witnoraw as 

14 

15 counsel under SCR 172. During that hearing, counsel for Vanisi, Mr. Gregory, revealed to the court 

16 that in February of 1999, he had a conversation with Mr. Vanisi in which Vanisi admitted that he in 

17 .. 
fact killed the alleged vtctnn, Otlicer :>u111van. ~ 1 Ul:', v '""• 1:1""• :Jj, '-''~!;V'} 

18 

19 
as a result of this admission, V anisi 's counsel attempted to fashion a defense based upon provocation, 

- . "" ~·- I +n ~• 't~llr ~h"nt "'"h o ' 'and instead wanted to present a defense 
<.V uuo 

21 based upon an alleged conspiracy against Mr. V anisi, which included someone else doing the killing. 

22 
(TOP, August 26, 1999, 3, 10). Therefore, counsel for Mr. Vanisi revealed privileged attorney-client 

23 
+" th"' ""''rt in violation of their nrofessional responsibilities, a well as Mr. VaniSI s 

24 

25 constitutional rights. 

26 II 
?7 

II 
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·- • 00 

m 
:0 I Leeal Areument. 1-'· 
1./l 

2 1-'· 
10 THE STANDARD FOR INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF COUNSEL. 

~ 3 
0 ' 

This ts the appropnate place m whteh to rruse the questions regardmg the effectiveness of 
0 ~ 

,p 
counsel through the forum of a Petition for Writ of Habeas Corpus (Post Conviction). Franklin v. 00 s 

<D 
-....] 

6 State, 110 Nev. 750,877 P.2d 1058 (1994). The question of ineffective assistance of counsel should 

7 . . . . . . . 
no~ oe constuereu m a utrec~ appeat trom a JUugmem ot convtcuon. ms~eau, we tssues snoutu oe 

8 

9 
raised, in the first instance, in the district court in a petition for post-conviction relief so that an 

1n ' 
,. 

I'< .~. :at trial cant. ' tv. State. lOI'iNev 

II 470,796 P.2d 224 (1990). 

12 
In State v. Love, 109 Nev. 1136, 865 P.2d 322 (1993), the Nevada Supreme Court reviewed 

13 

" 
the issue of whether a defendant had received ineffective assistance of counsel at trial in violation of 

·~ 

IS the Sixth Amendment. The Nevada Supreme Court held that this question is a mixed question oflaw 

16 in fact and is subject to independent review. The Supreme Court reiterated the ruling of Strickland 

17 
v. wasmngton, 'IOO u.;:,. oo~ tl~MJ. 

18 

19 
The Nevada Supreme Court indicated that the test on a claim of ineffective assistance of 

.,n I; •• L ... " 
"~· 

.~ 
I "ltMPO 'l'nnrt 

21 in Strickland. The Court revisited this issue in Warden v. Lyons, 100 Nev. 430 (1984) and Dawson 

22 
v. State, I 08 Nev. 112 (1992). The Nevada Supreme Court has adopted Strickland's two-prong test 

23 
in that the Defendant must show first that counsel's oerformance was deficient and second that the .... 

25 Defendant was prejudiced by this deficiency. 

26 In Smithart v. State, 86 Nev. 925 (1970), the Nevada Supreme Court held that it will presume 

27 
mat an attorney nas ruuy OJscnargea tnetr autles ana mat sucn presumption can omy oe overcome oy 

28 
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• • 00 

[;) 
:0 1 1-'· 

strong and convincing proof to the contrary. The court went on in Warden v. Lischko, 90 Nev. 220 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 (1974), to hold that the standard of review of counsel's performance was whether the representation 

~ 3 
0 of counsel was of such low caliber as to reduce the tnal to a snam, a rarcfOlJI<' 
0 4 
,p 
00 5 

The standard for reviewing claims of ineffective assistance of counsel -- as set forth by the 
<D 
00 

6 Strickland Court -- is as follows: First, Petitioner must demonstrate that his trial counsel's 

'7 , , ~ -"· oot ohm" thot 
representatwn ten oetow an oojeccive 

C'. 
H" '-r 

8 

9 
counsel's deficient performance prejudiced the defense to such a degree that, but for counsel's 

•• • nfth .. triol would nrobablvhave been different. Davis v. State, 107 Nev . 
lU 

11 600,601-02, 817 P.2d 1169, 1170 (1991) (citing Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668,687, 80 L. 

12 
Ed. 2d 674, 104 S.Ct. 2052 (1984)). The Strickland test, also requires a showing of prejudice 

13 
the error(s) alleged. 

14 

15 
The Nevada Supreme Court has found ineffective assistance of counsel for a wide range of 

16 errors or failures, from failure to properly investigate, Sanborn v. State, 107 Nev. 399, 812 P .2d 1279 

17 n. ..~ ~- o •~ r>')1 D '),1 ')'7Q /H)Qf>\ 
(1991), to failure to call certam KeJIWllnesses, , .-~. . ) . \.. 

18 

19 
to errors involving counsel's conjlict-ofinterest, Coleman v. State, 109 Nev. 1, 846 P.2d 276 (1993), 

000 '·' 
.. tn nhil•rt to a nrosecutor's impermissible comments on 

.w -. 

21 defendant's post-arrest silence, Washington v. State, 112 Nev. 1054, 921 P.2d 1253 (1996), or a 

22 counsel's inability to phrase his questions to a witness so as to elicit proper responses to his attempt 

23 
Phnt, .• ; .• fe oPncesmade bvthe State, Knorrv. State, IUj Nev. bU4, bUI' /'tO r . .lU 1,.) V7u. )· 

--z4 

25 In addressing an issue on point with the instant case, the Supreme Court of North Carolina 
---

26 determined that prejudice may be presumed where defense counsel improperly concedes his client's 

?7 
guilt. The Nevada Supreme Court responuea oy uOlUw~;;. 

28 
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• • 00 

m 
:0 I Although this Court still adheres to the application of the Strickland test in claims of 1-'· 
1./l ineffective assistance of counsel, there exist 'circumstances that are so likely to 
1-'· 2 
10 prejudice the accused that the cost of litigating their effect in a particular case is 

~ 3 unjustified.' 
0 
0 .. Jones v. State, 110 Nev. 730, 877 P.2d 1052, 1057 (Nev. 1994). ,p 
00 5 
<D But for the numerous failures of trial and appellate counsel to raise the critical issues addressed <D 

6 
. . ' . ., ' 

7 , '"~ ll~ll~<VUO V' vu 0 < u 0 <HO WU<UU Hn.v<] UaV~ Uv,_U 

8 before now. The Nevada Supreme Court has recently clarified the standard of proof required to 

9 establish claims of ineffective assistance of counsel: 
1(\ 

11 Choosmg consistency With tederal authonty, we now hold that a habeas corpus 
petitioner must prove the disputed factual allegations underlying his ineffective-

12 assistance claim by a preponderance of the evidence. To the extent that our decision 

13 
today conflicts with the "strong and convincing" language of Davis and its 

• thnoP ~OOPO ~- e. n~hP~ 0 • • 

r"· •• " ot ." ... '" ~-
r, ... , 

which form the basis for his claim of ineffective assistance by a preponderance of 
15 the evidence. Next, as stated in Strickland, the petitioner must establish that those 

16 facts show counsel's performance fell below a standard of objective reasonableness, 
and finally the petitioner must establish prejudice by showing a reasonable 

17 nrobabilitv that but for counsel's deficient nerformance the outcome would have 

18 
been different. 

Means v. State, 120 Nev. Adv. Op. No. 101 (2004). 
19 

~(\ The Petitioner respectfully submits that his trial counsel's disclosure of privileged attorney 

21 client information to the trial court fell below an objective standard of reasonableness. It created 

22 an actual conflict of interest between counsel and Mr. Vanisi. Moreover, as the privileged 

23 
mtormatwn, wrucn was ongmauy suommea unaer seal, was mrnea over to tne 1State, pur, 

.. 'I 

25 August 26, 1999, 2) the disclosure completely foreclosed the possibility of Mr. Vanisi pursuing the 

26 defense he wished and compromised his right to testify in his defense. Thus, the trial court 

27 . . " ,,_ , . _, 
~· . ., 

' ' "'"r •v nu. • ~uo. u vm '"" V> >HO l" Q 
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[;) 
:0 

1 1-'· counsel by disclosing the admissions to the State, who could subsequently use them against him, 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 in the event he testified or otherwise supported his defense theory that he did not commit the 

~ 3 
0 ~ These facts have been established m the record by a preporurerance or me . lilt: 

0 4 ,p 
<D 

5 
prejudice from the disclosure is apparent. However, because the disclosure unequivocally 

0 
0 

6 demonstrates an actual conflict of interest between Mr. Vanisi and the individuals compelled to 

'1 

represent him, prql.imce must be presumea. 
8 

9 
The right to counsel's undivided loyalty is a critical component of the right to assistance of 

_,, __ , ;0 1 hu n· I nf' t she denrives her client of his Sixth 
IV ' 
11 Amendment right as surely as if he failed to appear at trial. See Holloway v. Arkansas, supra, 435 

12 U.S., at 490, 98 S.Ct., at 1181 ("The mere physical presence of an attorney does not fulfill the 

13 
<;;;~•~ A ee when the advocate's conflicting obligallons nave enecnve!y seatea 

14 

15 his lips on crucial matters"). 

16 For this reason, a defendant who shows an actual conflict need not demonstrate that his 

1'7 ~ 00~ 

counsel's divided loyalties prejudiced tne outcome ot hts mal. uyer , "t'tU V.u. jjj' 

18 

19 
349-350, 100 S.Ct. 1708, 1718-1719,64 L.Ed.2d 333 (1980). 

.w 1 ut: 11&'' •u 
_-"- ,.~~' · oncl ' "to allow courts to 

21 indulge in nice calculations as to the amount of prejudice arising from its denial." Glasser v. 

22 
United States, 315 U.S. 60, 76, 62 S.Ct. 457,467, 86 L.Ed. 680 (1942); accord, Cuyler v. 

23 
... , "" n."., ·• ">..ta ""'" rt "t 1718. ''We should be no more willing to 

24 '"~i' 

25 countenance nice calculations as to how a conflict adversely affected counsel's performance. The 

26 conflict itself demonstrate[ s] a denial of the 'right to have the effective assistance of counsel.' " 

,7 
Cuyler v. Sullivan, supra, at 349, 100 S.Ct., at 1719 (quoting Utasser v. me es, sup,u, Jlj 
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:0 I U.S., at 76, 62 S.Ct., at 467). 1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 

The Nevada Supreme Court has ruled: 10 

~ 3 
0 Where an attorney's loyalty to a defendant in a criminal case is 
0 't diluted by that attorney's obligation to others, the defendant's ,p 
..0 5 sixth amendment right to effective assistance of counsel is not 
0 satisfied. I-' 

6 

7 , <v.:nwv. '"-'• o-.v< . .<.ua'"'' 

8 Trial counsel had a personal and ethical conflict regarding their representation. The 

9 Nevada Supreme Court has found defense counsel to be ineffective whenever "[a]n actual conflict 

"' 
I. II • . rot. -'· 

V> 

11 
''] ']' , r , ~ .. , 

12 State, 108 Nev. 324,326, 831 P.2d 1374, 1375 (1992). The Court has repeatedly held that 

13 prejudice is presumed in these cases. See Clark, supra; Coleman, supra; Mannon v. State, 98 

... 
Nev. 224,645 P.2d433 (1982); Harveyv. State, 97Nev. 477,634 P.2d 1199 (1981); Harveyv. 

15 

16 
State, 96 Nev. 850, 619 P.2d 1214 (1980). 

17 n IS oov1ous rrom tne language or mese cases mat in situations ot etnical oo1igarion wnicn 

18 create conflicts of interest in the representation of a client: (1) the attorney can no longer provide 

19 
effective assistance of counsel under the Sixth Amendment; (2) that the attorney must bring the 

'"' ~v 

' '~' ,_ , .. 
21 

~~ ~v~•, =u ~-'I cu~ ~v~•u~o ~• <V ~~ 

22 The United States Supreme Court has recognized that where a court has denied 

23 counsel's reQuest to be replaced because of a conflict of interest, a showing of prejudice is not 

.l'l 
required in order to obtain a reversal, as prejudice to the defendant is presumed. Flanagan v. 

25 

26 
United States, 465 U.S. 259,268, 104 S.Ct. 1051, 1056,79 L.Ed.2d 288 (1984), citing Holloway 

27 v. Arkansas, 'lj::> u.~. '11::>, ~lS ~.ct. 1115, " L.l:la . .ta 'l.to ll~ /lS ). 
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1 1-'· Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel Extends to Sentencing. 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 The Sixth Amendment right to counsel at a sentencing hearing has been established. 

~ 3 
0 M,mn" v. Rhav. 389 U.S. 128 134 35, 88 S.Ct. 254, 257,l'TL.hd.2d J.:lb llY67J. 1ne 
0 4 ,p 
..0 

5 
recognition of this right involved the acknowledgment that sentencing is one of"the various stages 

0 
10 

6 in a criminal proceeding." Id. at 134, 88 S.Ct. at 256. 

'7 
See also the Nevada :supreme court: 

8 

9 
It is well established that "the sentencing (of the defendant) is a critical stage of 
the criminal proceeding at which he is entitled to the effective assistance of 

IV 
'." · "· · d~fl ll.S 149. ViR 97 S:Ct. 1197 1205 51 L.Ed.2d 

""'" \l:>'ll).~"•ov' • n>. , 700 TT.Q l'lQ OQ C: rt ?~d lQ T P.-1 ?.-1336 
11 (1967); Smith v. Warden, 85 Nev. 83,450 P.2d 356 (1969). 

12 

13 runninllham v. State 94 Nev. 128, 130-131, 575 P.2d 936, 938 (1978). 

14 CLAIM SIX: 

15 
INEFFECTIVE ASSISTANCE OF TRIAL COUNSEL RE: FAILURE TO PUT ON 

16 AN ADEQUATE DEFENSE. INCLUDING FAILURE TO MAKE A CLOSING 
'" 

1'7 ARGUMENTnTTil" THE :r , 

FIFTH. SIXTH. EIGHTH AND n II I IH 111 . 
18 

19 
Su!lnorting Facts. 
The record shows that due to the fact that the court denied Vanisi's motion to represent 

,l.U 
" ' . " , tn . ·' ' tri• 1 .00 

hJmseH unut:r ' uy.u, = ''-'" "' 
21 

22 
counsel were forced to provide ineffective assistance under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments. 

·n A o ~ re<ult ofhavin<> their le!!al and ethical hands tied, counsel for V anisi failed to vigorously 

24 cross-examine witnesses or put on evidence in Vanisi's defense. (See Generally, TT, Vol. l-6). 

25 

26 
(For examples of failure to cross-examine, or failure to meaningfully cross-examine, see IT, Vol. 

'>7 3 542 (testimony of Dr. hllen Clark, key i::>une s wimess re. 
" . .\ 

-r-1 <LllU VL , 
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I 6II, 627, 647; IT, Vol. 4, 687,704, 778,783, 789; TT, Vol. 5, 834, 841, 844, 855, 864; IT, Vol. 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 6, 928,940,953, 991). 

~ 3 
0 Counsel for V anisi did not even give the jury an opening statement nor closing argument at 
0 ... 
,p 
<D 
0 

5 the guilt phase of the triaL (TT, VoL 6, 997-998, 1034). 

w 
6 As a result of his counsel's failure -- or inability -- to put on a defense or cross-examine 

7 
Witnesses, v amst reruseo ro wsnry. tte roto me coun, · 1 ms ts a JOKe. 1 am no{ gomg w {esnry. 

8 

9 
(TT, Vol. 6, 971). 

1fl I .Po~ I 

. 
11 

12 
In Arizona v. Fulminate, 499 U.S. 279, 306-12, 113 L.Ed.2d 302, 11 S.Ct. 1246 (1991), 

13 
Chief Justice Relmquist speaking for a majority of the court distinguished between "trial error" ,. 

15 and "structural error" in determining whether a federal constitutional violation could be analyzed 

16 under the ChaQman harmless error test or required automatic reversal. The Court explained that 

17 
structural error ts a "Uetect anectmg tne trameworK wttnm wtucn me tna.t proceeas, ramer man 

18 

19 
simply an error in the trial process itself." Id. at 310. Examples of structural error include total 

~fl nfthP rin-ht tn ot triol o ;,c~.,.,. mhn io nnt' iol thP ·-"-' nf 
·r ~-

, , 

21 members of the defendant's race from a grand jury, deprivation of the right to self-representation at 

22 
trial, and deprivation of the right to public trial. Id. at 309-10. Because the entire conduct of the 

23 
trial is . structural error defies analvsis bv "harmless error" standards. Id. 

O:'t 

25 In ChaQman v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 17 L. Ed. 2d 705, 87 S. Ct. 824 (1967), the 

26 Supreme Court indicated that a violation of the right to counsel may be error that is reversible per 

27 
se. Chapman explains "mat there are some conslltul!ona.t ngnts so oastc to a tarr tnal mat tnetr 
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10 

~ 3 
0 
0 4 
,p 
oD 5 0 
,p 

6 

7 

8 

9 

'u 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

LU 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

·-
infraction can never be treated as harmless error," citing Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335, 9 L. 

Ed_ 2d 799, 83 S. Ct. 792 (1963), as support. Chapman, 386 U.S. at 23 & n.8. 

The Nevada Suorcme Court has agreed that automatic reversal occurs where the defendant 

is denied substantive due process. Manley v. State, liS Nev. 114, 123, 979 P_2d 703, 708 (1999), 

citing Guyette v_ State, 84 Nev_ 160, 166-67 n.l, 438 P.2d 244,248 n.l (1968). 

In the case ofSanhom v. StMe JU/ Nev. j':l':l, lSIL t'.La ILI'Il!'l'll), tne Nevaaa 1>uprcme 

Court reversed a conviction, on the grottnds of ineffective assistance of cottnsel, in which, inter 

•y 

failed to pursue an available self-defense theory, thereby failing to present an adequate defense. 

The Court reasoned: 

•nn I'• nerfnrmance as a whole and with due reeard for the 
strong presumption of effective assistance accorded counsel by this court and 
Strickland, we hold that Sanborn's representation indeed fell below an 
objective standard of reasonableness. Trial counsel did not adequately 
perform pretrial investi'lation. failed to pursue evidence supportive of a claim 
of self-rlefens"- annTalfiiifTo exmore auel!anons 01 toe VI m s r 
towards violence. Thus, he "was not tunctiomng as the counsel' guaranteed 
the defendant by the Sixth Amendment." Strickland, 466 U.S. at 687, 104 
S.Ct. at 2064. 

The Court in Sanborn went on to fmd that if the jury had been presented with evidence of 

self-defense, the outcome may have been different: 

u ........ •· ·~· hAA~ • with th .. "vidence annarentlv available 
.• -. ... -r -. 

to support Sanborn's claim of self-defense, the outcome may very well have 
been different. Thus, counsel's efforts both before and during trial were 
sufficiently deficient "to deprive the defendant of a fair trial." I d. 
Accordingly, as discussed in greater detail below, Sanborn has stated a claim 
of ineffective assistance of counsel that warrants reversal ot nts convicnon. 
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1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 Finally, the Court determined that prejudice resulted and the Strickland standard for 

~ 3 
0 reversal based unon ineffective assistance was met: 
0 4 
,p 
<D 5 Sanborn's defense was clearly prejudiced by his counsel's failure to develop and 
0 
Ul present evidence which would have corroborated Sanborn's testimony and 

6 discredited the state's expert witness. Because of counsel's lack of due dilieence • . . 
7 an orn was e nve 0 eo or u 

defense and we are therefore unable to nlace confidence m mere ta 1 0 

8 the verdict. See Strickland v. Washington, 466 u_s. 668, 687, 104 S.Ct. 2052, 

9 
2064, 80 L.Ed.2d 674 (1984). 

" 1/l'I'H Anc 1'!1 ") P '),I ot 1 ")QLI 
IV , , 

11 The trial of Mr. Vanisi in this case was-- to use an older Nevada term-- a sham or a farce. 

12 
Mr. V anisi was correct to call it a "joke." Trial counsel admittedly laid down, sat like "bumps on 

13 
lous" •ncl clicl not nnt 1m a did not en!!a!!e in anv meaningful cross-examination of the vast 

1'1 

15 majority of witnesses and refused to give either opening statement nor closing argument. This is 

16 not the right to effective counsel envisioned by the Sixth Amendment. It fact it constitutes a de 

17 
facto denial of counsel. The State's case was not subjected to tne crucible ot aaversary testmg as 

18 

19 
envisioned by the Constitution. The trial process broke down in clear violations of Mr. Vanisi's 

n'-"'- n' .A ' A 
,_ . _ .. 

.-1, • •'- • 1 1. • •~-1 "1totPO ~ 'J'h,.,.p moo o 
.. v ... _ ~ , ·o-

21 clear structural error. Prejudice must be presumed under these circumstances and Mr. Vanisi's 

22 
conviction and sentence must be reversed. 

23 
II 

24 
II 

25 II 

26 
II 
II 

n II 
II 
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1-'· 1 CLAIM SEVEN: 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 MR. VANISI'S DEATH SENTENCE IS INVALID UNDER THE STATE AND 

~ 3 FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES OF DUE PROCESS EOUAL 
0 AND A RELIABLE SENTENCE AS WELL AS lTNTlRlT 
0 4 ,p INTERNATIONAL LAW, BECAUSE THE NEVADA CAPITAL PUNISHMENT SYSTEM 
<D 

5 
OPERATES IN AN ARBITRARY AND CAPRICIOUS MANNER. CONST. AMENDS. V, 

0 
0' VI, VIII & XN; INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS, 

6 ART. VI; NEV. CONST. ART. I,§§ 3, 6, AND 8; ART.IV, § 21. 

'7 

SunnortinK Facts 
8 1. Mr. Vanisi hereby incorporates each and every allegation contained in this petition 

9 as if fully set forth herein. 

1U •' .. ~<'•h • cJpoth 
£.. llle '"~ 

.. ., 
11 

12 
for any first degree murder that is accompanied by an aggravating circumstance. Nev. Rev. Stat. §. 

13 ')(l(\ oL The statutorv aggravatin!! circumstances are so numerous and so vague that they 

14 arguably exist in every first degree murder case. See Nev. Rev. Stat. §. 200.033. Nevada permits 

15 

16 
the imposition ofthe death penalty for all first degree murders that are "at random and without 

,, - .. 
1'7 apparent motive." Nev. Kev. Stat. g:-zuu:mjt~J. Nevaaa ; <U>U ·u~a~ 

18 for murders involving virtually every conceivable kind of motive: robbery, sexual assault, arson, 

19 burglary, kidnaping, to receive money, torture, to prevent lawful arrest, and escape. See Nev. Rev . 

. w .. ... ~- -·· .1. • on 

21 
Stat. S· £UU.Ujj, Jne scopt: m wt: .u~a~. --, 

22 
for all first degree murders that involve a motive, and for first degree murders that involve no 

:n · o+ oll Th" ' . ,iotro+ion of the Death Penaltv Statute by the Nevada Supreme Court also 

24 routinely validates constructions of and findings of aggravating circumstances which are not based 

25 

26 
upon any evidence. 

')7 3. The death penalty ISm practice permmea m .Nevaua ror au rrrs• -~ 
, 
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:0 1 and first degree murders are not restricted in Nevada to those cases traditionally defined as first 1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 

degree murders. As the result of the use of unconstitutional definitions of reasonable doubt, 10 

~ 3 
0 nremeditation and deliberation and imnlied malice, first degree murder convictions occur m the 
0 4 
,p 
<D 5 absence of proof beyond a reasonable doubt, in the absence of any rational showing of 
0 
---.1 

6 premeditation and deliberation, and as a result of the presumption of malice aforethought. A death 

7 
sentence IS m practice permitted under Nevaoa taw m every case wnere tne prosecution can presem 

8 

9 
evidence that an accused committed an unlawful killing. 

A A .... .. . . on..l' · ;nn nf • lm ;,,.;,q ~ncl 
<V 't' -o ,. 

11 three-judge panels, sentences ofless than death have been imposed in simations where the aniount 

12 
of mitigating evidence was significantly and qualitatively less than the mitigation evidence that 

13 
~in the : caqe, The untrammeled power of the sentencer under Nevada law to decline 

14 

15 to impose the death penalty, even when no mitigating evidence exists at all, or when the 

16 aggravating factors far outweigh the mitigating evidence, means that the imposition of the death 

17 
penalty is necessarily arbitrary and capricious. 

18 

19 
5. Nevada law provides sentencing bodies with no rational method for separating 

··- "- •'- •'- .. ,f'th . -'- t f'..n~ th~ ~""" thot nl'l nl'lt 
LV ~vo 

21 The narrowing function required by the Eighth Amendment is accordingly non-existent under 

22 
Nevada's sentencing scheme. 

23 

"' • th~" . ; nnni; ' nrovides no rational method for 
24 

25 distinguishing between who lives and who dies, such determinations are made on the basis of 

26 illegitimate considerations. In Nevada capital punishment is imposed disproportionately on racial 

n 
minorities: Nevada's death row population is approximately 50% minonty even though Nevaua s 
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:0 I general minority population is approximately 17%. All of the people on Nevada's death row are 1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 indigent and have had to defend with the meager resources afforded to indigent defendants and 
~ 3 
0 their counsel. As this case illustrates the lack of resources orovided to caoital defendants virtuallv 
0 q 
,p 
<D 5 ensures that compelling mitigating evidence will not be presented to, or considered by, the 
0 
00 

6 sentencing body. Nevada sentencers are accordingly unable to, and do not, provide the 

7 
individualized, reliable sentencing determination that the constitution requires. 

8 

9 
7. The defects in the Nevada system are aggravated by the inadequacy of the appellate 

~v 

11 8. These systemic problems are not unique to Nevada. The American Bar Association 

12 
has recently called for a moratorium on capital punishment unless and until each jurisdiction 

13 
!IO. :such "imnl< . " . :and ~- , that are 

lq 

15 with ... longstanding American Bar Association policies intended to (I) Ensure that death penalty 

16 cases are administered fairly and impartially, in accordance with due process, and (2) minimize the 

17 
risk that innocent persons may be executed .... " As the ABA has observed in a report 

18 

19 
accompanying its resolution, "administration of the death penalty, from being fair and consistent, 

-~ .... "'T't. An 
~v '" 

21 concludes that these deficiencies have resulted from the lack of competent counsel in capital cases, 

22 
the lack of a fair and adequate appellate review process, and the pervasive effects of race. 

23 
a 'Th A ,n ,J'<h 

24 

25 in the ABA Report -- the underfunding of defense counsel, the lack of a fair and adequate appellate 

26 review process and the pervasive effects of race. The problems with Nevada's process are 

27 
exacerbated by overly broad definitions of both fust degree murder and the accompanying 
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1 1-'· aggravating circumstances, which permits the imposition of a death sentence for virtually every 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 homicide. This arbitrary, capricious and irrational scheme violates the constitution and is 

~ 3 
0 · ;,] ner se_ The scheme also violates petitioner's rights under mtematJOnallaw, whtcn 
0 4 ,p 
<D 

5 prohibits the arbitrary deprivation of life. 
0 
<D 

6 CLAIM EIGHT: 

"7 

MR. V ANISI'S DEATH SEN :IS fflV 

8 FEDERAL CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES OF DUE PROCESS, EOUAL 

9 
PROTECTION, AND A RELIABLE SENTENCE, AS WELL AS HIS RIGHTS UNDER 
INTERNATIONALLAW, BECAUSETHEDEATHPENALTYISCRUELAND 

•• "" ADT VT A ' VTTT R, XIV~ 
IV . . . 

~-. • nrH TTTI""'. T -;;u A UTC VI VIT• 
lNT 

11 NEV. CONST. ART. I,§§ 3, 6, AND 8; ART. IV,§ 21. 

12 
Supporting Facts. 

n 
1 'J'h,.. - A t ~marantee a11ainst cruel and unusual punishment prohibits 

14 

15 punishment which is inconsistent with the evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of 

16 a maturing society. 
1"7 

2. The worldwide trend is toward the abolition ot capt tal pumsnmem anu most 

18 

19 
civilized nations no longer conduct executions. Portugal outlawed capital punishment in 1867; 

,. ' ' .. -'· -•' · t1o . 1 0"7('1'o• on.-1 ~ ' . ' 

~u »Weaen a.uu "P""' w , 

21 punishment in 1981. In 1990, the United Nations called on all member nations to take steps 

22 
toward the abolition of capital punishment. Since this call by the United Nations, Canada, 

?.1 

=··'•' ·-' <'- •• A fnro -., intP.rnationallaw nrovisions that outlaw 
24 

, , .. 
25 "cruel, unusual and degrading punishment," have abolished capital punishment. The death 

26 penaltv has recently been abolished in Azerbaijan and Lithuania. Many ofthe "third world" 

'!'7 
nations have rejected capital punishment on moral grounds. As demonstratea oy me wono-wJOe 
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:0 1 1-'· trend toward abolition of the death penalty, state-sanctioned killing is inconsistent with the 
1./l 
1-'· 2 
10 evolving standards of decency that mark the progress of a maturing society. 

~ 3 
0 1 The death nenaltv is unnecessarv to the achievement of any legitimate soctetal or 
0 4 
,p 
<D 5 penalogical interests in Mr. Vanisi's case. Mr. Vanisi's neurological deficits (bipolar disorder 
I-' 
0 

6 with psychosis) and the absence of any basis upon which to anticipate that Mr. V anisi would pose 

7 
any danger if incarcerated make a death sentence cruel ana unusual punisnmem. 

8 

9 
4. The death penalty constitutes cruel and unusual punishment under any and all 

~ ol " .1 · nn<1Pr thP · : ofthis "~'" 
1U ' . 
11 Petitioner's death sentence also violates international law, which prohibits the arbitrary deprivation 

12 
of life, and cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. 

13 
CLAIM NINE: 

14 
PETITIONER'S CONVICTION AND SENTENCE ARE INVALID PURSUANT TO 

15 THE RIGHTS AND PROTECTIONS AFFORDED HIM UNDER THE INTERNATIONAL 
COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL RIGHTS: U.S. CONST. ART. VI; NEV. 

16 CONST. ART. I,§§ 3, 6, AND 8; ART. N, § 21. 

17 'l?~rk 

18 1. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights prohibits the arbitrary 

19 deprivation of life and restricts the imposition of the death penalty in countries which have not 

,;v aoonsnea ilw Olll y lllc mu>< 
.. , .... ' . r . 

. '" ..... 
>ill .. ~ 

21 commission of the :frame and not contrary to the provisions of the present Covenant.." ICCPR, 

22 Article VI, Sect. 2. The Covenant further prohibits torture and "cruel, inhuman or degrading 

23 · or nunishment " (Article VID: and ~marantees every person a fair and public hearing by a 

24 competent, independent and tmpartJal tnouna:I (ArtiCle Xl v.) 

25 2. Among the additional protections secured by the Covenant for any person charged 

26 with a criminal offense are the guarantees: to be informed promptly and in detail in a language 

?7 ..t .. ;~h r,h,. ' ofthP • ~nt\ cause of the charl!e al!ainst him· to have 

28 adequate time and facilities for the preparation of his defense and to communicate with counsel of 
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• • 
I his own choosing; to be tried in his presence, and to defend himself in person or • -o-. legal 

2 assistance of his own choosing; to be informed of this right to legal assistance and to have legal 

3 ~ to him in any case where the interests of justice so require, and without 

: Dy lllffi 1Il any SUCll <:<<>" 1111" UU"S IlUC ca•~ •v tJnJ ,, 

5 have examined, the witnesses against him and to obtain the attendance and examination of 

6 witnesses on his behalf under the same conditions as witnesses against him; and to not be 

7 :to tor to : I!Uilt. ( 'XIV). 

8 

9 

11 

3. All of the specific rights listed above that are guaranteed in the Covenant were 

violated in petitioner's case. The rights afforded under Article XN are guaranteed "in full 

,. " > "' .1, :. "·" <"- H. " thP >" •"•" ';~ th;C > ""·'~ ., auu • .,.,.J ., · r 
4. The violations of Mr. Vanisi's rights under international law are prejudicial 

12 per se and require that his conviction and sentence be vacated. 

13 rT HMTEN: 

16 .rrQI_ '\.TF.ST-TU ·u Pl< 111n ur A~ .1 N --ftN1 'NOC Vl R. '!':: 
17 rA ._.-, A. Nt ANOPf .TTTr .1 

18 
m ITS. ART. VD.: . CONST. ART. T . f .\. D 8: ART:-IV. S 21 

19 
Supportine Facts 

1 ~·- ~-,Jaw .:. that execution be inflicted by an · of a lethal drug. 
"-V 

21 Nev. Rev. Stat.§. 176.355(1). 

22 2. Competent physicians cannot administer the lethal injection, because the ethical 

23 standards of the American Medical Association prohibit physicians from participating in an 

...... _, ' 
24 lillll a UCi1LU"'lal> 

25 of Delegates, Resolution 5 (1992); American Medical Association, Judicial Council, Current 

26 Opinion 2.06 (1980). Non-physician staff from the Department of Corrections will have the 

• V<'ins •nt1 · · · '' · . are I to the lethal iniection 

28 
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:0 1 machine. 1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 3. In executions in states employing lethal injection prolonged and unnecessary pain 
10 

~ 3 has been suffered bv the condemned individual bv difficultv in inserting: needles, and bv 
0 
0 " unexpected chemical reactions among the drugs or VIOlent reactiOns to them by the condemned 
,p 
<D 5 individual. I-' 
10 

6 4. The following lethal injection executions, among others, have produced prolonged 

7 
~'u '] pu•u. 

8 Stephen Peter Morin-- March 13, 1985 (Texas)-- Had to probe both arms a. 
9 

and legs with needles for 45 minutes before they found the vein. 

"' h -- AnP11st 20 1986 (Texas)- A dru<> addict W oolls had to 
11 

help the executioner technicians find a good vein for the execution. 
12 

c. Raymond Landry-- December 13, 1988 (Texas)-- Pronounced dead 40 
13 

mmutes atter oemg strappeo to tne execuuon gurney ana L4 mmutes aner the arugs mst starteo 
l't 

15 
flowing into his arms. Two minutes into the killing, the syringe came out of Landry's vein, 

16 
spraying the deadly chemicals across the room toward the witnesses. The execution team had to 

•'- •'- <L 'T't.. ~- <'- 1 A .1-1 

17 
.. 

18 
see the intermission. 

19 d. Stephen McCoy-- May 24, 1989 (Texas)-- Had such a violent physical 

"'" 
reaction to the drug:s (heaving: chest g:asping, choking, etc.) that one of the witnesses (male) 

~v 

21 fainted, crashing into and knocking over another witness. Houston attorney Karen Zellars, who 

22 represented McCoy and witnessed the execution, thought that the fainting would catalyze a chain 

23 reaction. The Texas Attorney General admitted the inmate "seemed to have a somewhat stronger 
.. 

" L4 ' 
•uc uwg> uugm Ul1VC uc;cu UUL J UU>C Ul lUUl" . 

25 e. Rickey Ray Rector-- January 24, 1992 (Arkansas)-- It took medical staff 

26 more than 50 minutes to fmd a suitable vein in Rector's arm. Witnesses were not permitted to 

27 vlf'OW this O~PnP hut 1 "- 's loud :the· the 
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m 
:0 1 ordeal, Rector (who suffered serious brain damage from a lobotomy) tried to help the medical 
1-'· 
1./l 
1-'· 2 personnel find a vein. The administrator of the State's Department of Corrections medical 
10 

~ 3 oro~rrams said (oaraohrased bv a newsoaoer reoorter) "the moans did come as a team of two 
0 
0 't medical people that had grown to five worked on both sides ot hts body to tmd a vem. The 
,p 
<D 5 administrator said "that may have contributed to his occasional outburst." I-' 
w 

6 f. Robyn Lee Parks -- March 10, 1992 (Oklahoma) --Parks had a violent 

7 ~· . .. - •L ~-
. . 

<V <U~ U< uc;o UO"'-' LU U.UO UOU.UU ·-J . • wv "~' ... ~~~eo ·~·~ .v.~u, 

8 the muscles in his jaw, neck, and abdomen began to react spasmodically for approximately 45 

9 
seconds. Parks continued to gasp and violently gag. Death came eleven minutes after the drugs 

"' >V 
'VPTP ~- . ;otPTPti Soiti THloo Wnrlti · W "'me ~r,.,.n,. "the rleath looked u<>lv and scorv" 

11 
g. Billy Wayne White -- April23, 1992 (Texas) --It took 47 minutes for 

12 
authorities to find a suitable vein, and White eventually had to help. 

13 
n. Jusnn Lee May --May.,, 1~n trexas) -- Niay nau an unusuauyvi01em 

Pt 

15 
reaction to the lethal drugs. According to Robert Wemsman, a reporter for the Item (Huntsville), 

16 
Mr. May "gasped, coughed and reared against his heavy leather restraints, coughing once again 

.. -"· ,_ . .. ~- . "- " . ~n. -',. . ro .. ~ "lJ, -· . -·· 
17 

v~•v• ~ wo vvu J ... "!' J ' 

18 
coughing spasms, groaned and gasped, lifted his head from the death chamber gurney and would 

19 
have arched his back if he had not been belted down. After he stopped breathing his eyes and 

~n mouth remained ooen." 
~v 

21 1. John Wayne Gacy --May 19, 1994 (Illinois)-- After the execution began, 

22 one of the three lethal drugs clogged the tube leading to Gacy' s arm, and therefore stopped 

23 flowing. Blinds, covering the window tltrough which witnesses observe the execution, were then 

,!'I • lilt:: CUlJt:: Wit" W IU.I'aiiCW-urrc;o:nc- ..., "'"'" ' ~•u "'"' 

25 process resumed. Anesthesiologists blamed the problem on the inexperience of the prison officials 

26 who were conducting the execution, saying that proper procedures taught in "IV 101" would have 

27 ' thP. P.Tmr 

28 
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8 * * * 

9 THE STATE OF NEVADA, 
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11 v. 

12 SIAOSI VANISI, 
also known as 

13 

14 

15 

"PE, II 

also known as 
"GEORGE," 

efendant. 

16 -----.L----1 ~ 
17 VERDICT 

Case No. CR98-0516 
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19 previous found the defendant, SIAOSI VANISI, also known as 

20 "PE," lso known as "GEORGE", guilty of murder in the first 

21 deg e, set the penalty to be imposed at 50 YEARS IN THE NEVADA 
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~ 
~ l The Defendant requests an in camera hearing to discuss 
1-'· 
IJl 
1-'· 

2 with the Court privileged communications between the Defendant 
10 

2 3 and his counsel, as soon as possible to prevent any delay to 
(1 
0 ' tne start or tne tr1.a1. set~r ::,eptemoer 1, 1999. 
,p 
00 5 DATED this~ day of August, 1999. w 
---.1 

6 MICHAEL R. SPECCHIO 
vvasuoe c;ounLy lo'UDllC Detenaer 

.::;;;..~"':/ By: 7 :::::> 
B STEPHEN GREGORY 7 
9 

Chief Deputy Public Defender 

" 
MICHAEL R. fSPEC HIO 
Washoe Cou1 ty p blic Defender 

11 I 
,v II JL.----By: 

12 JEREM tl3osti?R 
Deput IPublic Defender 
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Case Number: CR98-0516 

Department Four 

Second Judicial District Court in and for the State of Nevada 

Washoe County, Nevada 

The State of Nevada 

vs. 

Siaosi V anisi 

-DEFENSE COUNSEL POST- TRIAL MEMORANDUM 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH SUPREME COURT RULE 250 

October£, 1999. 
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STATE OF NEVADA v. SIAOSI VANISI 

Case Number: CR98-0516 

Trial: January 11, 1999 

Court: Honorable Connie Steiilheimer 

Department Four - Second Judiciai District Court 

Mistrial Declared- January 15, 1999 

Trial Re-scheduled: September 7, 1999 

Re-scheduled: September 20, 1999 
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~ This Memorandum is prepared in accordance with the 
~ mandatory provisions of Supreme Court Rule 250. 
w 
0 
f--J. 
----1 Accordingly, the following information will be set forth: 
co 
10 

• The services performed for the Defendant; 

• The nature and extent of the communication with 
the Defendant; 

• The complete compilation of time records of 
counsel, and the other staff assigned to this Murder 
Team; 

• The investigation performed; 

• The names of witnesses suggested by the Defendant 
and reasons why called or not called; 

• List of Motions filed; 

• The "other" results of further investigations; 

• The witnesses contacted and not called; 

• Observations of the D~fendant; 

• The tendered defense ... involvenient of the 
Defendant; 

• Should the defendant testify? 
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-----------~---... ...-----·----·-----·--~-----·-·--...... ~~·-·~--...,~--~··----· 

• Issues for Appeal, Review: 

• Seminars and instruction on capital cases 

• Why was the case difficult/impossible to defend? 

• -Comments-

• Certification 
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~ The Defendant, Siaosi Vanisi, also known as "Pe" 
~ (pronounced Bay), Rocky, Perrin was charged with the murder 
w 
o of University of Nevada Policeman, Sergeant George Sullivan 
~ in January, 1998. 
co 
IP 

The State has filed a Notice of Intent to Seek the 
Death Penalty. 

The Defendant had resided in Los Angeles (Redondo 
Beach), California before visiting in Reno. 

The death of Sgt. Sullivan was particularly 
gruesome in that the cause of death was alleged to have been 
numerous blows to the head with a hatchet or axe. 

The Defendant had made statements about wanting 
to "kill a cop" to numerous people in the Reno area for days 
before, including the day that Sgt. Sullivan was killed. 

The Defendant left the Reno area shortly after the 
death of Sgt. Sullivan. 

There are varying interpretations on whether the 
Defendant ever admitted to friends and reiatives to the killing 
of Sgt. Sullivan. 

The Defendant did not give any incriminating 
statements to the police. 

The State had a strong circumstantial evidence case 
against the Defendant. 
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~ • SERVICESPERFO~ED 
w 
0 
f--J. 

----1 Every resource available was utilized in the defense of 
co 
01 Mr. Vanisi. It became apparent from the outset that this would 

be a difficult, if not impossible, case to defend. 

We contacted every relative that might have something 
positive to say about the Defendant. 

The Defendant is Tongan ... unfortunately the local 
Tongan community, who had professed aid and assistance for 
the Defendant, became disenchanted and have ignored our 
requests to confer with them. 

Even the local Tongan witnesses have refused to speak 
with us. 

We have made untold efforts to contact Los a Louis,· 
·Renee Paeua, Corrina Louis, Shomari Roberts, Teki, Laki, etc. 
and all of these requests have not been afforded a response. 

We contacted the Tongan Consulate, without success. 

We contacted the Center for Capital Assistance in San 
Francisco (Scharlette Holdman - Anthropologist and Debra 
Sa bah -Attorney) ... the most they could offer was that we· 
should pursue the cultur~l differences in our de(ense ... since he 
was 6 years of age when he came to the U.S., I didn't think 
there was much basis in pursuing this. 
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P We either contacted or attempted to contact: 
~ 
fV 
f--' 
~ Dr. Adrienne Kaeppler- Smithsonian expert on Tongan 
o culture. 
f--J. 
----1 
co 
0 Professor Susan Phillips - University of Arizona 

Barbara McGrath - University of Washington 

Dr. Helen Morton -Australian Anthropologist 

Regarding cultural differences, I read the following books 
and articles sent to me: Becoming Tongan, Islanders in Space: 

· Tongans .On-line, Creating Their Own Culture: Diasporic 
Tongans. 

· It was readily apparent that raising cultural differences was 
NOT going to be effective. 

I personally went to Simi Valley to interview the 
Defendant's wife, Deanne; and his cousin Michael Finan. The 
wife has always been ambivolent and remains that way ... we 
anticipated calling her at the penalty hearing. 

Finan never appeared. I interviewed him by phone ... it 
was readily apparent that I was not going to be able to use 
Michael as a witness. 
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1 I did interview David Goodman. He likes Vanisi, doesn't 
t-3 
~ believe that he could do anything like this ... he never saw 
f!l Vanisi angry or aggressive ... (possibly a little aggressive toward 
f--' 
~ his wife). 
0 
f--J. 

;;3 Investigators followed up with trips to Los Angeles to 
----1 interview all of the witnesses and San Bruno, California to 

speak with the mother(s) and sister of Vanisi. 

· Finan confirmed the worst. There WERE hatchet marks 
in the door in Vanisi's bedroom ... (practicing). 

Finau and Greg confirmed the stealing, running women, 
bodyguard, wanting to kill a c.op, also the stealing of a scanner 
in an attempt to rob banks, etc. 

Finua is Vanisi's legitimate cousin ... he blames all of Pe's 
actions on the fact that he was taking diet pills. 

The Defendant was examined, independently, in the 
hopes that SOME medical condition could assist in the 
defense ... no such luck. The initial report was· that the 
Defendant is sane, mean, without compassion and remorse, 
and reasonably int~lligent. 

The single factor that made the Defendant "anaiyze" his 
situation into an impossible position is the fact that two (2) 
psychiatrists indicated the Defendant possessed "above
average" intelligence. 
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~ • COMMUNICATION WITH THE DEFENDANT 
~ 
fV 
f--' 
f--' 

g In addition to seeing the Defendant weekly, since 
~ appointment. I spoke to him on the phone regularly at the 
~ office and when he would call me at home collect from the jail. 

The Defendant had access to me or a member of the 
Murder Team working his case twenty-four (24) hours a day, 
seven (7) days a week. 

In addition to my time with the Defendant, he was also in 
contact with the Investigators and other Lawyers assigned to 
this case.-

For a complete breakdown of my communication with the 
Defendant, as well as the other members of the defense team, I 
refer you to the Time Records, herein. 
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~ • TIME RECORDS 
f--' 
f--' 
w 
0 
f--J. 

----1 Michael Specchio, Washoe County Public Defender, was co 
<D lead counsel for the Defendant. 

A complete listing of time involved in representation of 
the Defendant is submitted herewith. 

Subsequent to the mistrial and due to health problems, 
Stephen Gregory, Chief Deputy, and Jeremy Bosler, Deputy 
Public Defender assumed primary responsibility for the 
representation of the Defendant. I remained as counsel solely 
in an advisory capacity. 
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• THE MURDER TEAM 

In addition to the undersigned, Michael Specchio, as lead 
counsel, the defendant was afforded the knowledge and 
expertise of the following Murder Team members: · 

John Petty- Chief Trial Deputy. John prepared and 
assisted in the preparation of the pre-trial motions. John also 
advised regarding the Defendant's Motion to represent 
himself, our Motion to Withdraw and the subsequent Writ to 
the Nevada Supreme Court. 

Steve Gregory-- Chief Trial Deputy. Steve prepared and 
presented the defense and mitigation in this case as well as 
dealing with the Defendant's direct testimony. 

· Jeremy Bosler- Deputy Public Defender. Jeremy selected 
the jury and made the opening statement. He also assisted 
Steve with the defense and mitigation. 

_The Investigators assigned to this case were Crystal 
Calderon and Evo Novak. 

My Assistant, Laura Bielser, was responsible for 
calendaring, correspondence, meetings, etc. 
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• INVESTIGATION 

The Investigation in this case was somewhat limited as 
the defendant initially refused to allow us to have contact with 
his biological family. 

We. traveled to Simi Valley, California to interview the 
Defendant's wife. We also interviewed Deanne Yancey for 
hours over the telephone. 

We spoke with the pertinent witnesses in Salt Lake City. 

We-traveled to Redondo Beach, Manhattan Beach and 
Los Angeles, California to interview witnesses . 

. We traveled to San Bruno, California to interview the 
mother(s) and sister of the Defendant. 

As requested by the Defendant, we did NOT attempt to 
contact the father of the Defendant in Hawaii. 

I traveled to Lake Lopez (Pismo Beach) in an attempt to 
· follow up a lead from the Defendant which was without basis. 

We made efforts to follow-up on every possible lead that 
could render beneficial information for the Defendant. 
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We contacted all of the local Tongan community that had 
ANY contact with this case or the Defendant. As time 
progressed, they all decided it was best to distance themselves 
from the Defendant and they refused to speak with us. We 
posted notes and cards on their residence doors and they 
wouldn't return calls. 

Others took a different approach and would make 
appointments to come to the office and not show up. 

The Investigators kept us apprised of the evidence and 
the scientific findings. 

I believe all possible investigative avenues were discussed 
and the most important followed-up. 
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~ • WITNESSES SUGGESTED BY THE DEFENDANT 
fV 
f--' 
f--' 
w 
8 The Defendant was not insistent on the calling of any 
----1 witnesses. 
<..0 
w 

He did want my commitment that we would not call his 
father ... he hasn't seen him in about twenty (20) years. 

In light of the Defendant changing the spelling and. 
pronunciation of his name (from Vanisi to Vanacey), because 
he wanted to distance himself from the family name because of 
his hatred for his father, I elected to honor this request. 

He did discuss the calling of: Robert Kurts, Greg 
Gardner, and Michael Finan. 

These fellows were all friends and roommates. 

After speaking with them, they had too much damaging 
information (that I am convinced they have not and will not 
tell the police) to risk calling as defense witnesses. 

Individually and collectively they know: Vanisi carried a 
hatchet in LA; that he practiced with the hatchet on the closet 
door in ~is bedroom (confirmed by our investigation); they 
knew of some robbery attempts; they knew about other fights; 
they PROBABLY knew more than they were telling us; they 
knew about the stealing of a police scanner so they could be 
more effective in doing robberies; they knew about an old 
Indian ~hat was recently released from prison for killing 
someone.with a knife/axe. 
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~ With the explanation as to why these witnesses should not 
~ be called on his behalf, the Defendant acknowledged and 
~ acquiesced in this decision. 
f--' 
w 
0 
~--' The Defendant did not insist on ANY witness that should 
::3 be called~ 
IP 
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• THE FOLLOWING PRE-TRIAL 
MOTIONS WERE FILED IN TIDS CASE 

Motion for Individual Voir Dire 

Motion for Early Jury List 

Motion for Background Information on Prospective 
Jurors 

Motion for Change of Venue 

Motion for Jury Questionnaire 

Motion to Avoid Death-Prone Jury 

Motion for Proper Number of Jury Veniremen 

Motion for Additional Peremptory Challenges 
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Motion in Limine: Racially Mixed Jury 

Motion in Limine: State's Penalty Hearing Argument 

Motion in Limine: Future Dangerousness of the 
Defendant 

Motion in Limine: Gang Affiliation 

Motion in Limine: Custody Status 

Motion in Limine: Courtroom-Security 

Motion in Limine: Arrest of Defendant 

Motion in Limine: Prior Bad Acts 

Motion in Limine: Prosecutorial Misconduct 

Motion in Limine: DNA Expert 
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Motion in Limine: Gruesome Photographs 

Motion in Limine: Hearsay Evidence at Penalty Phase 

Motion in Limine: State's Penalty Hearing Argument 

Notice of Mitigating Factors 

Motion to Disqualify Certain Potential Jurors 

Motion to Expand Admonition to Jury Panel 

Motion to Allow Jury Consultants and Psychologists at 
Counsel Table During Jury Selection 

Motion to Strike Aggravating Factors 

Motion for Consideration of All Mitigating factors 

Motion to Limit Victim Impact Statements 
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1 Motion to Declare Nevada Death Penalty 
~ Unconstitutional 
~ 
fV 
f--' 
f--' 
w 
8 Motion for Right of Defendant to Exercise Right of 
----1 Allocution 
<..0 
co 

Motion for Discovery 

Motion to Sever 

Motion for Invocation of Rule ofExclusion 

Motion for Production of All Exculpatory Material 

Motion to Preclude Photographs and Media Coverage in 
the Courtroom 

Motion for Production of Samples, Procedures and 
Results of All DNA Testing for Independent Analysis 

Motion for Bifurcated Penalty Hearing 
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Motion for Production of Criminal Histories of Witnesses 

Motion for Order to Exchange Expert Witness List 

Motion to Compel State to Designate Trial Witnesses 

Motion to Exclude Inadmissible and Prejudicial Evidence 
at Penalty Phase 

Motion for Production of All Aggravating Factors and 
Character Evidence the State Intends to Produce at the 
Penalty Phase 

Motion for Reasonable Time· between Guilt and Penalty 
Phases of Trial 

Motion for Hearing to Determine Competence of 
Wi~esses Under the Age of 14 Years 

Motion to Exclude Testim.ony of Undisclosed Informants 

There were approximately eight (8) other Motions that 
·were withdrawn or not filed. 
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• OTHER RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS 

and 

• WITNESSES CONTACTED- NOT CALLED 

The continuing Investigation in this case· resulted in the 
finding of less than helpful facts and circumstances. 

Particularly we were surprised that the State was not 
aware of some of this information and we had to make some 
tactical decisions regarding the testimony/evidence that we 
would avoid. 

Further investigation revealed: 

1. . He had a child with a former girlfriend, Leanne 
Morris, of Chandler, Arizona. He has never paid 
child support and refused her request to consent to a 
termination of his parental rights to allow her 
husband to adopt the child. 

2. He fathered a child with his cousin while on a 
mission for the LDS Church. 
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3. He has a history of drug use, thievery, sporadic 
employment, aggressive acts toward women 
(physical), practiced throwing a hatchet when he 
lived in California. 

4. The Defendant had a fixation on "superheroes". He 
would wear tights and speak with young children 
about Robin Hood, etc. At first blush this should 
give one cause for concern. Once the true character 
of the Defendant is understood, one realizes that this 
is a young man that craves attention and will do 
anything to accomplish that end, hence: the wig, the 
dreadlocks, the beanie, the hatchet, the statements 
"I want to kill a cop", etc. He was constantly 
surrounding himself with youngsters that he could 
impress ... most adults thought he was a braggart. 

5. The defendant was alleged to have been invoived as 
a bodyguard as well as having a stable of prostitutes 
in Los Angeles. He was involved in many petty 
thefts. He was involved in planniri.g robberies. He 
wanted to be a gang member. 

6. Apparently the statements that the Defendant made 
to Vainga Kinikini were fairly accurate. These are 
confirmed by his brother, David ... never asked by 
the State. 

7. It became obvious after initial investigation that the 
defense could not afford to call Michael Finau 
(cousin), Robert Kurts and Gary Gardner 
(friends/roommates) as defense witnesses. We would 
have to proceed with family members for the 
penalty phase, as best we cou~d. 
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E • OBSERVATIONS OF THE DEFENDANT 
0 
f--J. 
co 
0 
10 The Defendant is a very strange person. He craves 

attention at all costs. He has a desire to be noticed. His wearing 
of bizarre clothing (tights, tutus, capes) are really nothing 
more than an attempt to draw attention to himself. 

This is one of the reasons that he was hanging 
around young "gangbangers" in Los Angeles and high 
schoolers here in Reno (he was accompanied by three (3) young 
girls when the hatchet was purchased). He could more easily 
influence these young minds. 

My initial reaction was that this Defendant had a screw 
loose and the defense would shift in that direction. 

I had him examined early on and found that he was 
competent, could assist counsel, was very aggressive, was very 
mean spirited and reasonably intelligent. 

The Defendant was housed at the Nevada State Prison for 
about siX (6) weeks from July 15th through September 1st. I 
received reports that the Defendant: 

Was wearing a hand-made mask 
Was drawing Tattoos on himself 

·Was talking in tongue (gibberish) 
Was acting bizarre 
Was refusing to wear clothes, etc. etc., etc. 
Was shot in a feeble escape attempt 
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~ After much evaluation and my discussions with the 
~ Defendant, it was ascertained that he was "just playing with w 
o their minds" and would continue to do so. 
f--J. 
co 
0 
w The Court received the same information and Ordered 

the Defendant examined by two (2) doctors. He was 
determined to be sane, normal with above-average intelligence. 

The Defendant began to realize about November that the 
State of ~evada was serious. They would NOT exile him to 
Tonga ... they would try to execute him. He developed mood 
swings. He continued to do things to gain attention. He 
acknowledged that he acts bizarre because all superheroes act 
bizarre ... ! told him that he could not "snow" me with that 
hyperbole ... he acknowledged he was doing it to harass the 
jailers and get attention. 

The demeanor of the Defendant has remained fairly 
constant. It was only when he first realized the State wanted to 
execute him that he became interested in his defense. · · 

The Defendant, in response to my Motion to exclude 
cameras and media from the courtroom, became as animated 
as I have seen. HeW ANTS the attention ... at any cost. · 

He has been trying to "sell" his story to Hollywood. (He 
worked in Hollywood ... did one beer commercial and mostly 
worked back stage). 
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T The Defendant was advised e~rly on that he would surely 
~ be convicted on Murder (1) and that there was the very strong 
~ possibility that he would be executed. From the outset, I so 
f--' 
f--' advised the Defendant. He was not given any false hope. w 
0 
f--J. 
co When the local Tongan community, and his relatives, 0 
~t:> decided there was some truth to these allegations and they 

withdrew support for the Defendant, he began to voice the fact 
that he would be found not guilty and "beat the rap". 

When I explained that IF he were ever to "beat the rap" 
on the murder, he still was facing one hundred ten (110) years 
for the Robbery charges (3) and Possession of Stolen Property. 
He was astounded. 

He was advised, on more than one occasion that he would 
spend the rest of his natural life in prison. He would never be a 
free man again. He would either die in prison in many years or 
he would die by lethal injection when the State says it's time. 
There is NO doubt this was fully understood by the Defendant. 

The Defendant, having been uncomfortable with his 
present situation, began attempting to sabotage his defense 
team. He would refuse to sign documents (waivers, consent for 
doc,ume~ts, etc.), he would ask the same question over and over 
again (he wanted the answer to be as he wished), he would 
become difficult to deal with. 

I am comfortable with the decisions in this case. The 
Defendant is legally sane and competent. He is attention 
starved. 

The Defendant has NEVER shown any remorse. He only 
feels bad that HE is jail. 
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• THE' DEFENSE- THE DEFENDANT'S INVOLVEMENT 

The Defendant, despite the best efforts of the defense 
team, insisted on the use of the SODDI defense. 

It was the considered opinion of the undersigned that (1) 
the Defendant was going to be convicted, and (2) our only goal 
was to try to save his life. It was my belief that a provocation 
defense was the only viable explanation that would have ANY 
chance of avoiding the Death Penalty ... although that was a 
long-shot. The Defendant was advised repeatedly by everyone 
on the Murder Team that his choice of options was sev~rely 
limited by the facts of the case and his choice of defenses was 
not in his best interests. 

The Defendant began a campaign of attempting to find 
old Tong.ans, in ill health and /or failing health, who would 
want to accept responsibility for this murder and allow him to 
go free ... needless to say there were no takers. 

After attempting to persuade the Defendant that the 
SODDI defense was not workable in this case, we bowed to his 
wishes, after having advised him of the foolishness of his 
choice. · 
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T The defense in this case would be that "some other dude 
t-3 o did it" ... S.O.D.D.I. .. 
~ 
fV 
f--' 
f--' This was the Defendant's choice that was not shared by 
w 
o any members of the defense team. 
f--J. 
co 
0 
0 Subsequent to the mistrial, the Defendant realized the 

problems associated with his choice of defenses and reluctantly 
agreed to pursue the provocation defense at re-trial. 

The defendant subsequently changed his mind and 
refused to cooperate with counsel. 
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~ • SHOULD THE DEFENDANT TESTIFY? 
f--' 
f--' 
w 
8 This was a decision made by the Defendant ... that he 
g would testify. His options were explained to him. I told him I 
----1 thought he would be a bad witness. He had a tendency to 

answer everything with "and so on and so forth". I thought 
this very dangerous. 

The Defendant indicated he had the right to testify 
and he w.ould. 

I am convinced that the thought of having a 
captured audience excited him. He wanted to exploit his 
unfulfilled need for attention. 

. He was also convinced that with his acting 
background, he would be able to tell the jury anything and 
they would believe it and find him not guilty. Despite my 

·admonitions to the contrary, he believed he could "talk the 
jury to acquittal". · 

· In light of the impossible defense the Defendant 
wished to proffer, his testimony was needed to fill in the many 
gaps in testimony elicited from the State's witnesses. 

The entire situation changed when the Defendant 
indicated he would commit perjury. 
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It became obvious that a conflict of interest was 
created when the Defendant advised that he did, in fact, kill 
Sergeant Sullivan and he was going to testify and commit 
perjury when he was on the witness stand. 

He was advised that his creation of a conflict of 
interest for us prevented us from representing him at trial. He 
moved the Court to represent himself. 

The Court did an extensive Faretta canvass and 
despite the Defendant's demand to represent himself, his 
willingness to forego any delay in the commencement of trial 
and his answering all of the Court's inquiries properly, the 
Court denied his Motion. 

We received an advisory opinion from the State Bar 
that the conflict required us to withdraw as counsel. The Court 
refused denied the Motion. On appeal, through Writ of 
Certiorari, the Nevada Suprem·e Court refused to intervene 
and the tdal proceeded on September 20, 1999. 

The defense was in a tenuous situation. As officers of 
the Court we had our ethical obligation and in representing the 
defendant our loyalty to the ciient. 

We were required to proceed to trial with little heip 
that we could provide to the Defendant. We had to exercise 
caution in cross-examining witnesses. We elected to take our 
only shot at trying to save the defendant's life at the penalty 
phase ... guilt was not going to be a contested issue. 

The Defendant was convicted and sentenced to 
death. 
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• ISSUES FOR APPEAL, REVIEW 

The first place I would concentrate would be with 
the Motions filed in the case. 

Motions for Individual Voir Dire/Jury 
Questionnaire: 

Motion for Background Information on Prospective 
Jurors: 

The State, as a matter of course, "runs" each 
potential jurors' criminal background. The defense does not 
have access to this information. The Court's denial of this 
Motion is error. 

Motion to Disqualify Certain Jurors: 

The defense moved to disqualify police and UNR 
students from the panel. This could readily necessitate the use 
of perem ptorjr challenge. The Court's denial of this Motion is 
error. 
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~ Motion in Limine Re: Gruesome Photographs: 
~ 
fV 

~ The Court erroneously denied this Motion AND 
w 
o allowed the State to take 8 x 10 photographs and enlarge them 
6; to four ( 4) feet by five (5) feet in front of the jury. This was 
f-J. 
o clearly error. 

Motion to Exclude Television and Media Coverage 
( 

In the Courtroom: 

With the extensive media coverage of this case and 
the Defendant, the Court erred in denying this Motion. 

Counsel believes the following issues must be 
reviewed for possible inclusion in the Defendant's appeal: 

From Vanisi I 

All potential Jurors and all seated Jurors expressed 
an opinion as to the Defendant's guilt 

All potential Jurors and all seated Jurors indicated 
they would have NO difficulty in imposing the death 
penalty 

Juror number 4 (Adamson) indicated the defense 
would have to prove the Defendant was innocent 
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Juror number 35 (Burke) had a pre-conceived 
opinion of guilt AND knowledge of the case beyond 
what was in the media 

Juror number 13 (Gerbatz) has a pre-conceived 
opinion as to guilt AND would believe a police 
officer over ANYONE else 

The challenges for cause vvere denied. The l\1otion for 
Additional Peremptory Challenges was denied which 
prevented the seating of a jury other than one death prone. 

The photographs the State intended to introduce were 
overly gruesome .... they should not have been permitted. The 
Court indicated that the enlargement of the photographs to 
4' x 4' was less gruesome that viewing the 8" x 10" photos. 

These are the submitted issues, PRIOR to the declaration 
of the Mistrial. 

Subsequent issues include: 

The Defendant made a Motion, per Feretta, to represent 
himself. The Court conducted an extensive inquiry and it is 
submitted the Court erroneously denied the Motion to allow 
the defen:dant to represent himself. 
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w 

~ 
~ The Defendant then advised that he would proffer 
T perjured testimony through "his" (unidentified) selected 
~ witnesses and through his own testimony. We subsequently, 
~ upon the advice of Bar Counsel, attempted to withdraw from 
f--' 
f--' the representation of the Defendant. 
w 
0 
f--J. 
co The trial court denied our Motion to Withdraw. 
f--J. 
10 

We filed a Writ with the Nevada Supreme Court. The 
Court indicated they would not intervene and we continued to 

· represent the Defendant. 

The representation of the Defendant, under these 
circumst~nces, was precarious. We could not proffer 
testimony, evidence or even lead questioning in the direction of 
the defense demanded by the defendant. We were instructed by 
the Defendant he did NOT want us to pursue our defense. 

The trial left little room for meaningful cross-examination 
and presentation of ANY viable defense. · 
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--. -·· - ---·-- -~------~--~--· -- --·· -- ---~ . - - . - - ----·--··--- ~----·---··~·-,-·._, .. ,..._ .... -.------·--- ---·---------- ----- ----- -

• DIFFICULTY IN DEFENDING THE CASE· 

and 

• COMMENTS 

This was an 'extremely difficult case to defend for 
many reasons. 

Unfortunately, the Defendant never expressed any 
remorse and until 60-90 days prior to trial did not express 
concern for his situation (the State wanted to kill him). 

· The difficulty in representing the Defendant in this 
case is highlighted by: . 

The Defendant was accused of killing a police 
officer; 

Generally, a "cop killer" is given the death penalty; 

The victim was a well-liked, 23 year veteran of the 
University Police Force; 
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The Defendant expressed no remorse for the 
officer or his family; 

The Defendant had told at least fifteen (15) 
people that he wanted to kill a cop ... up to and 
including the date of the murder of Sgt. Sullivan; 

After the fact, the Defendant admitted to a 
number of people that he DID murder the officer; 

The Defendant purchased a hatchet at the Wal
Mart store in the presence of three (3) young, high 
school girls; 

The Defendant was seen with a bent hatchet 
AFTER the murder of the victim; 

The Defendant told the young _ladies that he 
wanted to kill a cop ... going so far as to say "stop the 
car, I'll kill that cop" {sidewalk}; 

The Defendant left the jurisdiction within 
hours after the death of the victim ... the flight 
instruction was not beneficial to the defense; 
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The Defendant had the victim's gun in his 
possession when he was arrested in Salt Lake City; 

The Defendant was positively identified as the 
robber of the 7/11 and Jackson Markets in Reno and 
Sparks; 

The blood of the victim was found on property 
found at the Rock Blvd. address, allegedly put there 
by the Defendant; 

The Defendant insisted on pursuing an 
untenable defense, against the advice of counsel; 

The Defendant was in possession of the stolen 
motor vehicle in Salt Lake City; 

The Defendant had difficulty ·comprehending 
the concept of "circumstantial evidence." He 
erroneously believed, for some time, that if the State 
did not have a confession, there would be no 

· conviction; 
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·-·------· ------·---·---·~--------·--- .. ----·· --···-·--·-···---·----- ·-----·-··-----·· --- ···--·-···-·------· 

The Defendant, having heard his mental 
evaluations as "above average intelligence" 
provided him with the misconception that he was 
more intelligent than his counsel; This proved a 
false assumption. His decisions were skewed. His 
desire for notoriety exceeded his desire to be found 
not guilty; 

The Defendant was never able to see the 
danger in having 10-15 people testify that he said "I 
want to kill a cop". He assumed if he testified that he 
was just kidding, the jury would believe him. He 
never did understand the irony of that statement 
AND the fact that he said it with an axe in his hand 
AND hours later, a cop is killed ... with an axe; 

The Defendant was convinced that with his 
acting ability, ability to speak with people and 
genuine personality. th~ jury would have no 
alternative but to acquit him; 

The Defendant relied heavily on support from 
the local Tongan community ... they have totally 
distanced themselves from the Defendant. They 
refused to cooperate with the defense investigation; 
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The intent of the Defendant to attempt to 
throw suspicion on "other Tongans" was without 
basis and fraught with danger; 

The Defendant did little to further his cause. 
This was a very inept murder. The Defendant 
insisted in proffering the most implausible defense, 
against the advice of counsel; 

The Defendant was initially of the opinion that 
he would plead guilty ... that he would take his 
chances before a three-judge panel. It took the 
undersigned more than three (3) months to convince 
the Defendant that he should NOT go before a 
three-judge panel. 

The Defendant would alternate between 
wanting to die and wanting to be acquitted. This 
symptom wasdirectly keyed to the status of his 
relationship with his wife. 

The Defendant's attempt to "sell his story to 
Hollywood" was a lesson. The Defendant did not 
command the respect of his "Hollywood" peers as 
he had initially thought. 
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------- --- -------··---------- -- . --·---- ---- --- ----···- ·-·----·-----·-·-···-·--·-···--------------- --------·----- --- - --- ------ --~------------· --~ -

MISTRIAL DECLARED ON THE FIFTH DAY 

OF TRIAL, JANUARY IS, 1999 

TRIAL WAS RE-SCHEDULED FOR 

SEPTEMBER 7, 1999, THEN RE-SCHEDULED 

TO SEPTEMBER 20, 1999 TO ALLOW THE 

DEFENSE TO FILE A WRIT IN THE NEVADA 

SUPREME COURT. 

THE PRECEDING DOCUMENTS SHALL 

BE APART OF THIS MEMORANDUM, TO 

COMPLETE THE RECORD. 

SUBSEQUENT TO THE MIS-TRIAL AND· 

PRIOR TO THE RE-TRIAL, THE DEFENDANT 

DID EVERYTHING HE COULD POSSIBLY 
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w 

~ 
H 
w 
()1 

I 
t-3· 
p 
~ 
fV 
f--' 
f--' 
w 
0 
f--J. 
co 
f--J. 
<..() 

DO TO INSURE THAT IDS COUNSEL WOULD 

BE PREVENTED FROM PRESENTING ANY 

DEFENSE. 

MINIMALLY, THE DEFENDANT AGREED TO 

DISPENSE WITH THE UNTENABLE S.O.D.D.I. 

DEFENSE IN FAVOR OF THE MORE 

PROBABLE PROVOCATION DEFENSE~ 

UNFORTUNATELY,THEDEFENDANTBEGAN 

TO INVOLVE IDMSELF IN UN ACCEPT ABLE . 

BEHAVIOR WHILE IN THE COUNTY JAIL ... 

REQUIRNG NUMEROUS CELL 

EXTRICATIONS THAT WOULD INFLAME 

AND PROVOKE ANY JURY. 

UPON HIS SUBSEQUENT TRANSFER TO THE 

N.S.P. HE CONTINUED TO WEAR MASKS, 

WEAR TOOTHPASTE ON HIS FACE, DISTURB 

AND PROVOKE OTHER INMATES AND 

GUARDS AND HE ATTEMPTED A FEEBLE 
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----------·---- ~~---~------- ----- -- ------ -- ----- --- --------- -- -- . -- -------- . -~- - -- ---·-·--·-····---~-----.---.~----··-···-·-·-··· ··-·······--· -···----·-···-"'''--'··-

ESCAPE REQUIRNG THE GUARDS TO SHOOT 

IDM WITH RUBBER BULLETS. 

HE EFFECTIVELY CURTAILED ANY 

REMOTE POSSIBILITY COUNSEL MAY HAVE 

HAD TO SAVE HIS LIFE. 

THE FINAL OUTCOME OF TIDS CASE CAME 

AS NO SURPRISE. 

THE DEFENDANT WAS ADVISED THE ONLY 

. WAY WE COULD SAVE IDS LIFE (AND TillS 

WAS A REMOTE POSSIBILITY) WAS IF HE 

CONDUCTED HIMSELF IN ARATIONAL AND 

ORDEREL Y MANNER \VHILE 

INCARCERATED ... HE HAD TO BE A 

MODEL PRISONER 

THE DEFENDANT, PRIOR TO RE-TRIAL, 

DID EVERY CONCEIVABLE THING TO 

UNDERMINE OUR EFFORTS WITH IDS 
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COMBATIVE AND BIZARRE BEHAVIOR. 

THE DEFENDANT BECAME AN IMMEDIATE 

DISCIPLINE. PROBLEM AT THE JAIL. 

THE DEFENDANT CONSTANTLY 

ANTAGONIZED OTHER INMATES. 

THE DEFENDANT REFUSED TO ALLOW 

·oTHER INMATES TO SLEEP .. 

THE DEFENDANT REFUSED TO ABIDE 

WITH THE MOST SIMPLE REQUESTS 

· OF THE JAIL PERSONNEL. 

THE DEFENDANT'S BEHAVIOR 

NECESSITATED IDS ULTIMATE TRANSFER 

TO THE NEVADA STATE PRISON. 

THE DEFENDANT INSISTED ON BEING 

NAKED ALL THE TIME. 

THE DEFENDANT INSISTED ON WEARING 

IDS UNDERWEAR ON IDS HEAD. 
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THE DEFENDANT PUT TOOTHPASTE 

ON IDS FACE (THE GUARDS INTERPRETED 

THIS AS "WAR PAINT"). 

THE DEFENDANT'S BEHAVIOR REQUIRED 

A NUMBER OF CELL EXTRICATIONS. 

THE DEFENDANT ATTEMPTED TO DIG 

UNDER A SECURITY FENCE WHEN 

INCARCERATED AT THE NEVADA STATE 

, PRISON. 

TH DEFENDANT'S INSISTENT ON TALKING 
. . 

GIBBERISH AND IDS OTHER BIZARE 

BEHAVIOR NECESSITATED FURTHER 

MENTAL EVALUATIONS, . 

THE DEFENDANT'S MENTAL CONDITION 

AND HIS ELECTION TO ACT IN SUCH A 

BIZARRE FASHION MADE HIM UNABLE 

TO ASSIST COUNSEL IN IDS OWN DEFENSE. 
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State of Nevada vs. Siaosi Vanisi 

SCR 250 Time Record 

Michael R. Specchio 
Bar Number 1017 

1998 

JANUARY, 1998: 

1/19/98 Review newspapers; memoranda re: Killing of UNR Policeman 2.0 

1/20/98 Assigned case to myself and Wally Fey 1.0 
Discussed, informally, case with Wally Fey and had him contact 
Salt Lake City P.D. to have client remain silent until discusses 
case with our office 2.0 

1/21198 Telephone conversation with Dick Gammick .3 
Discussion with Wally Fey .2 
Memorandum re: case 
Preliminary Hearing to be set 2/17-2/18 
Arrangements to view Sullivan's car- Crime Lab 3.0 

1/22/98 Crime Lab- viewed victim's patrol car ... notes 2.5 

1/23/98 Review tape regarding vehicle 1.0 

1126/98 RJC - Arraignment /notes 1.5 

1/26/98 WCJ -1•t interview with client; Memo; tape 
television interviews 5.5 

1/27/98 Review notes; taped interview 
Prepare Trial Books 5.0 

1/27/98 Conversation/interview wit.lt Defendant's wife; Memo 2.0 

1/28/98 Telephone- wife .5 

1/28/98 WCJ- client interview and memo 3.0 

1/29/98 Memo: re: police reports; autopsy; interview; view of photos; 
defense team; 3.0 

1/29/98 Jenkins P.C. Affidvait reviewed- Memo re: State's witnesses 2.5 

1/29/98 Telephone with Jenkins re: blood draw 
Telephone- client re: blood draw .5 

1/29/98 Telephone with Rusk State's Investigator on case .5 
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FEBRUARY, 1998: 

2/5/98 

2/6/98 

217-8198 

2/9/98 

2/10/98 

2/11/98 

2/12/98 

2/12/98 

. 2/13/98 

2/14-15/98 

2/18/98 

2/18/98 

2/19/98 

2/19/98 

2/20/98 

2/24/98 

2/25/98 

2/26/98 

2/27/98 

Discussed Vanisi with members ofthe Tongan 
community- memo . 

Discovery 

Discovery- review and catalog 

Viewed photographs 
memos 

Prepare materials for Vanisi 

Interview client at WCJ- Fey; documents, memo 

New Discovery- memo 

Ford and documents to WCJ 

Discovery 

Review, note and catalog new Discovery 

Reviewed all t.v. news tapes- Reno and Utah 

Letter to client's wife 

Review and prepare witness re-cap 

Discovery- review and catalog (PM) 

Preliminary Hearing 

WCJ- interview, other, memo 

Notice oflntent (D.P.) to client 

New Discovery- Review I Memo 

Discover- needs -list 

(36.0) 

1.5 

·3.5 

12.0 

2.5 

2.0 

2.5 

2.5 

1.0 

1.0 

9.5 

1.5 

1.5 

3.5 

3.0 

10.0 

2.5 

.5 

3.0 . 

3.5 

(67.0) 

(103.0) 

.. -----·········· -~--~--·-·····' ..... ,. ______ ._ .... -.... ~-.--· .......... _ 
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MARCH, 1998: 

3/2/98 WCJ- D.P. Notification 1.5 

3/2/98 Note- Wally- Motions .5 

312/98 Ok'd release of Officer's badge/name tag .5 

3/2/98 Memo; letter- wife; 1.5 

3/3/98 (T)- Wife re: mothers; Letter 1.5 

3/3/98 Reviewed P/H photographs 1.0 

3/4/98 Compiled background profile on client 5.0 

3/5/98 (T) - David Goodman; Letters/ memo 3.0 

3/5/98 (T) client .5 

.3/6/98 (R) P/H transcript 1.5 

3/6/98 Letters; Pascetta (Fed. P.D.; Center for Capital Assist. S.F.; 
review material, affidavits 3.0 

3/8-9/98 Review, prepare Motions list 10.0 

3/10/98 ARRAIGNMENT D-4; Memo 2.0 

3/10/98 Prepare State's witness list 3.0 

3/11/98 Motions 3.0 

3/11198 Preparation 2.5 

3/12/98 Prepare MOTIONS books 1.5 

3/13/98 Interview- WCJ; memo 3.0 

3/13/98 Review and prepar.ation 2.5 

3/19/98 CONTINUED ARRAIGNMENT; memos; meeting w/team 
re: motions 5.5 

3120/98 MOTIONS(P) 6.0 

3/21-22/98 MOTIONS (P) 15.0 

3/23/98 MOTIONS (P) 3.0 
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3/22-23/98 

3/24/98 

3/25/98 

3/26/98 

3/27/98 

3/30/98 

3/31/98 

APRil.., 1998: 

4/2/98 . 

4/3/98 

4/8/98 

4/9/98 

4/10/98 

4/11/98 

4/13/98 

4/13/98 

4/14/98 

4/15/98 

4/16/98 

4/16/98 

4/16/98 

4/17/98 

4/17/98 

--- -·- -~-- .... ·--~---~· ~-·-· --- ---- .. ------ . ··-·-· ---·---~-~----~·-······~·--·---~ ··-·-····-- ····-· ---·:-··· ···-·-···-·- ---·-·-··--·-·--·-·------,-. 

JAIL INCIDENT- BLACK EYE MESSAGE -WIFE 

MOTIONS (P) 

MOTIONS(P) 

MOTIONS(P) 

MOTIONS (P) 

Photos- jail incident 

Torn- Tongan activist 

WCJ 

(T) wife 

Discovery 

Motions/ polygraph! misc. 

WCJ (draft Motions to client {50})/ Motions 

Review 

Center for Capital Assistance (2x) 

Jail re: prison transfer 

Telephones, Letters, other (Doctors) 

Motions (0); (P) 

Doctors, correspondence, etc. 

(T) David Goodman; correspondence, memo 

Meeting- Investigator 

Leeanne Morris -Telephone, memo, etc. 

WCJ-client 

1.0 

4.5 

4;5 

4.0 

3.0 

2.5 

1.0 

(98) 

(201) 

1.5 

.5 

6.0 

8.0 

6.0 

4.5 

2.0 

2.5 

5.5 

6.0 

4.5 

2.0 

1.0 

3.0 

2.0 
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w 

~ 
H 
w 4/20/98 
()1 

Investigations; defense witnesses; (L) client 5.5 
I 

t-3 4!21198 
p 

WCJ- Leanne Morris papers; (L) 3.0 

~ 4/22/98 fV Tongan Culture- Internet- Center for Capital Assistance (CCA) 6.0 
f--' 
f--' 4/23/98 
w 

(") 6.0 

0 
4/24/98 f--J. ("). 7.0 

co 
10 4!25/98 Helen Morton's Book from CCA 5.0 
<..() 

4126/98 (") 6.0 

4127/98 Dr. Widman replacement- (t), (l's) etc. 2.0 

4/27/98 Dr. Lynn (T's, 0); Memo 2.5 

4129/98 Internet- Chat lines 4.0 

4/30/98 (Book) 2.0 

(104) 

(305) 

MAY, 1998: 

5/1198 Review Motions 4.0 

511198 Team meeting 1.0 

517/98 (T) - David Goodman .5 

5/11/98 Murder Team up-date 1.0 

5/12/98 Dr. Lynn (T); Memo 1.5 

5/13/98 Pre-Trial Motions- Petty/Laura 1.0 

5/14/98 WCJ 2.0 

5/14/98 (T)-Oient .5 

5/15/98 Murder Team Meeting 2.0 

5/15/98 Possible Witnesses: (T's): Giorgio; Terry Williams; Greg Garner 1.5 

5/18/98 Books for client; Crystal 1.0 

5/20/98 Investigation - Pismo Beach 8.0 
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w 

~ 
H 
w 
()1 

I 5/21198 
t-3 5/21198 
p 
~ 5122/98 fV 
f--' 
f--' 
w 5/29/98 0 
f--J. 
co 
(.0 

0 

6/1198 

6/1198 

6/2/98 

6/3/98 

6/4/98 

6/8/98 

6/9/98 

6/9/98 

6/10/98 

6/11/98 

6/12/98 

6/15/98 

6/18/98 

6/19/98 

6/19/98 

6/22/98 

6/22/98 

6/23/98 

6/26/98 

Travel 5.0 

' 
Investigation- Simi V~Iley (Redondo, Manhattan Beaches) 8.0 
Travel 5.0 

Investigation and Notes 8.0 
Travel 5.0 

Team meeting 1.0 

Investigation Memos 

©J.P. re: Motions 

(L) wife re: mother(s) addresses 

(0) Memo re: finalizing investigation 

WCJ 

Discovery: 

(160) 

{361) 

Cell extrication-ordered-tape from T. Rusk 
Albertson's threat- BMA 

Reviewed tape of Cell Extrication, (0) 

Memo- Investigation - Losa and Renee 

D.P. LETTER 

WCJ;MEMO 

TEAM MEETING 

LETTER- WIFE 

WCJ-

© Investigator 

MEMO- TRIAL- INVESTIGATION 

"AMOK". 

CONSULATE 

', 
MARGARET KA V APALU (R) STATEMENT 

RESPONSES TO MOTIONS (8) 

5.5 

1.5 

1.0 

1.5 

2.0 

2.0 

1.0 

1.0 

2.5 

2.5 

1.0 

1.0 

1.5 

.5 

2.5 

1.5 

.5 

1.5 

3.5 
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w 

~ 
H 6126/98 TEAM l\1EETING 1.0 w 
CD 
I 6/29/98 RESPONSE TO CLIENT (L) 1.0 

t-3 (37) p 
~ 

(398) fV 
f--' 
f--' 
w 

7/1/98 (L) CLIENT RE: WITNESSES 1.0 0 
....... 
co 7/1/98 
(.0 

(T)-CLIENT .5 
....... 

7/2/98 (L) WIFE 3X FOR FAMILY ADDRESSES 1.0 

7/1/98 RESPONSES TO MOTIONS (3) 1.0 

7/2/98 (L) D.A RE: SULLIVAN RECORDS 1.0 

7/2/98 RESPONSES TO MOTIONS (3) 1.0 

7/2/98 (T)-CLIENT .5 

7/6/98 (T) CIDLDS- "NUT HOUSE" 1.0 

717/98 (T'S) CAPT. DON MEANS -sUICIDE ATTEMPT? 
- TRANSFER TO NSP? 1.0 

7/7/98 TERRY RUSK FOR 2ND EXTRICATION TAPE 1.0 

7/8/98 (C) -INVESTIGATOR 1.0 

7/8/98 RESPONSES TO MOTIONS (3) 1.0 

7/9/98 (M)- DENIAL OF SULLIVAN'S PERSONNEL FILE; 
MEMOTOJRP 1.0 

7/9/98 (T) DAVID GOODMAN 1.0 

7/10/98 RESPONSES TO MOTIONS (3) 1.0 

7/10/98 TEAM MEETING 1.0 

7/13/98 DNA- STATISTICAL REPORTS 1.5 

7/13/98 MOTIONS 1.0 

7/14/98 MOTIONS 1.0 

7/15/98 MOTIONS 1.0 

7/15/98 CAPTAIN MEANS- TRANSFER TO PRISON .5 

7/16/98 MOTIONS 2.0 

7/16/98 RESPONSES TO MOTIONS (2) 1.0 
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w 

~ 
H 7/17/98 (P) .•. MOTIONS, WITNESSES; DEFENSES; DISCOVERY; w (T) WIFE 8.0 ()1 

I 
t-3 7/20/98 MOTIONS 2.0 p 
~ 7/21/98 . WCJ 1.5 fV 
f--' 
f--' 7/21/98 LETTER TO D.A. RE: DISCOVERY 2.0 w 
0 

7/22/98 STATUS HEARING (A, P) (CONT'D. BY CT.) 2.0 1--'-
co 
(.0 7/22/98 CRYSTAL -DISCOVERY- FORENSIC 1.5 10 

7/22/98 REVIEW ALL FORENSIC REPORTS 3.5 

7/22/98 RESPONSES TO MOTIONS (3) 1.0 

7/24/98 INVESTIGATION RE: MEETING WITH SPOUSE/SISTER 2.5 

7/24/98 TEAM MEETING 1.0 

7/27/98 TRANSFER TO PRISON 
WIFE -NO SHOW- 7/23 
PREPARATION 6.0 

1128/98 RESPONSES TO MOTIONS (2) 2.0 

7129/98 REVIEW AND PREPARATION 3.5 

7/31/98 MEMO 1.0 

7131/98 (T) DA STANTON -CLIENT-PRISON- .5 

7131/98 MEMO RE: CLIENT'S MENTAL STATUS:.... NSP. 1.0 

( 62.5) 

(456.5) 

8/1/98 INVESTIGATION MEMO 1.5 

8/3/98 PREPARATION 1.0 

8/4/98 PRPEARATION- HEARING 2.0 

8/4/98 STATUS HEARING 1.5 

8/4/98 COURT'S FIRST MOTION'S ORDER 1.5 

8/5/98 HEARING MEMORANDUM 2.5 
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w 

~ 
H 8/6/98 REVIEW 2.0 w 
()1 

817/98 TEAM MEETING I 1.0 
t-3 
p 8/11/98 N.S.P. -INTERVIEW CLIENT 3.5 ~ 
fV 

8/11/98 MEMO 1.0 f--' 
f--' 
w 8/12/98 0 REVIEW AND PREPARATION 2.0 
f--J. 
co 8/12/98 REVIEW TRANSCRIPT- NOTES/MEMO 2.0 
(.0 
(.0 

8/12/98 JURY BOOK- INDEX 2.0 

8/13/98 MEETING WITH DA- DISCOVERY 2.0 

8/13/98 PREPARATION- MEMOS, BOOKS, WITNESSES 3.5 

8/14/98 MEMORANDUM 1.5 

8/14/98 MEMORANDUM- UPDATE 2.5 

8/14/98 INVESTIGATION MEETING 2.5 

8/16/98 JURY QUESTIONAIRRE 6.0 

8/17/98 JURY QUESTIONAIRRE 5.0 

8/18/98 LETTER- D.A.- LAB PERSONNEL- DISCOVERY 1.0 

8/20/98 RESPONSE MOTIONS (1) 1.0 

8/21198 TEAM MEETING 1.0 

8/21/98 INVESTIGATION- WITNESSES 1.0 

8/24/98 MOTIONS/GRANTED/DENIED/SUBMISSION 2.0 

8/24/98 (T) DAVID GOODMAN .5 

8/26/98 FORENSIC REPORT- BLOOD SPLATTER 1.0 

8/31/98 INVESTIGATION MEETING- MEMO 2.5 

8/31/98 DISCOVERY 1.0 

( 57.5) 

(514.0) 

9/1/98 DISCOVERY 1.0 
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w 

~ 9/2/98 DISCOVERY- SALT LAKE CITY 3.0 H 
w 
()1 9/3/98 PREPARATION 1.0 I 9/3/98 DISCOVERY -DNA 1.0 t-3 
p 
~ 9/4/98 STATUS HEARING 1.0 
fV 
f--' 9/4/98 MEMO 1.0 f--' 
w 
0 9/4/98 INTERVIEW WITNESSES LOSA, CORRINA- MEMO 1.5 f--J. 

(NO SHOW 3X- WAITED 2 HOURS) co 
(.0 

IP 9/4/98 WCJ (DEFENDANT RETURNED) 3.0 

9/8/98 MEMO ... MOTIONS ... NEWSPAPER ... LETTER 5.5 

9/9/98 MEMO, REVIEW, MOTIONS 5.0 

9/10/98 DISCOVERY PRINT COMPARISONS 1.0 

9/10/98 VANISI (L) PENALTIES- OTHER CAHRGES 1.5 

9/10/98 (L) DA. PRISON EVALUATIONS 1.5 

9/11/98 DRAFT- MEDICAL RELEASE- NOTE -EXECUTE 1.5 

9/11/98 WCJ-MEMO 3.5 

9/12198 MEMO- INVESTIGATOR FOR L.A. 2.5 

9!12/98 LAB REPORTS- REVIEW- (L)CLIENT 2.5 

9/14/98 MOTIONS -REVIEW- FOR SUBMISSION 4.5 

9il4!98 MOTIONS FOR SUBMISSION - PETTY- MEMO 1.0 

9/14/98 CONTACT DA - NO RESPONSE TO MOTION# 46 .5 

9/15/98 INVESTIGATION UP-DATE REQUEST .5 

9/15/98 WCJ-MEMO 3.0 

9/15/98 DISCOVERY- (R) .5 

9/16/98 REQUEST FOR SUBMISSION OF PRE-TRIAL MOTIONS 2.5 

9/16/98 PRELIM. TRANSCRIPT BREAKDOWN 2.5 

9/16/98 MEMO- INVESTIGATIONS .5 

9/17/98 MURDER TEAM MEETING MEMO 1.5 

9/17/98 MODIFIED INDEX 4.5 

9i17/98 DNA-REPORT .5 
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w 

~ 
H 9/2l/98 REVIEW PRiSON MEDICAL RECORDS 1.0 w 
()1 

I 
t-3 9/22/98 D.A. LETTERRE: STIPULATION (UTAH COPS) & p TRIAL WITNESSES .5 ~ 
fV 9/23/98 DISCOVERY- DNA REPORT .5 f--' 
f--' 
w 9/23/98 WCJ-CLIENT 2.0 0 
1--'-
co 9/24/98 BRIEFING- STEVE GREGORY, PRPEPARATION 4.0 
(.0 
()l 9/25/98 WCJ-M:EMO 2.5 

9/26/98 REVIEW FILES 6.0 

9/28/98 HEARING- MENTAL STATUS- MEMO 3.5 

9/28/98 M:EMO TO STEVE GREGORY RE: WITNESSES 1.5 

9/29/98 WCJ-MEMO 3.0 

9/30/98 REVIEW, MEMO, INVESTIGATION, PREPARATION 8.0 

9/30/98 :MEETING WITH EVO AND CRYSTAL 1;0 

(93) 

(607) 

10/1198 WcJ.:MEMO 3.0 

10/1/98 CONFIDENTIAL LETTER TO CLIENT 2.0 

10/1/98 SET UP INVESTIGATION MEETING .5 

10/5/98 SET UP WCJ INTERVIEW .5 

10/5/98 TRIA..L ASSIGNMENTS 1.5 

. 10/5//98 E-MAIL, :MEMOS TRIAL TEAM 1.5 

10/6/98 MEETING - INVESTIGATION 1.5 

10/6/98 C-- JEREMY BOSLER .5 

10!7/98 WCJ- WITH INVESTIGATORS 3.5 

10/8/98 WCJ-M.EMO 3.0 

10/8/98 DEFENSE TEAM MEETING (ALL) 2.5 

10/9/98 NOTICE OF ASSOCIATION OF COUNSEL 1.0 

10/9/98 INVESTIGATION REPORT .5 
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w 

~ 
H 
w 10/9/98 MEMOS- TO DEFENSE TEAM- ATTORNEYS 2.5 ()1 

I 
t-3 10/11/98 REVIEW INVESTIGATION REPORT (FINAU) 1.0 p 
~ 10/12/98 WCJ 2.5 fV 
f--' 
f--' 10/13/98 MEMO- RE: TRIAL TEAM- INVESTIGATORS 1.0 w 
0 

10/14/98 (L) CLIENT- STATE'S WITNESSES 1.0 f--J. 
co 
(.0 10/14/98 (L) CLIENT- SON OF SAM LAW 1.5 ()1 

10/15/98 (L)CLIENT-UTAH-HAT 1.0 

10/15/98 REVIEW INVESTIGATION REPORT (GARNER) 2.0 

10/15/98 (T) - CLIENT - ARIZONA PATERNITY -MEMO - TEAM 1.5 

10/16/98 (L) CLIENT- BLOOD/DNA/GLOVE 2.5 

10/18/98 (T) COLLECT- HOME 1.0 

10/19/98 (L) (T-C) 2.0 

10/19/98 REPRODUCTION 4.0 

10/20/98 (L) COPIES 2.0 

10/20/98 REPRODUCTION 4.0 

10/20/98 (T) CLIENT- .5 

10/21198 (L) COPIES 1.0 

10/21/98 REPRODUCTION 3.0 

10/21/98 CORRESPONDENCE- DISTRICT ATTORNEY RE: 
UTAH WITNESSES 
STATE'S GUILT PHASE WITNESSES 
HATCHET 4.0 

10/21/98 (L) COPIES 1.0 

10/22/98 REPRODUCTION- NEWSPAPERS 2.0 

10/22/98 REPRODUCTION; (L) 4.0 

10/23/98 WCJ-MEMO 3.5 

10/23/98 LETTERS TO CLIENT- RESEARCH AND OTHER 6.0 

10/24/98 REVIEW FILES 5.5 

(79.5) 
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w 

~ 
H 
w (686.5) 
()1 

I 
t-3 11/4/98 REVIEW CORRESPONDENCE 1.5 
p 
~ 
fV 11/4/98 (C) INVESTIGATOR .5 f--' 
f--' 

11/4/98 REVIEW EVALUATIONS 1.5 
w 
0 
...... 11/5/98 REVIEW LETTER TO WIFE (COPIED) 1.0 co 
(.0 

-.....:j 11/5/98 PREPARATION- HEARING 1.0 

11/5/98 REVIEW DNA CORRESPONDENCE OF DA 1.5 

11/5/98 (T)CLIENT .5 

11/6/98 MEMO 1.0 

11/6/98 MEDIA INTERVIEW 1.0 

11/6/98 (A) HEARING RE: EVALUATIONS 1.0 

11/9/98 SET TEAM MEETING .5 

11/9/98 TRIAL PREPARATION 5.5 

11/10/98 (A) HEARING- SELF -REPRESENTATION 1.0 

11/10/98 WCJ 2.5 

11/10/98 MEMO 1.0 

11/10/98 TRIAL PREPARATION 2.5 

. 11111/98 TRIAL PREPARATION 5.0 

11/12/98 REVIEW, PREPARATION- MOTIONS 4.0 

11/13/98 TRIAL PREPARATION 4.0 

11/15/98 REVIEW WITNESS' STATEMENTS 5.0 

11/16/98 WCJ 2.5 

11/16/98 MEMO 1.0 

11/17/98 REVIEW MATERIAL OF D.A. RE: DNA/RIOLO 2.0 

11/17/98 COLLECTCALL-CLffiNT .5 

11/19/98 PREPARATION- MOTIONS 3.0 

11/19/98 SENT MOTION TO CLIENT; (r) INVESTIGATION REQ. 1.5 
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w 

~ 
11/20/98 TEAM MEETING- MEMOS 2.5 H 

w 
()1 

I 
11/20/98 MISC.: t-3 

p 
~ ·cAR INVENTORY- STANTON fV 
f--' 

DAVID KINIKINI- ''O.C, '' - V AINGA f--' 
w 
0 REVIEW OTHER DISCOVERY MATERIAL 2.5 ...... 
co 
(.0 

co 
11/21198 PRPEP ARA TION- MOTIONS 2.0 

11/22/98 PREPARATION- MOTIONS 2.5 

11/23/98 PREPARATION- MOTIONS 4.0 

11/23/98 MEMO- KINKINI 1.0 

11/23/98 MEMO- MITIGATORS 1.0 

11/24/98 HEARING- MOTIONS 6.0 

11/24/98 TRIAL PREPARATION 2.5 

.U/24/98 MEMO- RE: MOTIONS 1.0 

. 11/25/98 TRIAL PREPARATION- MEMOS 6.0 

11/25/98 MEMO- COWBOY HAT- HILL VEHICLE 1.0 

11/29/98 COLLECT CALL- WCJ- HOME 1.0 

11/30/98 JAIL CLASSIFICATION.,. RELEASING HAND DURING 
ATTORNEY VISIT .5 

11/30/98 WCJ-CLIENT 3.0 

11/30/98 MEMO,(O) 1.5 

(88.0) 

(774.5) 

12/1/98 WCJ-MEMO 3.0 

12/1/98 REVIEW, RESEARCH AND (L) CLIENT: 
DAVID KINIKINI 
V AINGA KINIKINI 
SISTER, WIFE (T) - INVESTIGATOR 
NEWSPAPER ARTICLE- SALT LAKE CITY 
TOYOTA INVENTORY 2.5 
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w 

~ 
H 
w 12/1/98 REVIEW TRANSCRIPT- 11/6/98 HEARING 1.0 
()1 

I 1212/98 CORRESPONDENCE; OTHER 2.0 t-3 
p 
~ 12/3/98 CORRESPONDENCE 1.0 fV 
f--' 

12/4/98 OTHER 2.0 f--' 
w 
0 12/5/98 MISCE.LL.; 1--'-

LETTERS-WIFE co 
(.0 TAPED STATEMENT 
<..() INVESTIGATION MEMOS 

TRANSCRIPT OF 11/24 HEARING 
COURT ORDER- MOTIONS 
MEMO TO TEAM 
REVIEWING, COPYING, ETC.· 8.0 

1217/98 WCJ 3.5 

1217/98 MEMO 1.5 

12/7/98 MEETING- JUDGE- TRIAL/COURTROOM SECURITY 1.0 
(can:celled as to parties- Memo) 

12/8/98 POST TRIAL MEMORANDUM 6.0 

12/9/98 SET TEAM MEETING; (C); (0) 3.0 

12/10/98 HEARING - MOTIONS - 2.5 

12/10/98 COURT REPORTER- REAL TIME 
LETTERS -WIFE 
TRANSCRIPT OF TAPED EXAMINATION 4.0 

12/11/98 MEMO RE: V ANISI TESTIMONY 3.5 

12/11198 MEMO- FINAL PREPARATION 2.0 

12/11/98 MURDER TEAM MEMO 1.0 

12/12/98 REVIEW STATE'S WITNESS TESTIMONY 
PREPARE CROSS-EXAMINATION 6.5 

12/12/98 - 12123/98: 
E- MAILS WITH D.A. GAMMICK 3.0 

12/13/98 ·PREPARATION-
PREPARE AND UP-DATE TRIAL BOOK 
REVIEW NEW DISCOVERY 
REVIEW NEW LAB REPORTS 
PREPARE PACKGE FOR VANISITO REVIIEW 
JURY QUESTIONNAIRE 7.0 

12/14/98 TEAM MEETING- MEMO 3.0 
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w 

~ 
H 12/15/98 w (L) - mDEG RE; MOTIONS .5 
()1 

12/15/98 CORRESPONDENCE-VANACEY 2.0 I 
t-3 
p 12/15/98 
~ 

(T) MAFFI .5 
fV 

12/15/98 (L'S) ..ITJDGE- DARE: JURY QUESTIONNAIRE .5 f--' 
f--' 
w 12/16/98 
0 

WCJ-MEMO 3.0 
....... 
co 12/16/98 DISCOVERY- TAPE OF SCENE; (0) 2.5 
IP 
0 12/16/98 CRYSTAL (T)- SAN BRUNO .5 

12/18/98 (R) 4.0 

12/21/98 WCJAND(R) 4.0 

12/23/98 TEAM MEETING; (P); (0) 4.0 

12/24/98 PHOTOS 1.0 

12/28/98 TRIAL PREPARATION 6.0 

12/28/98 SLC - TAPE 1/14/98 1.0 

12/28/98 JAIL "PICTURE" DA- INVESTIGATOR .5 

12/29/98 TRI..<\.L PREPARATION 6.0 

12/29/98 E-MAILS - GAMMICK- PHOTOS 1.0 

12/29/98 MEMO- SUBPEONAS 1.0 

12130/98 COLLECT CALL-HOME .5 

12/30/98 TRIAL PREPARATION 6.0 

.12/30/98 CONFERENCECALL-DA-COURT .5 

12/30/98 MEMO RE: EVIDENCE -JURORS 1.0 

12/31/98 PREPARATION AND SUBPEONAS 3.5 

12/31/98 MEETING WITH D.A 1.0 

12/31/98 MISCELLANEOUS AND CLEAN-UP 3.0 

(130.5) 

(905) 
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w 

~ 
H 
w 
()1 

I 
t-3 
p 
~ 
fV 
f--' 
f--' 
w 
0 
f--J. 
co 
IP 
f--J. 

1999 

112/99 _ MEMO AND REVIEW, INSTRUCTIONS 3.5 

113/99 PREPARATION OF TRIAL BOOK #4 5.0 

l/4/99 WCJ; PREPARATION; JURY; 5.0 

114/99 JURY ADMONISHMENT 2.0 

115/99 PREPARATION; REVIEW 5.0 

1/5/99 JURY QUESTIONNAIRES; LETTERS; OTHER 2.5 

116/99 PREPARATION 5.0 

116199 CONFERENCE- TEAM; LETTERS 2.5 

1n/99 TRIAL PREPARATION 5.0 

1/7/99 HEARING(s) RE: MOTIONS, SECURITY, JURY SELECTION 4.0 

1/8/99 

118/99 

1110/99 

1/11/99 

1/12/99 

1/13/99 

1/14/99 

1115/99 

PREPARATION 

MARKING EVIDENCE 

PREPARATION 

TRIAL (DAY ONE); PREPARATION 

TRIAL (DAY TWO); PREPARATION 

TRIAL (DAY THREE); PREPARATION 

TRIAL (DAY FOUR); PREPARATION 

TRIAL (llAY FIVE); PREPARATION 

·---------MISTruAL----------

1/17/99 

1119/99 

1/20/99 

1/21/99 

1125/99 

1/26/99 

REVIEW AND PREPARATION 

HEARING - RE-SET - CHANGE OF VENUE - PREP. 

TELEPHONE CPT. GANYON- MOVE V ANISI- N.S.P. 
MEMO- OTHER 

WCJ 

E-MAILS- D.A.- DISCOVERY 

POST -MISTRIAL JUROR INTERVIEWS -
INVESTIGATORS' REPORTS 

5.0 

2.0 

8.0 

10.0 

10.0 

10.0 

10.0 

10.0 

3.0 

5.0 

1.5 

2.0 

1.0 

2.0 
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w 

~ 
H 1127/99 w 
()1 

I 
t-3 
p 
~ 1/28-29/99 fV 
f--' 
f--' 
w 1/29/99 0 
....... 
co 1/29/99 
IP 
10 

2/1/99 

2/2/99 

2/9/99 

2/23/99 

2/24/99 

2125/99 

PREPARATION AND RE-FORMULATION AND 
PREPARATION OF CAPITAL CASE QUESTIONNAIRE 

DISCOVERY - 600 PAGES OF UNRPD REPORTS 
76 AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPES 

SPOUSE LETTERS 

CHAITRA HANKE TAPES 

(136) 

(1,041) 

CAUTIONARY LETTER TO CLIENT REGARDING 
CHOICE IF DEFENSE 

DISCOVERY- TAPES 

"HELLO, BABY" CORRESPONDENCE 

CONFERENCE-DEFENSESTRATEGY 
EVIDENCE: DIAGRAM- UNR BY RPD- MC MENOMY; 
PICTURE OF "DOBIE"; CASSETTE INTERVIEW OF 
CHRISTIAN LAUDERDALE; REVIEW FILES 

AMENDED NOTICE TO SEEK THE DEATH PENALTY; 
OPPOSffiON TO AGGRA VA TORS; 
"HELLO, BABY" LETTERS; TAPES OF LAUDERDALE 

DISCOVERY ..• STATEMENTS OF: CATHLEEN KRUTZ AND 
JEANNE OHLSON. CRIME SCENE AND VICTIM PHOTOS. 
PROPERTY/EVIDENCE LOGS. PICTURES OF "DOOBIE", 

6.0 

8.0 

2.5 

1.5 

3.0 

4.5 

3.5 

5.5 

5.5 

V ANISI AND POLICE REPORTS (LAUDERDALE) 5.5 

(27.5) 

(1,068.5) 
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--- --·-·· -

w 

~ 
H 3/1/99 w 
()1 

I 3/3/99 
t-3 
p 

3/4/99 ~ 
fV 
f--' 3/8/99 
f--' 
w 
0 3/10/99 
f--J. 
co 3/11-12/99 
IP 
w 

5/14/99 

5/21/99 

5/27/99 

5/28/99 

6/1/99 

6nl99 

6/23/99 

7-8-9/99 

"HELLO, BABY" CORRESPONDENCE 

" 

" 

" 

" 

PREPARED MEMO AND DOCUMENTS FOR GREGORY 
AND BOSLER REPRESENTATION OF V ANISI 

( 8.0) 

(1,076.5) 

DISCOVERY 

TAPES (EXTRICATION) 

NSP- ESCAPE ATTEMPT REPORTS 

SCR- POST- TRIAL MEMORANDUM 

( 15.0) 

(1,091.5) 

MOTIONS HEARINGS 

VIDEO- 7/11 ROBBERY 

COMPETENCY; MOTION TO TERMINATE COUNSEL 
REVIEW MOTION, RESPONSE, TIME RECORDS 
PREP ARE NOTES IN OPPOSITION 

ADVISING COUNSEL 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO REPRESENT HIMSELF 
STATE BAR COUNSEL 
MOTION TO WITHDRAW 
WRIT TO THE SUPREME COURT 
TRIAL PREPARATION, STRATEGY 

(207.5) 

(1,299) 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

3.0 

1.0 

3.0 

1.0 

10.0 

2.5 

1.0 

4.0 

200.0 
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Case re-assigned to other counsel 
Total hours: 1,299 
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---------·· .. -·-···-····-·-

w 

~ 
H 
w State v. Siaosi Vanisi 
()1 

I 
t-3 

CR98-0516 
p 
~ Time Record of Laura Bielser fV 
f--' 
f--' 
w Event Date Time 
0 
....... 
co 
IP Transcribe tape of car viewing 
()1 

1/22/98 1.0 

Catalog discovery 2/19/98 0.5 

Format, correct motions 4/13/98 3.0 

Format, correct motions 4/14/98 3.0 

Format, file motions 4/15/98 1.0 

Meeting w/ team 4/16/98 1.0 

Format, correct motions 4/20/98 2.0 

Format, correct motions 4/21/98 3.5 

Format, correct motions 4/22/98 2.0 

Format, file, copy, dist. Motions 4/23/98 1.0 

Format, correct, copy, dist. Motions 4/28/98 2.0 

Internet research Tonga~ chatlines 4/20/98 2.5 

E-mail Ptukia,Australian Anthro-
Pologist, Sphillips, Center forCapital 
Assistance 4/20/98 3.0 

Correspondence w/ Dr. McGrath 4/29/98 0.5 

Correspondence w/ Adrienne Kaeppler 4/29/98 0.5 

Meeting w/ team 5/01/98 1.0 

Motion meeting w/ Petty 5/13/98 1.0 

Cut, paste, correct, format motions 5/26/98 3.0 

Cut, paste,. correct, format motions 5/27/98 3.0 

Copy, file, dist. Motion 5/28/98 1.0 

Meeting w/ team 5/29/98 1.0 

Transcribe tape MRS California trip 6/1/98 1.0 

Cut, paste, correct, format motions 6/01/98 2.0 

Cut, paste, correct, format motions 6/02/98 2.0 

File, copy, dist. Motion 6/05/98 0.5 

File, copy, dist. Motion 6/08/98 0.5 

File, copy, dist. Motion 6/09/98 0.5 

File, copy, dist. Motion 6/17/98 0.5 

File, copy, dist. Motion 6/18/98 0.5 
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w 

~ 
H 

Meeting w/ team w 6/26/98 1.0 
()1 

Meeting w/ team 7/10/98 0.5 I 
t-3 Format, correct motions 7/13/98 2.0 p 
~ File, copy, dist. Motion 7/14/98 0.5 fV 
f--' File, copy, dist. Motion 7/15/98 0.5 f--' 
w File, copy, dist. Motion 7/16/98 0.5 0 
....... File, copy, dist. Motion 7/21/98 0.5 co 
IP File, copy, dist. Motion 7/22/98 0.5 
.......:j 

. Meeting re: Discovery 7/20/98 1.5 
Meeting w/ team 7/24/98 0.5 
Meeting w/ team 8/07/98 0.5 
Meeting w/ DA Discovery 8/13/98 1.5 
Prepare minutes of meeting 8/13/98 1.0 
Meeting w/ team 8/21/98 0.5 
Format, copy, file motion 9/16/98 0.5 
Meeting w/ team 10/8/98 0.5 
Format, copy, file motion 10/9/98 0.5 
Transcribe Gregory tape 12/4/98 1.0 
Transcribe Gregory tape 12/7/98 0.5 
Transcribe Gregory tape 12/8/98 0.5 
Transcribe Gregory tape 12/9/98 0.5 
Cut/paste Jury Questionnaire 12/14/98 2.0 
Meeting w/ tea·m 12/14/98 0.5 
Format Jury Questionnaire 12/15/98 2.0 
Final Jury Questionnaire 12/16/98 1.0 
DA's office re: evidence 12/31/98 1.5 
Meeting w/ team 01/4/99 0.5 
Review, revise jury questionnaire 01/4/99 1.0 
Evo, RPD, evidence 01/5/99 1.0 
Prepare out of state subpoenas 09/1199 3.0 
Prepare out of state subpoenas 09/2/99 2.0 
Coordinate arrangements 09/3/99 1.5 
Meeting re: Nev State Bar call 9/15/99 0.5 
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w 

~ 
H 

Copy and distribute correspondence 11/9/98 5 minutes w 
()1 "" "" ·u/30/98 5 I 
t-3 "" "" 12/7/98 5 p 
~ "" "" 12/8/98 5 fV 
f--' "" "" 12/9/98 5 
f--' 
w "" "" .12/11/98 5 
0 
f--J. "" "" 12/15/98 5 
co 

'"' '"' 12/17/98 5 IP 
co 

"" "" 12/22/98 5 
"" "" 12/28/98 5 
"" "" 12/29/98 5 
"" "" 12/30/98 5 
"" "" 12/31/98 5 
'"' '" 12/31/98 5 
"" IIU 01/4/99 5 
"" '"" 01/20/99 5 
"" IIU 01/21/99 5 
"" "" 01/25/99 5 
"" IIU 01/26/99 5 
"" liN 01/28/99 5 
"" "" 02/1/99 5 
"" "" 02/2/99 5 
"" '"' 02/8/99 5 
"" '"' 02/9/99 5 

. "". "" 02/10/99 5 
"" "" 02/12/99 5 
"" \\1: 02/16/99 5 
"" 

,,, 
02/23/99 5 

"'" '"' 02/25/99 5 
"" "" 03/1/99 5 
"" "" . 03/2/99 5 
"" '"' 03/3/99 5 
"" '"' 03/4/99. 5 
'" '" 03/10/99 5 
"" "" 03/11/99 5 
"" '"' 03/16/99 5 
\\II "" 03/17/99 5 
"" "" 03/29/99 5 
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"" "" 
"" "" 
"" "" 

"" "" 

**Several mailings, quick tasks, 
chats, snort meetings, etc. 

Approximate Total: 

04/20/99 
04/21/99 
04/27/99 
05/3/99 

5 
5 
5 
5 

10.0 

90 hours 
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JEREMY BOSLER STATE V. SIAOSI VANISI 

10/9/98 associated as counsel 

reviewed memo from Mike, files, motions, police reports 10 hours 

11/25/99 motions hearing 

Talked to Mike Stoudt .5 hours 

Contacted National Jury Project in Oakland .25 hours 

Reviewed and prepared jury questionaire 4.0 hours 

12/11/98 questionaire submitted 

12/16/99 mitigation witnesses reviewed with investigators 

vacation in vegas 20.0+ hours reviewing police reports 

1/4/99 eyeballed jurors-questionaire filled out 

1/8/99 eyeballed jurors-questionaire filled out 

Renewed motion for additional peremptory challenges 

4/13/99 motion for individual voir dire prepared and submitted submitted 3.5 hours 

1!5/99lunch with Annabelle, discussed voir dire strategies, mitigation witnesses 1.0 hour 

1/11199 trial begins 

1116/99 mistrial declared 

1/21/99 reviewed jury de briefings 2.5 hours 
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4/23/99 bi-weekly meeting LO hour 

517/99 bi-weekly meeting, talked with steve after morning calendar 1.5 hours 

5/4/99 meeting with Vanisi at WCJ 1.5 hours 

515/99 meeting with Vanisi and jail personnel1.5 hours 

5/12/99 in chambers status hearing re: custody placement, discussion with steve re: medication. 
2.0 hours · 

5/21/99 bi-weekly meeting, met with Steve to discuss case after morning calendar 1.5 hours 

6/29-7/1 Capital Seminar vegas (22 hours) 

7/6 drafted letter to client re: double jeopardy 
discussed pleading out robbery, etc. with Steve. (client may not commit) 

talked about rescheduling bi-weekly meetings. 1.5 hours 

7/5 Talked to mike stout, made arrangements for capital jury seminar 2.0 hours 

7/9 meeting with investigators, Steve: discussed defense, compelling out of state witnesses, forensic expert 
re: wounds to Vanisi, def. Carrying hatchet in California, pleading out to robberies before trial, compelling 
out of state witnesses. 1.25 hours. 

7/12/99 prepare out-of-state sub.'s for trial, discussed ex-parte drug regimen request with Steve. 125 
hours 

7/20/99 visited vanisi at jail. He would not talk about anything other than double-jeopardy motion, despite 
attempts to discuss new trial. He would not commit to any particular defense and refuses to tell us what 
strategy he would like to pursue. 1.5 hours 

7/22/99 discussed "administrative conference call" with Steve. We will object to client not being available 
and that our request to medicate defendant has now been stalled. so that effectiveness of regimen is called 
into question as trial is now approaching. 30 min.utes 

8/l/99 visit Vanisi at jail. He insists he doesn't have all discovery, but won't tell us what he thinks is 
missing. He also says he believes there are many defenses to case, but doesn't want to tell us what they are. 
He says he wants us to "sit on our hands" during the trial, because there is no defense. 1.25 hours 

Spoke to attorney Shedwill, he will file sub. applications for us . . 5 

Reviewed applications, discussed witnesses to be sub'd with Crystal, Steve and Specchio. 1.0 

8/3/99 visit V anisi at jail. Client will not elaborate on defense. Client wants to proceed pro se. Client agreed 
totalk about medication at today's hearing and put off decision on Faretta until medication kicks in. Client 
says he will be prepared by September date. 1.5 hours 
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Hearing on medication motion. Court ordered Steve to contact WCJ and if they agree to follow regimen 
outlined by Dr. Lynn, medication can begin. If they disagree, hearing needs to be set. 

Client indicated he wants to represent himself Court ordered him to file a written motion? 

8/4/99 reviewed client's request for discovery (again). Specchio says he has sent 2 complete copies. Spoke 
to Gregory about newspaper motion tomorrow, sorted through discovery, gave copies of discovery to Laura 
to be sent out for reproduction. 2.5 hours 

8/5/99 hearing 

8/10 hearing 

8/11 hearing 

refiled motion for jury questionaire, signed Gregorys motion for reconsideration, reviewed old motions, 
reviewed witness statements 3.0 hours 

8/l2/99 discussed reconsideration motion with gregory. Spoke with Crystal regarding Monday meeting in 
S.F. 1.5 hours 

8/16/99 trip to San Francisco: reviewed capital jury handout, met with crystal, went to San Mateo muni 
court, went to redwood city, met with private counsel. 

Attempted to serve subpeona's. 

Met with Mr. Fry 

9 hours 

8/17/99 attempted to serve other witnesses, spoke to Judity Celeste, Samuel Johnson. Discusses strategy 
with Crystal. 

10 hours 

8118/99 reviewed Steves motion, State's oposition, advised specchio of development. 2.5 hours 

8/22-8/23 drove to S.F., appeared at hearing in San Mateo to compel attendance of Samuel Johnson, Jr. and 
Janet Yee. Reviewed mitigation witnesses information. 15 hours 

7 hours 

9/13/99 Spoke with Victor Sherman about ethical dilemna, discussed information with Steve, petty and 
Spec. , reviewed file 4.0 

9/14/99 met with Spech., Steve, petty, discussed strategy options, reviewed witness statements 3.5 
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w 

~ 
H w 9/15/99 met with Spech. steve, petty, conference call with bar counsel, reviewed questionaries. 4.0 
()1 

~ 9/16/99 met with spech., Steve, Petty about strategy, reviewed questionaires 5.0 
p 
~ 9/17 met with Ryan ,reviewed jury lists; met with Spec., Gregory, Petty, decided not to approach judge 
f!l about issue of ethics, but rather maintain our current strategy. 2.0 hours 
f--' 
f--' 
w 
o 9/I8/99 reviewed jury materials 
1--'- 3.0 hours 
co 
Ul 
IP 9/19/99 tabulated juror information, structured voir dire questions, graded jurors based upon questionaires 

7.5 hours 

9/20 trial: jury ~election, prepared questions for second day of selection 9.0 hours 

9/21/99 trial: jury selection, reviewed voir dire questions, cases 9.5 hours 

9/21/99 trial 

9/22/99 trial half-day 

9/23/99 trial 

9/27 final day. Waived fmal argument. Spoke with Crystal, Steve and John DiGiacinto about mitigation· 
witnesses. 5.0 hours 

9/28/99 status hearing. Spoke with Gregory, Crystal and DiGiacinto about compelling out of state 
witneseses. Faxed more information to John. Steve and I decided not to call Dr. Bucklin and rest of state's 
medical evidence that all wounds were "contemporaneous" and none was inflicted after death. 4.5 hours 

9/29 no court. talked with DiGiancinto, Crytsal, Steve about out-of-state witnesses, prepared jury 
instructions; reviewed mitigation witnesses 7.0 hours 

9/30/99 hearing on pre-sentencing motions; prepared sentencing instructions, reviewed with.Maizie, John 
Petty, Steve and Ryan; reviewed citations for State's instructions. Talked about mitigating witnesses to call 
for tomorrow. Reviewed crytsal's reports on Sione Peaua and Rene.ll hours 

10/l/99 sentencing hearing. Called renee and sione as witnesses 9.0 hours 

10/3/99 reviewed sentencing instructions; bi-polar information, met with mitigation witnesses; prepared 
sentencing argument; reviewed transcripts of prior witnesses. 7.0 HOURS 

10/4/99 prepared opening statement, reviewed mitigation evidence, reviewed instructions, sentencing 
hearing, kept in court settling instruction until 8:00 14 hours 
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10/5/99 reviewed instructions, met with steve, discussed additional mitigating witnesses, interviewed and 

prepared Deeann Vanacey, prepared closing argument 12 hours 

10/6/99 finished penalty hearing, argued case. 8 hours 

10/7/99 met with Steve, discussed post trial motions 1 hour 
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STATE V. SIAOSI VANISI, CR98-0516 

TIME RECORD 

STEPHEN GREGORY 

TOTAL AS OF 10/811999: 577.95 HOURS 
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H 
w 
()1 

I 
t-3 September: 
p 

9-22 ~ 
fV 9-23 
f--' 

9-24 f--' 
w 9-25 
0 
f--J. 9-28 
co 9-29 Ul 
co 9-30 

October: 
10-1 
10-2 

November: 
11-2 
11-3 
11-4 
11-12 
11-19 
11-20 
11-24 

December: 
12-11 
12-15 
12-16 
12-22 
12-23 
12-28 
12-29 
12-30 
12-31 

January: 
1-4 
1-5 
1-6 
1-7 
1-8 
1-11 
1-12 
1-13 
1-14 

. 1-15 
1-19 
1-20 
1-21 

V ANISI TIME RECORD 

Meetings/Preparation!Research!Hearings/Tria1 
Specchio/review discovery 
Specchio/review discovery 
Vanisi 
Review discovery 
Hearing 
Review discovery 
Review discovery 

Review discovery 
View crime scenes etc. 

Review discovery 
Review discovery 
Review discovery 
V anisilprep 
V anisi!prep 
V anisilprep 
V anisi!prep 

Vanisilprep 
Vanisilprep 
V anisilprep 
V anisi/prep 
V anisilprep 
Vanisilprep 
Vanisilprep 
V anisilprep 
V anisilprep 

CourtN anisi!prep 
Prep 
V anisi!prep 
V anisi!prep 
V anisilprep 
Trial 
Trial 
Trial 
Trial 
MistrialN anisilmeetings 
CourtN anisi 
Vanisi 
Vanisi 

Hours 
2 
3 
1.75 
2 
1 
4 
3 

3 
3.5 

2.5 
1.75 
4.25 
211 
2/3 
1/3 
2/l 

2/1 
2/2 
2/l 
2/2 
2/3 
2/2 
2/3 
2/3 
2/2 

8.5 
9 
7.75 
8.5 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
8 
2 
3 
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~ 
H 
w 
()1 

I 
t-3 
p 
~ 1-22 Review 1.25 
fV 
f--' 1-25 Review 1.5 
f--' 1-26 Review 2 w 
0 2-4 Vanisi 1.5 
f--J. 

2-11 Vanisi 1 co 
Ul 3-3 Review/research 4.25 
<..() 

3-10 Motions 3.7 
4-8 V anisilinvestigatorsffiosler 7 
4/9 V anisilinvestigators/Bosler 4 
5/14 Meeting-team 1.25 
5/28 Meeting-team 1.5 
611 Motions hearing 4 
6-3 V anisilphone .25 
6-10 Prison 4 
6-11 Meeting-team 1.25 
6-15 Stanton .5 
6-18 Meeting-team 1.5 
6-23 Motions hearing/preparation 5 
7-9 Meeting-team 1.5 
7-12 Prep 4 

7-16 Jail 2 
7-19 Jail 2 
7-20 Jail 2 
7-21 Jail 2 
7-22 Jail 2 
7-23 Jail 2 
7-26 Jail 2 
7-27 Jail 2 
7-28 Jail 2 
7-29 Jail 2 
7-30 Jail 2 
8-2 Jail 2 
8-3 Jail 2 
8-4 Jail/motions 5 
8-5 Jail/motions 6 
8-6 Jail 2 
8-9 Jail 2 
8-10 Jail 2 
8-11" Jail 2 
8-12 Jail 2 
8-13 Jail 2 
8-16 Jail 2 
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w 
< 
~-
H 
w 8-17 Jail 2 
()1 

8-18 Jail 2 I 
t-3 8-19 Jail 2 p 
~ 8-20 Jail 2 
fV 8-23 Jail 2 f--' 
f--' 8-24 Jail 2 
w 8-25 Jail 2 0 
1--'- 8-26 Jail 2 
co 

8-27 Jail 2 ()1 

0 8-30 Jail/ trial prep 8 
8-31 Jail/ trial prep 8 
9-1 Jail! trial prep 10 
9-2 Jail/ trial prep 8 
9-3 Jail/ trial prep 8 
9-7 Jail/ trial prep 9 
9-8 Jail/ trial prep 7 
9-9 Jail/ trial prep 8 
9-10 Jail/ trial prep 6 
9-11 Trial prep 10 
9-13 Jail/ trial prep 8 
9-14 Jail/ trial prep 9 
9-15 Jail/ trial prep 7 
9-16 Jail/ trial prep 8 
9-17 Jail/ trial prep 8 
9-20 Trial/prep 10 
9-21 Trial/prep 11 
9-22 Trial/prep 10 
9-23 Trial/prep 8 
9-24 Trial/prep 11 
9-25 Jail/prep 8 
9-26 Prep 6 
9-27 Trial/prep 11 
9-28 Prep . 12 
9-29 Prep 10 
9-30 Prep/ hearing 12 
10-1 Penalty 8 
10-2 Jail 2 
10-3 Prep 9 
10-4 Penalty/prep 10 
10-5 Penalty/prep 12 
10-6 Penalty 7 
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WASHOE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 

INVESTIGATOR CALDERON TIME LOG 

DATE HOURS lNVESTIGATION CONDUCTED 
01-20-98 1 Review newspaper articles, research the internet 
01-27-98 2.5 Meet with Mr. V anisi 

"02-03-98 2 Review material 
02-20-98 4 Preliminary hearing 
03-24-98 3 Photograph Mr. Vanisi's iniuries; prepare report 
03-26-98 .5 Review and finalize report 
04-14-98 1 Review memos 
04-15-98 3.5 Review memos; case documents 
04-16-98 1 Consult with attorney 
04-20-98 .5 Consult with attorney 
04-29-98 1.5 Review Tongan chat line 
05-18-98 2 Contact Channel2, attempt to obtain copy of entire i/v ofVanisi 
06-01-98 2.5 Meet with Mr. Vanisi; reading material; sergeant 
06-02-98 2 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
06-04-98 1 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
06-05-98 2.5 Meet with Mr. Vanisi 
06-09-98 1.5 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses; phone contact included 
06-10-98 1 Consult with attorney 
06-I r-98 1 Waited for witnesses; no show; including phone contact 
06-12-98 1 Waited for witnesses; no show; including phone contact 
06-15-98 1 Attempts to locate and contact witnesses 
06-16-98 1 Attempts to locate and contact witnesses 
06-17-98 2 Review case material 
06-18-98 4 Interview witnesses 
06-19-98 1 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
06-22-98 .5 Consult with attorney 
07-07-98 2.5 Meet with Mr. V anisi 
07-15-98 1 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
07-16-98 1 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
07-17-98 1.5 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
08-06-98 1 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
08-13-98 2 Consult with Prosecutors re: evidence list 
09-22-98 1 Attemr>_t to locate and contact witnesses 
09-25-98 1 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
10-05-98 1 Consult with attorney; read memos 
10-16-98 1 Consult with attorney; read memos 
11-09-98 1 Attempt to locate and contact witnesses 
11-12-98 l Contact with witnesses 
i l-20-98 l Consult with attorney; read memos 
11-21-98 1 Contact with witnesses 
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12-02-98 4 Interview witnesses 
12-07-98 4 Interview witnesses 
12-11-98 3 Contact witnesses 
12-13-98 10 Travel; interview witnesses 
12-14-98 8 Interview witnesses 
12-15-98 10 Locate and interview witnesses, includes attempts 
12-16-98 12 Locate and interview witnesses, includes attempts 
12-17-98 12 Locate and interview witnesses, includes attempts 
12-18-98 8 Interview witnesses; travel 
12-21-98 10 Travel; interview witnesses 
12-22-98 6 Travel; interview witnesses 
12-23-98 7 Prepare reports 
01-04-99 4 Finalize reports; consult with attorney 
01-05-99 1 Consult with attorney 
01-12-99 7 Trial 
01-13-99 7 Trial 
01-14-99 10 Trial; interview witness 
01,.15-99 6 Trial; mistrial 
01-18-99 1 Contact witnesses 
02-03-99 2.5 Meet with Mr. Vanisi 
02-05-99 .5 Consult with attorney 
04-05-99 1.5 Review letters and memos 
04-22-99 l Consult with attorney 

·o5-03-99 2.5 Meet with Mr. V anisi 
06-02-99 2 Search the internet; expert 
06-04-99 1 Search the internet; expert 
06-16.;99 1 Out of state witness arrangements, phone calls, etc. 
06-24-99 1 Out of state witness arrangements, phone calls, etc. 
07-08-99 2 Consult with attorneys, investigators, support staff re: CA attorney, . 

phone calls, etc. 
07-09-99 I Prepare letters for out of state witnesses 
07-13-99 3 Attempts to locate and contact out of state witnesses; prepare 

documents for out of state service 
07-14-99 2 Arrangements for out of state service of witnesses 
07-16-99 1 Calls to other investigators re: expert 
07-22-99 2 Search the internet, expert 
07-23-99 .5 Search the internet, expert 
07-24-99 I Search the internet, phone calls, expert 
07-26-99 .5 Consult with attorney re: expert 
08-16-99 12 Consult with attorneys; court clerks; locate witnesses 
08-17-99 14 Locate witnesses 
08-18-99 5 Travel; locate witnesses 
09-10-99 .5 Phone calls, e-mails re: witness arrangements 
09-12-99 1.5 Phone calls re: witness arrangements 
09-14-99 1 Phone calls re: witness arrangements 
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09-15-99 1 Phone calls re: witness arrangements 
09-16-99 2 Phone calls; locate attorney to assist in Butte county 
09-17-99 2 Phone calls; locate attorney to assist in Butte county 
09-20-99 3 Phone calls re: witness arrangements 
09-21-99 2 Phone calls re: witness arrangements 
09-24-99 6 Trial; phone calls re: witness arrangements 
09-25-99 3 Phone calls re: witness arrangements 
09-27-99 7 Trial;_Q_hone calls re: witness arrangements 
09-28-99 7 Trial; phone calls re: witness arrangements 
09-29-99 8 Trial; phone calls re: witness arran_g_ements 
09-30-99 3 Phone calls re: witness arrangements 
10-01-99 4 Pena!ty___Q_hase began; phone calls re: witness arrangements 
10-03-99 5 Witness contact 
10-04-99 14 Penal!Y_Q_hase; witness preparation 
10-05-99 12 Penalty phase; witness arrangements 
10-:06-99 8 Penalty phase; witness arrangements 

Total 338.5 Hours (does not include the time spent interviewing either juries) 
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CERTIFICATION 

The undersigned, Michael R. Specchio, Washoe 
County Public Defender, Bar Number 1017, certifies that 
the within Memorandum has been completed, pursuant 
to Supreme Court Rule 250, within thirty (30) days of the 
imposition of sentence in the within referenced matter. 

That an Affidavit indicating compliance has been 
filed with the Clerk of the Court; 

That copies of the Affidavit have been provided to 
the Court and the Office of the District Attorney; 

That the undersigned has logged over one thousand 
two hundred (1,200) hours in representation of the 
Defendant herein; the Office expended over two thousand 
five hundred (2,500) hours in the representation of this 
defendant. 

That the within Memorandum satisfies the 
requirements of SCR 250. 

Respectfully submitted;/-l 
r 

ashoe Coon Public Defender 
Attorneys for Defendant, 

Siaosi Vanisi 
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-~ MICHAEL R. SPECCHIO AUG 18 1999 

~30 
2 BAR# 1017 r, ~V~ HARVE , CLERK 

/\ WASHOE COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 

h'\VJ P.O. BOX 30083 -av: ~\\J..W 1~ n~Prrrv 
0 RENO NV 89520 3083 ,p 4 
0' (775) 328-3464 
w ATTORNEY FOR: DEFENDANT 
01 5 

" T>T 'PUD 'T ll T nT Q'T'R Tr''T' rw 'fHF. STATE OF 

7 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF WASHOE 

8 

9 I'!''-'"' c:'T'l\ "'"' ()k' >.TRUll nA 

Dl 'H 

10 vs. 
Case No. CR98-0516 

11 
SIAOSI VANISI, 

12 
Dept. No. 4 

ue:cenaant:. 
13 I 

14 EX-PARTE (NEVADA SUPREME COURT RULE 172) MOTION TO WITHDRAW 

15 COMES NOW the Defendant, by and through his counsel, 

16 STEPHEN D. GREGORY, and JEREMY BOSLER, ana moves co w1t:naraw as 

17 counsel for the Defendant. This Motion to Withdraw is 

18 

19 

20 

21 

"" 

23 

24 Ill 
I I I I 

26 Ill 
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::J 1 supported by the following points and authorities herein, an 
1-'· 
IJl 
1-'· 2 Affidavit of Counsel (attached hereto as Exhibit "A") I and Rule 
10 

~ 3 1'1? nn NSCR !attached hereto as Exhibit ''Bn) -
(1 /0 t::?.. 
0 4 DATED this /0 day of August, 1999. ,p 
0' 
w 5 MICHAEL R. SPECCHIO 
0' Washoe County Public Defender 

6 

~----7\/ 7 
~7 

By: :,.---~ ~ 
8 STEPHEN D. GREGORY 

9 
Chief Deputy Public Defender 

10 

MICHAEL R. SPECCHIO 
11 Washoe County Public Defender 

12 

\ /) (J 17 ,.----. .... 
~, 

By: ,I_)J. ~-- '-.[ 

14 t~REMY BpSLER I 

=puty Public Defender 

15 

17 

18 
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21 
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24 

25 
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1-'· 1 POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF EX-PARTE MOTION TO 
IJl 
1-'· 2 WITHDRAW AS COUNSEL 
10 

~ 0 " -'· n. n ,, 'rr -'· ""'' (1 ~"' 

0 
,p 4 Rule 166. Declining or terminating representation. 
0' 
w 5 l. Except stated in subsection 3, lawyer shall not 
-----1 

as a 

6 "rliPnr nr •sentation has 

7 commenced, shall withdraw from the representation of a 

8 client if: 

9 (a) the renresentation will result in violation of 

10 the rules of professional conduct or other law; 

11 (b) the lawyer's physical or mental condition 

l2 materially impairs the lawyer's ability to 

13 represent the client; or 

14 (c) the lawyer is discharged. 

15 

16 2 . Except as stated 1n subsect1on 3, a .Lawyer may 

17 withdraw from representing a client if withdrawal can 

18 be accomplished without material adverse effect on the 

~, lnterest OJ: cne c.tient, or iJ:: 

20 (a) the client persists in a course of action 

21 involving the lawyer's services that the lawyer 

... ""'' cv= -:1:"1:> --.::=- ~~ ' 
23 (b) the client has used the lawyer's services to 

24 perpetrate a crime or fraud; 

~' I"\ ,, ' n+- 'n~< ~t-~ "~~n ~"~mo·;nn _,n nh-iPrrivP rh;,r 

26 the lawyer considers repugnant or imprudent; 

3 

!ut?7 
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::J 
1-'· l (d) the client fails substantially to fulfill an 
IJl 
1-'· 2 obligation to the lawyer regarding the lawyer's 
10 

~ _, '- '-

(1 OJC 

0 
,p 4 that the lawyer will withdraw unless the 
0' 
w 5 obligation is fulfilled; 00 

h I c \ t-he ,.-i~n ,.,;11 rc<"Jlt. in an 

7 unreasonable financial burden on the lawyer or 

8 has been rendered unreasonably difficult by the 

9 cliPnt· or 

10 (f) other good cause for withdrawal exists. 

ll 

12 3 . When ordered to do so by a tribunal, a lawyer shall 

l3 continue representation notwithstanding good cause for 

14 terminating the representation. 

15 4. Upon termination of representation, a lawyer shall 

16 take steps to the extent reasonably pracJ::J.cao.Le 1::0 

17 protect a client's interests, such as giving 

18 reasonable notice to the client, allowing time for 

L~ emp.Loyment: OJ: ocner counse.L, 10u.L.L' .~ .. , cUlU 

20 property to which the client is entitled and refunding 

21 any advance payment of fee that has not been earned. 

. ' . 
~~ "'"' 'Y LUcty L < "' ·r-

:o:>-r= ·~~ .. , ~~ ~ .. ~ ~ 

23 the extent permitted by other law. (added 1-27-86, 

24 eff. 3-28-86.) 

?< 

26 

4 
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1-'· l Counsel conducted a telephonic conversation with counsel 
IJl 
1-'· 2 for the State Bar of Nevada concerning a hypothetical 
10 

~ & _, & _, .L ,, '""' ~' 
(1 

LCjJ'-C"CUL~ • 
0 
,p 4 a defense that violates Rule 166 of the Nevada Supreme Court. 
0' 
w Counsel was advised by the State immediately submit a 
-D 5 Bar to 

" 
,,_ . 

.-~ ·-·' """'~ "'" ,-.,-,,n ""' l the c:t-"t-"' Bar 

7 advised counsel to comply with Supreme Court Rule 172 (attached 

8 hereto as Exhibit "B,, ) as soon as the Court deems it 

9 "' ·,.,.., ,..,., inrrnire into the matters covered bv Rule 172. 
n-TZ.. 

10 DATED this /0 day of August, 1999. 

ll MICHAEL R. SPECCHIO 
Washoe County Public Defender 

12 

13 _5 ..... 7 v/ '"7/~ By: 
l4 STEPHEN D~~ORY 

Chief Deputy Public Defender 
15 

16 

MICHAEL R. SPECCHIO 
17 Washoe County Public Defender 

1B 

f( (/ /J c:_ _,."'rf 
19 By: .7 7/dt- 'V](!I' ~ 

20 ~gEMY ~9~LER J 
D lputy Public Defender 

21 

"" 
23 

24 

~0 
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e. 1 AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
IJl 
1-'· 2 STATE OF NEVADA ) 

~ ) ss 

(J ~y or I 

~ 4 do hereby affirm that the 
0' I,STEPHEN D. GREGORY 

' 
,p 

5 0 assertions of this affidavit are true: 

li 
.l . Tnac .L am a aul.y L'-' ct~' 'Y cto;o;J.~lleu ~v 

7 represent the Defendant, SIAOSI VANISI; 

B 
2. That I have suggested a defense to the Defendant ir 

9 , , , 
~ eJ.JLUctLy, •, ~u~~ ~u~ ~~~ u~ ~ -=> L:f 

10 refuses to allow me to represent to the Court and 

11 since March, 
~~;;· 

Jury 1999; 

. ' , ~ 

' _, '- -'- _, 
J. ... -~ -. -I 

13 
4. That this defense does not violate the prohibi +- i 

14 
embodied in Nevada Supreme Court Rule 166; 

15 c ~,_ ~,_ r ,..,, i ~' ~+-~ ~n ~ r1of'on~c +-h~t- i ~ 

16 supported by the evidence; 

17 
6. That counsel has been advised by counsel for the 

18 
,<:;t-<"lt-P R<"lr t-hnt- the :ion of the no~· -'-m+-' S 

.!.~ defense will result in a violation of Supreme 'u~ 

20 Rule 166; 

21 

~~ 

23 

24 

~- Ill 
26 

Ill 
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